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ABSTRACT. 
Suspended sediment, transported in urban stormwater sewers, is" ." 
examined in order to determine its source, size, min~ralogy, form 
and surface texture characteristics. The transport history is 
studied in relation to the hydrological parameters of rainfall and 
discharge in one catchment. 
The catchment is situated in North West London where field sampling 
was carried out over the period from March 1980 to December 1981. 
A Coulter Counter is used for particle size determinations; methods 
of sampling and the choice of dispersant and electrolyte are 
discussed. Particle surface texture analysis employs Scanning 
Electron Microscopy and preparation methods are discussed. Elemental 
composition is examined by energy dispersive x - ray analysis. 
Particle textures are described and quantified using a detailed 
surface area method and the Fuzzy Technique is employed in the 
analysis of a large number of particles. 
Sediment sources in the catchment include roads, buildings, open 
spaces and airborne material. Sediment is washed off land surfaces 
during rainfall and transported along the storm sewer to the outfall. 
Suspended sediment sampled at the outfall is commonly in the size 
range 1 to 40~m and predominantly consists of quartz particles 
from roads tone erosion which have undergone considerable alteration 
by abrasion, silica precipitation and solution during drain transport. 
Storms and their sediment load fall into four groups : 
I. Intense rainfall of short duration generates moderately high 
total rainfall and discharge. Sediment comprises fresh-faced, 
angular, particles rapidly entrained from the land surface and 
of unimodal size distribution. 
II. Long periods of rainfall of moderate intensity create high 
rainfall totals and moderately high discharge. Drain deposited 
aggregates and surface particles are transported first; silica 
precipitates develop later, leading to aggregation as the discharge 
falls: size distributions are bimodal. 
III. Moderate rainfall and discharge transport sediment of similar 
characteristics to Group II but of moderated form. 
IV. Low rainfall and discharge for short period transports severly 
altered drain sediment of bimodal size distributions. 
Progressive sediment alteration along the storm sewer was simulated 
in a flume. 
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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Urban Storm Drainage Systems. 
Following the use of combined foul and stormwater sewers of 
Victorian times, separate systems were developed in the 1950's 
to reduce the volume requiring high cost cleansing treatment. 
Sewer design became important with the need to remove rainfall 
runoff as rapidly as possible from urban surfaces to the 
nearest water course. The runoff at that time was considered 
to be clean enough for entry directly into receiving waters. 
One of the first methods of stormwater sewer design to be 
developed was the Rational Method (Lloyd-Davis, 1906) which 
was based on the product of the average rainfall intensity 
and the total impervious area of a catchment. This rather 
simplistic method and the time-area approach of the Transport 
and Road Research Laboratory Method (Watkins, 1962) dominated 
sewer design for approximately twenty years. The need for 
updating stormwater drainage design in urban catchments led 
to the formation in 1974 of the Department of the Environment 
Working Party on the Hydraulic Design of Storm Sewers. A 
number of studies were made which included the application of 
computer techniques (Colyer and Pethick, 1977). Price (198!) 
described drainage design and the return period of storms 
employing hydrological parameters and economic considerations. 
The final reports are collectively known as the Wallingford 
Procedure and offered radical new approaches to sewage design. 
All these reports however, omitted a most notable parameter: 
the sediment load. 
In the recent 
(SWMM, STORM and 
sewer designs from the United States 
ILLUDAS, summarised in Colyer and 
Pethick, 1977) stormwater retention in the system is advocated. 
This is in distinct contrast to the previous methods d~;~u~b~d ~ ~ 
rapid removal of surface runoff with consequent problems of 
downstream flooding. Further,the runoff is becoming increasingly 
polluted (Natural Environment Research Council, 1975 Hall and Hockin..198Q 
15 
These studies recognise that sediment is present in storm 
water runoff, and that it settles out during water storage 
or retention, and suggest that settling ponds are included 
along sewers and provision made for the bulk removal of the 
sediment. The nature of the sediment, its source, and effects 
on pipe discharge however, have been largely ignored; it is 
this aspect of urban storm drainage which has led to the 
objectives of the present research. 
Despite the adherence to hydrological parameters in sewer 
design, the presence of sediment and its effect on sewer 
flow are undeniable. The sediment load affects the viscosity 
and velocity of the discharge; sediment deposition in pipes 
creates friction on the pipe bed, restricts flow, and reduces 
the gradient and local velocity of the flow. Restrictions 
may lead to blockages although the design of stormwater 
sewers is aimed at maintaining a self-cleansing velocity 
(Stephenson, 1981) 
Studies of stormwater quality have further indicated effects 
of sediment on discharge. Suspended sediment (1 to 40pm) 
has been shown to comprise upto 1% of thesediment load 
(Stephenson, 1981). Ellis (1976) and Yamada (1981) described 
how the fine sediment fraction is responsible for transporting 
toxic chemical substances; inverse correlations were found 
between specific chemical concentrations and particle size. 
In water retention systems it has been shown that upto 90% 
of the sediment load may settle out during discharge (Balmforth, 
1981; Wada and Suelshi, 1981; Wancelista, Yousef, Harper 
and Cassag nol, 1981).\J~~~swf~n the sewer system below 
ground is rare and is expensive both to construct and 
maintain. Some successful designs however, have been 
described by Gibbs, Alexander and Leiser (1972) and Saul ~dP(lo 
(1981) in which sluices in pipes could be controlled to 
temporarily direct water into areas of the system which 
are least affected by the storm. There are no below-ground 
16 
storage systems in Britain although sedimentation tanks have 
been constructed in motorway drains. There are many examples 
of surface storage of storm runoff, as for example in 
Milton Keynes, Buckinghamshire although these are still 
primarily intended to control the flow <Colyer and Pethick, 
1977). The Tame system is however, actually intended to 
collect sediment from stormflows. 
The purpose of this investigation is to examine the details 
of particle source and form which are essential in under-
standing the role of the sediment in stormwater runoff 
Only from appreciating the precise nature of the sediment 
can pollutant sources and pathways be identified and 
appropriate control procedures be developed. 
17 
1.2. The Study of Stormwater Sediment. 
In this research the source, the nature, and changes occurring 
to the sediment during stormflow, are studied. The catchment 
in rJo rt h ~i}est Lo nd on, h as a separate sewe r system and inc Iud es 
a balancing pondlik~escribed by Colyer and Pethick (1977). 
The sediment was studied from its SOurces round the catchment 
taking into account different types of land use; the processes 
and effects to the sediment of stormwater transport were 
examined during a wide range of rainfall conditions. 
The sediment was analysed by oarticle size analysis, predomin~ 
antly in the range of 1 to 40~m, and by using scanning 
electron microscopy to study the surface features of the 
particles. Particle size analysis methods for this size 
range have been well documented but scanning electron microscopy 
methods had to be specially adapted to analyse this sediment 
in three main respects. First, stUdies of mineral grain 
surface textures which apply to the bulk of the stormwater 
b.~1\ 
sediment, had mainly..<studied in the sand size" range. Account 
had to be ~aken of the effect, particularly on abrasion, of 
such fine grain~. Second, a list had to be compiled to 
include all the features observed on the stormwater sediment 
of this urban environment, many of which did not fall into the 
previously described environmental based classifications. 
Third, previous studies have made little attempt to produce 
quantitative results of surface texture~analyses. In order 
to determine as accurately as possible the surface textures 
of the stormwater sediment, the grain surface area occupied 
by each feature was estimated using an adaptation of a Fuzzy 
classification technique for this sediment. 
The size and surface texture results, together with studies 
of mineralogy, gave a clear estimation of the processes of 
urban stormwater sediment transport. 
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1.3. The Aims of the Research. 
The aims of the research into suspended stormwater sediment 
were twofold: 
(i) to discover the size, appearance - shape and surface 
texture - mineralogy, and the form of the particles -
whether they travelled individually or in conglomerations; 
(ii) to discover the source of the sediment and the transport 
processes and pathways involved in the transport history 
of the sediment across the catchment and along the storm 
sewer. 
It was the aim of the research to examine these two sets of 
considerations under the different rainfall and discharge 
conditions occurring in the catchment. 
1.4. The Or9anisation of the Thesis. 
The thesis comprises four sections the first of which provides 
an introduction to the field of urban stormwater research and 
in particular the role that sediment plays. The study catch-
ment is described and the rainfall, discharge and sediment 
sampling methods are explained.The nature of the rainfall in 
the catchment is then described and the storms and the discharge 
they generate are classified into four main groups. The 
classification forms the basis of the sediment studies of 
Sections II and III in which particle characteristics are 
related to variations in rainfall and discharge. Particle 
size analysis and scanning electron microscopy are divided 
into Sections II and III respectively because of the widely 
differing techniques involved and because of the quite distinct 
forms of the results. The results do however compliment each 
other and a full picture of the sediment transport history 
is given in the concluding Section IV, based on the combined 
results of hydrology, particle size and surface texture analyses. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CATCHMENT DESCRIPTION AND SAMPLING SCHEME 
2.1. Catchment Situation and Land Use. 
The study catchment is situated in the outer metropolitan 
district of North West London, approximately 14km from the 
city centre. Covering an area of 420ha, the catchment supports 
a mixed land use which is served by a separate sewer system 
as shown in Figure 2.1. The catchment was develooed.to its 
present form in the 1970's and previously had been open land, 
including an airfield, belonging to the ~inistry of Defence. 
The catchment is now a residential area with central schoels, 
retail and offioe facilities. The south of the catchment 
is an area of light industry, warehouses,offices and military 
and police headquarters. The southern limit of the r11 motorway 
and the mainline railway from Euston Station traverse the 
catchment in a north-south section. To the east of the 
motorway is a housing area, dating from Victorian and inter-
war periods, where large gardens are common. A detailed 
breakdown of the land use is given in Table 2.1. 
Although Table 2.1 shows "open land" as being the largest 
single land use type, this in no way negates the overall 
urban nature of the catchment. The open space land includes 
a grassed area around the balancing ponds which serves as an 
amenity for the local dense housing without gardens. Of the 
open space area 11.5% is occupied by the Royal Air Force 
Museum and its grounds and the remainder is accounted for by 
school playing fields and municipal sports grounds. As 
these grassed areas are heavily trampled they are largely 
impermeable to runoff and thus constitute a semi-pervious 
surface. 
The age and type of housing building materials, which are 
important for their sediment contribution to runoff, vary 
across the catchment. The flats and maisonettes of the central 
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area have a relatively high proportion of concrete in their 
make up while the terraced and detached housing in the northern 
part of the catchment, which comprises the most recent housing, 
is of brick construction. Likewise, the older detached and 
semi-detached housing to the east of the Ml is built of brick 
but, being almost 100 years older, has been weathered to a much 
greater degree. Roofing materials tend to be tiles of 
clay composition on both brick-built housing and on the flat 
roofs of the flats and maisonettes. 
Roads and railways occupy 12.5% and 2.5~ of the land respectively. 
As a result of almost constant and vigorous erosion by traffic 
the roads particularlY,and railways to a lesser extent, are 
the most prolific producers of sediment. The main roads within 
the catchment have surfaces of granitic chippinas set in tar 
but the side roads in the new housing areas, and a section at 
the end of the M1, are of concrete construction. The gravel 
along the railway line is limestone. 
The remaining buildings in the catchment constitute a small 
percentage of the total and the building materials are similar 
to those described above. 
Some particles may be derived from ph~sical abrasion of the 
sewer walls and bed by particle collisions. The proportion 
of such sediment which may contribute to the load of the 
discharge is unknown but the design of the sewers aims to 
minimise such processes (White, 1970). Possible chemical and 
biochemical processes of sewer corrosion are discussed in 
Chapter 3 and Appendix 1. 
2.2. The Topography and Rainfall Regime of the Catchment 
The catchment covers 3km from north to south and slopes, with 
a mainly uniform gradient, from gOm at the head of the catch-
ment to 40km at the outfall. 
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TABLE 2.1 
PERCENTAGE-AREA OF LAND USE TYPES 
Land Use Types Percentage Area 
Occupied 
Open land 40 
Housing 3L') 
Roads and railways 15 
Schools and public buildings 5 
Warehouses, depots and yards 3 
Shops and offices 2 
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Data supplied by the Meteorological Office for the Hadley 
Road Pumping Station, situated 12km north east of the study 
catchment, give an average annual rainfall total of 646mm 
based on the 30 year period from 1941 to 1970 and an annual 
average of 733mm over the 5 years covering the sampling 
period from 1977 to 1981 (Table 2.2). The average monthly 
rainfall totals for the catchment over the study period are 
given in Table 2.2., the missing values occur in months when 
a few days monitoring were overlooked during holiday periods. 
The table shows the usual irregular pattern of actual monthly 
rainfall which commonly ranges from less than 50% to more than 
150% of the average in successive months. The annual totals 
between 1977 and 1981, are, ho~ever, less variec and~range from 
634 to 8l4mm, a difference of 30% overall. During the research 
period the monthly averages for the period from 1977 to 1981 
were generally similar to, or fell between, the catchment 
values. The exceptions were January and November of both years, 
1980 and 1981, when the catchment was drier although no 
significant reason has been found for this. As described in 
Chapter 3, seasonal rainfall variation appears to have no 
noticeable effect on the major rainfall characteristics of 
the catchment. 
2.3. The Storm Sewer System. 
The separate sewer system for the stormwater runoff which 
was studied in this catchment is shown on Figure 2.1. The 
length of drain studied was approximately l740m from the head 
of the catchment to the outfall. The details of the pipe size, 
gradient and length of straight stretches of pipe between sample 
points 1 to 5 are shown in Table 2.3. Manholes occur at 
regular intervals of 150m on straight stretches and at changes 
in direction. Changes in direction are less than 450 and 
do not significantly affect the velocity of the flow in the 
drain(~fuite, 1970). The sediment sampling points are distributed 
between the head of the catchment and the settling pond, 
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upstream and downstream of the pond and at the outfall,as 
described in Section 2.5. A relatively large pipe (42") at 
a low gradient (1 in 950) feeds into the settling pond whereas 
a smaller pipe (21") with a higher gradient (1 in 50) drains 
the pond. The pond has a ramp on one side for the excavation 
of the sediment. Pipe size is increased (60") for combined 
flow with the adjoining sewer. Further downstream a second 
main sewer runs in parallell and both simultaneously enter the 
receiving stream at the outfall culvert. 
2.4. Stormwater and Sediment Monitoring. 
2.4.1 Rainfall Records. 
Rainfall was recorded daily by an automatic syphon rain gauge 
sited on the flat roof of a three-storey building approximately 
lkm north of the culvert. Thirty storms were monitored during 
the research period. The inaccuracies of rainfall measurement 
as a result of local wind currents around the rain gauge, and 
its optimum positioning in conditions of uniform fetch, have 
been well documented in Robinson and Rodda (1969) and Ward 
(1975). In this case the height of the building exposes the 
gauge to relatively strong wind currents which are made 
irregular by the configuration of the protruding roof-door. 
The distance of lkm between the rain gauge and the culvert, 
may be sufficient on some occasions to allow differences in 
the rainfall. Colyer (1981) has shown that observations from 
a single rain gauge may be misrepresentative of individual 
storms over an urban catchment as small as 150 hectares. If 
this situation can occur in the catchment being studied here 
ideally a much tighter network of at least three rain gauges 
should be used. The storm drain collects runoff from the 
entire catchment therefore the discharge reaching the culvert 
could have originated upto 3km away. Unfortunately additional 
rain gauges originally sited within the catchment had to be 
withdrawn as a result of constant vandalism. However, 
satisfactory results of rainfall were obtained on a monthly 
basis as shown by comparison with local Meteorological Office 
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TABLE 2.2 
AVERAGE MONTHLY RAINFALL TOTALS OV[R 5 Y~ARS, JANUARY TO DbCEMBhR 1981 
Meteorological Office Data 5 Year Catchment Data Average Monthly Tota1s,mm. average,mm Average Monthly Tota1s,mm 
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1980 1981 
January 63.1. 95.3 78.3 30.5 33.4 60.1 23.4 20.1 
February 86.3 43.5 55.6 42.7 16.8 49.0 41.9 5.8 ! 
March 67.0 72.0 109.7 10.1 106.6 85.1 49.7 101.6 
April 35.4 45.9 86.2 31.9 48.0 49.5 33.8 
May 35.1 62.4 138.1 20.8 87.4 68.8 31.2 71.9 
June 76.2 75.0 27.6 68.2 35.1 56.4 74.2 21.2 
July 17.7 63.9 23.9 88.1 88.0 56.3 58.7 45.7 
August 132.4 41.9 68.3 44.9 41.6 65.8 41.4 
September 21.1 22.7 22.9 29.6 119.6 43.2 33.0 98.0 
October 104.6 42.6 8.4 63.1 97.7 63.1 104.6 62.2 
November 98.6 65.3 22.3 42.6 37.4 53.0 26.2 38.1 
December 75.9 64.3 137.2 101.9 33.3 82.5 
Annual 
Total 813.6 693.6 778.8 633.6 745.2 I ! 
-
- - _ ... -
TABU: 2.3. 
PIP~ SIZh, GRADI~NT AND L£NGTH OF STRAIGHT STRETCHES 
BETWEEN CHANGES IN DIRrCTION ACROSS THE CATCHMENT. 
Position relative to '?Clpe, Grad~ent Length, 
Sample points 1-5 Inches m 
Head of catchment 1 to 2 42 1 in 950 220 
2 to 3 42 1 in 950 180 
Above pond 3 to pond 42 1 in 950 25 
Pond to below pond 4 21 1 in 50 50 
Downstream of 4 30 1 in 83 165 
42 1 in 560 465 
Adjoining sewer 60 1 in 420 205 
Two sewers lying parallel 51 1 in 350 280 
51 1 in 350 280 
63 1 in 520 150 
63 1 in 520 150 
Outfall, 5 
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data. Further,individual storm data was sufficiently accurate 
to help understand sediment entrainment and transport in 
runoff. 
The rain gauge was accurate to fifteen-minute intervals. 
The rainfall totals (in millimetres) the intensity (millimetres 
per hour) and the storm duration (hours) were calculated for 
each storm and the results are given in Chapter 3. 
2.4.2. Discharge Monitoring. 
The gauge height in the stormwater culvert was measured by 
an Arkon water stage height recorder. The instrument was 
housed directly above the culvert. The recorder operates from 
compressed air and provides continuous values over the range 
of 0 to 100 inches (2540mm)for at least one week, depending 
on the air supply. The values are accurate to within 2 inches 
(SO.9mm) although at exceptionally high flows, on two 
occasions, the range was exceeded. Instantaneous velocity 
readings were made, over the range of gauge heigh~s, using 
an Ott current meter. The cross-sectional area of the culvert 
for a range of water depths, was calculated from the gauge 
height and the known dimensions of the culvert; multiplied by 
the velocity, this provided point discharge readings. From 
the plot of the discharge points against the gauge height, a 
straight line rating curve was constructed (Figure 2.2) from 
which all intermediate discharge values could be read from 0 
to 1000 cumecs. The accuracy of the rating curve was determined 
by the degree of devia tion of points from the 1 ine; the correl-
ation coefficient was high at 0.997. The equation oLthe line 
is: 
EqUation 2.1. 
log y = 0.439 + 0.403 log x. 
The discharge was measured during twenty-two of the thirty 
storms studied for their hydrological and sediment characteristics. 
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For the remaining eight storms the discharge data were 
unreliable due to the mal-function of the gauge height 
recorder. The results are presented in Chapter 3 in terms 
of discharge peak, discharge duration, time to peak and the 
form of the hydrograph. The results are sufficiently accurate 
to be closely related to fluctuations in rainfall totals and 
intensity and sediment load throughout the storms. 
2.4.3. Sediment Sampling. 
The sediment load in the discharge of storms was monitored 
over the period of twenty two months from March 1980 to 
December 1981. Samples of approximately SOOml were taken 
using a Rock and Taylor 48 bottle automatic pump sampler. 
The sampler was battery-operated and housed, with the discharge 
monitoring equipment, above the culvert (Plate 1). The sample 
intake was a stainless steel nozzle (20mm diameter> fixed 
to the bed of the culvert, as shown on Figure 2.3. At eight-
minute intervals, samples were pumped up from the culvert to 
the collection bottles through a 8mm diameter plastic pipe 
leading from the intake nozzle. 
The aim of this study was to examine the suspended fraction 
of the sediment load. Although the flow is turbulent some 
stratification of the load does occur during high flows and 
the depth through which the suspended sediment is distributed 
varies with the total depth of the discharge. To ensure 
representative sampling in these circumstances, the problems 
involved in having the sample intake for suspended sediment in 
a fixed position on the channel bed, were carefully considered, 
Ideally suspended sediment flux profiles should be determined 
to identify variations through the flow,however, it can be 
assumed that maximum flux values occur close to the bed 
(Bolton, 1983). Bagnold (1937) however, distinguished suspended 
load from bed load simply as the bed load being that por~ion 
of the total load whose immersed weight is carried by the 
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OUTFALL. 
Th S o rm s ewer outfall with instrumentation housed 
hind railings (above left of culvert , facing) . 
S mple intake pipe leads from instrumentation down 
c ulvert wall and mid-way across culvert floor . 
I mmediately after heavy rainfall the stormwater 
can be clearly seen merging with the Silk Stream , 
flowing from left to right of picture . 
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fluid. As mentioned above, the nozzl~ is in a fixed position 
-in relation to the changing discharge and sediment 
size and concentration, both within and between storms. The 
upper particle size of the intake is limited by the nozz1L 
size and therefore a representative size range for all 
suspended sediment cannot be obtained. In addition, the 
nozz~t itself can induce eddies in the flow which tend to 
discourage particles from immediate entry. In exceptionally 
high flows, negative fall velocities unavoidablt occur as a 
result of the difference between the ambie nt flow velocity and 
the lower sampler intake velocity. Although this certainly 
affects larger particles, it appears to have little influence 
on particles less than lOOOpm (Bolton, 1983). 
The problem of the fixed position has been widely discussed 
(for example, Marsalek, 1983) but no suitable alternative has 
been found. The nozzle size and position for this culvert 
was chosen to accommodate the modal range of sediment carried 
by storms in this catchment. 
The 8mm diameter of the piping has been$~~to be the 
optimum diameter to overcome cohesive forces both within the 
water and between the water and the pipe. It is not wide 
enough however, to allow the flow to fall back down the tube 
under gravity but does provide a simple flushing mechanism. and 
the sampler has a primary routine which allows the initial 
sample to clean the system tben run to waste. 
Despite the disadvantages, the system was found to be 
satisfactory for this study. Sediment sizes in the range of 
1 to 40pm were consistently measured from the majority of 
storms but this was not restricted by the instrumentation 
as shown by the sampling of sediment upto 90pm in high 
discharges and 30pm at maximum in low flows; particle sizes 
of up to lOOOpm have been captured with this system (Ellis, 
1979; Bolton, 1983). 
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Sampling was initiated when the discharge in the culvert rose 
between 50 and 60mm above the baseflow thus operating the 
float switch. The sampling process is then repeated, filling 
successive sample bottles at 8 minute intervals. The sampling 
procedure ends either when the float switch is disconnected 
by the falling of the water level or when all the 48 samples 
have been taken. The time interval was chosen to allow 
sufficient time for the sample to be taken and to provide 
the maximum sampling time through storms. 
The full sampling time period of 6.4 hours suits the 
majority of storms well. There are however a number of short 
storms (0.2 to 2.5 hours) for which the samples are too 
widely spaced to capture the details of the initial high 
discharge, as can be seen from the gauge height record. 
Occasionally, storms of long duration cause the discharge 
period to exceed the sampling time by up to three hours. 
However, from the gauge height record it can be seen that by 
this time the discharge is falling gradually and no further 
fluctuations occur. A further problem arises in separating 
successive storms which occur within the maximum sampling 
time. The samplerdoes not distingui~~ 
between storms and thus a continuous set of samples can include 
a few separate storms. 
Analysis of the turbidity and the sediment concentration of 
the samples may indicate the difference between the two 
storms or a distinction may be made from a study of the 
hydrograph. The problem of attaching samples to specific 
points in the hydrograph lies in not knowing exactly when 
sampling was initiated. This depends on flow conditions with 
the disadvantage that such details as the type of sediment 
associated with peak discharge cannot be established 
accurately. 
The samples were collected as soon as possible after a storm 
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because algal floes tend to develop rapidly, incorporating 
sediment, particularly if the temperature in the sample 
bottles is high enough (as discussed in Chapter 3). The 
growth of algae is also a problem in the piping, especially 
in the summer_ The piping is semi-transparent and the 
light and warmth encourage growths which tend to trap the 
sediment taken up and to block the pipe. Occasional 
flushing helped to keep the pipe clear. 
2.5. The Sampling of Sediment Throughout the Catchment 
2.5.1. Major Sources of Sediment. 
The major sources of sediment in the catchment appeared to 
be: the air, buildings and roads. During rainfall airborne 
particles are washed out of the atmosphere onto buildings, 
and thence to roads, or directly onto road surfaces. The 
sediment joins that washed off roofs, buildings and the road 
surface, and the runoff is fed via gutters into the storm 
sewer. 
Airborne particleswere collected by a'vacuum impactor sited 
at the first floor level of a building in the catchment 
(Figure 2.1>. The position of the sampler sufferedfrom 
eddies in the air currents which are set up around the 
buildings but this applies throughout the catchment and as 
such representative samples are obtained. Care is needed 
when handl ing the fil ters on which the particles ,have been 
collected. The particles are collected dry and adhere only 
loosely to the sample filter. 
Weathered roof building material was sampled in runoff which 
was collected in a tipping bucket attached to the downspout 
from a house roof gutter. The house used was approximately 
forty years old and of pitched tiled, roof construction. 
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A number of further samples were collected in road gutters 
in different areas of land use around the catchment as is 
described below. 
Lastly, a selection of stormwater sediment samples were 
taken and are here considered as the source of the altered 
particles characteristic of urban runoff and sewer transport. 
Particle analyses of source and drain sediment are given in 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
2.5.2 Land Use Sediment Sampling 
Samples were collected across the catchment in the 
different areas of land use listed in Table 2.4 and delineated 
in Figure 2.1. In each area samples were taken directly 
upstream of the lip of a road drain, where stormwater was 
flowing into that drain and where the depth of flow was 
sufficient for sampling. A 20ml pipette of lmm nozzle 
diameter was used and five samples were bulked to make up 
the required volume for size and surface texture analysis. 
The catchment sampling was completed during one storm. To 
ensure the samples were as representative as possible of the 
land use, the samples were taken near the centre of the area 
thus minimising the inclusion of sediment from surrounding 
areas. 
The areas of housing were divided on the basis of their age 
and building materials; the area of shops and offices, the 
main road with depots, and the open spaces, formed the 
remaining three classes. The land use classes are listed 
as nearly as possible, in their order down the catchment, 
and are discussed further~Chapter 7. 
2.5.3 Samples Taken Along the Storm Drain. 
Samples were taken at intervals along the stormwater sewer 
to establish the size and surface texture characteristics 
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TABL[ 2.4 
LAND USE SAMPL[ POINTS. 
Land Use Areas 
1 Modern housing, concrete drives 
2 Modern housing 
3 Bricked shopping area 
4 Open space, soil 
5 Modern housing, without gardens 
6 Old housing 
7 Commercial traffic, Aerodrome Road 
TABLE 2.5 
STORM DRAIN SAMPL~ POINTS 
Sample Position 
point 
I Head of catchment 
2 Midway between samples 1 and 3 
3 Immediately upstream of settling pond 
4 50m downstream ofsettling pond 
5 Outfall culvert 
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of the sediment and the processes of alteration which occur 
with increasing residence times and distances of travel. 
The sampling points were determined by the desirability 
of establishing: the nature of the sediment at the head of 
the catchment and at the outfall, the influence of the 
settling pond, and any intermediate changes. The sample 
points are listed in Table 2.S and shown in relation to 
land use in Figure 2.1. 
Grab, hand samples were taken using a wide-necked container 
held within Smm of the channel bed in order to obtain the 
most representative suspended sediment. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE HYDROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY CATCHMENT 
3.1. The Hydrologic~r Cnaracteristic$ of the Catchment. 
The patterns of rainfall totals and peak discharges for the 
region of the study catchment have been described in Chapter 2. 
The hydrological characteristics influence the size and surface 
texture of the sediment transported in the stormwater. It is 
therefore relevant to discuss in this chapter, features of 
individual storms in terms of the dominant rainfall totals and 
intensities, peak discharges, typical response times and antecedent 
conditions as they affect the sediment. Continuous readings 
were made of rainfall totals and discharge at the drain outfall 
for the thirty storms monitored. 
Table 3.1. shows the ranges and predominant values of the major 
hydrological characteristics and those resulting from initially 
high rainfall intensities above the minimum value measured of 
2.8 mm/hour. Rainfall totals are largely in the range 4;te 9mm 
and generally determine the magnitude of the discharge. How-
ever, with the occurrence of high total rainfall, intensity 
becomes the stronger influence on discharge volume and the 
pattern of flow rates through the storm, as described in ~ection 
3.3.3. 
The discharge throughout each storm was calculated from the 
flow level data employing the rating curve and the technique is 
~escribed- in Chaptei 2. The total discharge was 
calculated by integrating the area under the hydrograph. The 
discharge duration was measured as the time from a rise in drain--
flow at the outfall of 50: to. . 60mm' above base level, 1;vhen 
t-he 'sampler' became eperative; ---'de the -r-eturn .. of the discharge 
-t·o base level (Ackers',' w~'ife, Perkins- and Harrison',. 
1978). Peak discharge values are predeminantly 
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TABLE 3.1. 
Total 
Range 
Modal 
Values 
Initial 
Value s i.l" 
5tof'M5 
'" 
Rainfall 
Total 
mm 
1 .0-1 g. 1 
4.0-9.0 
RANnES AND MODAL VALUES OF HYDROLO~ICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Rainfall Rainfall Discharrle Dischar0€ Laa Tirle To 
Intensity Duration Total I peak :Juration Ti ~~e Peak Discharr:e 
mm/hr hr cumecs hr hr IH' 
0.2-20.4 0.25-8.5 7.1-81.9 :1.3-31.5 1.25-9.0 0.75-7.0 0.7-3.6 
0.8- 2.0 1.0 -R.5 4.0-22.0 3.5-13.0 2.0-0.0 O.7~.;-7.(] 0.7-3.5 
2.8-5.0 0.0-0.5 4.0 - 31.5 0.25-0.5 0.5-1.5 0.0-0.5 
- -
~-
-- - - ~--
within the range 3.5 to 13.0 cumecs and typically occur in 
rapid response to the rainfall. The lag periods, of between 
0.75 hours and 7 hours, were measured from the beginni~g of 
the rainfall to the onset of the storm discharge when the 
water level in the drain had risen sOmm above the basef10w 
(Ackers, White, Perkins and Harrison, 1978). 
As described in Chapter 2, the runoff from an urban catchment 
can be rapid or may be detained with time periods to peak 
discharge of between 0.7 hours and 3.6 hours for the storms 
monitored. Open spaces and grassed areas are included in 
the impermeable area contributing to runoff as surfaces are 
severely compacted by constant trampling. Drainf10w is 
efficient in transporting runoff from the surface and through 
the system. Additional evidence fQr the removal of a very Y\.~~h. P(OPO(t~o~ e+ 'tvv. to (0...\ rCl..l..\I\.~U is l"k?-
high positive correlation between the durat~on of the rain-
fall and the time to peak discharge (see Figure 3.1. (vii» 
in storms of high intensity rainfall and to a lesser extent for 
lower intensity storms. However, it has been reported that 
water losses within urban catchments average from 20 to 30% 
and include evaporation, absorption, infiltration and 
at least temporary detention within the drain network (Ellis, 
and Harrop, 1984; Van der Ven, 1984). 
As the catchment is largely impermeable to 'runoff , there is no 
seasonal antecedent storage effect on the discharge regime. 
The only discernible seasonal influence is the predominant 
occurrence of storms of initially high rainfall intensity 
during the summer months of May to September and a discharge 
response following a closely similar pattern. 
3.2. The Hydrological Control of Storm Sediment Characteristics 
3.2.1 Rainfall and Discharge. 
The hydrological response of a sewer system has a significant 
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FIGURE 3.1. 
CORRELATIONS OF HYDROLOGICAL· PARAM~TEnS 
FOR STORr·~ GROUPS I - IV. 
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influence on the size and surface texture of the sediment 
transported. While several authors, for example Statham (1977), 
have hinted at the relationships between discharge and sediment 
size, few detailed studies have been reported and no examination 
at all has been made of surface textures created during storm 
sewer discharge. 
The availability of sediment is the limiting factor on the 
quantity and particle size of sediment which can be entrained 
in runoff. The sediment availability is primarily controlled 
by the antecedent conditions as described below. Providing 
that sediment is available, the roughness and extent of the 
crevices in the road surface influences which sediment is 
entrained (Gutt and Nixon, 1972; Neville, 1974), as described 
in Chapter 7. However, this is a constant factor for all 
the storms studied in the catchment (Sartor and Boyd, 1972). 
The quantity and size of the sediment entrained in runoff 
then depends on the intensity of the rainfall; sediment is 
moved once the depth of flow is sufficient to overcome the 
surface roughness (Ellis, in Press). The sediment entrained 
initially includes both that deposited by the previous 
recessional discharge, and that which has accumulatedon the. '5040c .. t.lQert.O~ 
storms. The discharge, and hence the capacity of the 
drainflow to entrain and transport the sediment, depends on 
the rainfall intensity and total and on the storm duration. 
The specific entrainment values of rainfall intensity and 
total, and of discharge for particle size ranges can be 
gauged from a comparison of the sediment size ranges sampled 
during storms of varying discharge. The upper limit is 
restricted by the size of the sediment sampling nozzle. The 
storms of the lowest dischar~es recorded (peak 5 to 13 cumecs, 
~r~tr I TA..bIc... ~ • .l.. 
duration 1.5 to 3.0 hours2 entrain almost no surface 
material but are able to transport drain deposits as shown 
in Chapter 5. From Chapter 5 it can be seen that a rainfall 
intensity of at least 0.8mm/hour is required to entrain 
individual surface particles of 1 to 3pm (Group III storms, 
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see below) and generate sufficient discharge to transport 
~tMto the sampler at the outfall. The exact intensity required 
depends on the previous degree of wetness of the catchment 
and this value necessarily only refers to this catchment 
and its conditions of absorption and water loss. 
3.2.2. Antecedent Conditions. 
The period of time between storms and the hydrological 
characteristics of the preceding storm, influence the size 
and the surface textures of the sediment transported in 
runoff and drainflow. The antecedent dry period was 
measured in hours from the daily rainfall records from the 
end of one storm to the onset of the next. Small showers 
of rainfall intensities of less than 5mm per hour for half 
an hour of less created insufficient discharge to activate 
the sampler but their possible effect on sediment transport 
is considered. During dry periods surface sediment ;~ 
accumulated and is available for transport by subsequent 
runoff. Dry intervals during the study period of January 
1980 to Decenber 1981 were most frequently less than 150 
hours (approximately 7 days) in this catchment. However, 
only the few periods of more than 150 hours appear to be 
long enough to accumulate sufficient sediment to have any 
influence on the sediment size distributions. 
The second aspect of antecedent conditions is the nature of 
the preceding storm. From the rainfall total and intensity 
and discharge of the antecedent storm, irrespective of the 
length of the intervening dry period, the probable size and 
surface textures of sediment deposited in the drain by the 
receding discharge can be assessed. The assessment is based 
on the comparative storm study and classification shown below 
and is therefore particularly useful in the prediction of 
sediment characteristics of a preceding storm for which 
rainfall and discharge data alone are available. 
The length of antecedent dry periods is an independent 
parameter and cannot be related to rainfall parameters. The 
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storms have been classified into four major groups according 
to their rainfall characteristics (Section 3.3.). Antecedent 
dry periods do not conform to these groupings but do help 
to explain the relationships between particle size and 
hydrological characteristics particularly when the periods 
are either extremely short, where very little sediment has 
accumulated, or extremely long, when a considerable quantity 
of sediment is available for entrainment. Details are 
described in Chapter 5 and the relationships between particle 
size and antecedent conditions can be seen in Figures 3.1 
(iiD and 3.1 (v). 
3.2.3. The Influence of Organic Matter on Particle Aggregation. 
In addition to physical hydrological controls, water chemistry 
also influences sediment characteristics. The presence of 
organic matter and silica in solution are two major factors 
dependent on water chemistry which greatly effect the form 
of the sediment. 
It has been shown by Ellis (1979) that between 20 and 30% 
of the total dry weight of the load transported by stormwater 
are made up of organic material. The organic material 
includes plant debris, pollen grains and single celled animals 
such as diatoms, plankton, algae and fungi. Once this 
material has been degraded, it can constitute 30 to 60% of 
the organic carbon content found in the stormwater. Filamentous 
algae form slime mats rooted to the bed of the storm 
drain and entrap fine inorganic particles which are deposited 
by the falling discharge (Ellis, Hamilton and Roberts, 1982). 
The inorganic particles are subsequently re-entrained by the 
flow of the following storm and may be transported with 
organic material as silica cemented aggregates or as floes 
with a high concentration of inorganic particles (Swift, 
Schubel and Sheldon, 1972; Krank, 1975;and Guy, 1967). Ellis 
(1979) has suggested that fine inorganic particles become 
readily attracted to, and coated by, the organic material. 
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The processes appear to be particularly active where a high 
concentration of sulphur-reducing bacteria are present in 
the slimes and where there is an oxygen deficiency (Arnold, 
1985). 
It is postulated therefore, that the inorganic sediment is 
transported in floes, with organic material, which can 
include suspended particles of all sizes. The situation is 
not entirely clear since there are a number of ions in 
solution, and electrostatic charges, which may enhance 
attraction or dispersion between the fine particles of I to 
40pm, under discussion (Guy, 1976) 
The aim of this study is to examine the characteristics of 
the inorganic particles. To determine the natural form of 
the sediment in the flow, and to determine any adverse 
effects of the sampling equipment, a large grab sample was 
analysed directly from the flow during moderate discharge. 
The sediment was in the form of aggregates, with loosely 
adhering particles and separate individual particles, 
covering the size range of 1 to 40pm. Any slimes have been 
removed by previous discharge. Samples were however left 
to stand for 24 and 36 hours by which time extensive algal 
growth had developed, especially in conditions of heat and 
light, and progressively incorporated the particles into 
floes. The full details of the processes of alteration 
during different conditions of storage are given in Appendix 
3. 
The pretreatment (Chapter 4) in intended to remove organic 
material. The addition of sodium azide is to kill any 
flocculation algae present, and prevent any further growth. 
Dispersion by the ultrasonic bath and sodium pyrophosphate 
was to break up any floes, leaving the silica-cemented 
aggregates and individual particles free for examination. 
The ~emains of flocculated organic material are not visible 
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with the scanning electron microscope as they are either 
disseminated or appear translucent through the microscope. 
Only organic material which is not destroyed by the pre-
treatment can be observed with the microscope, for example, 
the cell structure of plant material, fibrous forms, diatom 
tests and pollen grains. The vast majority of the particles 
are quartz with silica coating and often aggregated which is 
confirmed by energy dispersive x-ray analysis. The silica-
cemented aggregates are stable and may be transported alone 
or within larger floes but this cannot be determined from 
the study of the inorganic particles alone. 
In the presence of a high organic matter content, anaerobic 
environment and alkaline pH values, sulphur-reducing bacteria 
have been seen to oxidise sulphur to hydrogen sulphide which 
has a corrosive effect on the concrete of the sewer wall 
(Arnold, 1985). The rateQf~corrosion depends on the type of 
concrete and has been shown to range from negligible to strong 
with 0.5 to 8% average weight loss over 270 days (Sandt5~(I984). 
The nature of the drain concrete under discussion here is 
not known and no mention is made in the literature of 
whether, or how, the corrosion affects the contribution of 
sediment from the sewer walls to the load of the discharge. 
It is however, a probable and continual source of sediment 
although the proportion of the sediment load is unknown. 
3.2.4. The Influence of Silica Precipitation on Particle 
Aggregation. 
In addition to physical hydrological controls, water chemistry 
also influences sediment characteristics. In natural streams 
several authors have noted the aggregation of suspended 
sediment (Krank, 1975). In this urban environment high 
concentrations of silica in solution have been identified as 
important in aggregating particles (shown in photomicrographs, 
Chapter 7). 
Silica in solution derives most commonly from the weathering 
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of rock-forming minerals to detrital alumino-silicates in 
soils (Paton, 1978). From there it is washed out into 
receiving water courses in an amorphous form (Lerman, 1979). 
In urban areas the weathering and erosion of concrete is a 
common source of silica particularly where it contains 
siliceous material such as chert or chalcedony (Palmer, 1977; 
Shirley, 1981). In addition, where diatoms occur in water 
the breakdown of the siliceous tests is another very likely 
source of silica (Lerman, 1979). Diatoms have been recognised 
from photomicrographs of surface stormwater samples in this 
study (Plate 3.1.) and the high silica content shown by 
energy dispersive x-ray techniques (EDXA) (Plate 3.2.). As 
well as silica-rich waters the diatoms need light to survive 
(Black, 1973) which is absent within the drainage system. 
The occurrence of accumulated and broken tests (Plates 3.3 
and 3.4) signifies the death of the diatoms in the drain and 
the subsequent breakdown of the tests releases further silica 
into the system. 
The solubility of silica is both temperature and pH dependent. 
Solubility increases from lOOppm at 2SoC to 300ppm at lOOoC 
(Krauskopf, 1959; Lerman, 1979),A~l·d;)(~qu~to..). From pH 4 to 
pH 6 silica solubility is low and unaffected by pH variations 
in this range. Silica in the form of quartz becomes more 
soluble in acid conditions of pH ~ to pH 7 with hydrogen 
ion attack (Loughman, 1969~(A1'J7eIt~ R~t.1~ /oJ. Further details 
of silica solubility are shown in Appendix 1. Typical values 
of temperature and pH found in the stormwater runoff are l6 0 C 
and pH8. 
Silica precipitation has been seen to occur preferentially 
on fine particles of less than 2pm in the suspended clay size 
fractions of deep-sea and near-shore lake sediments (Gees, 
1969; Iler, 1975; Lerman, 1979). In the suspended storm-
water sediments three aspects of silica precipitation are 
recognised. Precipitation on individual particles or over 
groups of particles occurs in two forms. One form is of 
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PLATE 3 x 3200 
Congregated mass of diatom remains . 
PLATE 4 x 2200 
36wm 
Broken piece of diatom test . 
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PLAT E 5 x 9100 
Silica-cemented aggregate showing upper particle 
supporting granular form of silica (a) ; lower 
particle is partially coated in early stages of 
orthogenic silica growth (b) . 
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irregular granular appearance (Plate 3.5) which, judging by 
its brightness in the photomicrograph, is charging and there-
fore only loosely adhering to the substrate particle. It 
may in fact be a conglomeration of precipitates on very 
fine clay-sized individual particles. Secondly (Plate 3.5), 
there is a much smoother coating which may be optically 
continuous with the substrate particle having developed from 
it. Both types of coating are commonly seen with the 
precipitate intercementation of particles in aggregates. 
3.3. Storm Classification. 
3.3.1. The Basis of Storm Classification. 
The hydrological characteristics of the storms monitored have 
been grouped to aid the interpretation of the data on particle 
size and surface texture. The classification was based on the 
rainfall intensity and total and on storm duration. The high 
proportion and rapidity of the runoff, which is typical of 
impermeable urban catchments (Hydraulics Research Station, 1980) 
results in the form of the hydrograph following very closely 
the pattern of rainfall. The data fell very largely into four 
groups despite each parameter being a continuum by nature, as 
described in Section 3.3.2. The values of the discharge 
parameters occurred in suites related to the dominant rainfall 
characteristics. 
The manner in which the hydrological characteristics affect 
the sediment have been outlined in Section 3.2. The storm 
groups were characterised by the form of the particle size 
distributions (Chapter 5) and the nature of the surface texture 
(Chapter 8). As a result the effects of the hydrological 
characteristics can be used in the interpretation of the nature 
of the sediment. 
3.3.2 The Analysis and Method of Classification of Storm Data. 
The rainfall and discharge data for the 30 storms monitored 
were first examined as one data set and 
analysis made to determine the strength 
relationships between the parameters. 
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a multiple regression 
and nature of the 
The equation of the line 
for the six parameters regressed on rainfall intensity is 
shown in Equation 3.1. The equation accounted for 70% of the 
deviation from the predicted values. A close relationship was 
to be expected as the parameters are derived from, and there-
fore dependent upon, one or more of the others. 
Equation 3.1. 
Y, intensity = 1.04 -(0.0692 x rainfall total) 
-(0.0678 x storm duration) + (0.047 x discharge) 
-(0.0351 x lag time) + (0.0888 x discharge duration) 
-(0.167 x time to peak discharge) 
To elucidate the interrelationships, Figure 3j~i) to (vii) 
wasconstructed and the correlation coefficients calculated. 
The graphs of the most diagnostic parameters,rainfal1 intensity 
against storm length and rainfall total against storm length, 
show the data are clustered in four groups. The groupings are 
substan tiated by plots of the remaining parameters. The four 
groups are detailed below in Section 3.4. Discharge is a poor 
discriminant between the groups since low and high values of 
rainfall total and intensity combine to give similar discharge 
values. In addition, the discharge is influenced by antecedent 
conditions. An already wet surface results in a higher 
proportion of runoff from subsequent rainfall, whereas a 
preceding dry period provides for evaporation, absorption and 
storage and thus reduced runoff. 
Significance tests (Appendix 8) showed that for the majority 
of variables each storm group was significantly different from 
all others at the 95% level of significance. The overlap of 
some variables between two or more storms remains acceptable 
since it is the suites of variables which distinguish groups. 
Specific examples of distinct and diagnostic ranges of values 
describing each group are given in Sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.6. 
3.3.3. Group 1. 
The storms in Group I are characterised by high initial rainfall 
intensity and short periods of duration. The values of the 
parameters for storms in this group are given in Table 3.2 and 
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TARLE 3.2. 
STORM GROUPINGS OF HYDROLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
Storm Mean Rainfall Rainfall Discharge Lag Discharge Time to 
Date and Rainfall Total Duration peak Duration Peak 
Group Intensity Discharae . 
mm/hr mm hr mll s hr hr hr 
Grou~ I 
7.10.80 1.4 -7.0 1.5 6.7 0.50 2.25 0.75 
5.05.81 3.0 2.9 1.5 13.0 1.25 2.00 0.50 
1.06.81 3.0 10.6 2.0 
11.09.81 1.6 5.8 2.5 (330) 4.00 2.25 1.00 
14.09.81 1.0 12.9 2.5 11.0 1.0 2.50 0.75 
18.09.81* 20.4 5.1 0.2 31.5 0.75 5.00 1.00 
16.11.81 2.0 2.6 2.0 3.9 1.50 2.75 0.75 
Group I 
and II 
17.11.81 1.8 8.9 4.5 10.0 1.25 3.75 0.75 
Group II 
11 .03.80 1.4 6.3 4.5 3.1 5.75 4.50 2.OC; 
10.07.80 1.0 6.8 7.5 
6/7.10.80 2.0 12.9 7.0 8.5 7.00 8.00 2.00 
10.10.80 1.0 9.1 8.5 5.9 6.25 8.25 3.65 
11.10.80 1.0 5.5 6.0 7.7 0.00 6.00 2.50 
3.05.81a 1.2 11.0 4.5 11.2 5.50 4.00 2.50 
19.10.81* 2.4 19.1 8.0 
Group II 
and III 
19/20.11.81 1.4 5.3 4.0 8.4 1.00 9.0 2.75 
Group III 
14.11.80 1.0 5.0 4.0 
30.03.81 1.2 6.9 1.5 6.4 9.00 4.50 1.75 
3~05.81b 1.1 4.0 3.5 10.6 1.75 2.75 1.25 
10.09.81 0.8 4.2 3.5 3.5 3.75 3.75 1.65 
7.12.81 0.9 5.1 5.0 
Group IV 
5/6.3.80a 0.1 0.9 3.5 11.0 7.00 3.00 1.00 
b 0.1 0.5 2.5 8.4 7.50 1.50> 1.50 
c. '0.3 1.1 2.5 5.0 3.75 1.50 0.80 
d 0.6 1.5 2.0 13.1 3.25 1.75 0.80 
e 0.5 2.7 2.5 10.0 3.00 1.75 1.25 
8.07.80 0.4 4.8 1.5 4.7 5.75 2.50 1.40 
6.02.81 0.3 2.3 1.0 
17.03.81 0.5 1.4 3.0 
26.11.81 0.2 1.1 3.5 
* Extreme storms. (330) suspect data at high flows. 
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the rainfall intensities and hydrographs are shown in ~igure 
3.2. The four groups can be seen most clearly on ~igure 
3.1. (i1) of rainfall duration and rainfall intensity. The {ect.t'u.t'-{C; 
O~~Vjk. ~If\.ltl.at. rainfall intensity (Table 3.4) and short 
duration diagnostic of Group I are quite distinct from other 
groups. (Appendix 8). Rainfall duration occurs in the 
rangel.O to 2.5hr lTable 3.2:) with intensities of up to 3.0mm/hr 
(Table 3.Z), and in an extreme case up to 20.4mm/hr (Table 
3.2), within the first hour. This is sufficient to generate 
high values of total rainfall of up to 13.0mm (Table 3.2). 
Most of the hydrological characteristics are positively correlated 
with each other, as can be seen from Figure 3.1:. However, 
in the storms of Group I substantial discharge is generated 
in a short time by the high intensity rainfall. Lag periods 
are short and peak discharge is attained rapidly whereas 
rainfall duration and discharge duration are usually similar; 
discharge attained rapidly by high intensity rainfall takes 
up to 0.75 hours longer than the rainfall duration to regain 
base leve 1. Fo r example the sto rm of 7 . 10.80. Figure 3.- 2 with an 
initial rainfall intensity of 3.8mm/hour and mean intensity 
of 1.4mm/hour for 1.5 hours took 2.25 hours to return to base 
flow (Table 3.2). 
Parameters other than rainfall intensity only influence the 
discharge when they reach high valu6s. For example a relatively 
high rainfall total in the storms of 1. 6. 81 and 14. 9. 81 
increases and prolongs the discharge towards the typical limits 
of this group (Figure 3.l.(i». A slightly longer storm 
length creates a higher discharge and l~nger lag for the storm 
of 11. 9. 81 which borders on 0roup II characteristics. 
(Figure 3.TI.. (iii). 
The storm of the 18.9.bl. (Figure 3.2.-) is an extreme example of 
a Group'I storm with an outstandingly high intensity of 20.4mm/hour 
over a period of just 15 minutes. The 'total rainfall was only 
moderate at 5.lmm but the discharge generated by the high 
intensity was 8l..9 cumecs. (Table 3.2.),. 
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The discharge duration was twenty times the rainfall duration 
compared with an average for the remaining storms of 1.2 times. 
This demonstrates very clearly the strong influence of rainfall 
intensity compared with rainfall total onthe discharge and sediment 
control in this group. Despite the extreme nature of this storm 
it conforms to the characteristics of this storm group and 
thus ~xcmpli fies the form of the classification. 
3.3.4. Group II 
The storms classed as Group II are of the longest duration. Stormsof up 
to 8.5 hours have been recorded with rainfall totals between 
5.5mm and 12.9mm and continuous moderately high rainfall inten-
sities as shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.2. The rainfall intensities 
and hydrographs are shown in Figure 3.3. The graph of the 
two most diagnostic features of Group II storms:rainfall total 
and du ration, (F igu re 3.1 (v) and Appendix 8 se rves to 
distinguish storms of this group from others of the data set. 
All the rainfall and discharge parameters examined were positively 
correlated for storms in Group II with rainfall totals and 
discharge values predominantly at the higher end of the range 
as can be seen in Figure 3.1. The relationship between the time 
to peak discharge and rainfall intensity is the exception with 
a negative correlation as shown in Figure 3.1. (iv). 
The storm of 19.10.81 was of exceptionally high total rainfallj 
19.1mm of rain fell with moderate intensity over a period of 
8 hours. Unfortunatel~discharge data are not available for 
this storm because the force of the flow severed the sample intake 
pipe. However, the example further serves to demonstrate the 
validity of the classification. 
3. 3 • 5 • G ro u p I I I 
Group III storms are classified by their mid-range values for 
all parameters as can be seen from the comparison of values in 
Table 3.3 The pattern of rainfall and discharge Crigure 3~4.) 
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TABLE 3.3. RANGES AND MODAL VALUES OF HYDROLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
FOR STORM GROUPS I-IV 
Storm Initial Mean Rainfall Rainfall Discharge Lag Time Discharge 
Group Rainfall Rainfall Total Duration Peak Duration 
Intensity Intensity 
mm/hr mm/hr mm hr cumecs hr hr 
Group I 
Range 2.8-5.0)-:.- 1.4-3.0 2.6-12.9 1.0-2.5 6.7-31.5 0.5-4.0 2.0-2.75 
Modal Value 3.0 2,6,12 2.0 1.25 2.25 
Group II 
Range 0.5-1.4 1.0-2.4 5.5-13.0 4.5-8.5 3.1-11.2 ":;.0-7.0 4.0-8.25 
Modal Value 1.0 6rO 4.5,7.5 7.0 6.0 4.C.,8.0 
Group III 
Range 0.5-3.3 0.8-1.2 4.0-6.9 1.5-5.0 3.5-6.4 1.75-9.0 2.75-4.5 
Modal Value 0.6 4.U,5.0 3.5 3.0 4.0 
Group IV 
Range 0.2-0.7 0.2-0.7 1.1-4.8 1.ll-3.5 4. 7 -13.1 3.00-7.5 1.5-3.0 
Modal Value 0.2 0.3 1.3 2.5 
* 20.4mm/hr, an exceptionally high value occurre:d on one occasion for a period of 15 minutes. 
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FIGURE 3.3.b 
RAINFALL AND DISCHARGE OF STORMS OF GROUP II: 
drawn on the same scale for ease of comparison. 
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RAINFALL AND DISCHARGE OF STORMS OF GROUP III 
drawn on the same scale for ease of comparison. 
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beino governe~ lar~ely by rainfall total and duration,is very 
similar to that of ~roup II. The paraGeters thersfore hav0 the 
simi lar re la t io ns h i !')s of DO sit i v e co r re 1 at io n s bet'Neen I'ai nfall 
total and intensity with the other parameters as in Group II 
storms, but with lower values. From Figure 3.1. it can be seen 
that Group III storms lie between those of Groups II and IV. 
Rainfall totals cover tile ranqe ~ . .c:, to 6. 9rnrn and starn durations 
are between 1.5 hours and 5 hours with G cumecs as the averape 
dischar0e value (Table 3.3). AlthouOh the initial rainfall 
intensity of storns J.5.?1b and 10.Q.81 is ahove the avera0e for 
that group (Table 3.4), rainfall total and duration remain the 
overridinc determinant parameters of the groupino. 
3.3.0. Groun IV 
t 
The storms in ~roup IV are amonr those of shortest duration with 
the lOINest values for the rainfall (Appendix 8) and discharae 
parameters (Figure 3.5. The parameters are positively 
correlated (Figure 3.1.) implyin~? the dominant control by 
rainfall total and duration as for Groups II and III. Lag 
times tend to be prolon~ed in these events, for example 7.5 
hours in the storm of G.3.30b, probably because of the very 
low discharges requiring long periods to reach the outflow. 
3 ,..., St f ~" 'r- . ~ .0. I. orms 0 :illxea '~lrouplng 
Of the thirty storms studied three alone include features with 
diagnostic values from two groups. It is perhaps surprising 
that so few storms overlap the group boundaries since the values 
of the parameters are continuous. The recognition of these storms 
as a combination of two groups confirms the validity of the 
classification. The Groups I tOIV have successive values for 
most parameters and as a result a storm of mixed grouping com-
bines the properties of two adjacent groups. The two storms of 
17.11.81 and 20.11.81 are of mixed groups due to the change in 
the nature of the rainfall during the storm, from one group to the 
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TABLE 3.4. 
GROUP I 
storm Initial 
Intensity 
mm/hr 
7.10.80 3.8 
5.05.81 2.8 
1.06.81 0.4 
11.09.81 5.0 
14.09.81 2.8 
18.09.81 20.4 
16.11.81 2.1 
- ----- --------
INITIAL RAINFALL INTENSITIES. 
GROUP II GROUP III GROUP IV 
Storm Initial Storm Initial Storm Initial 
Intensity Intensity Intensity 
mm/hr mm/hr mm/hr 
14.11.80 0.5 6.3.80 a 0.20 
12.03.80 0.025 30.03.81 0.5 b 0.20 
10.07.80 0.03 3.05.01b 3.3 c 0.70 
~/7.10.80 1.40 10.09.81 2.8 e 0.74 
10.10.80 0.80 7.12.81 0.8 8.07.80 0.10 I 
I 
11.10.80 0.50 6.02.81 0.02 I 
3.05.81a 1.00 17.03.81 0.16 
19.10.81 0.07 26.11.81 0.015 
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FIGURE 3.5.b 
RAINFALL AND DISCHARGE OF STORMS OF GROUP IV. 
drawn on the same scale for ease of comparison. 
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next. The storm of 17.11.81 (r-igure3.6)began as a Group I storm 
with an initially high intensity of 3.8mm/hr. In consequence 
there was a short lag time before the onset of storm discharge and 
a short time to peak. Howeve~additional rainfall of only mod-
erate intensity prolonged the storm to 4.5 hours which is beyond 
the range of Group I storms and into the lower range of Group 
II storms (Table 3.3). The hydrograph was substantially longer, 
by 1.5 hours,than the maximum for Group I storms and the discharge 
oflO cumecs is common to both groups. 
The storm on 20.11.81 (Figure3~) was classified as a mixture 
between Groups II and III. The storm was of 4 hours, a moderate 
duration (Tables 3.2 and 3.3~ but a peak rainfall intensity 
of 4mm/hr in the second hour increased the intensity, total and 
discharge to values in the ranges of Group II. The peak rain-
fall also unusually prolonged the discharge duration considerably 
in excess of the storm length to values in the range of Group II. 
The storm of 11.9.81 (figure32) was of very high initial intensity 
and was classified in Group I but the inclusion in the hydrograph 
of discharge from rainfall in the preceding 1.5 hours, after a 
break of 1.5 hours, increased the discharge length closer to the 
values of Group II than I. The rainfall total was representative 
of both groups. Group I classification was thus maintained to 
accommodate the diagnostic initial high intensity and because 
the majority of remaining features comformed to Group I value. 
At first these storms, with their values of parameters included 
in the ranges of different groups, appear to fall between two 
groups of the classification. Howeve~ closer inspection reveals 
that such rainfall events comprise two different types of storms 
occurring in swift succession. The classification is able to 
distinguish between the two and their respective effects on the 
discharge. 
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FIGURE 3.6,a 
RAINFALL AND DISCHARGE OF STORMS OF MIXED GROUPING: 
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FIGURE 3.6.b 
RAINFALL AND DISCHARGE OF STORMS OF MIXED GROUPING: 
drawn on the same scale for ease of comparison. 
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PART II 
PARTICL[ SIZE ANALYSIS 
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THE f',]EASUF<Er!~ENT OF SEf)niE~HS :lY ELECTRONIC 
SEN2I~G ZONE Af\JALYSER. 
4.1. Introduction 
Electronic particle counters were originally desianed in the 
early 1950's for the rapid measurement of larqe numbers of red 
blood cells (Coulter, 19~6). SOr.1e of the early 1Nork, for 
example hy 8recher, Schneider and Willjams (195 R ), described 
the use of the electronic counter in thr reliable estimation 
of mean corpuscular volume. Subseouently, as the technique 
was develooed, uses were found for it in a diverse range of 
fields which include particle size measurements for: industries 
usinq powders in raints (Crowl, 19f)6), ceramics (c..ines+W("odJlqbSjLi .... ~S 
19(3), pharmaceuticals (Anderson, 1965), the analysis of airborne 
particles and in particular those which cause health hazards 
from chimney emissions such as asbestos (Hidy, 1975; Paciga 
and Jarvis, 1976; Lodqe, 198!), dust produced in textile mills 
(~atlock, Wiederhold and Parnell, 1975), explosives (Schullion, 
Harris and Mc~ormack, 1970), and for forensic science (Oudley, 
19(7). 
The electronic analyser has been used in the measurement of a 
variety of fluviatile and detrital sediments of which a few 
examoles are mentioned here to demonstrate the considerable 
advanta~es of the technique over previously used methods. The 
work done on fine sediment, predominantly less than 500~m, has 
lar0ely been either to analyse sediments of low concentration 
or to compare the greater speed and efficiency of the electronic 
counter with more traditional sedimentation and sieving techniques. 
The outstandinq advantage of the electronic counter over other 
techniques is the ability to measure very fine sediments, less 
than l~m, rapidly and from a small sample. Sheldon and Parsons 
(1968) examined a variety of m~rine sediments with the Coulter 
Counter in the size range of 3 to 100YIiI. This sinqle techniqut~. 
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allowed the measurement of a wide range of "article sizes with 
the advantages of requirinn only one m8thod of sample nrenaration 
and the ~ro~tJction of one set of results over the entire size 
ranoe. In contrast, it can be seen that when a variety of 
sedimentation and sievin0 techniques are used to cover the size 
range of a single sediment, allowances must be made for different 
parameters bein0 measured by different technique~fnr exa~~le 
settl::llc vclocit.\' or ,! ·-'I~,-··;·"t('\r,'ill"'c: '-icu~ticJJ' c:i(1:~letet~. The 
raoidity of the method is demonstrated by Mcrave and Jarvis 
(1973) \t.'ho were able to analyse fine and coarse sand (16J,vm, 
400)Jm) at a concentration of 0.1 to 0.5 giL on a nreset time 
of sixty seconds oer sample. The dilute concentration of 
sediment required by the Coulter Counter recommended it to 
~alker, ~oodyer and Hutka (1974) for their measvrement of low 
concentrations of suspended sediment in streams. This was 
oarticularly crucial in their investioation into the larqe 
discrenuncy between the low sediment concentrations in Eastern 
Australian streams compared with the levels they had found in 
North America. In the studies of the chanpes in particle sizes 
of stormwater sediment (Ellis, Hamilton and Roberts, 1981) the 
detailed results from the Coulter Counter and the hi~h degree 
of reproduci~jlitv gave reliable results for variations 
between successive samples. Inferences COUld, then be made on 
the hydraulics~the transport of fine sediment, and later these 
results could be related by hydrological parameters (Ellis, 
Hamilton and ROberts, 1982). 
The principle of the technique is widely described in the 
1 i t era t u r e, for e x am p 1 e by Co u 1 t e r (195 (')), U 11 ric h (1960 ) , 
Allen (1966), Sheldon and Parsons (1967), Walker and Hutka 
(1971), Swift, Schubel and Sheldon (1972) and ~riever (197R). 
The instrument is set up with one electrode inside the orifice 
tube and a second one on the other side of the aDerture. The 
whole is immersed in electrolyte thus allowing an electrical 
field to exist between the electrodes. The particles are drawn 
through the aperture under vacuum and as they pass through, the 
resistance across the aperture alters. The change in resistance 
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is proportional to the voluMe of the oarticle which is determined 
as the spherical-equivalent of the diameter that passed throuoh 
the aperture. The change in the resistance produces a nulse 
which is recorded in the aporopriate size channel. 
The purpose of the stormwater sediment particle size measurement 
was to establish the sediment sizes in runoff across the catch-
ment and alona the drain during different types of storms. 
4.2. Sa~ple Preparation for Particle Size ~easurement by an 
Electronic Sensing Zone Analyser. 
4.2.1. SubsaMpling. 
As very small samples of approximately 5q are required for 
analysis by the Coulter Counter it is important to ensure that 
they are representative of their sediment source (Walker, 
Woodyer and Hutka, 1974). For this reason, the method of 
obtainino small subsamples from the larger samples collected 
in the field, such as the stormwater samples, has been critically 
examined. Lloyd, Stenhouse and Buxton (circa 1975) reviewed 
three techniques to compare the sampling error with the 
irreducible error. One subsample was drawn by pipette from a 
well-srlaken larqer sample; a second subsample was poured from 
the main sample container which had been shaken vig 0 rously 
immediately before pouring; and a third method used a Burt 
Sampler in which a concentrated sample is sUbdivided into 
six by forcing a well-stirred concentrated suspension with 
compressed air through siX capillary tubes. The subsamples 
were dispersed and diluted to suit the Coulter Counter. The 
pipette method showed too great a variation between samples 
but the other two methods were comparable. In addition to these 
considerations the stormwater sample preparation method was 
~imed at producing the optimum results with the minimum of 
alteration to the natural fO("lm of the sediment. 
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On co lection a ll the sto r m"Jater samples '~vere treated with 
s odium azide of O . Y~ concentration to de stroy tile a l !=jae present 
a nd t h u s p r e v e n tit s 9 r OlJ t h r- ro m C a us i n 0 f 0 c cuI at ion 0 f the 
pa rticl es . Al te rn ative l y some autho rs , fo r examp le hideler 
(1 976) , oxidised the or~anic matte r in the samples as the 
volu me of organic matte r '/Jou l dis tor t size ana l ys is r esu ts . 
The Ine thod of sto r nHJate r samp lin g , desc ri bed in ('hapter 2 , 
p rovid es sanp l es of :::00171 1 throLogh........out the sto r llif lo v. r-or the 
pa rticle size analysjs with the e l ect ro n "c counter su samples 
of ") to 10ml were r equ ir ed , ependin~ upon the sediment concentration . 
Too g re at a quantity of sDdiment wou l d need considerable 
dilution for the ana l ys is . To be as r en r sentative as poss ihl p 
t e subsamples had to be r ando~ ly selected an had to contain the 
full r a nqe of pa rticle sizes in the sam o rorortion s as the 
parent popu l ation . Th e ~ethod of thoroughly slaking the s amp le 
and then i mnediate l .v pourin g off: to 10fll l has been sho~"n to be 
the Simplest and one of the most effect iv e ~ethods of 5IJ) -
sample selection (Lloy , Stenhouse and nux ton , 1 7 5 ) . Usinn 
this r,le tho for: the storr1l/jater anal.ysis , t e sanples can be tc:L t.e~ 
i r'\ r h e.0V 1'\.000r I {e. M c..cLl. LA. VV\. 
d i r pet 1 y fro IT' h e 0 r i ;; in a 1 s an con t a i n e I" s vI i tho u t 
de l ay and without affecting th seJi~en in a nyway . r I) rt her, 
the met hod is rap id v/h ich is a consi~erable ad vanta e when 
dea lin g with t w nty- four or forty- ei:ht saMp es fro~ eacl sto r M. 
4 . 2 . 2 . '1ethods of Disl ersion . 
Th e ~et hod of pa r ticle disoersion in sa~plAs prppared cor 
e lec tronic particle neas urenen has been found to be of pa r ~~ount 
import an ce in producing accurate partic e size dis ributions . 
C h e r1 i c a l an cJ Me c han i cal '"i i s per san t s are u s 8 d "J h i c 
thosp particles loosely join ed by cohesivF forces and -Jist ri butp 
ther:1 as r and omly as ossible throl)(1hout the solI) ion . qechanica 
aqitation with an ultrasonic bath or p robe a rA cOMmonly use -
before the a nalysis and stirrino is often continued during the 
ana l ys is to n inimisp. he set~ling out of l a r rer partic l es . The 
use of a roun d - bottoned samrle beaker is recomme nded by the 
Coulter Counte l" f'anual (~oult er electronics , 1_7 ) for the 
maximu m efficiency of st irrin q . Spve ral autho rs , for 
example lie rio\J and Ang (1 7 2 ), have 
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argued about the oositioning of the stirrer, narticularly to 
prevent eddies from forminr close to the a~erture. walker and 
Hutka (1971) stirred samples to maintain the particle concen-
tration during sampling but some zones were protected from this 
by the aperture tube and the electrode; as a result flow patterns 
were set up. Phelps and iiaquire (1957) found that, of the 
c hemi cal d i spe rs ants, sod iur" no lYr) hosDha tc sal t S \"fe re the rilost 
thorough disnersant and reauired a minimuM of acitation. 
More sophisticated methods have been derived from this; Walker 
and Hut k a (1 971 ), i nth e i r IfV' 0 r k 0 n so i 1 s, use d sod i u m h y d r 0 x ide 
and sodium tripolynhosnhate as the disn~rsant. HOWAvpr the 
latter could not be widely adooted becausp it had no sionificant 
effect on reducino flocculation. After nreliminary trials 
with Nonid~t - 42, Lloyd, etenhouse and 8uxton (circa 1975) 
found they were not producin9 a~oisson distribution of the 
counts as would be expected from fully dispersed, randomly 
distributed particles. This was caused by the reanglomeration 
of the particles after the initial dispersion and was confirmed 
by the standard deviation of the counts between channels which 
indicated a non-random distribution. The authors found sodium 
pyrophosphate was a successful replacement. Walker, Woodyer 
and ~utka (1974) started their sample dispersion with samples 
too coarse for the Coulter Counter. The entire Sample was 
disagqreqated with an ultrasonic probe without hreaking down 
the grains. 3ettling out in water then induced a size separation and 
the susoended material was - . treated with sodium chloride 
as the dispersant. Guy (1967) examined the oreparation of 
sediment samples removed from their native water. For this 
he advocated the use of sodium hexameta~hosphate and sodium 
carbonate in distilled water which were mixed mechanically 
with the particles for fivp minutes. ASTM (1971) and Shideler 
(197B) also favour sodium bexametaohosphate for routine 
sediment analysis. 
As the stormwater particles in their natural state occur as 
cemented aggregates with individual loosely adhering particles 
there was the oroblem of achieving the correct depree of 
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dispersion without destroying the aggreqates. Various methods 
were attempted and the results of each were examined under 
the microscope althouGh caution was required to ensure filterin~ 
prior to microsco~A ~ountina did not itself cause flocculation. 
Initially sodium hexaMetaphosphate was used to disperse the 
particles and was introduced directly into the stormwater 
samples. Subsequently however sodium pyrophosphate was found 
to be a more thorouqh dispersant of the stormwater samples and 
40ml, at a concentration of O.l~;, \'ras added to each suhsamole. 
Aqqregates were found to resist ar~~ati0n in the ultrasonic 
bath (Chapter g) and stirrinq was thus safely used to helo to 
maintain the dispersion of the particles throu~hout samolino; 
stirring was at a slow rate to avoid qeneratina air bubbles 
which cause anomolous readings. 
4.2.3. The Choice of Electrolyte. 
Electrolytes must,firstly, have as low an aperture resistance 
as possible. I-linh resistance produces backr:round noise and 
reduces the instrument sensitivity. Further, excess resistance 
at the arerture may cause heating and the release of fine air 
bubbles which become attached to the internal electrode and 
reduce its effectiveness (~alker and Hutka, 19(1). Secondly, 
the electrolyte must not cause flocculation of the fine particles 
which would result in artificially large particles being 
measured and may cause settling in extreme cases. Often this 
can be prevented by constant stirring. The most popular choice 
of electrolyte is sodium chloride although it depends on the 
sediment involved. ASTi.Ji (1971), Lines and ~"Jood (l965),Wooda.I"\c:l Li r'\t5llC\"'-) 
and Lloyd, Stenhouse and Buxton (circa 10(5) used sodium 
Chloride successfully although Lloyd et al recommended filtering 
under pressure if necessary, to increase the amount of dissolved 
air sufficiently to maintain a random distribution. Sodium 
hexametaphosphate was used in routine mud analysis by Shideler 
(1976) which was a compromise to provide a minimum of flocculation 
and a low background count and to avoid nbscuring fine particles; 
MCCave and Jarvis (1973) used a saline glycerol in which the 
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high viscosity maintained fine particles in suspension. The 
advantages of this have to be weighed against the disadvantage 
of blocking the finer apertures. A further reason for the 
use of a non-aqueous based electrolyte is in instances when 
particles are water-soluble. Giever (197E) has shown that 
the dissolving of particles can be detected by a dron in 
the count rate and remedied by a chenoe to an alcohol-based 
clectrolyte. 
For the stormwater sediment a commercially produced electrolyte 
of sodium chloride, "Isoton", \"Jas added to the sam::>le and 
dispersant. This electrolyte fulfilled the requirements for 
successful samoling and did not need to be filtered. netween 
25M1 and 30n1 ~odium chloride were added to the samole and 
dispersant until the solution was diluted to a concentration 
of 15% which was recommended by the manual (Coulter Electronics, 
1978) and indicated on the concentration qauqe. The preparation 
was stirred to cnsure proper mixinG before the concentration 
was r.1casured. 
4.3. The Mode of Operation of the Electronic Counter. 
4.3.1. Instrument Settings. 
The Electronic Coulter Counter, Model TAII, was set up accordin9 
to the manual (Coulter Electronics,1978l. The instrument had 
to be located well away from any source of microphonic vibrations, 
electronic noise or elec:troma("1netic radiation which would produce 
undue electrical interference (Shide1er,1976). The manometer 
was operated by hand and the instrument was reset automatically. 
The length of time taken for data accumUlation depended upon 
the aperture size, as described below. All sixteen channels 
were monitored and the results plotted and printed for differential 
and _cumulative vo!ume and differentia! and cumulative number. 
The tota! counts ~or each sample and the time taken for each 
anal.vsis were also recorded. 
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The ape r t u r r; S i ? Ec~ S h 0 U 1 c! b ,j C h 0 sen so -'.: Ii ;:t t i) (; t \II e f: n i'l p i~ r 0)\ i~, 12 t f' l,v 
2~; ane! 40:: of that size CO\'8rS the sa:rH,le rarticle size rUl'"'e. 
Particles of ~li;:1'-leter of 1 to 2>~ of the aperturE" size tend to Of! 
t (; n d -::: 0 b 10 c I ~ the :1 per t u r e (~ , 2. r r i s 2. n d J 0 ',/ P. t t, 1 () f! c::; ; ~; c (' a v e .3 n ,j 
Jarvis lC';2). In thj~ ~tudy the unper size ocrcentaa8 is 
frequently net\;COrl -:::-- "1r.d r::;c').: of the aoer·tlJre sizo which lMas ucou~l]" 
100pr.j and 0av p a rarticle size r(1nf"le of ar"oroximat81'l 1 to :"('V,-,. 
The tine t2.~~en for each 3.n<11ysiE" V,I3.S consistentlv \'1ithin 0.2 
seconds of the ~ean time taken. ~or exa~ple, 20 saM~les from 
~ 2 • 0 sec 0 nus "! i t Ii i n t Ii e r ;} n 9 e 0 f :; 1. C tor-:::: .::; s (~ can ~j s . ,"I nIl 10 n (j 8 r 
period indicateJ some ~al-function of the instrument, usually 
a blockin(1 of the anerturf~, \Jhich had not been noticed on the 
pulse-height recorder when the count build-up was being observed. 
A blocka09 can be instantly recopnised on the pulse-heioht 
recorder by the appearance of a sin01e horizont~l line. The 
ape r t u reo f d i ax, e t e r 1.:",. O}J '11 nor naIl y c 0 v ere d the ran ~; P 0 f sed i men t 
collected fran a high-intensity stor~ with 24.S seconds taken 
for each analysis. Cccasionally the 30}J;-0. diar.1eter 3.p8rture 
was used in conjuction VJith the 100}Jrn aperture to COver the 
extended fine ran08 of the size distribution of the sediment 
sanpled either from storns durinq exceptionally 10\J flo'.vs, or 
from those immediately followin0 a more severp storM which had 
flushed out the coarser sediment. The snaller aperture required 
approximately 169 seconds for each analysis. Very exceptionally 
the 20C'}Jnl arerture iiJaS roquired to cover the :;reater ranfje of 
sediment of hand sarnplinc:; (12. C) seconds). l-ioweV0r, if the 
majority of the sediMent was ~ell below the maxi~um size ~ 
representative size analysis would not be obtained usinn the 
large aperture. As a smaller aperture would beco~e hlocked 
by the larper particles it is more satisfactory to si€ve the 
sample to remove the coarse fraction (Swift, Schubel and 
Sheldon, 1s);2). 
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Brief mention must be made of the resistivity of the particles. 
Variation in resistivity between particles is not important 
(Sheldon and Parsons, 1968) providing they are of greater 
resistivity than that of the electrolyte. This is no problem 
for geological sediments (Swift, Schubel and Sheldon, 1972). 
Working on powders, Wood and Lines (1966) found that particle 
resistivity had no significant effect on instrument response 
partly because the powder in suspension behaves as a non-
conductor due to oxide films forming on the particle surface. 
Wood and Lines (1966) showed that density does not effect the 
results although temperature may effect the resistivity of the 
electrolyte but this can be countered mathematically. 
~-. 3 . 3 • Cal i bra t ion 0 f the Ins t rum e n t • 
According to Sheldon and Parsons (1967) the aim of the 
calibration is to define the relationship between the particle 
volume and the electrical pulse strength for each aperture 
ClS: AR=K[l-e.~] 
\/IIh ere 4 ~~ i s the c han 9 e i n res i s t i v i t y c au sed by the par tic 1 e , 
. t t d ~E . . t· . t K 1S the aperture cons an an 1S the electrolyte reS1S lVl y, 
and the electrolyte resistivity is negligible; the change in 
resistance depends on the particle resistivity. 
reasoning Lines and Wood (1966) have shown 
d = K x ~ instrument settings, 
where d is the particle diameter. 
From such 
The instrument is calibrated using monosized particles such as 
pollen grains or, as in the present study, commercially produced 
latex. The size of the calibration particles selected should 
be approximately the middle of the size range which is 10to 2(": 
of the aperture size. Using one particle size for one aperture 
size the ranaining particle sizes in that range can be calculated. 
Calibrations can be extrapolated to other apertures but the 
calibration operation is quiCk and straightforward and it is more 
reliable to calibrate each aperture seoarately. The split-
peak method described in the manual (Coulter Electronics,l978) 
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was adopted with the latex, for example 8 to 4h~~ fo~ the l00Jn 
aperture, which fell in channels 8 and 9. The aoerture-
matching switch was adjusted until the two peaks were of 
equal frequency. The error was calculated by McCave and Jarvis 
(1973) as ~ 1.6% at the 95% level of significance. A logarithmic 
scale of particle volume was used for the stormwater sediments 
which spanned two, and sometimes three, orders of magnitude. 
4.4. The Accuracy of the Measurement Procedure. 
4.4.1. Over-reading and Coincidence. 
The main criticism of the technique is that as a result of 
taking the spherical-equivalent of the particle diameter the 
instrument aopears to over-read compared with other techniques 
described in 4~5. Although this is the most widely described 
error, Sheldon and Parsons (1968) point out that in a sample of 
elongate sediment the results may be under-read whereas in a 
mixture of sediment the problem may be minimal. From observations 
of the stormwater sediments this appears to be most reasonable 
as in the case of elongate particles sucked through the aperture 
in the most streamlined manner. An additional source of error 
is described as the 'Coincidence Theory' and refers to the 
problem of two or more particles entering the aperture together. 
The particles are measured either as one larger oarticle or the 
smaller one is masked by the largest particle. However different 
authors have provided different approaches to the problem. 
Wales and Wilson (1961) considered that coincidence errors 
occur frequently and adopted the various correct methods, set 
out in the particular instrument manual, to reduce consequent 
size ove~reading. They, as well as Walker and Hutka (1971), 
described the problem graphically and demonstrated clearly 
the various types of coincidence error. Two particles in the 
aperture together produce one pulse representing (a) the sum 
of the combined particles, (b) the size of the largest particle, 
or (c) an intermediate combination between (b) and (c). 
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Princen and Kwolek (1965) aqreed with the classe~ of coincidence 
occurrence described above but favoured the sum of the combined 
particles as the more frequent event whereas ~ales and ~ilson 
(1961) thought the result was predominantly the size of the 
largest particle. Princen and Kwolek (1965) described 
coincidence from combined particle dimensions as 'vertical' 
action and hypothesised that if both a large and a small particle 
are in the orifice together the lar0er particle would register 
a pulse. 'Horizontal' action was described as the passage of 
two particles through the sensing zone in the manner of one 
larger single particle and were measured as such. These 
hypotheses are based on the assumption that the particles being 
sampled are randomly distributed in the electrolyte. 1~ that is so 
there should be little likelihood of two particles occuring 
together at all but inthat event they would be counted as one. 
So far all the theories have been based on the assumption that 
the particles are randomly distributed with apoisson distribution 
but Seymour (1969) decried all the coincidence theories based 
on this assumption. He maintained that particles occurred in 
groups and demonstrated this from the analysis of particle 
photographs. He strongly favours the possibility that long 
range Coulomb forces operate against two particles cooing close 
together, thus preventinQ coincidence altogether. However, 
Pisani and Thompson (1971) provide some evidence of the Poisson 
distribution. Their work stemmed from the paper by Edmundson 
(1968) which described a dead time after each particle count, 
during which no further particle could be registered. From 
the constant scanning of the aperture Pisani and Thompson (1971) 
found that the timing of the particles. reaching the aperture 
followed a Poisson distribution. If such evidence f6r the 
Poisson distribution is sound then there is the basis for further 
study of the type of occurrence of coincidence, and for corrections 
to be made. However, when ASTM (1971) made soms coincident 
corrections they found them to be insignificant. 
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Without an acceptable answer to the problem, every care has 
been taken in this study with dispersion techniques ~~J 
(;,o'({ et~ tonu> A..tr~ ~O" t:.o 
minimise the coincidence of particles in the aperture. 
4.4.2. Accuracy. 
"Accuracy" in the present context has been defined, by the Inter 
Agency Committee on Water Resources (1964) and Allen (1968), 
as the counting of the true particle size distribution. With 
the variety of measuring techniques available, largely measuring 
different parameters, the particle parameter evaluated must 
also be clearly defined for the size distribution to be 
meaningful. This is particularly important since the results 
of different parameters cannot be simrly compared. 
Sheldon and Parsons (196~) considered microscopic sizing to be 
the most absolute measurement but the electronic counter does 
have a highttatistical accuracy according to Giever (1976) 
and the manual (Coulter Electronics 1978). 
The problems in producing results of absolute accuracy with the 
Coulter Counter lie in its design. The particle size 
distribution is one of particle volumes, or spherical-equivalents 
of the particle diameters, passing through the aperture which 
has a tendency to over-read as described above. According to 
the manual (Coulter Electronics,1978) there is an acceptable 
level of accuracy even ignoring coincidence errors and background 
noise, which together total 1%, particularly when + 2% error' 
has been attributed to samoling. 
The question of background noise) or the reduction of accuracy 
at the fine end of the distribution,has been discussed by 
Shideler (1976). The background counts from the "blank" 
electrolyte can be subtracted from the count of the fine particles ~ut 
gives little significant improvement. Shideler (1976) found 
that a high degree of accuracy and precision was too difficilJt to 
maintain for tube size of less than 30}Jm without 105ino the 
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advantage of rapid analyses. 
4.4.3 Precision. 
The precision of the instrument was found to be good as long as 
a sufficient number of particles were counted. Sheldon and 
Parsons (1967) and Walker and Hutka (1971) found some random 
variation of particle size around the mean of each sample but 
showed that the variation decreased with the number of particles 
counted. 1000 particles were considered by both pairs of 
authors to 9ive good precision in the results. The stormwater 
sediment count oer sample was in the order of 200,000 thus 
random variation is negligable orovidinq the low concentration 
rate is maintained. The count rate has been con~idered imoortant 
in this context by some authors; Sheldon and Parsons (1968) and 
~iever (1976) suggested that the count rate should not exceed 4000 
to 5000 counts per second particularly for apeetures smaller than 
50}Jm. 
Microscopic sizing is generally considered to produce absolute 
measurements of particle diameter. The precision of the 
electronic counter has to be laUaed by comparing the results 
from the two methods. Walker and Hutka (1971) and Giever (1976) 
found a 1:1 correlation between the results from the microscope 
and electronic counter for glass spheres of t'5 to 30}Jm diarneter 
measured with a 100)Jm aperture. In natural sediments the 
diameters measured by each technique may differ more noticeably 
because irregularly shaped particles will tend to be over-sized 
by the electronic counter. Random measurement of stormwater 
sediments under the electron microscope .confirmed the 
particle size range measured by the electronic counter and 
a detiil~d coppelRtion was not necessary. 
In the light of the close correlation between electronic counter 
and microscope results Giever (1976) went so far as to suggest 
the electronic counter would blake a successful and much less 
arduous substitute to microscope counting. This may indeed be 
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so as Wood and Lines (1966) have shown that results obtained 
from the electronic counter were independent of operator error 
and ASTr~ (1971), on results from several laboratories, showed 
that intra-laboratory analyses by the same operator gave results 
for all particle sizes of ~ 1% precision, at the 95% level 
of significance, and inter-laboratory precision was similarly 
c~lculated at ± 3%. For the stormwater sediments the methods 
was sufficiently sensitive, and the results sufficiently 
precise, to show changes in the size distributions of successive 
samples. 
t:·.4 .4. Reproducibility. 
All the authors usin~ the electronic counter found a high 
standard of reproducibility. As mentioned above the results 
have been shown to be independent of operator error and Sheldon 
and Parsons (1968) found the high degree of reproducibility 
was also independent of aperture size and sample volume. The 
size of the count does however appear to affect reproducibility 
as found from the more erratic counts of low concentration 
(5 to lC l3,)stormwater particles and as described by Kellie (1966). 
Howeve~ providing the factors mentioned of thorough dispersion 
l-0eft. ~u.rc.d 
and the maintainance of the correct calibration, the degree of 
-t 
reproducibilit\/ should remain high. A number of stormwater 
samples were repeatedly analysed to demonstrate the reproduc-· 
ibility of the method and there was no significant difference 
between the resu 1 ts, as is shown in Figu re 4 .1. 
4.5. A Comparison of the Electronic Counter with Mechanical 
and Optical Particle ~~easuring Technigues. 
4.5.1. Introduction. 
A study of particle size analysis would not be complete without 
a mention of techniques other than electronic counting. Sieving, 
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FIGURE 4.1. 
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sedimentation and p i pe tte meth ods of meas ur ement have bee n wide l y 
discussed in the literature a nd ,increasingly , o pti c a l se nsin g 
meth ods a r e be in a pe rfect ed . 
The choice of technique depends lar ~e l y on the size ranee of 
thp sedi~en t in question . ~ie vps ca t e r for ~~~impnt fr o8 
cobble sizp ( a0proximately ~O to 1COm~ ) down ~ o lOR S than 20~ m , 
although thp,)' oftl"n a re not very effpctivp belo'" 63j.J rn , IMhoreas 
Gettlin~ ~ubes nnd the rtoette moasu ro fine sedi~o~t a~Q r0xi m8telv 
fro~ 1 to 1 0~ ~ a~d electronic countinn and ontical mo+horl s 
8 r(' car8blo of mOl1itorinn dO'-m to lossthC1r· 0.r::.p m. 
A second Jrio rit f- in the choice of technique is equally i mpo rt a nt 
that is, wha t pa r amete rs are r eq uired , or whi ch pa r ame ters of 
the sediment it is possible to measure . The various techniques 
measure d iffer e nt parame ters , for e xamp le particle volume , 
settling velocity and , in irregularly shaped pa rticles , a number 
of different specified d i am eters . 
S ievin g . 
Zwicker (1 967) co mpa r ed particle size techniques to find a 
meth od best suited to the r equi r ements of the cer am ic industry . 
For sediment g reater than 40~m , sieves provided the most app ropriate 
meas ure me nt method . Dry sievin~ , involvin g machine shakin g with 
an air jet, was both the most effective and the cheapest use of 
the sieves . Wet si e vin g was used for very fine or ' sticky ' 
particles and gave p recise results but was too slow for routine 
use . 
Sed i ment less than 40).A m had to be accurately measured by a 
techni que wh ich gave r e sults c ompa rable with the coarser results . 
r1i cro - mesh sieving p rovi ded such results and cove r ed a size 
r a nge of 1 to .6 00)J m wi .th qood p recision but poor' repro ducibility . 
By ~o~parison , electronic countinp ga ve reproducibjl it~·· 
results in good ap ree me nt wi th tro~1" from sievin'l hut in 
early mod e ls only p rovided a lowe r limit of 2~ m . At that 
time the electronic counter took as lon~ for sa'm'ples to be 
analysed as by sievinq ani the cost '/e i QheJ he8vilJ 
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anainst the techniaue. A major technical disadvantaoe of the 
then current electronic counter for this study was that the 
results for the extreme ends of the distributions had to be 
extrapolated which was not sufficiently accurate. Walker and 
Hutka (1971), ':Jorking with soils in the size range 37.2 to 88.:;~1;:1, 
found the results from the Coulter counter higher than those 
from sieving. Microscopic examination showed a discrepancy in 
mesh apertures of up to 10%. A good linear relationship was 
found between sieves and Coulter Counter data although the exact 
relationship varied with each set of sieves. In conclusion, 
they found the Coulter Counter has the advanta~e of speed and 
accuracy over the other methods. 
Kiff (1973), in a thorough study of cOlllnarative particle size 
techniques, covered the size range 0.1 to 100pm but concentrated 
on sieving for the coarser material and produced the size 
distribution from more than one method. Shideler (1976), rointed 
out the significant abrasion and breakdown of soft particles 
during sieving which resulted in under-reading. 
4.5.3. Settling Tube. 
Smery (1938) and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and associated 
bodies (1942) provided some of the earliest studies of the 
settlinq tube, based on Stoke's Law, for particle sizing. The 
settling velocity was the parameter measured,the main drawback 
of which has been its incompatibility with other size parameters. 
In 1938 the method was new and provided a relatively rapid 
analysis of sands whose settling velocities were measured after 
successive predetermined time intervals. The advantages are in 
the gravitational settling procedure which can be simulated in 
the native water of the sediment sample providinq the confined 
lead to particle flocculation. A major 
method, described by Lines and Wood (1965 1, 
co~vection currents which prevent the settling 
4)Jrn. VJith an increase in temperature larger 
particles were held up or re-entrained. 
tube space does not 
disadvantage of the 
is the presence of 
of material up to 
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The method of centrifugal sedimentation was explored by Zwicker 
(1967) who found it was precise and independent of operator 
error although only suitable for sediment of 20~m or less. The 
degree of precision was reduced with sediments of mixed densities 
and where larger material was initially removed by sieving the 
final size distribution was distorted. Here again the Coulter 
Counter compared favourably apart from the cost involved. 
Kiff (1973) preferred the sedi~entation technique to the Coulter 
Counter and, used in combination with sieving, covered a 
substantial size range. With practice, operator error was reduced 
to an insignificant level and there was the advantage of analysis 
of the sediment in near-natural conditions. Kiff (1973) also 
found the Coulter Counter ove~read. 
Guy (circa 1976) found a number of disadvantages of the settling 
tube. The effect of a falling particle was to displace 
neighbouring particles and a locally high concentration of 
particles~ caused artificially high settling velocities. Further 
he found varying particle density to be a problem and that in 
river water the formation and disaggregation of floes also 
altered the settling velocity. 
4.5.4. pipette 
In 1968 Allen (1968) concluded from his comparison with the 
pipette method that electronic counting was probably the most 
accurate teChnique for routine particle analysis. However he 
found the Coulter Counter produced coarser results than the 
pipette for the same sample owing to: the smaller upper size 
limit of the Coulter Counter, the coincidence error, and the 
shape factor, particularly with the finer particles where the 
discrepancy widens. However, manipulation of both sets of data 
showed the difference was insignificant. 
The Coulter Counter was also preferred to the pipette by Walker 
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an,J ;:utka (1~71) eJhO t"'lOint0l~ out that \Jhereas the oi~)ett(~ 
f;ave tile: :.:orc uscful cu:~',ulati'Jf:; nUilber percent, or volu',ie, ':fhich 
Shideler's (lC7G) i~~in reason for preferrinq the ~oulter Counter 
r e qui r 0 G f 0 I~ pip e tt e <l n c, 1 j sis an cJ t h P. f .'l .. C t t hat t h ('; P j.l) e t t e 
apparatus is susceptible to diurnal te~perature clianqes. Shideler 
(1976) na~e the uS8ful ~oint, that has been mentioned above, 
t hat t h G pre v i 0 u s 1 i t e r (l t U r l~ \r, 2, S co;; 1 p ;:1 r i n i~ v D. rio u s r:1 e tho (j S IN i t h 
the oldor ~o~els of the Coulter Counter. The more recent nodels, 
.(:' '" .... l 
,ro!.' ".';}Jr~, ,lave sixteen size channels, po~)ulation 
accessory D. 11 c': fJ lot tin q a n J printout facility, an~ can an(-'tlyse 
e a c I: s on p 1 e i n J 0 S:2 con c.: s • 
(';ith the pi;)ette (lethod, as '.vell as the settlinq tubs, (~uy 
(circ". lrJ7(3) founG fine secJir,lent remained in suspension in the 
cOh~ection currents. 
C e h r ens (1 C 7 8) co 1,1 par edt h 8 e 1 e c t ron icc 0 u n tin c. and pip e t t e 
r:l e tho U sin so 11 e G c t 2. i 1 an c1 con c 1 u d edt hat the c;j iff ere nee i n 
s r a ins i z e ci is t rib uti 0 n fro 1',1 t Ii e t VI 0 . IN as t 11 ere suI t 0 f the 
Coulter Counter not measurin0 the fine clay section, a factor 
attributeci to the 10\dcr standard deviations of the Coult~r 
Counter ::.iata. : ! NJ eve r, des pit e 0 ~1 iss ion 0 fda tao n par tic 1 e s 0 f 
less than O.3pm, the Coulter Counter would still provide a 
fuller size distribution than the pipette methoJ I:hich suffers 
fron convGction preventinq measurements under: to 4~m. It 
~ust be sur~ised that Celirens (1973) is usinn a much older model 
of the Coulter Counter than his date of writing would sug~est. 
[10 Vi e v (~ r, f LJ r the r res u 1 t s for s 1 i g h t 1 Y co a r s e r sed i ,,1 e n t s h 0 \tv 
the Coulter Counter produces finer results than the pipette. 
Values of skewness and kurtosis derived from the two distributions 
are very sinilar. In Ilis conclusion Oehrens (1978) still stresses 
the need to I,no\;/ exactly what parameters are beinQ measured. 
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4.4.5 . A r~ote on Optical Teclmiques . 
'(iff (1'")73) revei' 'ed an early photic r,1E'thod in "'ihich particles 
sett 1 ed tIl ro uq h a"liqu id \/ i th con st ant scan n i nG of part ic 1 
diar1eters b¥ a light sourcE' . The results suffered fror1 particles 
Qf greater densities settling out differentially . 
Gieve:r (197(') d scribed r,lOre fullJ a s,ysteM in "'h ' c a ohotic 
sen s inc zone detects the passaoe of particles by forvard and 
sidevla.ys light scatterin ,-' or by shadol',inn . Tonether , the nhotic 
ZOne nd sensor "re forMed bJ J.n optical, systeM . artic p.~ are 
in suspension in a n~s or a liquid , t ,inirlum particl~ size 
beino 0 . :-= to O. 4 y m in ras es and 3 to 5)J m in liquids . It shou J be 
noted here th:lt at this s::a, e thE" ('oultpl~ r,ounter still had the 
advantag e in ana yses in liqui s for f~n particle size 
ne~surcments . The upper size li~it for particles in ~as ranged 
fron 1 £, to 70,JH1 . The size r1.n~e is lar e as the s ttlin~ vplocitir.>s 
n;->enr On pnrticle densi t.,· 2,nd no ani tation can be provided to 
orevent settling . The g as system is sensitive and can be used 
to measure airborne particles without th inherent problems of 
putt inc tiled j.,nt' solution . If the p<"rtic p concent l~ation is 
too Great a secondar j scattering of li qht interferes "i th the 
results ~Jhich at this stage \! s fairly difficult to interr>ret. 
~ . ~ . 6 . r,onclusion . 
The conc usions to be dr'1.l/n fro:") the cOr1parrttive studies are 
thrtt , for tile correspondin'1 size rannes , sievin" ten rls to under 
read , and the electronic counte r to over-read . 'o"ever , other 
advantaoes have been shown to m ke electronic countinq preferable 
to the pipette Metho and to the settling tub technique vhose 
results are so uifficult to comoare with other r ethoc.is . Optical 
techniques arc sti ll in th ir in~ancy and thero too the exact 
paraneter neasurcd ~ust be eV8 lu ated . ThA advantaoes of thA 
Cou tor Counter and its suit," j l;~:'/ for neasuring storr,~/ater 
sodinents in their native IJClt"'l~ nal,e it the best choice or 
analYSis in this study . 
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S . 1. IntroJuction . 
The method of measuring particle size has b en describe I in the 
pre v i 0 \..1 S C hap p ran d t h <'> r _ suI t s are now e x am i ned and put in 
the context of SeUirT'll"'nt aV[1ilabilitv ane: thp orevailina 
hv rolo' lical conditions . Th chanaes in particle size patterns 
are observed alon. the route taken y he sP~iment in runoff , 
from the origin , across the land surface into the rain and 
the n d uri n 9 d r a i n flo v.' tot h P 0 u t fall . l Jetai d pxa~ination 
is then nade of the size variations of the secinen- col ected 
t the outfal ju rin g dif Frent tyoes of storls and contrasts 
are [lade bet\Jeen storlS . 
The quantity of sedinent availa~ e for entrainMent on the land 
surface ~epend5 partly on the antecedent con~itions ( iscusset' in 
~hanter 2) althounh it is also Jetermined by lIch f"1ctors '">C · u.~ • 
the natur9 of the l'lnd surface and i ts ~ eight 0 tr"ffic , tile 
seaso na 1 effpc t s of ') lant deb r is , and the f r"'qu ncy <P](' "ff i c ia ncy 
of street cleaninq (Ellis and nevit- , 1 PO) . 
con ,;J rises in 'ividual particl~s ~hosf' sizes deoE d on their oriein 
and transport ilistor" . Thp 6ri[in of the sedi~ent can be ~ivi~ed 
i n tot h r e e r,l a inc ate 0 r i e s , t r I at d e r i v e d '" r () IT' b u i 1 din (~ an 
fro r, r 0 a J s ;:; n d t 11 at car r i ~ -I b.v air . The fine' , of F.n spheric~1.l , 
airborne sedinent includes ~ust , flJash anJ pro 'ucts of 
cc~bu~tion from industry and v~hicles . This sndiment is washed 
out of thp atmosphprp by rainrall An~ collected in road an roof 
gu t t e r S 'iiJ her f' i t j 6 1: r1 S m <3 t e r i 2 1 " inc lu j i n q c 1;: Y II i n era 1 s 
feathered fro,l roofs ancJ buildinrs . road sedinents co~prisf 
coarS€t~ and relatively lore c.1UI~c Ie sedi ent VJh ich is til 
pro uct of g ranitic and linestone roadstone erosion , ane finer 
oarticles fro~ concrete road surf8ces . ~oad s~diment also 
includes particlps fron vehicles , for pxanple ruet , laint nnd 
ru bbe r , and frof') surface r'unoi~f from alijacent 1 r,' USE "r..:''1.s . 
Any soil particles or fra p .ents of vegetation fro, Qar ens and open 
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spaces are collected in road runoff as they reach the gutters 
(Ellis,1976). In heavy storms throu(,:1h-flow as well as surface 
runoff c~n be seen washinq soil into nearby road gutters 
(Neville, 1974). The quartz particles of the road sediment 
are by far the most resistent to chemical and physical erosion 
during surface runoff and drain flow and in consequence they 
form the larqest proportion of the sediment that reaches the 
outfall. In addition, they include the largest particles 
sampled (up to 40ym) which is probably also a result of their 
resistance to erosion. Other particles of readstone such as 
feldspars and micas, clay minerals from building bricks and 
roof tiles, and airborne particles all occur in much smaller 
quantities than quartz and are more susceptible to erosion 
during stormwater transport. 
As the sediment passes through the system from land surface to 
outfall it undergoes progressivenqgregation by silica cementation 
as described in Chapter 3. Aggregation begins on the surface 
if the particles go through a period of stationary or slow 
moving water but occurs to a much rreater extent in the drain 
during stormflow and in the decreasing discharge after sediment 
deposition. It is helpful to remember here the importance of 
the process of aggregation by silica cementation because it 
explains to a considerable extent the form of the size 
distributions. The sedi~ent size distributions sampled during 
storms are either bimodal, unimodal or a mixture of the two. 
Most frequently the individual particles dominate the fine 
end of bimodal distributions and the coarse sediment is 
dominated by aggregates. During high intensity rainfall however 
coarser particles than usual can be entrained from the surface 
and as any previously deposited aggregates are rapidly removed 
the individual particles form a unimodal size distribution which 
covers almost the whole of the range sampled (1 to ;;.Oyr:). 
The size curves are described in detail and an attempt is made 
to explain the changing forms py reference to hydrological 
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characteristics, in particular discharge fluctuations and the 
effects of initial high rainfall intensities, and the likely 
availability of sediment resulting from the antecedent conditions. 
These hydrogical parameters help to explain the site variations 
observed both during individual storms and between storms, 
and the variations found along the storm drain. 
5.2. Statistical Treatment of Particle Size Distributions. 
The size distributions of natural sediments have for a long 
time been recognised as a continuum represented by a srnmoth 
size curve (Krumbein,1934). The log-normal curve was found to 
be a good approximation to many size frequency curves as has 
been demonstrated with different sediment size fractions by a 
number of authors, for example, Udden (1914), Folk and Ward 
(1957), Rogers (1959) and Visher (1969). Negative exponential 
functions have also been used to describe grain size distributions, 
for example Krumbein (1937) demonstrated the usefulness of the 
method in the study of particle size reduction with increasing 
distance of transport. 
Bagnold (1937) found that size measurements for wind blown 
sand followed most closely a hyperbolic distribution. The data 
were examined on a log-histogram plot by Bagnold and Barndorff-
Nielsen (1980) and were found to describe a hyperbola rather 
than a parabola. A parabola would have been formed if the 
data had followed a normal distribution as has been suggested 
by other authors. The normal distribution is seen as just 
one case of the hyperbolic distribution (Barndorff-Nielsen, 
19(7). Sands from similar environments each conform to similar 
size distributions of which some are normal, whereas sand size 
distributions from various environments deviate from each other 
but all conform to the hyperbolic distribution. Thus the 
data are considered as a mixture of normal distributions and 
others but all of them are hyperbolic (Sichel, 1973; Barndorff-
Ni~lsen, 1977 , 1979; Deigaard and Fieds~e, 1978; Bader, 
1970) • 
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asY:-,lP to: c: s 
;: i r! u reS . 1 s Ii 0 \'J S t h (} con t r a s t i Wl s hap e s 0 f t Ii e hV per)) 0 1a an J 
the t) a r ;:dw 1 it • J tis i n t e r P. s tin f1 ton 0 t p tIl? t I,'J hen t Ii e e x an!) Ie 
of the ~ine distribution.of storm sediment (Figure ~.2. storm 
of 6.10.fO. Ca~ple 1) is rlotted on loq-log axes th~ curVE 
appears to [ollol; the sa~G pattern as the hyperbolic distribution. 
(Ca~nold and Carndorff-Nielsen, 19S0). The riqht-112.nd side of 
the co a r s e c1 i s t rib uti 0 n v.' 0 u 1 d a 1 S 0 a PI) ear to con for 11 tot his 
pattern but the nepatively-skslved nature of the distribution 
c::':-lfuses the issuo on the left-hand sicle.~ Decause of the more 
relevant need here to describe the binoda1ity of the distribution 
as a ~hole this discussion is continued in Roberts (rlidd1esex 
Polytechnic Internal ~eport, in Press). 
The absence of part of the sediment size ranoe and the mix inn 
of two or more sediments of different modal sizes produce 
truncated and seg~ented or polynodal size curves respectively. 
* The parabola omits the tails which are important,and for 
which the log-log scale was introduced so that equal significance 
would be attached to all sizes. 
take into account the tails. 
The hyperbola and its parameters 
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FIGURE 5.2. 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A SAMPLE PARTICLE SIZE 
DISTRIBUTION AND THE HYPER80LIC r,URVE 
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Polymodal size curves are most co~monly considered to describe 
a sediment sample which is either of multiple source (Mason 
and Folk, 1958) or the result of more than one mode of 
transport or energy level of depositional environment (Visher 
1969; Sagoe and Visher, 19(7), Where sediment transport 
appears the most likely cause the in~luence of the sediment 
source should not be overlooked (Ashley, 1978); any reduction 
in particle size from the source should be related to the 
durability of the mineral (Sanoe and Visher, 1977) and to 
the distance and mode of transport. The individual components 
of polymodal size curves are usually assumed to be normal 
distributions by these authors, but Walton, Steohens and Shawa 
(1980) pointed out the likelihood of truncation resultinq from 
the loss of part of a size range with the mixing of more than 
one sediment type. 
The particle size distributions of the stormwater sediment 
were one of three types: unimodal, bimodal, or a mixture of 
the two; the bimodal curves occurred in the majority of storms. 
Such studies as there are specifically on bimodal distributions 
follow analyses of polymodal distributions in attributing the 
different mode of the size curves to either source (Folk and 
~'Jard, 1957; Binda and Hildred, 19(3); or to transport, for 
examole suspension and traction (Middleton 1976); or to a 
deposit comprising grains within a finer grained matrix 
(Spencer, 1963~ Hollister OJ\d Ht.~z.(.~, Iqbl+) 
The size frequency data in the present study on sediment size 
distributions comprised a numerical orintout and histograms 
of differential and cumUlative VOlume, and the total number 
of particles counted. The size range was divided into sixteen 
classes on a logarithmic scale with intervals of multiples of 
3~ (Allen, 1968, 1972; Coulter Electronics 1978). The 
frequency was measured as a percentageof the total number of 
particles. 
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In the literature there is little comprehensive analysis of 
bimodal curves as a whole, rather they are treated statistically 
as two normal curves. 
The bimodal size distributions of the stormwater sediment 
were treated as two individual curves because in the majority 
of samples the two sections of the size curve represented 
sediment in two different forms (observed in microscopic 
examinations described in Chapters 7 and 8). The distribution 
at the finer end of the size ran~e represented the individual 
particles and the curve at the coarser end represented the 
aggreQated particles. The division between the two was made 
after visual inspection of each distribution. The finer 
sediment curve consistently followed a normal distribution 
within the range 1 TO 3)Jm. The upper limit could be 
extrapolated accurately by eye to complete the distribution 
where necessary as for example in storm 14.11.80 (Figure 5.11) 
at the overlap with the coarse distribution, or where the 
fines are truncated as in storm 16.11.81. (Figure 5.:).The 
size fraction 3 to 40~m, a negatively-skewed distribution, 
was similarly straightforward to extrapolate. Often the fine 
tail of the coarse skewed size curve accounts for sediment 
sizes of approximately 3t:o 5jJm. Occasionally however, the 
size curve deviates slightly in this region to include a 
minority of particles which are either moderately coarse 
individual particles entrained from the surface and not yet 
incorporated into aggregates, or possibly,very small aggregates 
in the early stages of development. 
In the context of segmented and truncated polymodal size 
curves the fine and coarse fractions of bimodal curves comprise 
respectively the individual ~nd aqqreqated particles 
(Chapter 7). With the .low percentaqe - of oarticles of 
sizes between the modal fine and modal co~rse values, the size 
curves, and especially cumulative curves, can be said to 
represent segmented or polymodal sediment distributions. 
In fact this is the same sediment in two different states due 
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to aggregation processes active in the drain which create 
two size distributions. Unimodal curves describe a more 
normal range of particle sizes when coarser sediment is 
available as a result of intense r.ainfallo.Nt 1IOhev'\ ~( pOl.,..r,'c..k$ 
(;l.1'(... i~\'ictM.o-.l ) ~t) r 4OLt~O" ~t\.V\.) v'loC 'i~( OCC.U .. fr'e.J. 
A few authors have attempted to analyse bimodal curves in their 
entirety by allotting skewness and kurtosis values to 
the curve (Inman, 1952; Folk and ~ard, 1957; Spencer, 1973; 
Ashley, 1978). Ashley (1978) suggested that skewness and 
kurtosis could be used to reflect the magnitude and separation 
of the component populations. Similarly,Folk and Ward (1957) 
and Spencer (1963) suggested skewness and kurtosis described 
the d~gree of truncation and sorting. However judging by the 
stormwater results this appears to be 3 rather negative use of 
both skewness and kurtosis as they are measures desiqned to 
describe the modal size range and peakedness of single mode 
curves (Bulmer, 1967; Briggs, 1977). Their application to 
two well-separated peak~ pruvides poor values of each and 
detracts substantially from their meaning. Moiola and Weiser 
(1968) found mean and standard deviaticn m0re useful 
differentiators of different sediments. For each stormwater 
sediment size distribution the mean, standard deviation, 
skewness, kurtosis and percentage sediment were measured for 
both fine and coarse components of the bimodal curve and for 
the unimodal curves, the process was simplified by analy~ing 
the data on the computer. The results are described and 
discussed in the following section. 
5.3. The Influence of Land Use on Sediment Size Distributions. 
Sediment s~mples were taken from the various catchment land 
uses with the aim df establishing the size range and form of 
the distributions to aid,in conjunction with the surface texture 
studies of Chapter 7,the investigation of stormwater sediment 
source and transport history. Sediment was collected in 
stormwater runoff from gutters in each land Use area shown in 
Figure 2.1. 
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The samples Rre listed in both Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1 in 
their successive order down the gradient of the catchment. 
The drainage network is intensive and it is unlikely that 
sediment from on2 land use area could travel very far into an 
adjacent one. This is borne out by the distinct individuality 
of the different land use size distributions. 
The size distribution of Sa~ole I (Fioure 5.3.) from the head 
oft h e cat c h men tis d e t e rr:l i n e c..: b .'/ the a gar e qat i n f1 e f fee ton 
the sediment by silica available from the abundance of concrete 
in driveways in the area (Hobbs, 1980). The distribution 
appears to be bimodal INith modal frequency peaks from 5 tv 20}Jm 
and at 40).Jm. From the evidence of the photo;"icrographs 
(Chapter 7) there is an abundance of aggregates in this sample 
which cover almost the entire size range. Only a small 
proportion of individual particles were seen and it can 
therefore be assumed that aggregates form quickly as soon as 
constituent particles are available. A unimodal size range of 
aggregates might then be expected, pedlaps t.:itll a 
continuation of the curve below 2.3)Jm, .::..nd ,"<lith a small 
frequency peak .of fine particles. In 
the size curve for this sample on Fig~re 5.3 a point of 
division can be seen at 30~m. No obvious explanation was 
found for this. The sample was rerun over the larger size 
range of 4 to 230}Jm and no such anomaly occurred; the wider 
size range does however create some loss of detail. If this 
point of division is significant the curve above 30}Jm may 
represent sediment of a different nature. 
Sample 2,Figure 5.3,was taken from an area of new housinR 
with small gardens. 85% of the distributions are positively 
skewed and predominantly of fine sediment with pea~ frequency 
at 9~m. The smaller, coarser fraction of the sediment, peaking 
at gO~m can be assumed to be aggregates washed from the soil 
(discussed further in Chapter 7) while the finer fraction 
denotes individual particles of housing material. 
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FIGURE 5.3. 
LAND USE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Listed in order from head of catchment 
downslope towards outfall. 
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88 
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Sample 1 
Modern Housing" 
Concrete drives. 
Sample 2 
Modern housing. 
Sample 3 
Bricked shopping 
area 
Sample 4 
Open space, soil 
Sample 5 
Modern housing, 
without gardens. 
Sample f5 
Old housing. 
Sample 7 
Commercial traffic, 
Aerodrome Road. 
TA8LE 5.1. 
SIZE DISTRIBUTION PARAMETERS OF LAND USE SAMPLES. 
Mc.a.~ sta.~rc' 
Sample Distribution c' Peak siz.<.. }J de~ iOA /0 
}Jm % 
l. Head of fine 16 5-20 3.2 1.8 
r.atchment coarse 84 40 1'5.9 3.2 
2. Two-Sto ~ fine 85 9 4.2 1.3 
~Jew Housing coarse 15 90 1 • '5 1.4 
3. Shops fine 39 16 4.3 1.8 
coarse (i) 34 75 9.1 3.1 
coarse lii) 36 210 9.6 3.0 
4. Open Space fine 35 ...., 6.9 0.9 . 
coarse 65 34 9.0 1 .9 
5. New unimodal 100 57 3.7 2.3 
Housing 
6. Old fine 89 11-17 6.4 3.2 
Housing coarse 11 160 3.7 2.8 
...., Commercial fine 78 8 10.1 4.3 , . 
Traffic coarse 23 49 3.7 2.1 
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The complex trimodal distribution of Sample 3 (Figure 5.3) 
is difficult to explain. The sample was taken from within 
a shopping area where both shors and walking surface were 
composed of one type of brick. The area was pedestrianised 
and thus devoid of cars but occasional islands of vegetation 
\Jould have provided soil rarticles although of a very small 
percentage compared with the brick material. Thedistribution 
of fine particles-can be attributed to eroded fragments as 
seen in the micrographs. The coarser two distributions may 
describe two major constituents of the brick-clay particles 
which cover the size ranges 3? to 24pM and 110 to 23r~rl respectjv01y. 
~\~~~u.~~~~P~~(,vO~~g~C. 
The form of soil particles (Sample 4) is represented in Fiqure 
5.3 and comorises both fine individual particles and relatively 
large well-structured soil aggregates. Roth sides of the 
distribution are broadly spread around modal sizes of 7~m and 
34}Jm respectively, (Table 5.1) 
The sediment size from the area of new housing lower down the 
catchment (Sample 5) is described by a slightly positively 
skewed unimodal distribution of modal size 57}Jm. The houses 
are terraced with small courtyards but no gardens and are 
surrounded by access roads and garage areas. The sediment 
consists cf individu~lparticles which have been rapidly washed 
from the buildings to the drains without time to agqreqate and 
without any input from soil aggreg~tes. 
Aggregates are once more included in the bimodal distribution 
of the sediment collected from the area of old Victorian and 
inter-war housing with large gardens and with a heavily used 
road through the area (Sample 6). The fine sediment makes up 
89% of the total size distribution curve due to a dominance of 
road, traffic, and building material, while the remainder 
comprises soil aggregates and some stormwater aggregates (shown 
in Chapter 8). The aggregates appear to be formed from weathered 
and eroded road and building surfaces which provide the sediment 
and silica for aggregation. 
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Heavy commercial vehicles form the majority of the traffic alonq 
Aerodrome Road (FiGure 5.3 Sample 7) ~hich is towards the 
southern and lowest-lying part of the catchment and serves a 
variety of storage yards. 77.5% of the di~tribution is 
between 2.3 pm and 27J.Jrll and the remainder reaches 180jJm. The 
area is relatively level with surfaces of roadstone and concrete. 
The heavy wear and tear generates fine sediment constantly and 
the combination of available silica from eroded surfaces and 
slowflow over level surfaces would allow for the formation of 
stormwater aggregates before entry to the drain. 
In conclusion, it has been shown that the sediment from all 
samrles (with the possible exception of Sample 3) comprises a 
mixture of fine individual particles and coarser aggrepates. 
Figure 5.3 shows clearly aggreqates occurring where they would 
be expected; from soil runoff, or in conditions of rapid 
formation in stormwater (Samole 1). Conversely, there is a 
much lower proportion of agoregates in Sample 5 where there 
is no access to soil material. The results show the most 
likely size distributions for each land use and disolay such 
details as the effects of concrete drives and unimodality where 
ready-made soil aggregates are absent. The results are 
reproducible, and distinguish the different land use areas. 
5.4 Sediment Size Variations Along the Storm Drain. 
A considerable size range of sediment is found throughout 
the length of the drain. It is the result of the continual 
input of sediment in stormwater from the surface and from the 
network of contributory drains. The nature of the sediment 
varies according to the type of land use and is further CllterE',j 
b:y the stormw.lter transport. 
~lteration, hy nbr~sion ~nd silica r0ecipitation and solution 
o c cur ~ 0 n tile sur f ace i n ,=' u t t e r s tor ill If' ate r l) lJ t 't h e ~-:; r e 3. t f S t 
de':;! r e e 0 f a 1 t e r 3. t ion i s c au sed by d r rt i n t ran s p 0 r t . The s y s tern 
of s::odiment collecti..::n anu transport is thus con'plicated'l7:akinq 
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Sediment freshly introduced into the drain comnrises separate 
particles which become cemented together by precipitated ~ili~~ to 
for r~ a'l CJ r P :1 t 'c s (:': Ii apt e r -:). T f-. e s i z e cur v e S Cl r C' t r' us' !> i il 0 d ~ 1 
with fine and coarse fractions which represent the individual 
and aggregated particles respectively. This being the case 
the two curves are most clearly analysed separately. Any 
attempt at producing average values invalidates 
the data. The results calculated of percentage, mean and 
standard d~viation for each sample are shown in Table 5.2. 
The size curves for the fine sediment are normally-distributed 
over a small size range while the coarse curves are neqatively 
skewed over a wider range. 
The contrasts in size distributions along the drain are shown 
in Figure 5.4. Sample point 1, at the head of the catchment, 
collects fairly homogeneous sediment from only one land use 
type. The process of progressive alteration of this sediment 
could be expected to begin at this point and to continue 
downstream. However, the land use is modern housing with 
concrete driveways which is described in Section 5.3 above. 
As a result the silica content in the runoff is relatively 
high and creates significant aggregation (32% of the sediment 
entering the drain, Table 5.2). The proportion of aqqregates 
has diminiShed considerably (8%) by the next sample point due 
to the effects of dilution which increase with distance down-
stream. Sample point 2 occurs beside a footpath across a 
grassed area mid-way between Sample points 1 and 3 and is 
dominated by fine individual particles (Figure 5.4). Particle 
size increases again as far as Sample point 3. This miqht be 
expected as both the input of sediment and the availability of 
silica for aggregation increase with distance downstream. The 
increase in the coarse fraction is shown clearly in Figure 5.4 
and forms 42% of the distribution (Table 5.2). Between Sample 
points 3 and 4 however is the settling pond where a very 
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FIGURE 5.4. 
PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG THE DRAIN 
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Sample 1 
Head of catchment. 
Sample 2 
Midway between 
samples 1 and 3, 
below footpath. 
Sample 3 
Immediately above 
rondo 
Sample 4 
Immediately below 
pond. 
Sample 5 
Outfall. 
substantial qU"lntity of the sediment settles out. This can 
be seen by the fall of coarse material to 11% (Table 5.2) and 
the predominance of fine particles remaininq in the flow 
(Figure 5.4). A comparison of the percentages of Samples 2 
and 4 (Table 5.2) shows that althouph the settling nond allows 
almost 90% of the aggregates to settle out the situation below 
the pond is not returned to that of the early stages of the 
sediment transoort. 
After travAIlinG this far in the drain all but thp most 
recently introduced fine particles have been altered by silica 
precipitation on their surfaces. The process is considerably 
hastened by the slow-flow conditions of the oond. Thus the 
sediment carried downstream from the pond comprises individual 
fine particles coated with precipitated silica. However the 
expected development of aggre~ates is once again restored as 
the sediment travels downstream to Sample point 5 where aggreqates 
dominate the size distribution (Figure 5.4, 56~, Table 5.2). 
The effect is increased by the confluence of the drain with 
a second main branch sewer which has no settling pond and 
thus contributes a high proportion of aggregates. 
The percentages of coarse sediment are shown in Figure 5.5, 
with the scale distance along the drain,which clearly demonstrates 
the changing form of sediment as it is transported along the 
drain. In the first section between Sample points 1 and 2 
the effect of dilution in progressively reducing the proportion 
of aggregates along the drain is relatively rapid and shows thRt 
the .effpct of. the silaceous concretp input in_~reatinq aabreontps 
is extremely local. The effects of the settling pond in 
allowing the aggregates to settle out of the flow are very marked 
and are clearly shown in Figure 5.5. The process is however 
limited to the small area of the pond and only temporarily 
interrupts the overall increase in aggregates with distance 
downstream. The trend of increasing aggregation is renewed 
between the pond and the outfall. The rates of proQressive 
;:::.1 tc I"Cl.t ion ctrc Siuiil.s,:' bC::''leen SaLlples 2 a'nd 3 and betwce'n 
S;:li"r)les ,i· 2:n·) G. The rate of alter8.tion is sliGhtly 
10"Jar behJcen Sar,lplcs L~. and 5 
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TABLE 5.2. 
SIZE i)ISTt:IBUTION PARM1ETERS OF f)RAP~ SM,~PLF:S. 
Sample Distribution 5Y, Peak }J D-.-
}Jm 
l. Head of fine 68 1 .4 1 .5 0.3 
Catchment coarse 32 13.0 11.0 5.9 
2. ~3ai11p 1 e fine 92 1.4 2.0 1 .3 
,:r."1 i I~' .• :o.. \' 
1-3 ~ coarse 8. 16.0 15.6 3.6 
3. Above Pond fine 58 2.0 2.4 1.0 
coarse 42 9.5 10.9 5.0 
4. Pelow Pong fine 89 1 .8 1.6 0.3 
coarse 11 7.0 11 .1 6.8 
5. Outfall fine 45 1.4 1 .4 0.3 
coarse 55 5.3 5.3 1.8 
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FIGURE 5.5. 
SEDIMENT SIZE VARIATIONS DOWNSTREAM ALONG DRAIN 
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which may seem surprising since the adjoinin!] sewer 
provides a hiCh proportion of aggregates between points 4 
and 5. It indicates that, at least at the tine of samplinq, 
the effec~ of dilution of incoming stormwater is slightly 
section. 
5.5. variations in Size Distributions During a Storm. 
\ 
5.5.1. Factors Influencing the Sediment Size Oistributions. 
The sediment s~npled automatically throu~hout storms at the 
outfall varies in its Drooortions of fine and coarse particles 
during each storm. The size of the sediment reachinq the 
outfall in stormwater depends both unon the size of the 
sediment available for innut on the surface and on the discharae 
and car r ,,/ i n 9 car a cit y 0 f t r, e \'J ate r . I tis use f u 1 her e ton 0 t e 
the pertinent features of the results from the hydrological 
observations discussed in Chapter 3. A dry period of at least 
150 hours between storms seems to be required for the accumUlation 
of sufficient surface sediment to influence the pattern of 
particle size distributions through storr,lS (Tahle 5.3); the 
longer the period the more sediment is available and the larqer 
the particles it includes. The preceding storm type determines 
the quantity of sediment left in the drain; storms of r.rouns I 
and II tend to flush the drain clear of sediment whereas those 
of GrouDs III and IV and sometimes of Group II, deposit 
sediment during their falling discharne, which becomes aggregated. 
With the gradual onset of rainfall fine particles will be the 
first sediment to be entrained. However if coarser sediment 
is readily available the runoff from Sroup I storms, with. 
initial high intensity rainfall, will entrain it from the 
berinnin). These storm sediment size curves will thus be 
dominated in the early stages by coarse sediment. The 
hydrological characteristics similarly affect the sediment size 
pattern at the end of the storms. The sudden cessation of 
rainfall and the rapid fall in discharge of Group I storms will 
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TABLE 5.3 
Storm 
AI\ITECEOENT CONDITIO~JS If\lFLUENCINS STORM SEPH':EI\IT 
SIZE DISTRI8UTIONS 
Size Antecedent Antecedent * Distribution Dry Period Drain Conditions 
Hrs 
Group I 
7.10.80 mixed 11 clear/fines 
5. 5.[<1 unimodal 56 clear 
I. ~.81 unimodal 181 sediment 
II. 9.81 unimodal 20 coarse 
14. 9.81' unimodal 55 clear/fines 
18. 9.81 unimodal, 75 fines 
mixed 
1~.11J)1 unimodal 398 sediment 
Group 1/11 
17.11.81 mixed 11 clear 
Group II 
10. 7.80 bimodal 105 sediment 
6/7.10.60 bimodal 381 sediment 
10.10.80 bimodal 75 coarse 
3. 5.81 a unimodal 150 sediment 
1').10.81 mixed 111 fines 
Group III 
14.11 .80 bimodal 179 sediment 
30. 3.81 unimodal 42 sediment 
10. 9 • .11 bimodal 505 sediment (unimodal) 
7.12.81 bimodal 2""7~ ' J sediment 
Group IV 
8/9. 7.80 bimodal 112 sediment 
17. 3.81 unimodal '33 clear/fines 
26.11.81 bimodal 169 fines 
* As accurate as possible based on previous storm type and 
antecedent conditions. 
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rroduce size distriQu-t:ions do,71 inated y C0f1 r SF> sedir;ent durin' 
811 bu the l"st few \,inutes . The 6xcertion to thi"> occurs 
when a hinh d ' ~ehar0e has heRn sus aino~ 10n1 8nour~ to exhaust 
the drain of sediment leavina very little to be sa~nl~d in 
later dischar,]e as in tf,p stor'T of rroups I anij IT pre in 
rarticulqr in the storms 0f "'xtrc-r,ely high rainfall intensity 
of Ion (j d u r ~ t ion . 1-1 0 ~v eve r , the r,' () r pus u aI , '3 1 m' dec r pas e i n 
dischAroe 2110\ s for the: ra::!uaJ depos ' -+:io'1 of ccarser 
mate riA le avin" f'nAs 8 one tr nso0r~e~ n the ~tp s+aaes of 
the st0rr~ as in ('r [lPS TT to 1/ re, 
they affect ard in the scerl' itll "J ieh thev tr::.vel acrOB~ 
thF' catchrrer.t (f'olv p r , 1 0 8 ) . 
not been ~on itorpd across t is ratchment it i~ lik ]y thQt 
th8 ~ore widespread storms Jill cover a r ater arp~ of th~ 
cat c h r.i e n t q n c' t h u sin t rod IJ c e sed i r.1 e n tin 1 ;:j r q e r q u C1 nit i e san -
fron a nreAtpr variety of land usps . 
8u rfQCA r'laterial eonsi~ts ITc irll o.f' indivir'upl , r n l"t-ivell 
fin p "Qrt i cles ... hicl be'lin aJr:rpf'lation , ('Q"l8nte-l .... y I')r-cipite f" 
silica , in slo"- Imdn H or stptionrlr'l surf'1ce wa ter . " ('rE''1A es 
forrr ranicH y in the drain however' her" silic1. pr cini atiO'1 
an' solution and abr'lsion consider8 1," 2lt.:>r thp seci~,"!nt , as 
is shown in ~1.nter 7 . ~ the spdi~ent collecte( durin~ storm: 
at the 0 u t faIl , 4 '+ ~ - for r'1 e (j b i f'" 0 (j a 1 s i z Jistributions r prpsentin n 
lar0Ply , finp individual ~artic es an cORrspr , qaorpqated 
spdiment; 39~ forMed uniwoJa ~istri~u ions and the rp~8in~pr 
con t a i ned a i x t u reo f the t J 0 . T ~ e '11 a j 0 r i t I 0 f lJ n i r,) 0 (j a 1 s i z p 
distrihutions OCCLJrr(,j in c::torr. s of 'lroun T ",herp"'s the 
majoritv of bi~odRl iptributions occurre1 in-qtor~s of Grouo 
to IV . It is t e pur~ose of this sAction to de~cribe the 
sedi"lent form and the chanoin- oAtterns of ~hp ('iffpr ent tv~es 
of istributions observed durinn storMS in rp ,tjon to 
hydrolopical and antece~ent influencps . 
5 . ") . 2 . Unimoual <""torI! s . 
I most all the uninodal sedime~t sizp distributions sa~pled 
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occur in storms of Group I. This is significant because the 
storms of Group I are the most distinctive storms monitored 
as a result of their initial high intensity rainfall. The 
rainfall is of short duration (0.2 tc 2.5 hours) but the high 
intensity (average approximately 2.5mm/hr) ensures that the 
sediment available on the surface and in the drain is rapidly 
collected in runoff over a short period and transported to 
the outfall. The sediment load thus includes a variety of 
sediment sizes and forms and remains si~ilar throughout the 
relatively short period of discharge (2 to2.7 hours). An 
example of sediment size variation is qiven in the context 
of typical Grour I storm parameters in Fiqure 5.6. 
The sediment sizes predominantly range from 1 to 40pm with a 
broad spread and high standard deviation values (4 to10) and 
a slirht to moderate negative skewness (1 t03). ~ean size values 
are 5 tc 10ym and account for the majority of values in the 
distribution. However modal values occur between 4).Jm and 10ym 
and are morc widely adopted in the analyses of changes through 
storms; the shifts in the modal size best describe the chanqing 
dominance of relatively fine and coarse sediment during the 
storms. 
As mentioned above the high intensity rainfall collects all 
the sediment at once and thus the load contains a variety of 
mixed-size individual particles from the surface and any 
aggregated drain deposits from the previous storm. The load 
therefore at first contains a broad spread of particle sizes 
but there is a slight tendency for fines to predominate towards 
the end of the storm as the dischar~e decreases, as for example 
in the storm of 16.11.81 (Figure 5.7). Occasionally,a final 
increase of coarse sediment suggests aggregation is beginning 
(storm 14.9.81) but this is very limited in Group I storms. 
More commonly the discharge is sufficient to clear the drain 
of sediment before falling off rapidly (Figure 5.7). Within 
this overall pattern there are shifts in the modal size during 
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the storm; the stor, s of 5 . "' . 81 and 16 . 1.81 rem'1.in similar 
throuahout; durina the storM of 14 . . . 1 there is a shif in 
sediment sizes tCtJards fines mid-storm ~ither because he 
sediment becomes exhausted or because there is r~newed input 
of fine individual particles . Then when fine sediment is 
just beginninq to become aorrerated the do~inant sizp curv~s 
ShON coarser sediment . The storm of 14 . "" . Rl is particularly 
interesting because the pr cedino storm ~Jas only 55 hours hefore 
and will h a vel eft t, e s y s t a IT c ear but, as co 8 . r s e mat e ria 1 i s 
samplpd early in tbe storm , the initial rainfall in ensity must 
have had a particularly severA effect to have co lected 8nc trans-
ported such material throuqh t e sys e~ . n this case the coarse 
sediment orobably cornpris s indivi ua1 particles as there is 
no evidence of a q areaation takinn place . In the s~or of 
14 . 9 . 81 there is probably some renewed input 0 fine s iment 
mid-storm , as mentioned above , which is caused by a hiqh 
secondary discharqe neak (r:iqure 5.6 ) . The effects of rpnewed 
sediment input are seen in Group I storms where major econ arv 
discharqe peaks are not uncommon w ereas the more minor 
fluctuations of other storm rroups have no noticeable effect 
on the sediment . The relative abundance of fine m2terial in 
the storm of 14 . 9 . 81 may be responsible for encouraginq 
aggregation which is otherwise rare in this storm grou . The 
storm of 18 . 9 . 81 was of exceptionally high rainfall intensity 
which ma "ntained a broad spread sedinent ~istri ution throuqhout 
the stor~ until the sediment was cleared and 8 ew remaininn 
fines b came agqregated in the prolon~ed fallina dischar~e . 
The storms of 1 .. 81 and 7 . 10 . 80 shov irrpou ar shjfts in mo al 
sedimen size which cannot easily -~ pxp ained pxcept erhaps 
by the ow availability of sediment in each case . 
An attempt was made to elucidate the influencps on Modality 
of the antecedent conditions and storn characteristics (fioure 
. P,P, ). espite the variations in sediment sizes durinr the s orms 
some trends €:rler",e anG the aiverqences in different s orms can 
be explained . The modality was measure' as the avera0e percentage 
of coarse particles of the size dis ributions for each storM . Thp 
unimodal storms therefore fall alony tIle line of Ieee., \II 1. e 
the rerlainder are bicl)odal or of 1,1ixed modality . ositjve 
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FIGURE 5.8A. 
a RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SIZE MODALITY AND STORM GROUP CHA.RACTERISTICS. 
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influences on modality can be s8cnfron all four parameters. 
Where unimodal storm distributions appear to oppose this trend 
(Fioure 5.GAb and d) the high initial rainfall intensities of 
Group I storms have the overriding influence. Some Group IV 
storms are slightly different in that their lo~ discharge 
transports very little sediment in at irregular intervals and no 
clear trends emerge. 
There is a minority of storms from Groups II to IV which have 
unimodal size distributions as opposed to the bimodal ones 
which are more usual for those groups. The Group II storm 
of 8.5.8la (Figure 5.9) is of unimodal size distributions and 
is quickly fOllowed by the Group III storm of 3.5.8lb and 
the discharge does not regain base level between the two. 
This is unusual and the automatic sampler orobably did not 
distinguish between the two storms but this does not seem to 
help explain the unimodal distributions. The Grouo III storm 
of 30.3.81 (Figure 5.11) is anomalous in a numher of 
respocts; although the antecedent drv period was short (42'hours) 
and tho rainfall only' averace about . half of the samples 
exceed 40~m and some contain sediment up to 88~m. Although 
this larger sediment occurs in very small quantities it does 
alter the size range and may affect the distribution. The 
reason for the tendency towards unimodality in the largely 
bimodal Group III storm of the 10.9.81 (Figure ~.lC, 5.11) is easier 
to explain. There is a high sediment availability both from 
previous drain deposits and an exceptionally long antecedent 
dry period of 505 hours. Thus an abundance of sediment of all 
sizes is readily available for entrainment. The unimodality 
of the Group IV storm of 17.3.81 (Figure 5.13) may be explained 
by the low flow conditions favouring aggregation with the 
result that the distribution describes an approximately normal 
curve for aggregates. This is borne out by the appearance of 
fine particles only in the first sample after which it is most 
probable that they were incorporated into aggregates. 
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5.5.3. Oimodal Size Distributions. 
The bimodal sediment size distributions were the most common 
for~ of the size curves measured in this study. The bimodal 
distributions occurred in the storms of ~roups II, III and IV 
and are explained here largely in terms of the antecedent 
conditions and discharges of those storms (Figures 5.C~, 5.10, 
5.12, TEl.ble 5.3) 
Tho sediment covers the size range of 1 to 40pm with between 
20~~ and 50~; fallinQ in the finer range of 1 to 3}Jm (Figures 
5.9, 5.11, 5.13). These portions of the total size distributions 
are usually normally distributed, with standard deviation values 
of 0.2 to 0.6 and lOVJ skewness values of 0 to 1, but tend to 
be leptokurtic (Kurtosis 1). The coarser fraction comprises 
50 tOBO% of the total size distributions and ranges fro~ 3 to 
4-0}Jm. The majority of curves are negatively skewed (1 to 3) and 
platykurtic. 
In overy sample of each storm the modal size of 2 to 3}Jm and 
the upper size limit of 3}Jm of the fine curves remains remarkably 
constant. In the coarser fraction the modal sizes vary within 
the range 9 to 18)Jm and two or three shifts of modal size 
commonly occurred during each storm. The point of division 
betwee n the tv:o d i st ribut io ns is ve r y co ns istent ly at 3pm 
through storms as mentioned above and deviates only rarely as 
for example in the storm of 10.9.81. This storm has already 
been described as tending towards unimodality as a result of 
the abundance of sediment available. Towards the middle of 
the storr.l the division was spread ov"er the: size 
range of 8 to 9}Ji.l. 
The study shows that sediment collected at the outfall during 
storm sampling comprises individual relatively fine particles 
from surface accumulation and the aggregates which formed from 
them during drainflow. Aggregates deposited and developing at 
the cessation of previous stormflow are collected early in the 
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subsequent discharge 'II herE:as those for"'e,j in currEnt '10.: take 
until the middle or end of the storm to develop and r~ach the 
outfall . Fror the examination 0 the shifts in ~odal sizes 
and in the percentaqe variations between ine and coarse 
sedin ent the followinp conclusions were drawn . l:t can be seen 
that all storlns ,here the early sedimAnt load is Elon'inaterl bV 
fine particles (Fi-:;ures :J . 9 , :, . 11 , ~ . 13) beqin i"ith lo~ 
intensity rainfall (Table 0 . 4 , Fiuures ~ . 0~ , ~ . 10 , - . 12) . The 
stormf 0" c:rlj transpol"'ts fine material until the iecharqp 
increo.ses sufficiently to transport coarspr spdir'1ent . In the 
typical storms of 2/ • . 7 . PO (Fi~ure r . 2) 10 . 7 . ~C and 6/~ . 1 . no , 
(Finure 3 . ':3;]) for €x,<lrlple , coarser seciir'1ent was r ac.iil.Y· 
available for pntr;::in"'ent since thev Wf'lre all precede' by other 
stor~s which would have Jeposite~ material during the inal 
fallin~ di~charae , anl by a prolonqe~ antece~en dry neriod 
(Table ~ . 3) during Ihich surfac8 sediment \/ould have acclIr1ulateeJ. 
The Group IV stor s are usuall~ slightly difFprAnt as for 
exa,lple the storm of 26 . 11.f!1 \dhici1 "'ollowerJ the jeposition of 
a little fine material in the system and a prolonged accurulation 
per i 0 d . I n t It i s cas E' , a 1 tho u 9 II C02. r s e r s e cJ i;n e n t u a s a v a i I 8. b 1 P , 
the low discharge could not tr~nSDort it anJ only fine particles 
were carried until the ,.1iJcJle of the stornl . The discharge 
rarel} reachec a sufficient level to transport coarsnr material 
any great distance and the distributions late in the storm 
des c rib e a 9 n reg ate s for '11 e cJ r 0 III the fin epa r tic 1 e s ~l uri n CJ the 
slO\v flo 'IJ . 
The earlJ stages of a fe\, of the storms of bimoa,'I.1 "izp. 
distributions tend to be doninated y relatively co?rSp spjiment 
as for cxan pIp in the StOrn1 of l.!i· . 11 . 0 (i-ic;u re G. 11) . Thest:> 
particles are usually ag~rclates vhic werp formed ~nd 
deposite~ by tho previous storr . The eerl diRch~r~p is 
sufficient to entrain tl~PS'" ::Jr::>in a~nre'1ates (t 1l'lRst b'/ the 
time the flo I nears the outf3. 1 , an,' to traf1sport thP.ll to the 
sa ,plinq pOint . 
The later stagGs of the bimodal size s orms of Jroups TT to V 
are characterised by a gradual decrease in Jischarn. and tfus 
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only fine material can be carried at the end of tle storm . In 
a dition, some of the Group I storms could we ll have been of 
higl enouGh discharre for sufficient dlJration to lave cleared 
the systeM of coarser' material. Occasionally 110 ~Je Ver coarse 
sediment appears to pr'edor1inate at 
ex all1 p I e in t Ii est 0 1~ 1"1 0 f -1 0 . 1 0 . 80 . 
the end of the sto~m , as for 
Thi s sedinent comprises 
agg r e~ates , forned during the l ate stages of the storM , but 
as they a r e deposited in t he falling discharge thei r p r ese nc e 
indicates the continued flo~ of the discharge bey on d the 
time r a nge of the sampler . The tru0 final stages 0 the 
storm wil l be dominated as described abo ve by lo w capacity 
and I ine particles . 
Tak in g the sto r m of 10 . 9 . 8 1 as an exaMple {Figure 5 . 1 ) a plot 
of the neans of the fine anc coarse distributions throu gh the 
storM shows c ea rl y the ear l y dom i nance of fin es with the initi a l 
lo w d i scharge ; the i nc r ease in coarse mat e ri a l with discharge; 
an abundance of sediment wi th pea' d ischaroe ; and a l ate increase 
in coar'se r,1atcria l Ii/ ith agg l~ e9ation, ollo\rJed by the r et urnin g 
dominance of fines as the d i scha r ge falls . 
Oimodal distributions we r e the most comM on -for m of size 
curv e ncasu r ed in the study catchment a nd the question arises 
whe ther b i moda l istributions occur in other types of d~ainage 
system or whether they a re specific to this catchment . From 
a stu d Y 0 f the 1 i t e r a t u r e i t ap pea r s t 1 a t a hlO s t nos e dim en t 
within a transport system can be re ga rdec as pure in 
compos ition or in 0 1~ ain size . \'iater a nd \!'Iind I'lover.lent nixes 
sediments , deposi ts some fr a ctions and moves ot hers . imodal 
distributions a r e r a rely r ep orted but ~ataa re a vailable on 
polymodal sediment size distributions . Study areas arp linited 
a f ac t wh ich itself r ed uces the number of sedinent modes 
sampl ed . In most cases the bir,10dal distributions aprear to 
be the result of a study confined to two sediment sources 
or to two transport mechanis~s . In the main , s d iment size 
modes are considered to be related to transport nechanisms , 
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Q) FIGURE 5.14. 
II) ~ ~ ~ MEANS OF FINE AND COARSE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DURING THE STORM OF 10.9.81. 
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~ost commonly the di~fer~nces studiea are ~ue to susp8nsion , 
saltation and traction (F olk nd 'Jarci , r.:: :; Fuller , 1961; 
'isher , H\6~; 'iin~a and I'i ured , Hl7:J; "iouleton 1;:'76; 82'"'01" and 
Visher, 1 ::; AshlAY , Q "7(",. , - , Jalton , 'tephens and 0ha
'
·
'
2 , I£PO) . 
The origin of tile seiiment ho ever is considered arcels to 
Gctermine its absolute size ("ason and Folk , 19'-i'; Spencer , 
1963; f'olliste:r o...nd. Hee~e.f\. , 1'164-) 
lost of tre storr.nJater sediment s u ie is from tho suspendp~ 
fr<'1ction and the t"O size rodE'S renrpspnt in ivi ual ~nd 
aG1re0ated particl s respectively . rAction and SC'\ ation 
loads were also s.nple then thp bimoda ity of the suspend d 
s e (j i rn e n t s i z e istribution "Jould bp 8 subsection 0 th~ pol.v-
no a l size curVE; of t e entire loa~ . Inevit;.b some nixirr. 
.fa.M-pI ed 
occurs between the sedi Ipnt fr"lctions ,Aiu to the tUr)ulE'nce 
of the flo'J and the fixt ' posiLon of the sa""Jler int~kp ne8r 
the bee: . I'o\'ever , the 811 all size 0;-' the intr k~ nozz P. '3.rrely 
restricts the sediment size sarmleJ o the finer , rred Minant l y 
suspended fr"tction of less than ~ .. O)J rl . The articl"! size of the 
sediment samplpd vas no+ rrerply a function of the nozzle anerture ; 
the dominance of suspended spjinent at t e denth of the nozzl 
was dell 0 n s t rat e d by han d s ar1 p lin fJ \V i t 11 an u n res t ric t d , wi (I e -
necked container . 
-rolll tli\3 lit erature it can be spen that the oririn of th 
sediments is a major infll1encp. i they ar of Sub~1-1.n ially 
di ferent size ran1es and are prespn~ in cor~arablp QUAntities . 
_Iolf,eve r , 'vhen this is the case , transport rnech~nisJTIs ~r'" the I""'o re 
frpquent jifferentiators of size wi h the enerry levels sartin I 
the se~iment . 
"ize iistributions 0 - '~ix~j 
Durin] a minori tJ of storrlls the s · ze jistrubutions arp of "lixe,1 
modality . The '3iz. curves vary ')ot~Jeen unimoeJal '"lnd bimodal 
Juring the course 0 the sto r m and are considpr~bly Mo r e varie 
n both form and sequence than tt10SP froT") either wholl) unillodal 
or whollv bi~odal Jistributions . ("onsi ~rablp , oft.n irr O ( ulAr , 
modal size fluctuations occur betveen Ruccessivp sar les which 
cannot always be easily eXD l ainpd in terT'1S of rainfall i~tersilJ , 
dischar e or antece 'ent conaitions . 
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The storm of the 7 . 10 . 80 was short (1 . 5 hours ) and penerated 
only six samples , all of contrasting size distributions . 
s the accumulation period ~as only 11 hours and the drain 
had previously been left clear of sediment very little sediment 
was available . Initially sediment of all sizes was collected 
from the surface forning a unimodal distribution . The second 
sample las distinctly bimodal although there is no evidence of 
aGo re gates being secreted in the drain : as sedinent was removed 
the peak ciischarge Itlas dominated by fines but a secondary 
surge in rainfall intensity and discharge renewed the dominance 
of coarse particles in Sample 4 . Finall~ aggregation contributed 
to a bimodal distribution in the fallinq discharge . lthou gh 
this is a plausible explanation from the evidence a va ilabl e 
t e pattern of change is more extrer,le and occurred more rapidly 
than has been seen previous l y and may have been accentuated by 
the 1 a c 1\ 0 f sed i 1'1 e n t a II ci 11 i s' Il i n ten sit ,V 0 I' the I~ , . i n-:" ;:.tI1 ere at ina 
irreqular fluctuations in discharae . 
That the hydrological conditions are nainly responsible for 
some irregularities in sedinent size distribution is borne out 
by the presence of the t~JO extreme storms in this mixed 
modality group . The storm of 18 . 9 . 8 1 is of extremely high 
initial rainfall intensity (20 . 4nm /hr') and a l'chou !=jh it vJas 
of short du r ation (1S minutes ) SUbstantial discharge was 
gene r ated IJhicl lasted for'::; hours . The high initial intensity 
and high discha r ge gene rate d unimodal size distributions but 
these we r e succeeded by bimodal curves in the late stages of the 
falline d ischar ge ~Jhen agoregation could take place . Tile storm 
of 19 . 10 . 81 Das of ext reme l y high total rainfall and unfortunately 
tile except ionally largo volume of discharge severed ttle intaf<e 
nozzle . The samples obta ined until then from the rising 
discharge:wero like those of other Group II storms but it is 
consider'od that unimodal distributions \Jould have followed \vith 
the unusually lon e rainfall Juration and lar ge scale sediment 
collection . 
The storn of 17 . 11 . 81 is of mixed Grouping 1 / 11 and the size 
cur v esc. reo f r,l i xed In 0 d ali t y . r= u r the r , t t1 iss tor man dot her 
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isolated samples possibly exhibit trinodality as in Samples 
40 , 42 , 44, 47 and 48 (Figure ~ . 1G and 5 . 16) with modal 
size classes , for example , in Samples 40 and 42 at 1 . 2~ m , 
6}J m and 1 Ci}Jr1 . The ilodal sizes are discernible but not IrJell 
developec compared \Ni th bimoclal curves and it is suggested 
that they repr'esent individual fine particles , individual 
coarse particles and coarse aggregates respectively . The 
sizes are verified from particle measure,ents of photomicrorraphs 
but tile nurner of particles available on them is too Sr.lall for 
that evidence alone to be conclusive . ~owever , taking into 
consideration the short antecedent dry period and the 
pattern of rainfall intensity the hypothesis is acceptab l e . 
Once mor'e the strongly fluctuating discharge may well I)e 
responsible for the sediment size variations . 
As has be~n mentioned , discharge fluctuations in storms of 
Groups II to IV usually have little effect on particle size 
uhereas those of Group I storms go sorlle ua::/ to explain 
variations in size . In the four storms described here the 
rainfall generated discharge surnes which are more deeply 
divided than in any other storm and which appear to coincide 
~ith outstanding irreGularities in sediment size distributions . 
Althougl, the system is clearly very canp nx this explanation 
appears to help con~iderably in understandinq at least the 
larger scale size variations . 
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FIGURE 5.16 
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PART III 
SURFACE TEXTURE ANALYSIS 
" 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE EXAMINATION OF SEDIMENTS BY SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY. 
6.1. Introduction 
Th~,aim of this chapter is to introduce the use of the scanning 
electron microscope in the study of sediment surface textures 
and, particularly, in the study of the stormwater sediments. 
Scanning electron microscopy plays the major role in this 
examination of stormwater sediments: clear imaqes are obtained 
enabling a thorough analysis of the shape and appearance of 
the surface features of the particles. The particles are too 
small for the same results to be obtained by the more 
conventional, lower magnification light microscopes. The 
method of sample preparation, the mode of operation of the 
microscope for this analysis, and the photographic techniques 
involved are described. 
One of the main aims in analysing the surface textures was to 
produce quantitative results, rather than the qualitative 
descriptions of previous studies, and to examine the relation-
ship between the features and the processes of the sediment 
transport history. 
Although microscopic surface textures of sediment have been 
described previously, both with the scanning electron microscope 
and other methods (Cailleux, 1942) quantitative work k~s been 
minimal. Attempts have been made to overcome the technical 
problems of making accurate measurements of features from 
photomicrographs (Tovey and wong,1973;Goudie and Bull, 1984) 
but little work has been done on quantifying either the number 
of surface features or the area of the particle they cover. 
In this study, describing the features as a percentage of the 
total grain area both provides quantitative results and 
largely eliminates the inadequacies of the photomicrograph, such 
as distortion and lack of relief, that hindered Tovey and Wong's 
(1973) method. From the results of the percentage area per 
feature, the features can be classified and the dominant features, 
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or those occurring as suites of features, become evident and 
can be classified. In this way features common to different 
environments and processes emerge. The aim then was to classify 
the stormwater sediment according to its origin in the catch-
ment by comparison with similar studies of particles of known 
origin. Features attributed to the origin of the sediment became 
modified by the transport history as described below. 
In this study the features have been described larqely according 
to Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973) and Bull (1978b) and are listed 
in Tables 7.1. and 7.3. As these authors described qeol09ical 
sediments a number of additional ~eatures"have been introduced ~hich 
apply to this urban environment. Further, it is iMportant to 
note that almost all the sediment described in the literature 
is of sa-nd-si<:e. The stormwater sediments are silt-sizer::! and 
the effects of abrasion and feature formation comnared with 
the larger particles is not clear. Howeve~ the features 
observed on the stormwater sediments apQear to be very similar 
to those on sand-sized grains and their similarity of quartz 
mineralogy makes this probable. There is some question however 
as to whether silt-sized particles are truly abraded or simply 
break along cleavage lines. Once aQain, quartz is resistant 
and evidence of stormwater sediment indicates true abrasion. 
variations in surface textures were studied for ~ffferent land uses 
- 3. r 0 U (lC the cat c h men tan d pro q res s i v e . ,c h' a n Q e s \fJ ere stu die d a 1 0 n 9 the 
storm drain and at the outfall during storms. It was hyoothesised 
that if the texture could be quantitatively described and 
classified for a particle sampled at its origin, and then for 
similar particles collected at different points during drain 
transport, the effects of the transport could be deduced. The 
texture variations studied during storms were related to the 
rise and fall in discharge, to the entrainment capacity of the 
rainfall and antecedent conditions, and to the dominant processes 
of alteration operating in the drain during the different 
storms-. 
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6.2. A 3ummary of Environmental Studies Relevant to 
stormwater Sediment Analysis. 
6.2.1. Introduction 
Literature on the study of sediments with the scanning electron 
microscope was first published in the late 1960's and early 1970·s. 
From then there followed a gradual increase in the number of 
papers produced through the 1970's, notably by Krinsley and 
co-workers, until a large peak was created by contributions to 
W h all e y (e d) (1978) ~ 1'\ LJh i c h the s c an n i n g m i c r 0 s cop e in the 
study of sedimentswaS disc-U 5Sed. 
Quartz sand grains have been the most frequently described 
sediments as a result of their widespread occurrence throughout 
the world. Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973) produced probably the 
most definitive work on surface textures of quartz sand grains 
from which authors in the field have subsequently taken their 
nomenclature. In such subjective studies the standardisation 
of nomenclature was vital for the comparison of case studies 
of different wording. 
Initially, specific features were related by workers to the 
environmental processes at the sample site. Variations in the 
size and density of similarly shaped features were related to 
the total energy of the process acting on the sediment at that 
point in the system. This relationship includes the energy 
acting on a static sediment, for example chemical solution in 
soils; the size and density of features appears to increase 
with the length of time the sediment is exposed to the process 
(Douglas and Platt, 19(7). Another example is the abrasion 
of sediment in a river-borne load then particles are abraded 
both against the bed and each other. Time plays an important 
part in the density of the features as a function of the 
distance travelled by the grain may.be related to feature 
density, and feature orientation to the direction of travel. 
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Only lately in the literature have authors suggested some of 
theOfeatures viewed may be relict from those originally created 
during diagenesis although many studies had examined the 
superimpositions of features on grains which have passed through 
two or more environments (Blanche and Whitaker, 1978; Margolis 
and Krinsley, 1974; Middleton and Davis, 1979; Bull, 1981). 
It seems sa~e to assume that the most complete and most wide-
spread features are the product of the most recent environment 
but it is not known how long a texture lasts before being 
obliterated by successive features. Here again the process 
is dependent upon the relative degrees of energy of the previous 
and present environments. Investigations along these lines 
still need to be quantified much more fully. 
Various attempts have been made at the laboratory simulation 
of features to enable the controlled energy of the process to 
be related to the size of the features it produces. (Robson, 
1978; Kri~sley, Leach, Greely and Mckee, 1979; Wilson, 1979; 
Krinsley and Wellendorf, 1980; Lind'~ and Mycielska-DowgiaX¥o, 
1980). A number of features occur in more than one environment. 
As a result a suite of features, rather than a single one, is 
diagnostic of each environment. However there remains the 
need to accurately measure the energy of the environment and 
to relate that to texture parameters. 
6.2.2. Features of Littoral Environments. 
Although no literature has specifically dealt with the surface 
textures of urban stormwater sediments many of the features 
obser~ed are similar to those found in environments with 
comparable hydrological processes. The features are described 
here and are referred to in the following chapters when the 
stormwater sediments are discussed. Of these features the 
littoral beach zone, of active abrasion by vigorous water 
movement, most closely resembles the drainflow environment. 
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The following features were attributed to littoral environments 
by Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973) and in many cases are very 
similar to the dominant features of the stormwater sediment. 
Mechanically-formed 'V' notches are common features of high 
energy, abrading, subaqueous environments. This tyr~ of impact 
pit is triangular in plan view and irregularly orientated. 'V' 
notches have been found on smooth, rounded grains which are 
usually the most resistant to all but these strongest impacts. 
'V' notches occur too on fresh surfaces but usually on cleavage 
planes where the impacts instigate the breal'\o.ge uJOI"4" the cleavage 
planes. Straight or slightly curved grooves of 1 to 15pm occur 
less frequently, but in the same regions as 'V' notches. They 
are probably the result of scratching, on impact, by the sharp 
edge of one grain across the face of another. (Krinsl~y and 
Margolis, 1969). The areas left as relatively smooth convex 
surfaces are termed "upterned plates" a.nd are mechanically 
formed in as much as they remain when the surroundinq surface 
has been abraded.* Kriitsley and Takahashi (1962b)}in their studies 
on grains abraded in a simulated beach environment, showed that 
the 'V' ~otches were produced by the interparticle collisions 
of a turbid fluvial environment. Conchoidal fracture, a 
feature occurring abundantly in most environments, is less 
common on stormwater sediments where it appears as a clearly 
visible breakage or impact feature. A feature of varying size) 
it occurs in the form of arc or semi-circular shaped steps and 
was duplicated in a simulated beach environment by Krinsley and 
Donahue (196~. These features are discussed further below 
(Section 6.2.3). 
In comparatively low energy regions of littoral environments 
features are formed by chemical processes (Margolis, 1968). 
In contrast to the mechanically-formed 'V' notches, chemically 
etched 'V' ~otches are highly orientated. Solution is most 
extensive along the weakest crystallographic axis (Margolis, 
1968; Lin, Rohrlich and Slatkine, 1974; Linde and Mycielska-
Dowgia.l'l'o, 1980) thus the lO:Jgest side of the pit occurs along 
the 'c' axis. 'v' shaped pits created by solution usually have 
a much smoother 0rofile than mechanically formed pits as shown 
. . 
~ 4QV'e'f (1&\1ttJ) cL.t..SC~b.k~ lAp t-uM.UJ. p~.r.O tU ~ ro.-r~ b1 ~ 
(JI.ltt--rN'--[L ~d1CJ>\ p,.c..c.,....rft~t.\Ov\ o..<NJ. c"J1V\d ~.b("-S\~ oV' h'N.. P~'-~ .. 
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in Figure 6.1 (after Margolis and Krinsley, 1974). 
6.2.3. Conchoidal Fractures. 
Conchoidal fractures are the commonest particle texture on 
non-transported grus. On transported sediment they occur as 
breakage, rather than impact, features or as relict features 
from grus. Lines of conchoidal fractures, of uniform size, 
spacing and orientation have been tp.rmed "chattermarks" (Folk, 
1975). Trails of chattermarks may lie in different orientations 
on a particle surface and even cross each other. Although 
Folk (1975) recognised these features on qarnets from glacial 
environments, they .have also been recognised on quartz grains 
from fluvial environments by~number of authors and in this 
study are found to a very limited extent on the stormwater 
sediments. There is controversy over whether these features 
are formed mechanically or chemically; Bull (197~ claimed 
chattermarks were of chemical origin on quartz grains while 
Folk maintained those on garnet were of mechanical origin. 
Gravenov, McLelwain and Stuparsky (1978) found chatte.rmarks on 
soft minerals but absent from garnet grains in the same sample 
and produced chemically etched chattermarks on the soft minerals 
but not on garnet, using phosphoric acid. Roeha-Campos and 
Krauspenhar (1978) found chattermark trails on water borne 
quartz grains but ten times smaller than those previously 
recorded. In reply Folk (1978) suggested that the different 
sizes may be the result of d~fferent environments and that 
garnet from a variety of environments needed to be studied. 
He hypothesised firstly, that marks on garnets are almost 
exclusively of glacial origin and secondly, that they are 
shorter on quartz due to a, lesser impact than a prolonged 
scratch. The argument remains unsettled but it would seem 
that such chattermarks as Folk found require the extreme force 
of glacial processes to make an impression on garnet whereas 
lower energy environments may produce similar features on 
softer grains. 
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FIGURE 6.1. 
A ~O~PAPISON OF ~EC~ANICALLY AND CHEMICAL~ 
FORMED 'V' NOTCHES 
(After Krinsley and Ooornkamp, 1973,and Marpolis 
and Krinsley, 1974) 
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It is important to remember that a number of features are 
formed in any environment and some features are formed in more 
than one type of environment. Features occur on the particles 
in suites which are diagnostic of the environment in which they 
were formed and the processes operating there. 
6.2.4. Airborne Particles. 
Some of the stormwater sediment oriqinates amongst the airborne 
particles in the catchment. Spherical particles of flyash, 
mainly from industrial chimney emissions, are the most 
distinctive, and anqular quartz fragments are common. The 
literature on airborne sediment 3urface textures has largely 
described the aeolian particles of desert dunes and loess 
but some similar features have been found on airborne material 
in air pollution studies. The early workers recognised the 
progressive rounding and size reduction of grains in wind 
transport. Looking at a variety of minerals, Marshland and 
Woodruff (1937) showed that the effects of wind transport 
depended on the mineral hardness with the exception of minerals 
with extensive cleavage which broke down more readily than 
softer, less highly cleaved grains. Cailleux (194,) and Bond 
(1954) suggested the age of the grains could be gauged by the 
depree of roundings and Krinsley and Takahashi (1962b) 
simulated the rounding process showing they were produced by 
interparticle collisions. Smalley and Vita-Finzi (196~) 
concentrated on the reduction in size of grains in wind 
transport which was particularly noticeable because of their 
glacial origin as relatively coarse grains. Frosting was 
the term used to describe the grain surface texture by the 
early workers, for example Bond (1954) and Lucchi (1970). It 
probably encompassed the features described in detail later with 
the aid of the scanning electron microscope. Frosting is the 
term now more widely used in the description of precipitated 
microcrystalline quartz. 
The terminology describing aeolian features was initially 
adopted by Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973). The list of features 
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comprises, upturned plates of precipitated silica, a smooth 
silica precipitation surface, an irregular solution-precipitation 
silica surface, surface disintegration by solution or by salt 
Qrystal growth, dish-shaped concavities, mechanically formed 
upturned plates (further described by Krinsley and Wellendorf, 
1980) rounded grains and adhering particles. The exact 
nature and process of formation of upturned plates is still 
unclear. Le Ribault (1978) studied the processes which caused 
some of these features and by relatinq those features to the 
energy of the environment, found high density crescentic 
impact features in high energy conditions and impact features 
of clean faces and sharp edges in low enerqy areas. 
Krinsley and co-workers attempted to study experimentally the 
relationship between form and process. McKee, Greely and 
Krinsley (1979), using a range of artificial wind speeds 
measured the size of the impact pits thus created and related 
the two. In addition clay-sized fragments were abraded after 
cracks were formed around the impact pits, particularly at 
higher velocities. Krinsley and Wellendorf (1980) simulated 
four wind speeds commonly occurring in the Sahara. The results 
showed that the spacing of upturned plates was constant across 
individual grains and was comparable for similar wind velocities. 
The spacing seemed unaffected by the grain size in the order 
of 200 to 300pm studied. 
The spherical airborne particles with uniform surfaces of 
upturned plates are usually the most distinctive type of 
airborne sediment found in aeolian environments and closely 
resemble those spherical particles found among the stormwater 
sediments although they are more likely to be flyash in this 
environment (Chapter 3; Gibbon, 1979; Linde and Mycielska~ 
Dowgia~~o, 1980). Another high energy feature, observed on 
airborne sediment collected in stormwater, is the plastered 
silica on angular fresh faced particles and it has been 
attributed to high energy impacts (Whalley and Krinsley, 19(4). 
These authors studied the feature in glacial environments but 
it is the influence of the high energy impact, co~mon to bot~ 
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environments, which is the common factor. Further aeolian 
and fluvial features solely of the urban stormwater system 
are given in Chapters3 and 7. 
6.2.5. The Effect of Grain Size and Mineralogy on Surface 
Textures. 
Although the vast majority of the literature has been concen M 
trated on quartz, sand-sized particles, it is important to 
consider other mineralogies and particle sizes where relevant 
to the stormwater sediments. 
Marshland and Woodruff (1937) studied the effects of simUlated 
wind abrasion on a selection of minerals covering a range of 
hardness values. However the studies of the ubiquitous quartz 
sand grains seemed to generate further similar studies, 
particularly in the wake of Krinsley and co-workers, at the 
expense of other minerals and particle sizes. Some authors 
such as Setlow (1971) possibly felt the approach was justified 
after their studies of other minerals showed that the same 
feature suites were present on all minerals in the same 
environment. Similarly, Bull (1978a) found that clay and 
silt-sized particles exhibited the same features as their 
larger counterparts, and occurred in any shape. 
In contradiction to Bull's (1978a) findings, Krinsley (1978) 
found "vast differences in texture and shape with decreases in 
grain size". Quartz silt grains were much flatter and more 
angular than sand grains and it was suggested that the increased 
dominance of cleavage on the form of fine particles causes this 
shaping. A more frequent occurrence of flat precipitation 
silica surfaces was ~lso found. This was quite likely to be 
optically continous with the granular quartz which was 
crystalline out to the edges of particles as small as O.25pm 
diameter. 
The stormwater sediment studies have borne out the conclusions 
of both Bull t1978a) and Krinsley (1978) to some extent. As 
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described below no other element, except sulphur, appeared to 
have a distinctly recognisable suite of features. Although 
there is undoubtedya great variety of particle mineralogy 
around the catchment, the majority of the particles reaching 
the outfall were quartz therefore the question of cleavage 
breaks is only of minimal importance in this study. The 
question of size may be relevant as the stormwater sediment 
is silt-sized but the features observed appear to be very 
similar to those described in the literature for sand-sized 
quartz grains. As mentioned in the introduction, if the 
silt-sized grains were of a weaker mineralogy than quartz 
impact might cause cleavage breaks rather than impact features. 
Possibly on some occasions small particles are disolaced on 
contact with larger ones, thus suffering minimal erosion, but 
this is not proven. Often the fine grains, althouqh in 
turbulent flow, will tend to be carried higher in the flow 
than the larger grains of the s~me density and thus the 
particle interrelations are similar to those of larger grains 
although the strength of impact may be a little less. 
Regarding the significance of grain mineralogy, some work was 
initially carried out on the stormwater sediments to discover 
their elemental constituents. The energy dispersive x-ray 
analysis technique (EDXA) was used to produce the element 
spectrum for a spot on the grain. Repeated trials almost 
always (80 to 90% of trials) gave the same results. Silica 
and aluminium peaks were dominant with subsidiary peaks of 
magnesium, sulphur, phosphorus, potassium, clacium, iron and 
occasionally titanium. A small proportion of grains gave 
a slightly enhanced iron peak but of a lesser magnitude than 
that of silicon or aluminium. Very occasionally, a larger 
sulphur peak would cccur, or some of the subsidiary peaks 
would appear to be insignificant from the background (Plates 
Chapter 7). Of over 100 particles and their elemental counts 
examined, the only correlation found between texture and 
elemental count was that of precipitation and solution 
features and silica. However, as the silicon peak was 
dominantly high this was not conclusive. Rather, it confirms 
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the dominant presence of quartz particles. Particles of other 
elements for example iron, had no surface texture in common 
and as such the elemental count had no diagnostic value in 
determining the sediment mineralogy from its appearance. The 
only exception was the background appearance of sulphur in 
some airborne sediments. 
6.3. The Precipitation and Solution of Silica. 
Silica precipitation and solution deserve a special mention 
because of their widespread occurrence on the stormwater 
sediments and the major role they play in the progressive 
alteration of the sediment during transport along the drain 
during storms. Here, a review is presented of the studies of 
precipitated silica on grains in fluvial and lithological 
environments which have some bearing on the origin and trans-
port history of the urban stormwater sediments. The particles 
may be transport~d in the stormwater in large floes of organic 
material (Chapter 3, Ellis, 19(9) but it is the inorganic 
processes affecting individual grains which are discussed 
here. 
A review of the literature on the processes causing silica 
solution and subsequent precipitation as overgrowths, revealed 
three favoured hypotheses: solution, pressure solution and 
silica dust generation. 
Solution processes have been described in recent surface 
sediments such as low energy beaches (l.in, Rohlich and 
Slatkine, 19(4), soils (Doornkamp, 1974; Douglas and Platt, 
1977), detrital quartz weathering in 3andy sedimentary deposits 
(Austin, 1973; Marzolf, 19(5), moraines (Whalley, 19(4), and 
granite gcus (Baynes and Dearman, 19(8). Lin, Rohrlich and 
Slatkine (1974)described the process as quartz solution and 
ionisation to silicic acid in an alkaline, subaqueous environment. 
Krauskopf (1959) showed experimentally that silica is soluble 
at pH9 and above, a condition most often found in localised 
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areas of trapped pore water particularly if evaporation 
concentrates the pore water further (Le Ribault 1978). Le 
Rib~lt (1978) studied the effects of silica solution and 
precipitation in the controlled environment of soil horizons 
where any textural responses to change were purely chemical. 
In the horizon of silica solution a layer of silica peeled off, 
particularly in hollows with an aqueous solution under-sat0rated 
in silica. More vigorous solution resulted in oeometrically 
orientated features. Similarly, Baynes and Dearman (1978a) 
found granite with a high content of feldspars decomposed 
first along cracks and in pores where silica in solution was 
one of the weathering products. The continued replenshment 
of pore water maintains the solution process (81anche and 
Whi taker, 1978). 
Silica in solution, in pore water or circulating ground 
waters, precipitates out of supersaturated waters according 
to Austin (1973), and at high pH according to Doornkamp 
(1974) and Whalley (1974). Whalley (1974) suggested the 
redeposition of quartz formed bonds between quartz grains 
where point contacts between grains provided the localised 
high pH of interstitial water next to mafic minerals. 
Marzolf (1975) in addition to pH, found silica precipitation 
dependent upon temperature and the partial pressure of carbon 
~ t.V~tL 
dioxide. More specifically, Grant~(1978) found rapid 
precipitation at saturation point, 140ppm, at 250c and 
stressed the importance of aluminium concentration. Under 
such conditions Werle and Schneider (1978) found pore space 
reduced by silica precipitation. As in his solution study 
above Le Ribau1t (1978) found precipitation features, in 
th is case "'g 10bu lar" d eposi t5 on sand 9 rai ns, cou Id on ly be 
the result of these chemical processes. 
Any effects of pressure solution are unlikely to have remained 
on the stormwater sediments but the process is mentioned here 
for the sake of completness of the development theories. 
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Pressure solution only occurs under the considerable pressures 
during the diagenesis of sediments buried at depths of at 
least 800m (Whalley 19(8), a principle agreed upon by Pittman 
(1972) and Wilson (1980). Pittman (1972) argued that the 
pressure solution of silica is concentrated under the increased 
stress of grain contacts leading to pore infilling by silica 
in the adjacent lower pressure areas. Whalley (1978) 
considered at least some of the silica in overgrowths to be 
of biochemical origin, from pressure solution in regions of 
volcanic and thermal springs where the reaction was enhanced 
by the fluid warmth. 
A number of authors considered the secondary silica in the 
formation of overgrowths was derived from silica dust. The 
dust was generally thought to be generated from grain fracture 
during diagenesis (Waugh, 1965; Steinen, 19(8) and the 
weathering of clay silicates (Waugh, 19(0). However, Burdman 
(1962) suggested it might be the result of wind abrasion. 
The currently most widely held view (Smalley, 19(1) is that 
silica dust is the result of sand grain breakdown in ignegus 
rocks. Under conditions of decreasing volume and increasing 
density, stresses are set up which produce intense fractures 
due to the quartz crystallography; the grains decompose to 
dust. Steinen (1978) found it formed a cement during diagenesis 
which reduced the porosity of the sediment; whereas Higgs 
(1979) thought it formed the overgrowths adhering to quartz 
grains as flakes or crumbs. 
The exact cause of silica generation with sediments appears 
to depend on the age and position of the sediment. Solution of 
silica was shown to be prevalent in recent sediments; 'recent' 
both in terms of soils and moraines, and of recent geological 
sediments exposed at the earth's surface, that is sediments 
allowing the circulation of pore water. Pressure solution was 
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a process requiring the extremely high pressures only known 
to be available at depths of approximately lkm in the earth's 
surface. In both types of solution some increase in temperature 
was thought to act as a catalyst. The occurrence of silicaceous 
dust seems undisputed and again is associated with diagenesis 
but in an abrasive context. 
Where solution processes are at work silica appears to be 
precipitated when the solution reaches appropriate conditions 
of silica concentration, pH temperature and the partial 
pressure of carbon dioxide. This was usually the result of 
transport in circulating waters or the easing of the high 
pressure conditions which caused pressure solution. The 
deposition of silica dust seemed similar to the last, being 
removed from the high pressure area of grain abrasion. 
Overgrowth formation is common to the later stages of silica 
precipitation in most environments but there are a few theories 
of overgrowth development which are outlined here. Waugh 
(1965) described the development of overgrowths in a manner 
also recognised by Pittman (1972) and Marzolf (1975). Secondary 
silica appeared first in cemented clusters and rhombohedral 
projections of 1 to 12~m diameter with smooth crystal faces. 
The rhombohedra, overlapping, formed planar faces which finally 
grew into prismatic, euhedra1 crystals. Precipitation first 
occurred on the grain corners, then on the outer rims of 
upturned plates until the plates, and eventually the entire 
surface, were covered. Wilson (1978a; 1980) looked at 
Waugh's (1965) stages of overgrowths in more detail and found 
that the crystal lattice orientation of the host grain deter-
mined the growth direction of overgrowths. The crystals grew 
uniformly where space permitted until they merged and over-
lapped, then forming larger crystal faces and finally one 
crystal. In reality this ideal was liable to be interrupted 
by the superimposition of various stages. Where this 
development was discontinuous with time, Austin (1973) found 
successive layers of overgrowth separated by detrital material. 
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There have been descriptions of solution and precipitation 
features on almost every conceivable part of the grain surface. 
The most common in lithological and fluvial environments are; 
plates, corners, edges and hollows. Doornkamp (1974) and 
Le Ribault (1978) found silica precipitation on the plain faces 
of particles in soils. In their glacial studies, Whalley and 
Krinsley (1974) too found silica, in the early stages of 
precipitation in the form of microcrystalline frosting on plain 
surfaces, corners and fresh cleavage plains. Both Whall~ 
and Krinsl~y (1974) and Le Ribault (1978) found silica solution 
was concentrated in hollows, or depressions in the grain surface 
in trapped water and in some cases Le Ribault (1978) found 
silica precipitated as highly orientated features in the 
hollows which probably occurred on the drying of trapped water. 
Looking at sands, probably of Jurassic age, Marzolf (1975) found 
precipitation features as regular frostings on the rims of 
hollows which were of geometric outline. In areas of strong 
weathering Waugh (1970) found crystallographic orientation of 
detrital quartz grains predominantly along the weakest 'c' axis 
whereas Baynes and Dearman (1978) found silica precipitation 
on gnus surfaces. In recent sediments Whalley (1974, 1978 )~.,u::l 
Whalley, McGreevy and Summerfield (1982) found silica precipitated 
rapidly as non-crystalline interparticle cement whereas in 
diagenetic sandstones and orthoquartsites the grains were held 
together by quartz-crystal interlocking growth. An attempt 
was made to draw some correlatibns from these findings regarding 
process and environment. 
Once the first solution of silica has produced grain surface 
depressions the process is enhanced there by trapped water 
which becomes increasingly alkaline from the solution of 
silica and other elements. Silica precipitates out first on 
the rims and later in the hollows as the water evaporates. 
Plain surface deposition seems more common from circulating 
waters. There is no direct relationship between these processes 
and their env~o"ments although early microcrystalline stages 
occur alone in recent sediments and near surface sediments 
such as soils. Diagenetic sediments however have more advanced 
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crystallographic overgrowths resulting from their buried, 
undisturbed posItions which have remained thus for a 
considerable period of time. Waugh (1965J 19(0) and Austin 
(1973) found the overgrowths were optically continuous with 
the quartz in the 'host' grain; indeed, the propensity for 
continued crystal growth in the substrate lead to the 
precipitation of silica at those points on the grain surface. 
However, it is not known whether or not this is the universal 
case. In laboratory simulations using sand and rapid water 
evaporation, Whalley (1978) found silica precipitated quickly 
but, unusually was not optically continuous with the substrate. 
In many studies where the precipitation of silica has been 
observed on the grain surfaces no mention has been made of the 
relationship with the host grain. If the influence of the 
host grain can be examined progress can be made in showing 
more clearly the mechanisms of silica solution and precipitation 
and what determines their positions of occurrence. 
Silica is commonly precipitated on particle faces and in 
protected hollows in the stormwater sediment; the edges suffer 
more predominantly from abrasion. Precipitates extend to cover 
large areas of particle surfaces and develop to some depth. 
Sioultaneously it appears that the precipitation surfaces are 
attacked by solution. In isolated cases of extremely low 
energy conditions, such as the drying out of the drain, the 
precipitates develop clear crystal form. Whether or not any 
of these precipitates are optically continuous with the host 
grain is not clear. Small scale precipitation occurs on fine 
individual particles almost engulfing the fine grains. These 
and larger particles become cemented together by the precipitated 
silica into aggregates. The process of precipitation may begin 
in the gutter at the first opportunity for runoff to be 
collected and to be stationary or slow flowing. (This is 
clearly not the case in intense initial rainfall). Subsequently, 
particles undergo more rapid precipitation during drain 
transport. The pattern of development is similar to that 
described in the literature but the time scale is generally 
much shorter. Where sediment has rested for sufficient 
time in a low energy littoral region, surface textures 
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have devclopej from the precipitation of silica fronl the 
water. Such features are usually found with the effects of 
subsequent solution creatinG a convoluted precipitation_solution 
surface. In some c~ses it is difficult to distinguish between 
an embryo precipitation surface and one that has suffered 
fro!.1 considerable solution. The exception is in instances 
where sediinent has lain undisturbed 10nCl enough to allow 
r eco 9nisable crystal IjrolJJth ('1argolis and I<rinslev, 1(74). 
Soil h~Qregates, ~ith precipitated silica, of the kind described 
above cccur in the catchment but the majority of surface 
sediment compr'ises fresh-faced, anqular particles which under:J0 
rapid orecipitation durinq drain transport. The pattern of 
development is similar to that described in the literature but 
the time scale is 1snerally much shorter in the stormwater 
systerq. 
iJ.4. The Effect on Textures of the Energy of the Environment. 
From the studies of grain surface textures in different types 
of environment and from similar environments but of different 
scales, it becomes clear that the size and density of the 
features formed depends vary ~uch on the enerJY level of that 
environment. In an environment ~here hiqh levels of energy are 
created and expended the features will be both numerous and 
well-developed, in contrast to low enerny conditions. 
Fro~ the examination of the modifications of quartz qrains by 
their transQort media, Varqolis (1968) and Olackwelder and 
Pilkey (lq72) used the dimensions of features as in index of 
the environmental energy levels prevalent dur~ng feature 
formation. The results, described in rreatest detail by 
~ar~olis (1968), have shown that orientated etch pits were 
found in areas of low wave energy, having been created by sea-
water solution of the crystal surfaces. Sand surfaces from 
moderate energy areas comprised a mixture of chemically-formed 
pits and impact pits and it was the impact pits which dominated 
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the high enerJY 2reas. It "12,S concluded that the relativp 
nu~bers of each feature at Gach enersy level can be used to 
deduce the 8ner~y conditions in ancient shorolines. ::n::1C k'."'e lcJ e r 
and Pilks,'/ (1972), c~lso 2.ttel:lpteG to linl, the orientation of 
the features to -:he direction of travel in \Jater currr:nts 2n.::1 
suw:!esteJ <l tenuous relationship \1ith the orijin ~Jhich ',J<lS 
traced up,;:;::roa:,l On til,., evi,jence pf fecdure orientation. 
Us i n Q ~1O res t r i n g I"; n t s tat i s tic 2,1 tee h n i que s ., S h a "J a (H' 7 2) 8. n d 
Daker (1 0 76) c~lculated the par~~eters: mean, stanrlard deviation 
skewness and kurtosis of the distributions of selected surf8ce 
textures. The s ere suI t s, ~ t I).l i e~: inc 0 n j u net ion '01 i t h n art i c Ie 
size a,nd environ;ilental data,stlOwed thatthe. changin() energy levels of the 
transrort cycles were nssociated ~Iith feature type and size. 
Sha~a (1973) traced the history of seJiment,froM a continental 
shelf de~osit throuGh its re~orkin~ from a nearshore marine 
deposit, using the v2,ryin!1 featur8 relief causecJ by eli fferent 
en vir 0 n ,'12 il tal en e r ~i ,:/ 1 G v ~ 1 s • Each sedimentary proces~ haJ 
a range of enersy levels, turbulence and viscosity, dependins 
on the f,1e.Jiuni. In (IQ76) study to shoN quantitatively 
which features were the most closely dependent upon the 
environment, only four features wer8 Jistinctive statistically: 
orooves, scratches, and mechanical and chemical 'V' notches. 
Til e 0 c cur r e n ceo f D rea t e r t han 5 OC ~ 0 f the f eat u res b e i n '1 0 f 
this type indicated a coastal environment; less than 30~ indicated 
desert ',dth the influence of :] ,"uvial history; less than 
50% meant rivers and more t~an 50~ pointed to high energy beaches. 
Gracks and chernic~l 'v' notches on desart grains are smaller than 
those from other ,sources because of th~' low energy, periodic 
subaqueous environnent,whereas mechanical 'V' notches increased 
off_shore into ueer) water. InitiallY,the study involved many 
more features found in suites as described by Krinsley and 
Doornkamp (le7]). 1lm'lever, in an effort to analyse the 
environment of the grains studied, the statistically high 
numbers of the particles required necessarily reduced the 
number of features which could be analvsed. This was understand-
able but unfortunate in the light of the knowledqe that 
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features occurring on suite s re o resent environme nts rather 
than a lar e e number of one type of .featur e . 
6 .5 . TIl e Tr <.l ns port 'hstories of Se c.i i n ents . 
FGat urc~ o bS8r ve ~ o n ~ r a i n s urf aceD t e n ~ to be attribute~ 
lar rt ely to tile e nVirOnril c nts in which the sedi n ent ~I as fou nd . 
It i sun c 1 ea r h 0 \.J e ve r h mJ qui c f' ly 0 r co 1'1 p Ie tel y f e ~ t I) r F' S 
superinposed when a pa r'ticle , ov es t: o a ne I environmen t . 
G e pe n ( ; ~ t 0 2 o· -8 e ~ t P. n tn t h E' n r. v ' r n men t s in 0 v e d Cl n c; t I. e 
mineralogy of the part ~ c l , c.:. , e nv i r onr. ,I") i: \'o ul r 
o f S 0 j~ t I' i n f) r " 1 0 1 _ ' • T ,'. r e ,- i !1 un c 1 G '" r i , 't'"\ I r I~ 7: 0 \,' hat ext e n t 
relict fe a tures can be found on r a rticles . This section 
explores the use of surface textur e s in tracin R the transport 
history of sed i ment . 
It is assumed that g rain surface textures represent a Mixture 
of tile most recent a nd , or , the most dominant ~eatherina or 
erosion processes ( Porte ~ 1962) ; the most complete features 
being the most recent ( I<rinsley and Schneck , 19(4 ). Thus , 
the super'inposition of features indicates the order of 
successive transport histories (Steiglitz , 1969 ). Instances 
have been reported of all possible cOMbinations of transport 
cycles between fluvial , qlacial and aeolian environments as 
well as the degree of persistance of the o r iginal diaaenetic 
features . Tile extent of the effect of the transport processes 
on ora i n surfaces depends on the Mineralo.,y , "'ize and sha e of 
the rrain , the ease of fracture of the parent Material , and 
the eneroy of the transportina meJium ( ~ha l ley , 19 7 9 ). 
Chang i ng enerRY levels and r eg~mns of tra nsport , within the 
same fluvial system , have been traced using the size and 
density of surface features , usually ' V' notches, an , an attempt was 
made by 8lac~~elder and ilkey (19 72 ) to deduce the o r igin of 
the sediment by tllis I ethod . These authors he r e particularly 
interested in the apparent link between the feature o r ientation 
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and the direction of transport. Their results were borne out 
~hen Mankar nnd Donder (1978) calculated corrolation coefficients 
for the distance of trans00rt and the orea of the grain surface 
o c cup i ee: by s p (} C if i c f e at u r e 3 • T i--. G S i z e 0 -F" the f eat u red e, 0 n d s 
on the tr-'alls:)OI~t :~18cho_nis:-.; 21lCI the distance; tri1vellec;. .118 
grain cOllcentrntion affects the collision frcquenccs; for 
e;,c:u~lplc, collisions 2nd feature forl~lation Pcre IlOre corlmon in 
the traction rather than suspension load. 
Studies of chan~cs in the erosion cycle of sedi~ents have sho~n 
d iff ere n c e s 0 f :) roc e s she t \"j e e n t li (; flo \"J and ebb tid e s, i n d i cat e cJ 
cle2.rl~1 b,l/ the rz_;)id response of solution and precipitntion 
processes respectively (Le ~ibault,10781. 801ution continues 
in trapped v~ter as the tide ebbs but gives ~ay to precipitation 
once s2.turation point is reached and is hasten~d by evaooration 
o-t- the ;c'Jotor. 
The result o-t- fluvial transport entraininn aeolian sediments 
~Jas the rOi:10V(1l of upturned ~)lates (Le ,':ibault,1978) and the 
superii-.l!)osi-cion of littof';?"l 'I.)' fONI impact pits, \'ihich increase 
vlith tbe distallce off-shore (Strass,19731. IJoth authors 
described the corrosion from the inpacts of grain collision, 
particularly on broken grain edges, and both fOllowed the 
passaGes of tlleir sec:i!lent to the imr,lobilised positions in 
soil antI till rospectively, where silica solution and preCipitation 
becans the dominant :;rocesses. 
The severe anoularity is a common feature of both the road crain 
constituents o-t- the storm~ater and the glacial sediment as 
described in the literature. T-'- . __ l. lS therefore useful to note 
those changes found on Drains after a change from Glacial to 
fluvial transportino a~Gnts. The features in both cases were 
caused by abrasion so appear similar on both types of sediment. 
Examined in detail however fluvial-caused features are generally 
smaller, duo to the lower eneroy process, and present on softer 
minerals ~hich ~ould have been entirely eroded away by the 
equivalent ulacial processes (rocha-Darmpos and Krauspenhar;" 1978). 
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roundino and size reduction of the initially very angular 
grains seemed to occur only after several kiloMeters of river 
t ran s POl'" t ( '.; ha ll e j , 1 "-' 7 Q and Sn a 11 e I and \! ita Fin z i , 1 96 7, 
respectively) wh icll vJould account for tile :)ersistance of 
angular storm s ed i ments a fter short transport distances . 
It ~Jas some time bef ol~e authors consider'ed the possibility of 
original diagenetic surface features survivinp more recent 
transport cycles . If the corl~elation bet':Jeen environr,1ental 
energy l evels ana feature type and man nitude we r e to be proved 
wrong , i1a r golis (196 8 ) was p l~ epared to believe the features 
present rlay be a re~nan t of the ori g inal features of the 
parent material . This was a rather backhanded approach to 
the question ~ a filor e cOI ,1r1only fieln view on the subject was that 
the original features of a Qrain surface must be known , to be 
certain that the rema inder we r reiated to transport nechanism 
~Scholle and: 'oyt , 1,9(3 ) . l-Io\'Jever there were sone morA 
controversial su ggestions . For example , In gersol l (1974 ) from 
detailed measurements of ' V ' notches , concluded they uel~e of 
diagenetic origin despite their subsequent pe rio d of transport 
in a hi gh energy beach envirDn~ent . These results a r e difficult 
to dispute since there is no defin:1.te meaS£1 re of feature 
developnent ~J ith the tir.le or ener:,;y of the transport r,lediLlIll . 
~'o~~ever in this case , whert:> the high energy beach en-vironme-nt i s 
rrobabl v the most efficient ab rasive anent of surf ce textures , 
the iMplication is that the ori~in~] fpatures pprsist al~ost 
indefinitel_ l • To be fair , " iddleton and avis (J.Q 7 Q) die: fine! 
some relict fpaturps on intertidal bars , but anain th rp is 
no indication of the time oerio since erosion from the parent 
, ate ria 1 . I n a s i mi l a r v e i n \J i 1 son ( 1 ~ gO) a r n U edt hat 0 v ere r 0 t~ t h s 
and etche features we r~ of jip~pnetic orinjn , rather th2n 
recent , -a lthough , if the S8.m e type of features are be i n'g stlldied 
this appears to contradict ~ Le Rib~olt ' R - (1978) findings that 
such features are the most rapid in d ic a tor s of ch a nges in the 
environme nt . 
In bed - rock studies with limited or no t r ansport procpsses , the 
contradictions are less i~po rtant and the ori~inal features 
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,:xanining a have p roved useful in litllolo,icc;ll stud ie s . 
transition zone 
across an uppe r Cr etaceous bo undary , Krinsley 
and SChn eck (1 9 4 ) used r ain surface feature to 'etermine 
the exact POsition of the boundary . ' V' notches were Found 
remi nisc ent of fluv ial transport in the su rf zone but we r e 
fe we r ...j 
anu l ess pronounced than their ~ouern coun t eroarts . 
In th ' 
JS case th e yrains have remained in sit u since their 
90P6s i tion 
and c ompaction , sub j pct onl to mi l , chemical 
processes . 
Th e 0 ' , 
rlqlns of the su rf ace featurps are thus fairly ce rt a in . 
The ques tl' on remal' ns f h " d t 
- 0 t e energy and tlme r eOUl r e 0 
r ep l acp a drain surf acE> tpxtu r e of kno"m ha r dness anu reli ef . 
6.6 
Th e Se lection and r parat io n of Sto r mwa t e r Samples 
for '"'canninc: El ect ro n ' li croscopy . 
6 . 6 1 " 1 
.. uamp e Selecti on . 
In Previous s tudies samp l es of pa rticles for scanninn electron 
r.-Jic 1'0 
scope e~am i nat ion have been collected in l a r ne nu~bers 
fro m ai r or liquid filtr at ion. Alt e rnativpl y , fe wer , ~s u a lly 
relat ' 1 lv e l y l a r ye ~ par ticl es ha ve been placed in divi dua l y on 
the mO LJntin n substrate usin:j a mounti n, ne e I e wi til or VI/it IIOLJ 
he a id of n binocular li ~ht mi c roscope . Tn add ition , Rever Al 
authors adap te d th e sanlples initially prepared either for 
transmission e lectron Microsco py or in the stujy of soils , 
from thin sections . 
In t his stu ~ y ai r bar n e pa rt i 8 E' 3 \,. p r p co 11 e c t e cJ i n PI. J r y sat p 
un d d ' er vac uu m, on nucleopore _olycanbonate filters mounte 1n 
a filter funnel placecJ vertic8..lly facing the p r evailing wind . 
'he particles We're ~pt vfH'JL,firmly held on the 'filters and 
there"" l Ore reqvired careful handlin g . 
Trial s We I' conducted in picking up particleR on sticky tap 
but tl ' I Ihere<1 and futher le Coarser pa rticles pr pferent1a l Y ac 
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attempts to collect the fine material produced too great a 
density of sediment on the tape. The immersion of the 
sediment in distilled water followed by filtering, as described 
below, was more satisfactory. A dispersing agent was added 
to the sample but it had no noticeable advantageous effect on 
the distribution of the particles on the filter. 
6.6.2. Filtration. 
King and Banho1zer (1978) described in detail the precautions 
taken in their method of fi1tecing and mounting samples for 
scanning electron microscopy which they maintained lead to the 
most accurate measurements. The entire operation was done by 
fluid dispersion employing pre-filtered nanno-grade toluene 
which had no effect on the particles. The method involved 
thorough cleaning at every stage and provided for the easy 
recognition of contaminant particles. An elemental spectrum 
was recorded both before and after the first sample to deduce 
the extent of contamination left after sample analysis. 
Another detailed study of sample preparation for scanning 
electron microscopy is that of Le Guen, Rooker and Vaughan 
(1980). The technique is similar to that used in the early 
stages of this study of stormwater sediments and is further 
described in 8amilton, Roberts and Ellis (1981). The aim of 
Le Guen, Rooker and Vaughan (1980) was to be able to transfer 
samples from the optical ~icroscope t~ the scanning electron 
microscope on a flat and featureless surface of minimal back-
ground elemental count. For this reason the more common fibrous 
millipore membrane filters were not usually used although the 
authors found them considerably more robust than the flat, 
featureless nuc1eopore filters. In addition very fine particles 
were entrapped within the upper layers of the fibres which would 
have obscured the full view of those particles. The formation 
of a carbon replica and the subsequent dissolving of the 
filter was time-sonsuming and unsuccessful. Despite 
a number of problems of nucleopore filters, 
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described belo~, t~e flat surfacA ~as a great advantaqe and the 
circular i1.pertur'8S '.,;ere easil,,! r8co~~nisable. Thp :Jreparation 
method involvGc-~ layins a filter, sample side Ut), in cleaninq 
solution Dlaced on a nlass slide. The filter was dried and 
coIl a p s c cl :) y 1 J',; 0 f the 0 r i J ina 1 t h i c k n e sst 0 f 0 rr.l a De rna n e n t 
t h i n t ran spa r e n t pIa 3 tic r i 1 fil 'N i t h the e rIl bed d e.j s EFn pIe. The 
filter was then etched in plasma for optical examination, freed 
from the glass slide and ~ounted on a stub for electron 
microscope 0.xa~,)in2_tion. The etc:'linn tirde of -: :ninutes, determined 
by trial and error, left th~ particles clear'of the filter matrix 
and exposed any small particles (less than'iym) trapped originally 
The co~position of the filter 
~~s impcrtant, for exa~ple, a filter of mixed cellulose, acetate 
and nitrate collaoserl under the impact 0f of the beam. ~urther 
problp~s involved in the use of nucleopore filters includeri 
the mover-,ent of particles on the filter, tile loss of t)articles 
during handlin~, a reduced count rate resultin0 from inefficient 
filtering, electrostatic forces causiny the filters to curl, 
and the unsuitability of the filters' for the 
sampiinc of fast movinG air due to their resistRnce and 
f rae: iIi t Y . Can t r a r y tot h e s e fin din 9 s I: a.r" i Ito n, Rob e r t san d 
Ellis (1981) found nucleopore filters gave qood results when 
used in both air or water and in both cases under vacuum in 
firm sal~lplE' holders. Sarilrles Vlere stored under vacuur,l and 
stoo~ up well to mountinG and coatinq procedures~ Occasionally 
filters were found to curl up when dried too rapidly. 
~ediment movement occurred when the Darticle density was too 
great and Dhen repid dryinJ caused adhering particles to flake 
off the filter. For the analysis of the majority of the storm-
'water sediments under <.liscussion here the size range of.1 to 40)Jm 
was too lo'vv fo r 1 i 9 ht in ic ro sc 0P,;/ and th e met hod un nec e s sari ly 
complicate~. It was ho~ever of considerable use in examining 
initial larger source particles. The more widely used method 
is described below. 
For the examination of the stormwater sediments, the mainten~nce 
of the natural state of the sediment was as import~nt as it was 
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for the partic l e s i ze ana l ys i s . The ma jority of the samplAs 
ana l ysed we r e co ll ected i n stormwater , e it her by the au tomatic 
sampler durinr,l storms or by iland fror" surface or dra in flov,' . 
Sod iu m azide was added to a ll stormwater samples on their 
collection after preliminary examination, b. both the Cou lter 
Counte r and the scanninq e l ect ron microscope, had shown the 
treatment had no e ff ect on the s t a te of the sediment but , 
r athe r , prevented i ts dete ri o r ation , as described in rhapter 
L;, • Th e sam p I e s \:J ere 0 i v en no fur the r t rea t ii1 en t but , \"! i t h !1. 
minimum of de l ay , we r e shaken and poured on to the filter in 
the nethod descr i bed in S8ction ~2 after Lloyd , Stenhouse a nd 
Buxt on (circ a 19 ( 3 ) . The filter IJas secured in a n 'll inore 
45mm d i anete r filter funnel and ope r atAd under vacuu~ . The 
quant ity of stormwate r pou r ed onto the f ilt e r derendel on the 
concentration of the sediment in the sample . For the Ma jority 
of sto r ms ap~roximate ly 10m l was sufficient to pro vi de a 
partic l e density on the filt er such that a0are~ates and 
individual pa r tic l es lay seperately a nd could be reco qn is ed 
indi vi dually but close eno u gh to~ether to permit rapi d locat ion 
of pa r tic l es wi thout time con suming tracking across the saror l e 
under th e microscop e . In addition the de ns it y had to be low 
enouoh for each partic l e to make a ( ood contact with the 
filter to avo i d e l ectr i ca l chargin9 fro m non - conductance , 
under the e l ectro n microscope . Th E" particle d i st ribution on 
the filters was examined cerAfully to ensurp the filterinq 
p ro cess had not caused a. al'"' egat ion , Aither by the il'~crease d 
par ticle concentration as the ~"atpr was r emoved , nor by the 
enforced con]renation o f pa rticle s crpatcd by the a rr annemen 
oft I, e ape r t u res 0 n t 11 e f i 1 t e r p I ate . ' Iowe vpr it arrearAd 
from t e photomic ro g raph s that neither caused any artificial 
effects providing th e particle density WRS corr ec t as desc ri bed 
a bove . 
r illipore (O . 45 )J ~and nucl eopor8(Q4!:jJ~filters \'Je r' s used in l"Irocedure 
trials . I ucl eopore filters we r e the nore flims y of t E" t wo a nd 
as a r esu lt the mor e ri Rid milli pore filters we re easier to us 
in 'filtcr in c; . T e filt e r s we r ' d ried at roo m tempe r a ture on 
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clean aluminium foil . The nillipore filters ten ed to stick 
to the foil durin g drying and easily bro e up in attemps to 
reI as 0 t Ii en . .ucleopore filters caused no such problems . 
The electrostatic cur in, reported bv Le Guen , rooker and 
Vaughan (1980) ~J as only found to occur ·J hen the filter remained 
eyceptionally vet after fi tration as a result of too great a 
density of sediMent . In this event the sanple was too dense 
for plectron nicroscope 0xanination anvway , and a further 
ali~uot vas filtered . Occasionally sone s iqhtly wetter 
filters curled a little on drying but these usually flattened 
out again with no detrimental effect to the sediment . 
6 . 6 . 3 . 
I(rinsley and co- \wrl, rs had studied seriiment under the tlnans-
nission electron microscone before the scanninc electron 
microscope became available . Their early sample procedu r es for 
the scanning microscope (I(rinsley and 'largo lis , 1969) evolved 
from the earlier transmission sample prep a ration methods 
( I< ri nsley and Takp.haslii , 1964) . I/rinsle.v and ~ arf101is (1 969 ) 
removed grains from replicas to be nounted on stubs . The 
entire replica ~Jas used by Soutendan (1 9G7 ) , for both li gh t 
and scanning microscope analysis , having been silver coated 
althouoh the light microscooy re~uired incident illumination 
to overcome the transparency of the qua rtz . 
Tove y and Wong (1 973 ) in their examination of soils used 
conventional thin sections in which the pore fluid bad )~en 
replaced by resin an a fresh su rf ace created by fracturinq 
or peeling off a layer. The main aiw of their preparation 
was to maintain the sample structure . Similarl' , Raynes and 
Dearman (1 978 ) required the preservation of their soil or 
roc< specimens . o~ever their Method of grinding down , or 
fracturino, the rock surface , takinq a peel and removinn the 
grinding marks by chemical etchino , would appea r to involve 
a rtificial ab r asion and the destruction of soil structure . 
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Jenl'~:l1s (H~f'1) faIt the r)repRration j'/letllOcS for 0,C,\tic2_1 and 
sCD,nllinc; micr'osccpe usc: L'cra incor,lp::ttablp.. :Ie too, favourec1 
t II est ,'. n ci C1 r cJ t h ins c c t ion t e c 11 n i que \: rt li c h h e use d ',v i tho i 1 
iillrilersion for opticaI i','icro3coi~).Y but used tile sa"le section 
-('or the scanninCI 1'1icroscoDY after the rer'!1oval of resin by 
low te~~erature ashinc. I n doe J h est res sec; the i rl p 0 r tan ceo f 
opt i c ;:;.1 ;',;i c roc; r 2. phs 0. tar a W'J e 0 f r.', a (; n i f i c A. t ion s for the 
relocation of the S8.i.lple '.Jith the sC8,nnin!,! nicroscope. 
tlhether tho scannin.--:: electron nicroscope sanople cor:l!irises 
loose ~Ira,ins, a riece of filter, or thin section, it r.lust be 
securely atttlched to the stUb, rnakin~.' a good contact for 
electrical conductance away fro~ the sample. !( r ins 1 e y an c:l 
:laroolis (I~G0) ~~t~ched the sa~ple to the stub using duco 
cer/lent, Tovc~' and Wong (1073) used ar<lldite for their thin 
section sa~~les, Caynes and Dearman (1978) used double sided 
sticl,y t2.pe and for imlividual ~:rains, I(rinsley (1978) used 
EImers epoxy resin. All these methods are accepted but it 
is irnpol~tant to kno\'J the back(jround count rroduced by the 
method in usc for its comparison with the sample spectra. 
A spot of silver dag is used to ensure electrical conductance 
away from the non-conductino sample and stUb. Only a small 
ar,lount is neeGed and, f!l~ovidinSl i:: is in contact VJith both 
the S 2.1'; II 1 e and t 11 est u b, its po sit ion is un imp 0 r tan t • Tovey 
andWong (1973) covered the whole sample apart from that under 
examination, Caynes and Dear~an described da~ging the entire 
edge \.Jhilo Le Guen, pooker and Vaughan used the silver dar 
to adhere the sample to the stUb. However these methods are 
unnecessary, particularly in the light of the high cost of 
the silver dag. 
It was important that the background elemental count of the 
filter used for stormwater' sediments should be known and sub-
tracted from the sediment spectra for time results. The millipore 
and nucleopore filters had negligible counts but the latter was 
preferred f~r the reasons describeJ above. A s~l~cte~ portfon 
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of the filter was affixed to the carbon stub with double sided 
sticky tape which also showed negligible background counts. 
Again, to avoid b~ckground counts a carbon rather than an 
aluminium stub was used. 
6.6.4. Sample Coating. 
Once mounted, the sample must be thoroughly coated by a 
conductor, commonly carbon or gold. Carbon has the advantage 
of not registering peaks on the energy dispersive x-ray 
analysis spectra while gold produces three dominant peaks with 
the possibility of obliterating smaller but required elemental 
signals. Carbon coating employing the evapor4tion of carbon 
electrodes under vacuum is a lengthy but efficient coating 
technique. Tovey and Wong (1973) reported that carbon was 
also more suitable for samples with voids than gOld. They, 
like Baynes and Dearman (1978) and many other authors, coated 
first in carbon and then in gold to gain the advantages both 
of a thorough coating and of the superior conductance of the 
gold. In addition, it was found that often gold did not stick 
well to the samples without first coating with carbon. The 
effects of charging from incomplete coating obscure from view 
those areas of the sample effected. Charging may occur as 
bright patches, broad black bands and distortions of the 
field of view, as was found during the present study and 
described by Baynes and Dearman (1978). Samples were coated, 
during rotation, directly from above (Krinsley and Margolis, 
(1969) but a better result was achieved from coating at two 
positions of tilt during rotation (Tankard and Krinsley, 1975). 
The m~thod employed depends upon the degree of roughness of 
the sample and must ensure voids and areas overhung are coated. 
Carbon coating gave good results for elemental analysis of the 
stormwater sediment with little or no charging. However once 
the elemental composition of the stormwater sediments had been 
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establisheG a 'iole; s:)l)ttel~ coater ',las useu in 'JrGference for 
its rapidity ane; hi:'h r0so1utioll results unu,?r the lnicroscope 
VJ her e i t em its Ii 0 I~ 0 sec 0 n cj a rye Ie c it ron s t 1-, an car bon . <;oatinq 
b Ji t Ii i S 1.1 e tilO J i, i 2. S -; 0 I) n d t 0 b eVe r:J tho r 0 U ~1 han c: c h a r r:] i n 9 0 nl j 
res u It <2 d;' r 0 1,; inc Oil pI (; t (; C o;:~ tin CI 0 n ex C2 p t i 0 11 a 1 ;) 2, r tic 10 s 0 f 
c;rc2.ter tlw_n 100}-J:1. This VJas the case I.'Jith the hanel-collected 
sa;,-,ples ',vhere the incr'ei1sec; relief created voids and shadowed 
arcClS. ~ecoatin~ fron a different anale usu~lly coated these 
areas successfully. 
6. "7. The Dreparation of Samples for nual Optical and Electron 
~;icroscope l:xar;1ination. 
Initially the sediment analysis oro~ram included the routine 
t ran s fer 0 f s arn pIe s fro n lOp tic a Ito e I e c t ron r:1 i c r 0 s cop est 0 
record photo~raphically for the sa~e sedinent, the different 
parDneters produced by each r,iethod. 
The sediment sample was collected on a filter and dried as 
described above. Under the binocular microscope a small area 
containino at least 100 particles was encircled and a cross 
marked to aid the relocation and orientation of the particles 
frolll one r:licroscope to the other. iHllipore filters permitted 
the use of fine glass needles althouqh extreme care ~as necessary 
to avoid tearinr,. The result left the pa.rticles unaffected 
but was difficult to view with the naked eye. A fine nibbed 
biro was more effective on nucleoporefilters although, beinq 
relatively large, it devastated the particles in its path and 
had to form a larger circle to leave the central particles 
untouched. The advantage of being seen nade this method use-
ful in the remainder of the preparation and the problens qot 
over in the light of the considerable advantages of nucleopore 
over millipore filters already m~ntioned. 
A piece of fine plastic film was laid smoothly over a glass 
slide and the encircled section of the filter laid on top. TwO 
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•. f.., 
drops of AFilt0r ~ount were olqced on the filter renderin0 it 
almost transparent plithout apparently affectinn the particlAs. 
The film and :::"ilter (':ount '.Jere r,lOnitored elcllentally since 
some fillils produceu a stron~; chlorine peak. The film chosen 
largely conprised vinylidene dichloride with polyuryl chloride 
and a crylonitrile aJ~ed to provide flexibility. The spectrum 
contained signals for chlorine and sUlphur but as both were 
less than 1;,; of the particle spectru:-,l they Viere considered to 
be ne'.~;ligible. 
The so.r,lple tlws prepared 'iJaS viewed "~ii th incident liqht under 
the binocular microscope where colour and relief could be 
ex ar,l i ned . ,~,lt:10Ur;h the air!l of the preparation was to permit 
subsequent electron microscope examination)fresh particles 
str2ight on a filter i/Jere mucll clearer to view. The samrle 
vJas Glso exal,lined eli th transr'li ttOG liLht unGer the polarising 
l:1icroscope. :\n attempt \Jas 1112_de to deterr,line the miner;:tls 
present :JY their biret ringence anc: ~xtinction angles but this 
proved unsuccessful as a result of the multi-faceted minerals 
which vere severely engrained with impurities. In addition,the 
re~nants of the filter reduced the amount of light reaching 
the particles .. For satisfactory r0sults strinaent particle 
cleanino was necessary but the process would probably have 
dama~Jed the surface features under exa~ination. 
For scanning electron microscope examination the plastic filM 
VJas reeled off the glass slide and fastened onto a stub with 
double sided tape. The remaininn filter and film were trimmed 
off and the sample ~agged and carbon coated as described above. 
The technique, as described above and in Hamilton, ~oberts and 
Ellis (1981) vas sho~n to be sound in trials with sediment 
9 rea t e r t han 1 C Cpr, • 'loV/ever, the resolving power of the photo-
graphic equii);,lent of the binocular system was insufficient to 
photoorapil the storr,]water sedir.lent in the I'anae of 1 t~ 40ym at 
magnifications greater than 40 times. At that magnification 
~': 
Supplied by Packard Instrument Co. Illinois US;~,. 
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there was insufficient detail available to be useful. As a 
result, rather than the hoped for overlap of magnification and 
comparison of optical and election micrographs there was 
a gap in the magnifications available and the method was only 
useful in Isolated samples of large particles. 
6.8. 
6.8.1. 
The Principle and Mode of Operation of the Scanning 
Electron Microscope. 
Electron Emission and Elemental Analysis. 
Chandler (1980) set out clearly the four forms of electron 
emission monitored by the scanning electron microscope and 
explained how each provided a different type of sample analysis: 
x-ray microanalysis, cathodoluminescence, energy loss 
spectrometry, and auger electron spectrometry, of which only 
the first was used in the analysis of stormwater particles. 
High energy incident electrons replacing lower energy orbital 
electrons emit the excess energy as an x-ray which is 
characteristic of the emitting atom. The element is identified 
by a detector: either a wavelength dispersive crystal spectro-
meter or, more commonly an energy dispersive solid state 
detector. ~1any elements may be irradiated simultaneously 
producing a spectrum indicating their relative proportions. 
Incident electrons may also interact with the nucleus; being 
attracted to it they lose energy on deceleration which is 
emitted as a continuous spectrum specific to the element. 
6.8.2. Scanning Electron Microscope. 
Mode of Operation for Stormwater Sediment Analysis. 
The microscope employed in this study was a new model of the 
1St stereo-scanning microscope. 
Up until now the scanning electron microscope has been most 
commonly used in the secondary-electron mode. Page (1980), 
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in his paper on the future of the scanning electron microscope, 
described the tendency of users to treat the instrument simply 
as a strong microscope by concentrating on this mode. The 
present study is guilty of this although mainly because of 
the need to concentrate on quantifying the results. 
The secondary electron mode provided a clear view of the 
particles and the surface features in a three dimensional 
fashion. The accelerating voltage varied from 7 to 15kv 
depending upon the magnification; the working distance was 23mm 
and the tilt 300 , dynamic focussing compensated for the tilt. 
Samples were first located at a low magnification of 80 or 90 
times. A very good idea of the dominant type of sediment in 
the sample was gained by preliminary tracking across the stub. 
Aggregates were predominately viewed and photographed in the 
region of 5000 to 15000 times while individual particles of 
1 to 5pm were examined at around 20 to 40000 times and specific 
features were examined at anything up to 80000 times but 
predominantly around 50000 times. An overall view of the 
particle distribution was gained at I to 2000 times and from 
that a random selection of particles made for detailed examination. 
Particles were examined in up to ten evenly spaced areas of 
the field of view and were marked for reference on an instant 
polaroid print or low magnification view field in the micro-
scope memory. 
From each point further particles were selected at random by 
tracking a fixed interval to left, right, above and below the 
previous position. 35mm film was used for reasons of cost; 
the wave form line was used for the camera focussing. 
The number of particles considered representative is a 
controversal topic among authors. Many of the authors, 
particularly the early ones did not mention the number of grains 
st~died and many refer to them in percentage terms only. 
Pittman's (1972) results were from an unspecified 'large number 
of grains', Douglas and Platt (1977) examined 25, Bull (1978a) 
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50, Wilson (1978) 10 per size fraction, Higgs (1979) 20 per 
sample area and Middleton and Davis (1979) 21 sand samples from 
10 sand bars at a total of 1068 grains. In most cases where 
the author stated the number of grains he justified that number-
Wt,(" u>~iclved ro J 
the lower figures of 20 to 50 ~cover the range of features 
and the largerti9L1risas being statistically viable. Krinsley 
and McCoy (1977) considered there was a wealth of environmental 
evidence on a few grains which are not necessarily a statistically 
significant number. Baynes and Dearman (1978) considered, 
rather the quantity of features and f~lt that althouth the 1cm2 
~urface of a scanning electron microscope sample is not likely 
to be representative of huqe rock outcrops such features can 
at least be related to the weathering intensity along a gradation 
observed on a field scale. Bull (1978b) gave the problem some 
atte~tion and found the analysis of more than 20 grains impract-
icle and that 15 to 20 were sufficient to demonstrate the environ-
mantal features. It would seem to depend on the environment 
since some produce a greater variety of features than others. 
From the stormwater sediment studies and considering the long 
length of time necessary to thoroughly examine surface features 
20 to 50 grains seems acceptable and it is questionable that 
the results of over 1000 grains are sufficiently detailed to 
be useful without having been the subject of long research. 
During the research on the stormwater sediments each sample 
represented one pOint in a storm, one position along a drain 
or one land use type around the catchment and approximately 
10 particles were studied for each sample. More than that 
was prohibited by the time and high cost of examination. 
Within these constraints at least 10 photographs were taken 
per sample and more often 15. The quantitative analysis 
required photomicrographs of whole particles but the form of 
entire aggregates and the detail of specific features was also 
of interest. As a result photographs were fully analysed for 
each sample. Con~idering the care taken in selecting random 
yet representative particles, this number is cons±dered 
adequate to clearly define the nature of the sediment and to 
classify it according to its original environment. 
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6.9. Photographic Analysis. 
6.9.1. The Measurements of Features from Photomicrographs. 
The measurement method recommended by Krinsley and McCoy (1978) 
for electron micrographs, was firstly by the c0mparison of 
features with sized plastic spheres on the grain surfaces. 
The method compensates for any apparent shortening of curved 
surfaces on the photomicrographs. Secondly, the authors 
suggested the use of stereopairs after Smith (1977). Tovey 
(1978b) took up the latter method and stated the need for 
tilting and mathematical compensation, for the loss of true 
dimensions towards the edgQs of the photomicrographs. Stereo-
graphic methods, largely adapted from photogrammetry, have 
proved unsuitable for accurate spatial quantification of the 
micro-features. Tovey (1978b) suggested some automation of 
the procedure, perhaps incorporating the development of the 
computer interfaced with the microscope, would make the stereo 
technique viable. 
Although Krinslay (1978) and Tovey (1978b) have attempted the 
quantification of surface features, no straighliorward method 
has resulted. In an effort to make some headway the stormwater 
sediment features have been measured and classified as a 
percentage area of the total particle area, as described in 
detail below. The method appears to minimise edge distortion 
effects, particularly when a particle occupies only the central 
portion of the photomicrograph. 
6.9.2. The Analysis of Stormwater Sediment Textures. 
The method of quantitative surface texture analysis of storm-
water sediment was developed from the work of Bull (1978b). 
Bull (1978b) drew up a list of twenty two grain surface 
features based on the descriptions by Krinsley and Doornkamp 
(1973). Bull (1978b) compiled presence and absence data of the 
features for each grain and carried out cluster analysis (Ward 
1963) and linear and multiple discriminant analysis. He was 
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able to relate the results to the different grain origins. 
Similarly all the features were listed to fully describe the 
stormwater sediments. Not all the features described by Rull 
(1978b), and Krinsley and Doornkamp (1973) were appropriate 
and some additional features, resultinq from the urban origins 
and processes, were added. The features were listed accordinq 
to the process of formation in Table 7.1. After preliminary 
trials of the presence or absence procedure (Gull,1978b) on 
the stormwater sediments, the method of quantifying the area 
of each feature present was developed. 
The method devised was as follows. A transparent graph 
paper overlay was placed over the photograph and the particle 
or aggregate outlined. The total number of millimetre squares 
encompassed was counted and equated to 100%. The area of each 
feature on the grain surface was traced onto the overlay until 
the whole area had been accounted for. The area, in mil~~metre 
squares of each feature was calculated as th~ percent of the 
total area Appendix 5. Having established the detailed distribution 
of features, the majority of samples were analysed more rapidly 
by the Fuzzy Classification Technique (Chapter 7:). The mean 
and percentage results of this data were then analysed and 
particle suites were established for each type of sample. 
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CHAPTER 7. 
SEDIMENT SURFACE TEXTURES AND PROCESSES OF THEIR ALTERATION. 
7.1. Introduction. 
The features of surface textures, studied with the scanning 
electron microscope as shown in Chapter 6, are described here 
in the context of their occurrence as suites of features 
determined by the parent material and mode of transport. 
The Fuzzy Theory technique using an abbreviated 'summary selection 
of features was used for the bulk of the sediment micrograph 
analysis. This approach was found to be more appropriate to 
the examination of a large number of samples and sufficiently 
sensitive to reveal the differences between samples. In this 
way sediment surface textures are related to their catchment 
land uses and to their progressive alteration during transport 
through the drainage system. In addition~the method is used 
in the following chapter to describe the variations in sediment 
through storms of different types. 
Where possible, feature defin~ions are adopted which have 
been standardised in the literature. Most of the stormwater sediment 
studied here is from roadstone which is of oeolonical ori~in and 
hence many of the surface textures apply which have been described 
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in the literature on ouartz sand 0rains, nrincinally by Krinsley 
and co-workers and in particular fro~ the srecific d8finitions 
piven by Krinsley and Doornkamo (1Q73). !--!oV I 8ver, the process,,', 
of abrasion in roadstone construction, subseauent vehicular 
erosion and stormwater transport vary from the natural ones 
acting on quartz sand ~rains documented in the literature. The 
oriqinal parent material features may be obliterated or altered 
in distribution and deqree which can lead to problems in 
feature definition. Where standard features (accordino to Krinsley 
and Doornkamo, 1973) can be recognised the stormwater features 
are labelled accordingly and mention is made of variations and the 
probable processes which caused them. 
The textural features of stormwater sediment from other sources 
are described in a similar manner. The particles constitute only 
a small proportion of the sediment sampled but are very varied and 
not always easy to define. Their sources probably inClude 
building fabric, eroded vehicle fragments, industrial output 
especially flyash, also chemicals, detergents and plant debris, 
particularly pollen grains. In some cases EOXA results, where 
available, combined with comparative stUdies with the literature 
help define oarticles, but again processes of manufacture and 
transportation, which are rarely fully known create unexplained 
features and feature alterations. 
Finally, some aspects of the sediment, notably the aggregated 
form, seem to be solely a response to the urban storm sewer 
system and are therefore described and defined according to the 
features and processes observed in this catchment study. 
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7.2. Texture Surface Area Analysis. 
7.2.1. The Compilation of the Feature List. 
The comprehensive list of features shown in Table 7.1. describes 
the surfaces of particles from sources in the catchment, and 
after surface and drain stormwater transport. The initial 
detailed area analysis of particle surfaces meant describing 
every feature and accounting for the entire surface area of the 
particles visible in the micrographs. Many features had been 
described in the literature and were identifiable on the storm-
water sediments. The majority of the abrasion features listed 
by Bull (1978b) are adopted here as well as appropriate features 
of quartz sand grain surfaces described by .Krinsley and Doornkamp 
(1973). Because the relevant literature is concentrated on 
naturally occurring rock fragments and especially sand grains, 
not all the features seen on urban sediments were accounted for. 
Descriptions of these features were devised specifically for 
this study for example, particle aggregation and the forms of 
surface precipitation and solution. Lastly, considerable 
reference has been make to McCrone (1973-1980) for non-mineral 
and crystallographic substances frequently occurring in urban 
environments such as flyash, paint and decayed metal fragments. 
7.2.2. Texture Analysis Method. 
Particles were examined from the four major sources of sediment 
in the catchment; roads, buildings, air and the stormwater 
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TABLE 7.1. 
PARTICLE SURFACE FEATURES 
Precipitation and Overgrowth Features. 
1. Complete, thin «0.5~m), smooth coat. 
2. Crystallographic overgrowths. 
3. Other, less distinguishable coat. 
4. Frosting - fine silica precipitation in small discrete 
qranular form. 
5. Silica plastering - angular grains adhering to fresh face 
of particle, a result of impact. 
Solution Hollows. 
6. Rounded hollows <,O.1j.Jm diameter and depth. 
"7 
I • 
8. 
Rounded hollows ~O.1pm diameter and depth. 
Precipitation surface attacked by solution, hollows 
<0.5pm diameter and depth. 
9. Precipitation surface attacked by solution, hollows 
>0.5~m diameter and depth. 
Abrasion Features. 
10. Fresh featureless face. 
11. Straight steps. 
12. Conchoidal steps. 
13. Straight striations. 
14. Curved striations. 
15. Angular impact hollows. 
16. 'V' notches. 
17. Pitted surface. 
18. Cleavage breaks, of fibrous asbestos type or other. 
19. CrinklY_ appearance of clay cleavage. 
20. Feldspars, with parallel twinning. 
21. Cracks. 
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Features Above General Level of Particle Surface. 
22. "Upturned plates" on sDGerical flyash particles. 
23. Ridges. 
24. Adhering particles. 
Surface Relief (regardless of feature) 
25. O~O- 0.09 }.1m 
26. 0.10- 0.24 
27. 0.25 - 0.49 
28. 0.50- 0.74 
29. 0.75 - 0.99 
30. 1.0-1.25 }Jm 
Shape. 
31. Angular. 
32. Rounded 
33,. Spherical 
34. Subangular 
35. Subrounded 
3-6. Small scale jagged outline. 
Mode. 
a~ Individual particle. 
38. Individual particle in loose cluster of several particles. 
39. cemented cluster of particles. 
4~ Irregular sulphurous backgrouroof airborne sediment. 
Size. 
41. 1.<0.5 pm '7 20 - 24 • • 
2. 0.5 - 0.99 8. 25 - 29 
3. 1 .0 - 4.99 9. 30 - 34 
4. 5 .0 9.99 10. 35 - 39 
5. 10 14 11. 40 - 50 
6. 15 - 19 12. 50 - 60 
13. ~60 }1m 
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runoff. Table 7.2. shows the number of particles from each origin 
exhibiting each feature. From Table 7.2. it can be seen that 
a number of features are common to all sources; others are 
unique to, and therefore diagnostic of, one origin; and the 
remainder are common to two or three sources. The features which 
all sources h~ve in common are largely the results of abrasion 
during transport in the air and water, which produces subangular 
and sUbrounded shapes of all sizes. Some fresh-faced angular 
material occurred in all sources whether the sediment was newly 
eroded or had undergone abrasion previously. In road, roof and 
stormwater samples this sediment is predominantly from the 
erosion of road and building materials, but of the airborne 
sediment some is more likely to be the product of combustion, 
for example, flyash. 
The features which are unique to sediment from each source 
distinguish it from sediment from the other sources in the 
catchment. The unique and diagnostic feature of the road 
sediment is the presence of feldspar crystals which are found 
in the granitic roadstone. The feldspars appear to be weathered 
during erosion and runoff and do not arrive at the outfall so 
are confined to road sediment samples. The feature is not 
w'idespread and although diagnostic where it occurs, it is the 
unique combination or suite of features which in this case fully 
describes the sediment and distinguishes it from other sediment 
types. The suite includes angular and fresh-faced particles 
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TABLE 7.2. 
PARTI~LE ~REA-TEXTUR~ ANAl YSIR. 
PEr~~ ENTA.GE OF PA RTIr,-LES PRESENT EXHIBITING ~"RFAC;E FEATURES. 
Feature ~torm , 
~\Iurnbe r fj cri h~? n t I I (as in 
Table 7.1) 
1 ii C 
_ .. _-_._ .. 
2 i ~5 i 
--"-. ... ~- ..--. 
3 0 
" 
ii r:::, ii r '.J , 
5 C 
s ii 32 ii 
7 i 12 i 
3 ii 7 ii 
£:: i 10 i 
10 i 71 
11 i 41 i 
12 i 36 i 
13 9 
1 ~. 9 
15 i 85 i 
16 ii 12 ii 
17 20 
18 i 43 i 
19 ii 0 
20 ii 0 
21 19 
22 2 
23 2 
24 i 83 i 
25-30 i 40 i 
--I--
31 i 36 i 
32 i 9 
33 0 
. __ .. _--- . 
34 62 i 
35 38 i 
36 i 20 i 
1---'--'-
37 i 38 i 
38 12 
39 ii 45 ii 
40 ii 
41 
;'<oad Roof 
C C 
50 20 
0 0 
0 C 
20 0 
C 0 
10 10 
0 0 
40 20 
L'~O 40 
30 20 
30 20 
10 0 
10 0 
60 20 
0 0 
10 20 
30 20 
0 20 
10 0 
0 30 
0 30 
0 50 
60 30 
10 10 
50 10 
0 0 
0 30 
20 40 
50 I 20 
20 I i 40 
90 I 90 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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I 
I 
, 
'") 
L 
i , 4 
0 
0 
2 
1 0 
i : 2 
I 0 
i I 4 
i 11 
i I 4 
i 4 
0 
0 
i 4 
0 
0 
i 2 
ii 0 
0 
0 
81 
0 
i 51 
i 64 
i 4 
4 
79 
i 2 
i 4 
i 4 
i 13 
77 
0 
89' 
Air 
ii 
ii 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
ii 
i = features 
common to all 
sources. 
ii = diagnostic 
features, 
unique to 
individual 
sourcp.s. 
which are particularly distinctive; they are well-developed, 
clearly recognisable and make up the majority of the features 
present. The sulphurous background of the air samples is a 
diagnostic feature. It occurs in all the samples and thus 
distinguishes them from any others but is not regarded as a 
constituent of runoff sediment. Spherical particles are 
d1agnostic of airborne sediment but strictly cannot be classed 
as such unless several occur in the same sample. This is because 
occasionally individuals are found in other areas where they 
have been transported through the system in runoff. The unique 
features of both roof and stormwater sediments describe a high 
proportion of the sediment as well as being diagnostic. The 
"crinkly" appearance of much of the roof sediment is derived 
from the weathering of building materials and is only recognised 
in roof samples. The unique features of the stormwater sediment 
derive from the drain flow transport and largely from silica 
activity which creates frosting, preCipitation growth and 
interparticle cementation. In addition 'V' notches occur during 
abrasion within the drain. 
Where features are common to two or three sources the expl~ation 
lar.gely depends on the survival rate of those features through 
the system. For example, road material survives runoff and 
stormwater transport so is sampled both on the road and at the 
outfall whereas of roof and airborne sediment only the spherical 
particles are sampled elsewhere. Pitted surfaces appear to be 
a chemical or physical feature of wet environments so are found 
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everywhere except on airborne sediment. Plastering is associated 
with outstandingly fresh-faced angular particles and as such 
occurs only on airborne and road particles although the formation 
of the features in each case may not be related. 
The results of the analysis are diagnostic suites of features 
which fully describe, and distinguish between, the sediment 
generated from all the catchment sources. 
7.3. The Fuzzy Technigue. 
7.3.1. The Fuzzy Theory. 
Fuzzy techniques of analysis provide a method of simplifying, 
and recognising patterns in any variables which are too complex 
for a precise solution. This may be necessary because the number 
of variables is too great and their interrelationships too 
intricate, or because the variables do not naturally have numerical 
values allowing standard mathematical procedures (Zadeh, 1965, 
1975). Both of these and especially the last, apply in the 
present case. 
The structure of the Fuzzy technique provides limits to the 
range of values assigned to a variable but permits values to 
be allotted to such relative variables as for example small, 
medium and large, or to absolute variables such as colou,r, or 
the impact features in the case of the stormwater particles. 
The combination of values for all the variables present (the 
surface features in this case), describes the subject (the particle 
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or sample of particles), and allows the comparison of it with 
another. The values given to the variables may m plotted and 
thus produce a curve for each subject which again is easily 
comparable with that of another. rlJrtil~r ,::et,lils of th8 Fuzz.'! 
7.3.2. The Application of The Fuzzy Technigue. 
To optimise the application of the Fuzzy Technique over that 
of the detailed area analysis the list of features had to be 
condensed to maintain accuracy of results ~th minimum loss of detail. 
The shortened list is shown in Table 7.3. and is made up of 
combinations of features from the full list (Table 7.1.). The 
features of stormflow . alteration are mainly the result of 
silica precipitation and solution and are largely obtained from 
observations of stormwater particles made in this study. These 
cat~gories combine sediment form (individual o~ aggregated 
grains) and coatings, which occur together on the particle but 
each feature was described separately in the full list. Pitting 
appeared to be more frequent after sewer transport so is 
included here although whether it is a chemical or a physical 
process is,so far, undecided. In the section on abrasion 
features in Table 7.3. the features which almost always occur 
together have again been combined and thus the detail and 
accuracy of the classification remain undiminished. The list 
of clay minerals and airborne sediment features remains much 
the same as in the full list. Spherical shape and the upturned 
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TAGL 7. . 
SUMMARY FEATURE LIST FOR FUZZY ANALYSIS 
F Stormflow Alteration 
A Ag reg t s nd frosting (4 , 37 , 38 , 39) 
8 Silica overgrowths and precipitation 
solution sur ace (1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 24) 
C Pitted surface (6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 17) 
Abrasion Features Most Commonly on Fresh Particles 
o High percentage fresh featureless face (10) . 
E High deg~ee of angularity (31 , 32 , 34 , 45 , 36) 
F steps (11 . 12 , 13 , 14) 
i 
__ ~12.0pm 
~ x2300 
t 
4.5pm 
t x6200 
1 
12.0pm 
! x2300 
t 
8.4f'm 
~ x3300 
t 
4.5}Jm 
t x6200 
t 
8.4f'm 
t x3300 
G 1m c fe tur 5 nd ' V' notches (15 , 16) ~f;ii 
1 84 
8.4pm 
t x3300 
p from Building Materi a l s 
H Cri nklyn ess (19) 
I Clay clea vage (18) 
Features of Airborne Sediment 
J Sphericals (22 , 33) 
K Sulphurous background (40) 
t 
4.6JJm 
~ x6100 
t 
8.4}Jm 
~ x3300 
i 
3.2fm 
J x8700 
.j 
S.O}Jm 
! x5600 
(Num ers represent equivalent single or combined u es 
rom full detailed list in Table 7 . 1 . ) 
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plate surface have been co.nbined as they appear to be inseparable 
features of spherical silicon-base- partic18s and flyash , and 
absent from other sediment studied here . Almost all the features 
on the orioinal list (Table 7 . 1 J are needed to account fully 
for the total particle areas . They have been combined \Jhere 
they have been observe occurring together as suites of features , 
as iss 110 IN n in Tab 1 e "7 . 3 . 
The natural occurrence of the features in suites distinctive 
of their sediment origins meant that the data lent themselves to 
this procedure very well an the rapidity of the method was 
far more suitable for the exaMination of a larpe number of 
samples than either the nethod outlined y Gull (lP"7nb) or the 
detailed area analysis . For all the particles examineJ pach 
feature present was allotted a value on the scale I tp 5 . Less 
than five classes provided in~ufficient detail and more than 
f i v e was un nece s sar i ly cor,pl icat ed . The value given d pended 
both upon the area covered by that feature and on its dC0ree of 
development . For exaMple , where features such as precipitation 
and solution surfaces or upturned plate surfaces completely 
covered the particle a value of 5 would be oiven . Alternativelv , 
where impact features covered only a small area of the particl p 
a high degree of development would warren ~ high score . 
The Fuzzy scores were summarised by the averare value for each 
feature and the percentage of particles present with that feature . 
The av rase value gives a good indication of the extent and 
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degree of development of the feature. Importance is also attached 
to the proportion of particles exhibiting each feature. The 
recurrence of particles exhibiting features with the same 
percentage values indicates those features are of a suite. High 
percentages show the dominance of such particles in the sample 
and thus the dominant contributory source of sediment. Mutually 
exclusive features however point to the sediment in the sample 
cow.ing from more than one source. The results of these analyses 
provide full details of the sediment sampled around the catchment 
and along the drain and are described in the following section. 
7.4. Sediment Characteristics from the Four Major Origins. 
7.4.1. Road Sediment. 
The four main cat~gories of ~ediment were analysed by the detailed 
surface area method and the results are given in Appendix 5 •. 
Road sediment is largely the result of the erosion of granitic or li~e­
stone roadstone by vehicles and weatherin0, and its collnctidn and 
removal to the roadside gutters in stormwater runoff. The 
generation of road sediment from the road surface is described 
in reports from the Transport and Road Research Laboratory on 
alta-rations in the r:Jad surfae·e cau5ed by traffic and weatherifllg. 
A number of road surface materials were studied of which the 
results from quartzite and gritstone are the most applicable 
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to this study (Neville, 1974). The road surface is considered 
to have two scales of roughness, from 10}Jm to 50)Jm and from 
1}Jm to 5}Jm. During the winter weathering is severe, particularly 
the physical break up of the surface by frost, and by the action 
of dissolved carbon dioxide in rainwater andsulphvr dioxide in 
the atmosphere. Fine fragments eroded off the road surface add 
to the detritus on the road and under vehicle tyres. This 
increases the abrasive action by traffic and accelerates the 
loosening of other weaker mineral grains. The detritus is washed 
away in runoff which carries the sediment off the road to the 
gutters and drains. The surface is cleared first and the crevices 
or finer scale surface cleared later (Gutt and Nixon, 1972). 
The efficiency of the scouring by the runoff depends on the 
intensity of the rainfall, as described in Chapter 8. During 
the summer months the roads are drier and the effects of weathering 
less severe. The detritus is ground into increasingly fine 
material which "polishes" the surface (Nevil:E, 1974). Quartz 
is very resis~nt to polishing but minerals susceptible to 
weathering, for example feldspar, are eroded, add to the detritus 
and act as an abrasive polishing agent together with fillers 
used in tyres. 
The road sediment collected in the catchment comprises alumir:o-
the. 
silicates of' which qu·a.rtz grains predo'-ninantly reach outfall. The 
- ~ 
quartz nrain surface features are very similar to the quartz sand 
grain abrasion fea~ures described by Krinsley and Doornkamp 
( H;(3) and sU"1illarisc~C: in tlH~ir in(~ex 
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Table. Road sedim8nt occurs as individual particles, fresh-
faced with plain surfaces and angular in outline, and covers 
the entire size range- of 1)Jm to 40)Jm (S.E.~J1. data, Appendix 
~. and Particle Size data, Chapter 5)-. Predominantly 
of quartz mineralogy, these particles are the most durable 
sediment sampled. Grain surface textures comprise clean 
mechanical breakage features caused by the abrasion processes 
of the saltating or susoended load, for examole straight and 
conchoidal steps (Plates 1, 2, 5) diagnostic striations, impact 
blocks removed from the surface on collision and occasional 
physically abraded 'V' notches. The 'V' notches are only 
moderately well-developed, and they do not occur in lar~e 
numbers as described in the literature. This is possibly 
because in this system the abrasion is insufficiently stringent 
to cause continual erosion or alternatively because those 
that are visible are remnants of a previous transport cycle. 
In addition, pieces of plastered silica from very high energy 
impact collisions are found on fresh faces. Feldspars (Plate 9), 
with their distinctive form of cleavage, are also diagnostic 
of road sediment samples but being so easily weathered rarely 
survive stormwater transport. 
Many road particles carry silica precipitation and solution 
features which indicates ~ period in rainwater collected on the road 
surface and in gutters (Plates 3-7). These features ~~e in the 
early stages of Jevelopment compared with thOSA which have uriderpone 
se~er transnort. Evidenc~'of the complete, thin, silica coatin" of 
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Scale Dar 
Fresh-Faced 
O. lp m 
1 jJ rTI 
10 ).J m 
100 )J m 
. late 1 x 1400 Frpsh - faced , 
1.nQular particle ~ii th conchoidal 
steps . 
as . 
Plate 2 x 3000 br~sion featur-s 
straiQht steps , striat ions at d 
imoact blocks; pIa tered fine 
particles . 
Silica Precioitation an- folution Ceaturcs Tndicatino 
Deriod in runoff . 
late 3 x 11000 article ~/itr 
silica precipitation and solution 
features overlyino conchoidal 
fracture of angula r pa rti c l es . 
Dl ate S x 12000 Subanqular 
particle with earl y silica 
p r ecipitation (a ); annu l ar 
blocky particle with straight 
step and ir.lpact features ( b ); 
Mi lli pore filter ( c ); subanpu1a r 
relative l y fresh-faced oarticles 
with adherinq fragments ( d ). 
Plate 7 x 2 7 00 , .illipore filter 
( a ); wi despread particl~ 
covera~e of si li ca precipitation 
and solution features ( b ). 
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ate 4 x 1~1ro fu annula r 
particlf> 'Iith silica 
precioitation- solution su rface 
irregular background of 
millioorR filter . 
late 6 x 14600 ~ma11 an0 ular 
fresh-faced particle (a); 
millipor . filter (b ); su )angula r 
partjclp '\lith c?r l y s i iea 
orecioitation (c ). 
C) ilica ,oatina . 
l ate 8 x Qqo Si li ca coated 
oarticles with adhe rin g 
pa rti c l es 2nd poss i h_y 
isolated si li ca precip itation . 
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individual particles (Plates 8,9,10, ) points to a stationary 
period probably durino evaporation of surface water after rain-
fall. It is possible that these features are the results of, 
or enhanced by, the filtration and drying methods of the sampling 
procedure, but as they are neither universal within anyone 
sample, nor found in every sample they are more likely to develop 
in the surface and drain water. 
A smaller proportion of road sediment is generated by vehicle 
wear and tear. Particles of high iron content are attributed 
to rust and those of high titanium content (traced by EDXA, 
individual particles were not recognised) to road marking paint. 
However no clear relationship was found between the elemental 
composition of these particles and their surface textures. 
7.4.2. Airborne Particles. 
Airborne material is predominantly at the finer end of the size 
range, between l)..lm and 15}Jm at maximum. Particles most 
frequently comprise silica and tend to be either spherical, 
of .e.pproximately 2J.1m diameter, or very angular. All airborne 
sediment samples :~ave in common the diagnostic sUlphurous 
background which is a continuous feature of irregular granular 
form (All plates). Airborne material has commonly been 
observed to be the most rounded form of sediment (Krinsley and 
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PlAte 9 x 4000 '1etai 1 of a c"ost 
complete silica coating , 
possibly of aggregate ; fresh-
faced angular fr~gments typical 
of roadstone erosion ; foldspar 
(~) . 
atp 10 x 2 0 00 r,o~t in o 
prode~ on anqu lar pa rticle 
to reveal conchoida l ste s 
(-7); snaIl subancula r 
oarticles Nith si lic a 
prE'cipitation . 
AIRBORNE SEDIMENT . 
Plate 11 x 5700 Loo::.ely 
c l ustered spherical narticles 
( oossibly fl.fash ) IIi th " upturned 
plate" surface ; sulphurous 
bac ka I"'ou nd . 
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Plate 12 x 7)00 r,luste red 
spherical rarticles ('loss i1ly 
due to plectrostatic forces 
of particles or a result 
of filtArin~ ; irrepu l a r 
sull')hurolJs bac!,rroun: ( 8 ) . 
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, j,lcCoy, 1978; Lind e and :,iycie Is ka-Dowg ra.,t:,t'o, 1980). The round ing 
of airborne desert sand grains is said to be caused by high 
energy impacts. While this is plausible in desert conditions 
of high sediment concentration, it is unlikely to have a 
widespread effect in this urban catchment. However the rarticlp~ ~rE 
considerably more rounded than in fluyial sediment where the 
water acts as a shock absorber against impact (Krinsley and 
Doornkamp, 1973). ~any of the spherical particles closely 
resemble flyash,and in particular the coal flyash described 
by McCrone (1973-1980). The "glassy spheres" of flyash are 
composed predominantly of silicates (Gibbon, 1979; Mattigod, 
1982) and comprise silica, aluminium, potassium, calcium, 
phosphorus" sulphur and iron in the case of the airborne 
sediment sampled in this catchment. X-ray diffraction spectra 
were available from the elemental analysis of this sediment 
but no quantitive measurements could be made. 
There is no apparent relationship between elemental composition 
and surface texture. The textures are all low in relief at 
less than l)Jm, and include shallow pitting and an irregular 
surface similar to the "upturned plates" described by Krins1ey 
and Doornkamp (1973) although much of Krinsley's work is on 
larger spherical grains, for example, desert wind-blown quartz 
sand grains of l75}.Jm to 355}'m (Krinsley and Wellendorf, 1980). 
The proportions of the spherical particles which are predominantly 
silica and those which are flyash is uncertain without the 
extensiv.e elemental examination of a large number of particles. 
The surfaces of quartz sand grains are recognised as "upturned 
plate" features but the term does not strictly apply to flyash 
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surfaces in tl1e literature. Uhether or not the composition of 
the flyash is capable of developino upturned olates is unClear 
as it is intrinsically smooth. (Gibbon, 1979). However 
Linde and f.1ycielsl(a-Dov!glaK..to (1980) have shown experimentally 
that "upturned plates" do develop by impact abrasions on quartz 
sand grains within 24 hours. As all the spherical particles 
appear to have similar surfaces whether they are quartz or 
flyash, this development remains a possibility as the result 
of the airborne impact collisions. The spherical particles 
are diagnostic of airborne sediment sampled in this catchment 
and OCCur either separately or occasionally in small, loosely 
ad her i n g c 1 u s t e r s (P 1 at e s 11, 1 2 >. T his is po s sib 1 Y due to 
~nt:\ Pudoi::. 
electrostatic charges on their surfaces (l<eunerx" 1960; Nieter 
and Krinsley, 197G). The angular fresh-faced airborne sediment 
frequently exhibits firmly-adhering particles of silica or 
"silica plasterino" (Plates 13, 14) (l<rinsley and Doornkamp, 
1973) where fragments appear to have collided sufficiently 
iDtans~ly for one or both surfaces to have melted, thus fusing 
the two together. Krinsley and Wellendorf (1980) calculated 
that in a 5pm feature of quartz (on a particle of l75~m to 
355~m), the melting temperature would be exceeded in a collision 
at 15m/s. Whether or not conditions in the catchment or at the 
impact sampler could achieve anywhere near the required force 
for collision melting is unknown. It seems probable that silica 
plastering in this instance is more akin to the melting of 
material associated with industrial furnaces (McCrone,l973-l980) 
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1.11 
Some furthe~ less common features of airborne sediments are shown 
in Plates 17-23. Plate 15 (and possibly Plate 16) shows a type 
of exfoliation VJhich \"Jas described by r.)cCrone (1973-1980) as 
the result of pases trapped within the particle escaping and leavinq 
a I'Jeal,ened surface vulnerable to abrasion. A rarticular example 
(Plate 15) also demonstrates the angular form with fresh faces 
which appears to have resulted from vigorous impacts on a 
spherical particle. A different form of flyash occasionally 
sampled in the catchment is shown in Plate 17. Although not 
spherical it is possibly flyash from flux (McCrone, 1973-1980). 
strongly cleaved, fibrous particles, thought to be asbestos 
(~cCrone, 1973-1900), occur solely in the airborne sediment 
probably because they are destroyed during SUbsequent transport 
in stormwater runoff. 
At around 15}Jm the particles shown on Plates 18-21 are at the 
upper end of the airborne sediment size' range and are considerably 
larger than the more typical particles so far described. They 
are similar in appearance to road and stormwater sediment in 
their degree of angularity and abrasion features and in particular 
t/hat" seer.1 to be silica-precipitation and solution features. If 
this is the case it is suggested that such particles are 
entrained in the wind from surface sediment. 
Plates22 and23 show distinctly angular particles, the former 
is similar in appearance to a clay particle and the latter possibl~ 
. 
a metal such as magnesium (MacCronejl973-1980), a product of 
combustion. 
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x 5000 FrAsh-faced 
anQular aeolian pa rticle with 
silica p l aste rin n ; sphericals 
( a )i irregular sU l phurous 
backq r ound ( b ). 
late 15 x 2 7 00 Abraded 
soherica l pa rti cle , uppp.r 
8xlo li ated su rf ace ( a ) , ine 
sphericals ( b ) , sulnhurous 
backq r ound (c). 
Pl a te 17 x 3JOO Combustion 
0a rticle , poss ibly flyash 
fro flux . 
Plate 1 9 x 2900 Ir r egu l a r 
shaped particle wit h soluti on 
slJ rf ace and adhering sulohurous 
materi a l , a l so sphe ri cals and 
adhe rin g fine angular pa rticle s . 
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Plate 14 x 3900 Angu l a r 
particle \J i th adhe rinQ 
angu l ar in di vidua l pa rticles ; 
su l phur back(1 round ( a ) pla in 
filter ( b ) , filter ape rture 
(c L 
Plate 16 x l ~OOO I rr e, u a r 
oa rticle surface oossih ly 
roun ded exfo li at i on surface 
on elongated sphe ri ca l 
pa rticl e , pe rh aps a dis tortio 
effect of the microscope; 
a l ~) sphe.t"icp-.l a..pertu r*. tr) tilt-v; 
b) S~h.\A.(OVS bCl.c..K~I'CV'td_ 
Plate 18 x 1700 I rr egu lar 
C!lJa rt z pa rticlA '.lV ith small 
sphe ricals ( a ) and cone aida 
step fr~ccurp ( b ). 
Pl ate 20 x 2100 Particle 
with apparent silica 
prAciritation ; ea rl y silica 
precipitation ( a ); small 
angula r , fresh -f aced 
pa rticl e with sulphu rous 
deposits (b l. 
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Plate 21 x 2600 Surface 
appearance of solution of 
silica precipitat8 ; fine 
spherical particles . 
Plate 22 x 1500 f..nnular plat,' 
particle surface w i t~ 
finely abraded edge . 
Plate 23 x 5000 ngular 
particle , flat surface with 
(Ilinor abrasions and a fe l 
ad her i 11 r) fin epa r tic 1 e s . 
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, 
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It is difficult to he sure about the causes of the features seen 
o nth e s epa r tic I e s, e s: e c i all.;, the r are e x cH~l pIe s, 1":1 ere I y fro r,l 
the COI,lparison "':ith ~1icrocraphs in the literature v!ithout sorle 
knowledge of the particle history. The exact source of these 
particles especially is uncertain as they could have originated 
either from within the catchment or from some distance beyond. 
The explanations oiven here seen the most orobable from the 
information available. 
Only a little airborne sediment is found in roof samoles, less 
on the roads and very occasionally is it collected at the outfall. 
The reasons for this appear to include its small size and low 
density allowing it to be easily transported away from the catch-
ment on the wind. ,Airborne sediment washed out 
on to the surface is broken down by weathering and erosion and 
rarely survives the journey to the outfall. If it does survive, 
it forms a very small proportion of the sediment sampled there. 
7.4.3. Roof Sediment. 
The sediment washed off roofs is generally less distinctive 
than road or airborne particles. It is relatively fine 
sediment but the particles are slightly larger than the air-
borne samples at 1}.Jmto 20)Jm. The sediment occurs as individual 
grains, sometimes with finer adhering particles. The sediment 
from eroded clay roofing tiles has a diagnostic'irregular 
ridged pattern of low relief producing an irregularly ridged 
or "crinkly" appearance as shown in Plates 24-29. It is 
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Plate 24 x 3000 Overall view 
of roof sediment ; spherical 
( a ); " c r i n ,I<. 1 y " par tic 1 e (b ); 
( c ) • 
late 26 x 4700 " ,rinl<.l.v " 
Plate 2 '3 x 2370 " rinkly" 
roof clay particle . 
late 27 x 2600 "C'rinkly" 
clay particle; irregular milli- clay particl~ . 
pore filter (a ), possibly 
piece of silica precipitation 
(b ), 
Plate 28 x 3700 Detail of 
late ~7 , cr~ck in particle or 
in coatin~ (a ), millipore filter 
(b ), 
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Plate 29 x 10200 rharacteristic 
roo~ tile or brick .clay . 
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assumed to be the cleavage fracture pattern of the tile clay. 
Plate 29 shows an irregular form commonly found on crinkly 
particles which may be either the result of solution of the 
clay particle or some surface precipitate. The exact definition 
is unclear. 
Clays of flaky surface appearance, or "packets" of clay particles, 
similar to kaolinite (Tovey, 1978bj \Jau<:;h,_19(0) also occur and pre 
sllCJwn in PICltes 30 and 31 but theirjaqgei.:/ oiJt1in~ SUqnests SOr.H; 
erosion 01 the 'natural form. Roof sediment also includes 
angular, fresh-faced particles smaller than those of road 
surface sediment. Some of these particles may also he further 
constituents of the roofing tiles while others were probably 
washed out of, or deposited from. airborne material (Plate 3~. 
Samples taken directly from roof tiles and bricks are shown in 
Appendix 6. Flyash and other spherical particles are easily 
recognisable where they occur amongst roof sediment as can be 
seen in Plates 24 and 33. 
There is some evidence of silica solution and precipitation 
which presumably occurs in moisture : trapped. in the 
guttering. However runoff is relatively effective and allows 
little time for slow flow and thus the overgrowths are only 
weakly developed like those shown in Plates 34 and 35. 
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Plate ~O x 14900 ' flakY ' r oof 
particle , possibly illite . 
late 32 x 13:00 Fresh- aced 
anrular particle with 
adherinq sinilar smaller 
particle . 
Plate 34 x 4:00 Upper 
precipitation or plastered on 
su rf ace , lo we r section possibly 
ab r ~ded ; tr~pped airborne 
sphericals ( ~) . 
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P 1 at e 31 x 4400 Ii: e 11 c 1 e P \7 d 
particle or ' packet ' of Clay 
particles . 
late ~~ x 2~:OO Airborne 
spherical Qarticle collec te 
in roof runoff . 
late 3S x :000 Silica 
precipitation and solution 
on angular roof parti c e . 
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Stor~water feJi lent . 
The storr,lHater sedinent is vJash c:: I r " roads , roofs and the air , 
by rClinfall rUlof-:: into tho sei~er s Istem and thence tr'ansportecJ to 
the outf,-_ . iagnostic features of this sediment are those 
iound on the seainent sanpled at the outfall but they ar~ absent 
or minimal on above-nround sedi~ent . Therefore , it can b~ 
deduced that thesG fe?_tures (r the result of stor, \"atel~ sewer 
Tho road sedii.lent is t! e r,ost dural) e sediment 
colI 2 c ted abo v e 9 ,~ 0 una n d t h use s "I.. sur v i I e s ) ass a Cl e t h rOll q I, t I, e 
5e~'''rs . Due to the lidespr'e d n L\JOr' of roads and consi er?ble 
and continual er05iv"" ,)r("~oures of vellicles it is unclou Jtp ;1.1 
also the sedi"en~ Droduced in thn largest qu?ntities in the 
catclment (--=:..lso slim'lI bJ :11i5 , 19('(' and Ellis ;Jnrj "arro(l , lO'"'Lt ). 
s are suI t the s e eJi ., en teo 11 0 c ted Cl t the out f '111 is dam ina ted 
b I roae Gecii 11cnt Il1ich OCCUI~S PI'ec.iominantl as silica ccnentr:>d 
ag regates (Pl~~es ~6-(,O) . The hi ,11 conce'1trations of silica 
iscussecJ in '":;I-,apter 3) are sho In her'e ':'n tilA :::D;~. rosul ts 
lates -,1-::)-('0) . .lurniniull is tho secon -post dominant f'lOIlPnt 
present ./ith var: ing a ,ounts of Ilaon(lsiurl , ~iJl') l lur , chlorin , 
POt8s3iu, , calciul , iron ane, occasion811_' +it'lniu ' . In contr<lc;t , 
ir 2nei roof sAdirlent rflrel" appear t survivp til" storn'"ater 
transport intact cUll.': r co~nisa') e D'lr icl s of ve~ etation are 
S lcJoli1 seen unJer the mic roscorf' (C'haptcr 3 ). ,', sa 1ple of that 
minori tj '1l1icl1 do .:et tl1rouol. the sys'::em are !;iv~n in Pates 71-81 . 
The aogrcLates ~r. ia(~nostic of s-i:or,I'Jater s di 1cnt anci .. ccoL'nt 
for tl.e bul:, of the 58 i'lent at the 1 ,~ er en I of the size 
ran1c . The silica precipitation and solution features 
may t;--i<e the form of a c02_tine Ii til a 10~J relief surfC'ce of 
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STO""" I TF'1 f'EOP1EiH 
Plate 36 x 4 00 S~all a~1re1ate 
in early sta~es of develonment 
with fresh-faced angular (road) 
particles being incorporated 
by cementation; some silica 
frosting . 
Plate 38 x 20-,0 narAnateri 
~nqular an~ sub-angular 
particles with silica frosting . 
Plate 40 x 1600 '1ature 
agqregate , particles ~Jell ­
consolidated and firmly inter-
cemented; additional individual 
particles being incorporated 
around perimeter; early 
precipitation on upper surface . 
Plate 42 x 6000 Detail of 
Plate 41 sho'.Jing rrolNth over 
aggregated particles . 
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Plate 27 x 2710 ~ine an0ular 
and subanqular particles 
aggregate ' by silica cement , 
frostinG on agprepatp ~nd 
plain nucleopore filter L~)~ 
Plate 3 () x 1350 'd f> 11-<:1 eve lop e c: 
ayqreqates with frostinn 
vi~ible over both se1inent 
and iter; l . h . s . early onen 
structure of aggregate , 
particles clustered and 
cemented . 
PIa t e 41 x 1 00 "at u I~ e 
alJgregate . 
Plate 41 x 3200 '~oder8tely 
early staye of quartz crystal 
qro~th over a:gre~ate su~~estin. 
a period in slow movinn water 
of high silica concentration; 
unimpeded and unabraded crystal 
qro\·,th . 
1ft ' .... ' 
..... 
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Plate 44 x 9000 Detail of late 
<3 . 
Plate 'H, Energy dispersive 
x-ray analysis ( DX ) overall 
scan of a~~regate (Plate 45 ) 
showing doninance of silica . 
Plate 48 [lerilcntal 
composition of precipitate 
s h 0 ~m i n PI il t e 4 (' • 
Plate ~O Elemental 
composition over aggrc0ate 
( Plate 49 ) dominated by silica 
~Ji th alul'iin iurn , slilphu IJ, 
potassium and iron (calci1Jm = 
marker , not in sample ). 
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Plate S x 1500 '::e11 -
developed stornwater 
ab J regate . 
-7 x 2700 ~etail of 
-----
4~ , development of 
silica orecipitation on 
particle surface . 
Plate 4~ x 1000 ~id- storn 
ag~Jreqate . 
PIA. t e ::; 1 x 2 G CO: n q I J 1 a r , 
fresh7faceJ road partic18 
collected in storrn"'ater 
sediment. 
I ...... 
21 3 
Plate 52 Elemental spectruM of 
angular particle (Plate ~ l) 
showing dominant elc~ents of 
s i 1 i c a and a 1 u r1 i " i u rl v, i t h sub-
stantial subsic i ~ry peaks of 
calciu~ and iron . 
Plate ~~ x 3600 Detail of 
particle fron Plate 
"i th early sta~le of surface 
si lic a precipitation . 
Plate SG x 3600 r:arly stor~­
water smlp l e of s ilica 
precipitation on adhering 
partic l es (nucleopore filter ) . 
Platp 5S x 2400 Cevelopinq 
agsregate representativ p of 
~id-storm and indivi~ual 
partic l es . 
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Plate 53 x 1000 Cverall vi ew 
of weathered and eroded 
stormwater sed i ment from 
early in stO t~ r(1 1 6 . 11. 8 1 
(Sample 2) before agg r egat ion 
increases . 
Plate 55 Elementa l spectrum 
(Pl~te 54 ) dominated by 
silica uith subsidiary peaks 
of calciUM and iron . 
Plate 5 7 Spect ru m of 
partic l p su rf ace ( Plate 56 ) 
stron]ly dOllin'l.ted by silica 
") i t 11 S U h sid i a r y pea 1-:. s 0 f 
sa l ciu~ and iron . 
Plate E2 Cve r a ll elemental 
composition of stormwater 
sediment (Pl ate S8 ) 
denonstrating the ~aj ority 
of elements cO Mmon ly found 
in tllis study . 
Al 
p Co 
I 
5i. 
Si. 
CQ 
5 .. 
I~ ..... j 
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Plate GO [leMental conposition 
( spot analysis ) of particle 
( Plate :::;C) sholtJing a varietj 
of elements present althou~h 
dO:ilinated b_' silica and 
alun~inium . 
1J1ate 62 X .jL',OO Early storr" 
Plate ~1 Snectrum of partic l e 
"7 ( late 3, ) solid line , 
dOloinated by silica , alumium 
and potasium ; broken line 
spec t run, of part i c Ie ' 6 ' fo r 
compa ri son notably demonstrati n~ 
the higher l evel of iron 
~resent in Darticle "7 . 
Plate 63 Partic l e ( Plate 62 ) 
stage of aC1regation ; e l emental spectrum dominated bj si l ica 
conposition of abraded particle and aluminium , ''lith potassium 
shown in Plate 63 ; nucleopore 
filter aper'ture (...,) . 
late 64 x 8GOO Overal l view 
c lcium an iron . 
Plate 6:::; x 11~OO Detail of 
of ear l ) storm aggrejate . apgreqate ( Plate 64 ). 
· lqte 6) neduced - area scan 
of a9.:r13Qate ( ,latp. .:5 ) . 
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Plate 0 7 x 1~000 Incividual 
pa rticl es exhibitin~ surface 
silica p r ecipitation of ear l y 
storlTl . 
Plate 60 x 5900 Sto r mwate r 
s e J i I 1 e n t .1 i d - 1 ate s to rl.l , 
qua rtzitic pa rticles , possib l y 
\J i th clays ( see Pl ate 7 3 ) . 
Pl ate 63 EDX Plate 67 . 
Plate 7 0 ) v e r a ll scan of 
e l e~ents i n l oose aag re ~ate 
pa r t icl es ( lAt e 69 ). 
'iino ri ty Particle Types . 
Plate 71 x 3400 Late-storm 
sedi,llent , dorninated by clays , 
poss ibly , of fla(y appea r ance 
o ri a in a tin f:l fro r I h ric I' s 0 r 
roof tiles . 
late 7 J x 8900 fc~rgGation 
of quartzitic and c l ay 
partic l es . 
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l ate 72 . or E l e~en tal compositl 
of sedi.lcnt ( l ate 71 ) 
dor,linated by s ilica . 
Plate 74 Elemen tal 
comoosition of sedinent 
( Pl a te 73 ). 
s~ Au 
Al!;,. Au 
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Exa~p l es of Diaton Tests Found Ea rl y in Storms . 
( 2ee also Chapter 3 ) 
late 75 x GOOO Sepa rated tes t 
of doad diatoll , len gth 9 . 'Jj Jrl . ' 
Or qanic ~'ate rial 
l ate 77 x 2700 ~ouJhly 
sphe rical with con voluted 
su rf ace , possib l y of organic 
origin . 
Pl ate 7 x (';600 ,eparated 
anJ cracked test of dead 
diatom , l en~th 13~n . 
Dlate 7 0 x 1117 ,0 etail of 
Pl a tp. 7 2 , Il'i th small anau l a r 
fra~men t~ p ro bab j of s ilica . 
Pl ate 7 ( '"'educed - a r ea 
scan of Plate 7 S . 
Pl a te CO ~ 27000 ,ollen q rain . 
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, on 
El ementa l comoosit 1 
of ro l18n g r a in . 
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irregular hollows (Plates 22-90 ) or of relatively well 
developed crystals from evaporation after a prolonged period 
of slow drying out of the sewers. Crystal development like 
that ~hown in for example Plate 100 has been recognised in 
sedimentary environments and is attributed to the very slow 
precipitation of secondary silica in a high energy chemical 
environment (McKenzie and Gees, 1971). A number of authors 
inCluding VJaugh (1965, 1970), Pittman (1972), Austin (1974), 
Marzolf (1975), Simpson (1976), and Wilson (1978, 1980) have 
studied crystal growth on Millstone ~rit and sandstones and . 
Cl.ll agree the':se are three stages of development of overgrowths. 
SeCOndary silica has been found to prp.ci'o.i tate aftA r pressure 
SOlution during sedimentation (Wilson, 1978), but this is: not 
apPlicable to the stormwater sediment, or during periods of 
sUpersaturation of silica-bearing ground waters (Austin, 1973). 
In the stormwater however the dominant process is most likely 
to be the precipitation of silica from high concentrations, 
encOuraged by the sediment acting as the precipitation nuclei. 
The initial stage of crystal formation which is recognised in 
the literature is the development of small orientated prismatic 
Or rhombohedral projections, which is dependent on the crystal 
Orientation of the detrital host grain. with continued growth 
the prOjections merge and overlap to form well-defined crystal 
faces and eventually the grain is obscured by an almost perfect 
qUartz crystal. VJau~h (1965, 1970) found that Penrith - - '" 
'sand sto ne was cemented tocether· by quartz 
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Plate G2 x 1000 tdvanced Pl ate 82 Gpot ana l ys is of 
a 0'] r e J ate de vel 0 p 1,1 en t to IJ a r as c e n t r a l p art i c 1 e 0 f a q are Qat e 
end of stor'rl . ( late 32 ). 
Plate 34 x 1400 S~al l 
aC0ragate mounted on carbon 
stub and ca r bon-coated . 
PIa e 85 Spot ana lysi s of 
partic l e I (Pl ate 8~ ) . 
Pl at0 87 Spot ana l ys i s of 
particl e 3 (P ate P~ ) . 
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l ate PG Sp ot ana l ys is of 
pa rticl e 2 ( l at~ ~~ ). 
Plate ~8 Oac kq roun ~ analys iS 
of carbon stub (Pl ate 4 ) for 
co,nparison I.'l i th seclinent 
ana l ys is . 
At 
4-
Si.. Ph.a . CA Fe 5i. 
Si. At'iL Pb. Ca 
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·.~ell -De velopeJ 2ilica r;oatinq. 
Plato 80 x 4100 ~idesprcad 
silica rrecipitation; overall 
10\1 ,"'elief . 
Plate 90 x 1700 1','el _C:Gvolope~ 
silica preci itation and 
solution leaturcs on an~ular 
aggregate . 
t. c! van c e d S i 1 i caP r G c i 0 ita t ion 0 n a Sn a 11 0 ~_J r e qat e . 
a x 1150 b , c , d x 2000 
\dvanced silica ~recioitation on 
aggregate . 
[;j/.f" point 2 . 
Plat o 0:': 
ED)",'\ point L! . • 
. -
Plate ::1' 
'D~/)\ point 7 
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Silica Features on Individual AnGular Particles . 
Plate 99 x 4900 Small particles 
adherinG and cemented to 
precipitated silica . 
Silica FI"osting . 
Plate 101 x 1000 Frosted 
aagregate with clear- faced 
particles . 
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Crystal Gro\Jth . 
Plate 100 x 5000 Extended 
gl"oVJth of crystals , p'robab l Y, 
quartz , from high sil i ca 
concentration in evaporat in g 
drainflow ; crystals are 
subjected to subsequent 
abrasion and solution . 
Plate 102 x 4300 Silica 
frosting on a~nregated 
particle; nucleopore fi l te r 
background with silica 
frosting . 
-
. . -
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Overgrowths which appear to be very similar to the aggregated 
form of the stormwater sediments. T!i:i_,c; "iU;'?st:, -::h;--t ::~~" ~;tOI~ 
Silica frosting (Plates 10~ 102) is the low density of particles 
With secondary silica of granular appearance (Lucchi, 1970; 
MargOlis and Krinsley 197I). This form of silica precipitation 
is the result of increasing silica concentration and as such 
may be considered as the very early stage of overgrowth form-
ation on the stormwater sediment. The feature is classed as 
diagnostic of stormwater sediment and covers either part (Plate 
101) or all of the aggregate (Plate 102). It must be recognised 
however that where the entire aggregate is covered by frosting 
whiCh does occur in a minority of samples, the surrounding 
individual grains and blank filter are also affected. This 
SUggests that in these instances the feature may be created 
Or q.ccentuate:d by the filtration process during whiCh the 
COncentration is rapidly increased oausing precipitation both 
then and during the subsequent evaporation in the drying of the 
filter. 
Although the majority of the sediment develops silica precipitation 
features a few particles remain unaffected. This maybe due to 
the recent input of the sediment in instances when it is trans-
POrted rapidly through the drain with renewed rainfall and 
diSCharge. Such sediment does however suffer 60nsiderable 
abraSion by the drain transport process and thus becomes flotice-
ably rounded and eroded compared with the sediment which remained 
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, nnular Abraded Individua l Particles . 
, late 103 x ';000 onchoidal 
an~ular particle . 
Dlate 10~ x 6800 Angular 
article of jagged out l ine and 
a. d h 0 r' i n SJ fin epa r tic 1 e s VI 11 i c h 
appear to be f I .... agr.le nt s off tile 
nain particl ; an abunda nce of 
step features is possibly the 
res u 1 t 0 f c L" L" yo a J e b rea I' s • 
(~olief rQ~uceu to sharpen 
edse detail ) . 
Pl~te 107 x 8100 Fine , flaky 
f'rarjr,"ients , ')ossib1,: cla.'1s , 
v.dherin~j to parent or otil0.; .... 
particl'3 . 
°1~te 10'1 )' '17(:0 "inin~al silica 
Jevelopment and "we' s" of 
s iIi c a 0 r c 1 aj S • 
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Plate 10~ x 16000 Frpsh-
~aced an~ular partie ~ with 
conchoidel breakage . 
Plrte 10, x (ron An~ular , 
"iresh-faced rarticll'> vlitll 
silica develop~e nt on one 
edge . 
S ub r ou nded Inc! i v idua 1 Sto c..':..-
',:ater Darticles . 
PlatA 109 x 8100 Particle 
free -Proll silica fentures ; 
sphArical qrRrture of 
nl)cleopor_ filter . 
Dlate 110 x ~lno Fresh -
faced ')articlps an" quartz 
cr~sta line develooment . 
1 
IO)"~ 
1 
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Plate 111 x 20200 ·b raded , 
suban9ular) id ividual pa.rticle . 
232 
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on the land surface (Plates 108-111,) 
Striations, 'V' notches and ridges are features described widely 
in the literature as being the result of abrasion in natural 
river transport. Such features are rarely recognised on the 
stormwater sediment and it is suggested that the omissio~ may 
be due to the smaller size of this sediment compared with that 
of river-borne material. The lack of such features and the 
relatively low degree of rounding can be explained by the 
relatively short distances and times of travel in this urban 
Sewer system. Conversely, the system has higher ionic 
Concentrations than a natural watercourse. (Gavens et al ,1981). From 
the arti ficiallv rapid input of water and sediment from the 
impermeable urban surface into the constricted flows,combined 
With freauent surcharQini condition& in sewpr transD~~t (riolyer and 
Peth'ick,: 1977), sediment may suffer qrAater -eiscemination. 
'7.5 . Surface Textures oreated by Land Use • 
Ihe aim of this study was to determine more detailed sediment 
Sources within the catchment. 
Seven different types of land use were recognised in the catch-
ment and are delineited :in Fiqure 2.1.The areas of modern 
hOUsing were divided into three classes based on building 
material and hence sediment composition. A fourth class of 
hOUsing comprised much older Victorian and inter-war Drop~rty 
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which generated very well weathered sediment. The shopping 
area warranted a separate class for the variety of sediment 
generated, as ddd the main road across the southern section of 
catchment which carries a considerable volume of heavy commercial 
traffic and is lined by depots and warehouses (Chapter 2). 
Finally, the class covering the largest area of the catchment 
is "open spaces" from which soil particles in stormwater runoff 
were sampled. Mention is also made here of the railway although 
its sediment is not distinctly recognisable at the outfall. 
The land use determines the diagnostic features of the sediment 
generated as can be seen in Table 7.4. The sediment in modern 
hOUsing Areas 2 and 5 is characteristically fresh-faced and 
angUlar; silica precfp~ tates and aggregates predominate in the 
Older developed Areas 6, 8~ and also in .the unusuallj high c(Jncrste 
Area 1; brick clay fragments predominate in Area" 3 and soil aqgregates 
in Area 4. However 9~diment is altered on the surface by 
Weathering and erosion and may te transported between adjacent 
areas before being washed into the drainage system. As a result, 
many features bf the sediment transgress these .. qeneral divisions. 
All the features of abrasion are well-developed and relatively 
extensive but with silica precipitation and solution features 
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TABLE 7.4. FUZZY ANALYSIS OF LAND USE SEDI.~1ENT SAMPLES. 
~ 1 2. Housing Modern Housing Concrete Feature }J 0' }J 0/ /., /0 
@ 
A Aggregate 1.5 52 3.3 33 
B Si. Features 3.4 59 3.9 58 
C Pitting 2.5 34 3.0 33 
o Fresh Face 3.3 59 3.3 75"''c 
E Angularity 3.4 52 3.5 92** 
F_ St.eps 1.6 52 1.3 50 
G Impact Pits 3.0 63 3.2 92"':~'( 
H "Crinkles" 
I Clays 5.0 11 
J Spericals 5.0 ..., i , 
K Flyash 
~ @ Feature list Diven in Table 7.3. 
~ 
~ 
~ 
r 
. 3 4. 5 6 7 Brlcks Shops SOlI Modern Housing Old 1·lousing . Ae rod rome 
No Gardens Road 
JJ % JJ % )J 0' % }.l % ' .; ).J 
. 2.1 41 3.2 59 2.8 50 2.0 25 3.0 39 
3.5 59 2.3 91 ~h'( 2.9 88';'(* 3.5 100** 3.4 69 
2.8 35 1.6 36 2.8 31 3.0 25 2.5 77* 
3.0 71* 3.1 86** 4.1 50 2.4 63 2.8 92"';-* I 
2.9 
1.5 
2.6 
5.0 
82** 2.9 86*"': 3.8 63 2.8 63 3.2 85';':~';-
35 1.9 ,-, ..... • f n 2.1 63 2.0 3'-' l) 1.8 46 
82*';': 3.2 82-k~t( 2.6 88';':* 3.3 75~': 2.0 h 00-"-" J \. ~ .. ,... 
6.0 5 5.0 6 
12 5.0 6 5.0 13 
-
V' 
p = Mean fuzzy value of feature from sample rarticles. 
% c Percentage of particles with feature. 
71* = Notable values, 70-79 
100~* = High values, 80-100 
I 
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providing clear Avidence of a ~eriod in water. The precioitation 
and solution features were expected as a result of the samples 
being taken from stormwater runoff in gutters. Angularity, 
fresh featureless surfaces, and impact marks vary together. 
High values for each one demonstrate the predominant oresence of 
dUrable sediment in areas of modern housing (Plates 112-116). 
Similar hard particles have been found from weathered brick 
material in Area.6 and in freshly weathered material from most 
areas, particula~ly Areas 6 and 7. It seems likely that quartz 
from roadstone and building materials makes up most of this 
material since such sediment is absent from the samples taken 
from areas of modern housing where the sediment is affected by 
the oresence of concrete in driveways. 
By comparison, the greater degree of weathering and erosion in 
Sediment from older housing areas, and from areas of high erosion 
rates caused by traffic, can be seen in Plates 117-122. Silica 
precipitation and solution features produced by weathering 
Products are at a maximum in these areas and lead to inter-
particle cementation and aggregate formation. Similar features 
are shown in samples from the modern housing area with concrete 
drives where silica is relatively easily released by weathering. 
Pitting too is best developed and most extensive in these areas 
but it occurs more frequently in drain sediments and may be assumed 
to be the result of prolonged erosion. It is important to note 
that silica precipitation, solution features and the early stages 
~ ~qq(~~t~o~ 
occur in recently built areas although they are more poorly 
developed and markedly less frequent than those in the sewer 
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SF:S 
~lodern :-lousin'l ; Fresh ediment and Early Iteration . 
Plate 112 x 4100 Overall view 
of individu a l, anqular , fresh-
faced sediment . 
late 114 x l ':CO ngula r; fresh-
Plate 113 x lOCO naular 
particle with adhering 
fra gmen ts , some cemented bY 
early aO'lre0ation possiblY 
on ' sheltered ' downstrea~ 
side of oarticle durinq 
stationary periol in runoff . 
Plate 11) x 1000 Larqe , 
faced particle with aaqregate an~ular , fresh -f aced partic le 
developina from si ica cementation with adherina fraqments and 
of ad~ering particles . surface precipitation , 
surrounded by fine an9ular , 
fresh-faced particles and 
isolated precipitation ; 
small aggreqate , possibl. 
brick material (-7». 
Plate 11 ' x 2600 recipitation 
and solution (centre ) but 
predominantly anqular fresh-
faced fine particles . 
late 118 x 2600 Small 
8Q9reqate formed from well -
Silica Precipitation and 
So luti on FeatUres . 
Plate 11: x 2600 Silica 
precinitation (a) , (b ), (e) , 
fresh-faced , arqular fragme rt 
incorporated into aqareqate 
( d ); also sub rounded partic l A 
\ J i t h pre c i pit at ion - s 0 1 uti 0 n 
surfaces , incoroorated . 
-late 119 x 2300 Lar~e 
fresh-f8.ced oarticle I/i th 
weathered partic l es ; cIa) particle , surface precipitation ( a ) 
possibly ~ontmoril lonit e ) from and impact features (b ). 
soi l ( a ), precipitation ( b l. 
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Plate 120 x 7200 ',Jeathered 
pa rticle ~Ji th ~Je ll-dovelo ped 
silica precipitation and solution 
featur e attached to aoqreqate. 
Plate 122 x r40 Overall view of 
agqregate , possibly from bricks 
showinn f r esh and weathered fine 
Pl a te 121 x 12700 Sta l pd , 
ljvin 0 diatom orovi1 in ~ 
evidence of abundant free 
silica . 
Sediment of rick Ruilcinn 
r'a terial . 
x P?O TVr)ical 
brick sedinent, a~nrenated 
sAdiment from entirely bric k-
oarticles , diatoms and built shoppin1 area; irrer ular 
occasionall} , spherical particles . par ticle surface and cement ; 
rounded surfacA in d icates 
Plate 124 x 1280 Control brick 
clay for compa rison ; similar 
make up of l a nd use sample but 
mo re annular due to lack of 
weathering . 
Plate 126 x 2600 De tail of 
we at her e d b ric k a q tJ ret:) ate 1'\1 i t h 
surface recipit a tion . 
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weather in ro • 
late 12 5 x 1300 Prick 
ag'lregate fron ole' hcusinq 
area silolvinn considera 1,'( 
more a vanced weath~rin a , 
surface roun in and so utio n 
and precipitation . 
0ai lw'l y 8·ed i "len t . 
Plate 127 x ~OOO braded , 
annular , fresh - faced particle 
( left ) with adherinn fines 
and early cementat ion and 
aJqreqation; small aQgreo ates 
with orecipitation and 
solution surfaces . 
I 
I 
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system (Plate 113). This indicates that these processes of 
alteration (described an Chapter 3) occur in water and bepin 
dUring sediment transport in surface runoff before enterin0 
the drain. 
Living diatoms have been found in surface water such as the 
example in Plate 121 which conforms the presence of silica 
(Chapter 3) in the runoff. 
The weathered brick sediment is distinctive and forms a large 
proportion of the sediment sampled in Area 4. Plates 123-126 
show this distinctive material which appears to be aggregates 
Comprisi~g of fine, mostly angular particles. Most samples have 
the appearance of weathering and display some precipitation 
development. They are noticeably more rounded than the freshly-
eroded control brick fraqment examined and shown in ApDendix 6 
but they are nevertheless recognisable as brick fragments. These 
particles are not found, in this form at least, at the outfall. 
Either their clay constituents are unable to withstand the 
Weathering and erosion during transport to the outfall, or they 
form the basis for further aggregate development with additional 
Sediment from road runoff and further silica precipitation. 
The mainline railway from Euston Station, London, is a feature of the 
catchment ahd has sediment which includes both individual and aggregated 
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particles (Plates 127-131). The individual particles are 
angular with nlain surfaces and adhering particles and early 
sUrface pr0ci,Pitatiorr (Plate 129). Llore widespread rrecipitation 
can be seen but appears to i:ave undergone considerable solution 
(Plates 13~131)Agcregates of the type in Plate 127 were sampled 
less frequently, comprise only a small number of particles but 
exhibit the same precipitation-solution features described above. 
Like the brick samples,the railway ~ediment in the form described 
is not easily recognisable in outfall samples. 
Aggregation and silica precipitation and solution features are 
best developed in so il samples (Plates 132-135) ta!~en bot h from 
open spaces and from areas of older housing with large gardens. 
The high silica content of circulating pore water in soils 
Precipitates out of solution and aids aggregation even before 
transport in runoff. As can be seen from the soil photomicro-
graphs these aggregates and silica surfaces are more rounded 
and of lower relief than in stormwater where strongly erosive 
transport prevails. In addition,areas of older housing have 
the greater decay of building materials to release elements of 
\'Jhich silicaoccurs most freqlientl,y(Shirley,19Sl) (Plates120, 12~) 
Very little was seen of clay minerals in the runoff samples 
although they would be expected to be present from brick decay. 
It Seems likely therefore that they are finely broken down by 
Weathering and are too fragile to withstand sewer transport 
and as such arc no longer clearly recognisable on micrographs. 
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Plate 128 x 3000 b r aded l ate 129 x 3000 Getail of 
anqu l a r fr agment with adhe rin ~ Plate 125 , early stages of 
fines (to p ) ; agoregate de v e lo pin~ p r ecipitation over pa rticle 
on angu l ar part i c l e (mi dd l e ) ; surface . 
surface p r ec i p it a tion (low). 
Pl ate 130 x 3000 Pr eCipitation 
and aqgreqation on oa rticl e 
su rf ace , in ea rly stages . 
Pl ate 13 1 x 00 Detail of 
Plate 130 , so l ution an 
pi tt i nn features in the 
D I~ ec i l')i t ate . 
So il gg r ega t es a nd Cl ay 0artic l es . 
Pl ate 132 x 4SCO Subs t ant i a l 
so il agg r egate wi th both 
ang ul a r , f r esh-f aces and 
early prec i pit ation ; sur r ound in q 
ana ul a r and roun ded , fine 
individual pa rticl es . 
Plate 134 x 1530 Ag~ r e~at ion 
on anq ul a r , weather ed , 
indivi d ua l) l a r ge pa rti c le . 
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Pl a te 133 x 530 Angu l ar 
' on 
soi l partic l e with prec i pitat1 
and acqreqation j p r eC i pitatiOn 
features also common on 
sur r ound in ~ individual 
material . 
Plate 13S x 3200 l ay 
pa rticles recoonised as 
montr,lO rill on i te . 
l~ 
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Plate 135 shows the only recognisable clay particle, which 
can be indentified as ~ontmorillonite, (McCrone 1973-80). 
Only a small number of airborne particles were sampled at 
t the outfall (Plates 136, 137) but it can be seen that some of 
the particles washed on to the surface had been affected by 
abrasion (Plate 137) and precipitation (Plate 136). 
In conclusion, it can be seen that the method is sufficiently 
stringent to d~scriminate between fresh angular material from 
modern areas and the far greater abrasion of the sediment from 
the older areas. The greater availability of silica for 
aggregation and features of precipitation and solution can be 
seen in areas of open space and in samples that have undergone 
advanced erosion. The method has also proved sensitive enough 
to indicate the presence of the hic,h levels of silica in the 
friable concrete, from driveways, (Sample 1, 117, 1181 which too 
Procluco3 hi~hGr lovols 0-,"' silica than other' areas of r,lOdern 
housing. Modern housing Area 5 stands out as an exception 
in that its abrasion features do not wholly conform to the 
pattern of the others. The features have an unusually high level 
Of silica-cemented aggregates (Plates 114 and 115) comparable 
With the soil and older housing levels (Table 7.4.), which must 
be due to the building material heinq more friable and releasinn 
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Airborne Spherical Sediment . 
Pl~te 136 x 4400 Spherical 
particle amoncst weathered 
angular Material; surface 
recipitation beginning in 
gutter flow ; surface pitting . 
(old housing area) . 
, late 13; x lL 300 Spherical 
collected in mo~ern housing 
area 1 , amon1st anqular 
particles ; abrasion features 
and adhering fr~gments . 
Di7APJ SEDP'Et T . 
Silica Activity in the IJpper Catchment . 
Plate 138 x 2340 Gilica solution Plate 1 9 x 13 0 qqre~atiOn 
and precipitation on fresh by plentiful silica , of 
anQular sediment , silica from 
friable concrete drive sediment . 
Plate 140 x 1560 Angular 
,a rticles amonqst silica 
precipitation and aagregation . 
Plate 142 x G2CO An~ular 
fresh-faceJ particles with 
initial silica precipitation ; 
agqrepate in silica-rich 
concrete area . 
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freshl~ eroded seoiment . 
Angular Sediment . 
elate 141 x 2340 Fresh-faced 
angular sediment fro~ the 
head of the catch~ent and 
thus on y sli~htly abraded . 
Open Space Soil articles . 
Plate 143 x ;SOO ~ounded , 
silica- altered soil particleS 
ann pollen grains (-7) . 
t 
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7.6. Texture Variations Along the Drain System. 
Sediment samples were taken at points along the length of the 
storm drain, from the Ileac of the catchment to the outfall, in 
an attempt to determine the effect of increasing time and 
distance of transport ~n the sediment. Sediment enters the main storm 
Sewer along its length from the branched system of smaller side drains. 
Attempts were made to take into account the varying nature of 
Sediment inputs from land uses adjacent to the sampling points 
along the drain system. It proved extremely difficult however, 
to discriminate between fresh sediment inputs coming from up-
stream, and thus far little altered, and those progressively 
input from different areas along the drain. 
S'edimentfrom six sample po:i:nts"iiionCi the drain"was examined using 
'the' Fuzzy Analys i s tee h.n':l.que.' "th~ ~est.i i ts~r-e summarised in Tab Ie 7.5 
The'sample point at t)le head; of 'the c a t'C!lment acte'j as a cont ro I wi th 
relatively fresh sediment entering the drain from a limited and 
Well-defined sub-area of new housing. The second sample point 
rOughly half way to the settling pond (Figure 2.1.) was in an 
area of modern housing and open space. Samples three and four 
Were taken immediately above and below the settling pond 
respectively, to monitor the filtering effect of the pond within 
the drainage system. The fifth sample was taken immediately 
afte r the j u netic n of the sto rmwa te r sewe r with a neighbou ring 
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TABLE T.5. 
.. 
FUZZy ANALYSIS OF DRAIN SEDIll/fENT SAf' .. lPLES. 
I 1 Sample Catchment f!ead 
Feature I )J c/ ,0 
A AgGregates @ I 4.5 72-:: 
o Si. Features 3.5 100** 
C Pitting 2.5 72* 
D Fresh Face 2.2 72,': 
E Angularity 4.2 83,""* 
F Steps 
G Impact Pits 1.4 88;'d~ 
H "Crinkles 
I Clays 
J Spericals 
K Flyash 
o Feature list given in Table "7 'j t .0. 
.-
~ 
4.3 
4.2 
2.0 
1. 7' 
'") "7 
L.. I 
1.3 
2.3 
2 
r:>atll 
% 
43 
1 OO;'~* 
35 
48 
57 
35 
81 
3 
t-\bove Pone! 
~ v/ .0 
3.3 50 
3.9 \ 91'16-: 
2.4 I 59 
1.8 47 
2.8 72"k 
1.7 19 
3 • 2 I 100.,'dt 
3.0 
5.0 
~ 
~, 
~ 
v 
4 
2elo\'/ Pone' 
}J T r,. " J 
2.8 I 35 
3. 5 \100,'n': 
2.7 I 
2.9 
3.9 
1.9 
2.9 
41 
76";'( 
71-'k 
53 
Q'"? ... ' ......... 
l._' '- ~~ ~ .. 
I 
5 
Junction 
JJ r 
2.2 I 
3.{) 
2.2 
3.3 
':) r'I 
'-~ • \..1 
1.8 
--. (' 
~.0 
4.0 
r-' 
~5 
82:'~-;f\ .. 
Ll<: 
'\1 
6/)-
f'4 
Ii-e 
,"' .... ~ 
t .... "".1 #\ 
9 
)J = ~':ean Fuzzy value of feature from sam~le 
~ = Percentage of particles with feature 
71* = Notable values 70-79 
100** = High values 80-100 
oarticles 
main branch sewer, arrroximately 350m upstream of the outfall 
(Fiqure 2.1.). 
'The results demonstrate a consid~rably different pattern across 
the catchment from those of the land use samples. The Droportion 
t of impact features remains moderate throuqhout althouqh these 
results maybe slightly masked by the well-developed silica 
precipitation and solution features. The silica features cover 
the entire particle surfaces in three samoles and are considered 
to be the result of drainflow. Although anoular sediment with 
impact features does occur, the particles are substantially 
more rounded than the surface sediment. That too can be 
attributed to the abrasion and silica activity occurrin1 rluring 
drainflow. 
The results are slightly distorted because the first sample from 
the head of the catchment was taken within a housing area 
characterised by concrete driveways. The concrete is friable and 
provides a ready source of free silica. As a result there is a 
much higher degree of sediment aggregation and of features of 
silica precipitation and solution (Plates 138-140). Lower 
downstream the silica concentration diminishes owing to dilution 
but towards the outfall the concentration increases again as a 
result of the distance travelled hy the sediment and of the time 
spent in the system. The deqree of angularity of the durable 
sediment is at a maximum at the head of the catchment as would 
be expected in freshly weathered material with the minimum 
distance of abrasive transDortatiuIl as can be seen from Plates I 
138, 141, and 142. 
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Sample particles taken from the drain in an open space area 
exhibit features of silica precipitation and solution (Plates 
143, 146). Although the features have developed in the soil 
they are similar to those discussed in Section 7.5. above. 
Th~settling nond has a marked effect. From a comparison of 
the results obtained the samples taken immediately above 
and below the pond the aqqreqates appear to have settled 
out while finer individual particles continue throunh the 
system (Plates 147-153). The individual particles are far 
more rounded than the fresh sediment coming in from the surface. 
These particles also display moderately high levels of well-
developed silica precipitation and solution features resulting 
from their prolonged period ~nd distances of travel in the 
stormflow. These results will be referred to again in Chapter 
10,in conjunction with particle size data verifying the 
reduction of coarse material immediately downstream of the 
settling ponds. 
The renewed occurrence of well-dev.eloped aggregates at 
the sample sites below the j~nction of the two main sewers 
is due to the other sewer having no settlinq pond. The 
results are shown in Plates 154-156. 
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Plate 144 x 7 600 Angular , 
soil pa rticl es amongst wel l-
weathered pa rticl es , quite 
distinct from other sediment 
samples . 
Plate 146 x 7500 Soil solution 
activity modifies precipitates 
mo r e than in other envi ron ments 
sampled , clear features 
therefore a recent input into 
the drain From the soil . 
Pl ate 148 x 4400 Aggregates 
above the pond incorporating 
some a ngular , recently i n p~t 
sediment . 
Plate 150 x 3000 Aggregates 
with well- deve lop ed silica 
precipitation features ; some 
individual fresh-faced and 
a lter ed particles . 
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Plate 145 x 7~00 Soil 
particle ag~regat ion and silica 
features from soil; well -
developed features formed in 
circulating pore water . 
Above Pond-Sediment . 
Plate 147 x 4POO gqreqate of 
silica-cemented particles of 
considerable surface silica 
precipitation and solution ; 
individual particles with 
s ilic a surface precipitation . 
Plate 149 x 2280 Stronply 
aggregated sediment with 
well- developed silica 
surface features . 
Below- Pond Se i ment . 
Plate 1 3 1 x 11600 r.ounded 
individual fine particles with 
surface silica precipitation 
and solution features . 
Ib .... 
( -
-I""'~ - > 
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Plate 152 x 3300 Silica -
coated particles with a little 
freshly input sedi'nent including 
pollen gr'ains -. 
l ate lS3 x 3300 Individual 
particles with silica 
p r ecipitates and small 
aggregates , after settling 
out of lar~e aggregates . 
G e G i men t [3 e 1 0 'N r' a i nS e \J e r J u n c t ion . 
Plate 1 ~4 x 7 GO Severely 
af;oreqated sediment with VJel l -
deve lo pec surface features of 
silica Jrecip itation and 
solution . 
Pl ate 1 ~3 x 500 Aagreg ated 
sediment with advanced 
s ilica p r ecip it ation and 
so lutio n features . 
Plate 15 x 2020 Agqr gation 
and advanced p recipit ated 
si lic a coating . 
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In conclusion,it can be seen that the process of aggregation 
of the sedi~cnt collected at the outfall occurs predominantly 
durin~ ~rain transport. A s~all percentage of fresh material 
was observed through the system from the occurrence of impact 
fea tu res and an CJu lari ty. e've r2.11 however, thE~ s eel irnent I) GC Oi:(~ ;-; 
progressively more rounded,Qnd aqQreqated with an increasing 
developr.lent of silica precipitation and solution features, as t:I:,; 
clistance of tr':ln:'3()Ort increc,.sed c:o\c'mstream ... ~t the head of the cFl.tch-
r~lent ilm'J8Ver', th(~ reslJlts sho\:J a cJecliniw'; trend in the deqree of 
, . . . . 
":;!~\'Alop!"nent of a(-~""rC\",'ltionlf!i"th clistance rlo';ins'cl"e;:::r:ll)ut this C2.i~ he; 
ex pIa i ned by the i n .r; 1 u en ceo f the h i (1 fl i nit i a 1 s iIi C a con t e 11 tan d con ~:;r~ G IJ C n .:= 
aggregation, and the effect of the settling pond allowing the 
coarse agoregated material to settle out. Since the percentage 
aggregation results and the particle size data show trends of 
increasing aggregation and particle size downstream it seems highly 
prObable that the trend in the deuree of aggregation develop-
ment would be reversed with an increased number of sample points 
along the system. 
The method itself can be shown once more to be sufficiently 
sensitive for the aims of this drainflow study. 80th the 
unexpectedly high silica results identified at the head of the 
catchment and the significant effect of the settling pond have 
been clearly demonstrated. 
7.7. Graphical Analysis to Summarise Relationships Between 
Surface Textures. 
At the end of this chacter in order to summarise the inter-
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relationships of the surface textures, a selection of graphs 
are included showing the percentage of surface area covered by 
features on sediment from different sources. 
The relationships fall largely into three groups. The grain 
surface areas covered by features are positively correlated 
and those features occur together on a particle, when they 
have been formed under similar conditions. For example, the 
abrasion features: impacts pits and steps (Figure 7.1a); appear 
to increase together. However in this case both features may be 
brittle fracture phenomena (Field, 1971) which could account 
for the relationship. The relationship between the area of 
fresh face and impact pits is positive where both features are 
on fresh angular sediment and in the early stages of abrasion; 
shown by area 'a' in Figure 7.1b. The relationship is leSs 
positively correlated where faces are clean for example, those 
possiblj resulting from cleavage plane breakage and erosion. 
Such a distribution is concentrated in area 'b' in Figure 
7.1b. A further case might be expected where abrasion ts so 
advanced as to have eroded the fresh face and this would fall 
in a~ea 'c' of Figure 7.1.b. In this system the sediment 
does not reach this stage before particle surfaces become 
largely covered by precipitated silica. 
A second type of relationship occurs between inversely corre~ 
lated features_ for example, fresh faces or impact surfaces 
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FIGURE 7.1. 
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and those covered by precipitated crystallographic silica. Here 
the precipitate covers the particle surface and thus occurs at 
the expense of it (Figures 7.2a and 7.2b). 
The third group, represented by Figure 7.3. of precipitated 
silica and upturned plates of spherical particles,demonstrates 
mutually exclusive features. Samples are clustered on either 
axis with neither type of particle exhibiting a feature of the 
other. An exception is shown by sample '~' in this distribution 
which is an airborne spherical particle that survived drain 
transport and suffered abrasion and silica precipitation; and 
two roof sph~ricals 'y' and ~'altered during a period in gutter 
rUnoff also lie outside the main distribution (Figure 7.3.). 
The positively correlated results enhance the indentification 
of suites of features which occur together. The negatively 
correlated data illustrate the progressive change of one 
feature replacing another with time and distance of travel 
through the system. Finally, the mutually exclusive features 
demonstrate the different effects of transport in different 
media. 
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FIGURE 7.2. 
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FIGURE 7.3. 
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CHAPTEr: 8 
SEDHiEf\JT TEXTUf;E VARIATIOI\JS DURII\JG STOf;L1FLO\"J. 
8.1. Introduction and Fuzzy Data Analysis. 
The main requirements of the particle size and surface texture 
analyses are to show the nature of the sediment and the way 
in Which changes occur through the system. In the previous 
Chapter the surface textures of the sediment were est abl ish ed 
fOr the najor sources, for land use types and for those 
features attributed to transport in stormwater runoff. Further 
eXamination of the Fuzzy data classified by the same method in 
this chapter elucidates the changing dominance of sediment 
tYpes during storms. 
The study of changes in surface texture through storms is based 
on the examination of six storms, at least one from each storm 
Group~d the mixed IIII type storm (see Chapter 3). Time and 
Cost prohibited the -examination of samples from every storm. 
In Chapter 10 the differences in surface texture between the 
four m~jor storm types are studied in the context of hydrological 
Conditions and sediment size patterns. 
There is nothing particularly significant about the storms 
Chosen; rather, they are as far as possible representative of 
their storm ~roup and have the fullest data sets. The storms 
of 16.11.81. and 17.11.81. are of special interest because they 
are consecutive with just less than 12 hours between the onset 
of the two storms. As a result of the known lag times between 
I"a' lnfall and discharge for each storm some estimates of transport 
times, and associated sediment alteration, may be deduced (see 
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Chapter 10). 
The method of photomicrograph analysis described in Chapters 
6 an (1 7 i S 2. P :) 1 i e G her e tot he s tor rn sam pIe san d the res u 1 t s are 
Classified .in order to aid ;the':,;i"hterpretatioh of sU'rface texture 
variations during stormflol'l. The results discussed are ;) rese nted 
as tables of means and percentage pL tlle 
Fuzzy data. For approximately, six storms , , ',f' 
samples, spread evenly through each storm, Fuzzy scores of 
three or more for each feature ~ere drawn from the data. The 
features represented ocpurred tnoeatedly to~ether in three 
distinct groups characterising the data thus: (i) aggregates, 
(ii) individual particles with surface silica precipitation 
and Solution, and (iii) fresh-faced and abraded individual 
particles. In Table 8.2. the data for the first sample of storm 
16.11.81. provide an example and the remainder of the data can 
be found in Aopendix 
individual particles 
reSUlts are shown on 
-;. The proportions of agoregates and 
were calculated as percentages and the 
the graphs in the text. 
~. Surface Textures in Storm Group I. 
The discussion of the changing surface textures of the sediment 
sampled du ring the ·eto rms of Group I is based on the Fuzzy 
Analysis of micrographs of the storm 16.11.81. and vuith. 
reference to the storm of 5.5.81. These storms are characterised 
by Short durations and high initial rainfall intensities. The 
storm of 5.5.81 is mentioned here as it is the more typical and 
straightforlirard t in its~ rainfall and discharge pattern (Figure 
') " '~.<.:. \!h(';reas a minor renewal of rainfall intensity late 
in the storm of 16.11.81 slightly prolongs the duration of peak 
diSCharge (Figure 2.2.). Howeve~ as very little sediment 
was available during the storm of 5;5.81, the changes in surface 
texture are clearer through the storm of 16.11.81. It is the 
combination of a relatively short antecedent dry period of 56 
hOurs and a preceding storm of type I or II which will have left 
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TABLE B.1. 
FUZZY ANA LYSIS OF STORfI'1 SEDIf.rENT SAMPLES t 16.11. Bl. 
Sample 2 5 8 11 
Featu re )J .% }J ".' )J C/ )J (', )J ,0 /.~ ,c 
0 A Agregates "- 3.0 13 3.0 877d~ 1.8 
8 Si. Features 3.9 75* 3.4 70* 3.0 73* 2.9 95~':* 3.0 
C Pitting 2.3 38 2.7 26 2.6 47 2.5 18 2.3 
D Fresh Face 3.4 38 3.4 65 3.7 67 3.8 86** 3.4 
E Angularity 2.9 56 3.6 78* 3.5 53 3.6 77* 3.5 
F Steps 2.2 38 2.7 57 2.0 47 1.9 73* 1 .9 
G Impact Pits 3.2 75~~ 2.7 65 2.5 73* 3.1 82*~': 2.8 
H "Crinkles" 
I Clays 3.0 13 4.0 13 1.5 9 1.8 
J, Sphericals 4.0 5 
K Flyash 
-----
)J = Mean Fuzzy value of feature from sample particles 
% = Percentage of particles with feature 
71 7( = Notable values, 70-79 
100** = High values, 80-100 
o = Feature list given in Table 7.3 
1 ::- 17 
(~ f }J r· 
'" 
14 2.0 26 
96** 3.4 87** 
36 2.2 26 
64 3.0 83** 
89** 3.4 78* I 
32 2.3 13 i 
86** 2.7 78 ir 
14 5.0 9 
N 
0\ 
0\ 
TABLE 8.2. 
THE PRESENCE OF HISH FUZZY SCORES FOR nlE STORr,1 OF 16.11.81. 
S,~MPLE 2. 
Features Particles 
Aggregates A 2a 
Si Sol"/ppt" B 5 6b 7a 7b 7c 8a 8b Bc 8d 
Fresh Face: D ~ 1 2b Ga 8d 8c 
Angularity E 
./ ./" 
./ "" 4 
Steps F ( ~ 
Impacts pits G 
.,r/ ( ~ /' .( .r/'/ 
Aggregates Individual particles with Fresh faced or 
silica precipitation and abraded individ-
solution. ual particles, 
without silica 
precipitation. 
------- 1.------- - -- --- -
I 
I 
! 
I 
! 
the surface and the drain very lar0ely clear of sediment before 
the onset of the storm of 5.5.81. The little sediment that may 
have been deposited in the drain will have aggregated during or 
at the end of the last stor~ in the lowstormflow velocities of 
the decreasing discharge. The storm of 5.5.81 would then have 
rapidly cleared this drain sediment and any fresh individual 
Surface sediment that had collected. 
The storm of 16.11.81 had a significantly longer antecedent dry 
periOd of 398 hours durino which a considerable amount of surface 
mate . rlal will have accumulated and be readily available for 
entrainment in runoff. The preceding storm in this case was of 
Group III and had deposited some aggregated material in the 
drain which was collected in the early samples of the storm of 
16.11.81. It can be seen from Figure 8.1 and Table 8.1 that the 
material deposited in the drain has undergone considerable silica 
preciPitation and solution,and aggregation, (Plates 1 - 6) with 
Fuzzy scores of A, aggregates 3.0 and 9, silica features 3.9 
(Table 8.1). I~owever this sediment was quickly removed with the 
onSet of the next storm discharge and superseded by fresh-faced 
and abraded angular sediment (Plates 7-11). This sediment had 
been rapidly washed off the catchment surface and through the 
drain (Figure 8.~·as~shown by the presence of diatoms (Plate 11) 
and by the lack of precipitates. As the storm progressed the 
input of surface material decreased and individual particles 
began to show alteration both by abrasion and silica precipitation 
(Plates 12 - 16). 
At this stage in most Group I storms once the peak discharge had 
been reached it would falloff quickly carrying almost all the 
Sediment load with it. By the time the discharge had dropped to 
Very low flows little sediment would be left in the system. 
That Which does remain would be deposited and precipitation and 
aggregation would occur while moisture was available. 
HOwever, in the storm of 16.11.81 a slightly prolonged period 
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FIGURE 8.1. 
PERCENTAGE VARIATION OF AGGREGATES, SILICA~ALTERED AND FRESH 
INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES DURING THE STORM OF 16.11.81. 
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Sediment Jollected Early in the Sto r m of lR . ll . Rl . 
rompris inr Jrain Deposits 0 Pr evious Stor~ . 
Plate 1 x 5900 S ilica p r ecinitati on Dl a te 2 x 16 0 0 Detai l of 
on and be t ~Jeen oa rticl es from 
f a llin ~ dischara~ of pre viou s 
storm . 
Dl ate 3 x 12000 Detai l of l ate 
1 sho linq s ilic a o reci p itation 
over , a nd joinin q pa rticle s . 
Pl a te 5 x 11900 dvanced s ilica 
reci pitatio n attacked by 
solution p rocess es . 
Plate 7 x 2900 Overa l l view of 
some of the fir st ~urface 
sedinent to r each th e outfall; 
sar1p le contains diatoms 
indic a tin g rapid transport fro m 
the surface , s li g htl y a ltered 
surface mate ri a l , and isolate~ 
drain sediment r em nants . 
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Dl a te 1 sho~inq silica 
rrecipitation and solution . 
l a t e 4 x 11 000 ~urtrer 
exa~ple of overlvinq A ~ljc a 
(-7 ) • 
Pl a tA 6 x P700 r. e ntr a l 
pa rticle affec ted by abrasion 
but minima l p reci pit a tion; 
possibly one of the first 
surface pa rticles re a c in a 
the samoler , a ltered durino 
lon q su rf ace accumulation 
neriod . 
l a te 8 x po, 0 i mixture of 
fr es h-f Acpd anq ul a r surface 
sed i me nt and some p recipitated 
silica features , e . ~ . central 
pa rticle , re~nan s 0 drain 
s edi men t . 
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Plate 9 x 8900 Sur f ace sed i ment , 
anqu l a r, ab r ade , p r ecin ita t es 
mos t li ke l y fr or(1 p r e viou s d r a in 
tran sport; i mpact pits and 
Pl a t e 1 0 x 12000 fr esh-f ac p d 
and ab r aded sub- an gular 
pa rticl e from th e l and surface, 
irr ecu l a r edpe from sma ll sca le 
h 0 11 0 'o J soc cur r 0 u n deC: by so l uti 0 n s t e p b r ea k s an d a few fin e 
ad he rin q pa rticl es ; ov e r8l1 
low oa rticl e su rf ace relief . 
Plate 11 x 5500 Diatom t est : 
len qth = 1 : fm , int ac t and 
ther e for e rec en tl y tr a nspo rt ed 
fro m the surface; d i a toms die 
without li gh t and t ests a r e 
r ap idly b ro ken by pa rticle 
collisions . 
Sed i ment It eratio n . 
Pl a t e 12 x 9000 b r as ion 
possi b y past its peak , an"ul~ r, 
fr esh-faced pa rticle '',l ith 
ea rlie st p r Ac ini tation (lo '; e r 
rioht ); steps and i mpact 
ho ll ows (c entra l oarticles .). 
Pl ate 1 3 x 121 00 Fr es h, ang ular Pl ate 14 x 5900 Stages of 
surface oa rticles with tr a nsoort p reci p it a tion: r . h . s . ab r aded 
ab r as ion hollows includin q pa rticle with ea rl y p recipita-
i mpact hollo vs . tion and p l as t e red pa rticles; 
L. h . s . p r eci pit at ion an 
solution in protected cavity ; 
ab ovp , edae nrecinitates , 
slightly oriertated , explana-
tion uncle a r , possi b l v due to 
Pl a te 1 x 5900 Consi de ra b l e 
si li ca coating but limited 
crys tal q ro wth , small sca l e 
solution hollows (to p pa rticle ), 
mor e ad vance d solution (lowe r 
particle ). 
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po s ition in s li ~s tream . 
late 1 6 x 12100 De t a il of 
early stages of crystal 
develo pme nt U 1B p r pater 
mao nific a tion than Pl a tes 14 
or 1 '3 ). 
I ... ~ 
" 
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of maximum discharqe allowed time for more surface texture alteration 
than is Usual for Group I storms (Plates 17-24). This sediment 
then appears to be flushed out followed bv a decrease in discharqe which 
is,however.short_lived. There is evidence at this point of a 
small-scale renewed input of fresh material from the surface 
(Plates 25-31),which is Confirmed by the occurrence of diatoms 
(Plate 32). The last few samples of the discharge therefore show 
a range of sediment textures from fresh features to aggregates 
(Plates 32-41). 
The renewed input of fresh surface sediment may be due to a local 
SUrge in runoff somewhere in the catchment. There is evidence 
from other urban drainage systems (Ellis, 1976, 1977, 1982; Adams 
Pr~tt , 1981) describino sediment from different areas joining 
the falling discharge :t both different times and different rates. 
A minor delay in the discharge is a further explanation but in 
that case an increase in silica precipitation rather than abrasion 
features would be expected from the period in slow moving water. 
A local surge in rainfall and runoff is the most probable explan-
at' 10n although this can~not be shown conclusively if it occured 
beYond the range of the rainfall gauge ( Colyer, 1981). 
Once 
a storm has removed most of the surface sedi8ent renewed 
r ' 
alnfall runoff may entrain material previously protected by 
accu ' 
mUlated sediment, for example in road surface crevices,and 
thus ' 1naccessible to early runoff (Gutt and Nixon, 1972). It 
is qUestionable whether such sediment can be expected to have 
mOre d1'stl'nct f t f ' h . t t d b ea ures 0 abraslon aVlng been pro ec e y 
overlYing sediment from weathering. Alternatively, it could 
be a 
r9ued that any water would qravi tate to these places and 
provide conditions for precipitation and solution features to 
deVel 
oPe From Table 8.1 much higher percentages of well-developed 
impact features (D-G) can be seen for the renewed input of 
SUrface sedl'ment d th -' t d' t' ut than were measure on e rlrs se lmen lnp • 
rh' 1s SUggests that either the sediment had remained protected; 
or 't 1 was coming from a different source area where rainfall was 
now 0 . CCUrrlng; or it was being freshly eroded. Any of these 
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Iteration of 0 ediment , ,torm 1 6 . 11 . 81 . 
Plate 17 x 2700 Overall 
view, sli~htly more advanc~a 
alteration by abrasion and 
precipitation ; particles 
remain sep arate at this 
stage . 
with minima l precipitation , 
thus rpcentl y transported fro m 
the surface , C+. moderate l y 
we ll- developed p r ecip it ates on 
n ea rby particles . 
18.te 1 8 x glOO ('ore abrasio n 
features than hitherto ; 
irrp~u l ar su rf ace imnact pits , 
St8PS , fresh faces and stra i ght 
ed0es ; cla ys , possib l y kaoli nite 
Plate 20 x rooo ncrpased 
s ilic a nro Jth in particle C3V it 
and ea r y sta~es of s ilic a 
linkinq particles . 
Pl a te 21 x 6000 "Jidesp read si li ca Pl ate 22 x 9 100 L.h . s . silica 
g ro wth on individual pa rticles 
and early stages of agqreqation . 
Plate 23 x 12200 a rticl e 
aqp r eoat ion and si l ica 
cementation bebJeen pfi rticl es . 
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cementation bet~een pa rticl es j 
r. h . s . ad vanced silica r ro vth . 
tel 
s,'1all a~J rp9a 
e~ented , probably 
trAnsported intact in this fo rn ) 
fresh - faced anaular pa rticleS 
Hi th ir1pact pi ts ancJ so l ut io n 
hollolvs . 
J """" 
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Renewed Fresh Sediment Inrut , Storm 15 . 11 . ql . 
Plate 25 x 2;00 Fresh-faced} Plate 26 x 12100 Predominantl.Y 
anoular J individual particle fresh-faced , anqular 
with surrounding fine individuals; individual particles . 
minimal sil i ca p r ec i pitation , 
well- def in ed straight steps . 
(7') . 
Plate 2; x 9 100 Predominantly 
fr8sh surface matpria l with 
minima l re ma ins of silica 
development . 
Plate 29 x 12100 Angular 
individual particles amongst 
mino r silica r emains ; upp~r 
partic le appears to have 
cr acks en l a r ged by solution . 
Plat e 31 x 0000 Some renewed 
silica de velo pment as r enewed 
discha r ge decreases, an 
indication of the qreat rapidity 
of silica development as soon 
as the flow a llows . 
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late 2R x 8200 group of 
anqular individua partic les 
but no siqns of silica 
. 0" structures such as c mentat1 
as seen in Plates 17-24 ; fine 
particles with solut ion 
hollows; overall low relief 
« 0 . 24 r'1 ) . 
Plate 30 x 9000 Abrasion 
featur es fro m i moact durinp 
ra id , rpnewe transport 
sural? 
Varied U.te- Ctorrl Sedimen~ 
Platp .2 x ~100 Diatorl , 
indicating fresh sediment 
inout . 
' .. 
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Plate 33 x 12 300 Fr~sh annular 
surface sediment ; first silica 
p r ec i p itat~ s on pa rticle (lower 
centr e ). 
Pl a te 35 x 9200 a rticle 
Plate ~4 x 91 00 Particle ~ ith 
early r e newed silica 
p r ec i pit a tion . 
6 x 12 00 Silic a 
-----
clu ste rin q and inter pa rticle prpcip it a tion amonGst 
cementation ie . ea rl y aqg r egatio n pa rticl es . 
processes . 
Plate 3 7 x 12300 Particle late 38 x 1 2400 ~elatively 
cluste rin g and si li ca ceme ntation} we ll- developed silica 
broken diato,n test (7) indicates precipit8tes on individu a l 
lon ~e r tr ansport pe riod th an oa rticl e s . 
for wh ole tests ; little ne N 
sediment no w entraineu , surf ace 
clear a nd rainf a ll cpasin g . 
Plate 39 x 9200 Particle 
clusterin g ; diatom fraq me nt . 
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' or Plate 40 x 0100 __ a rl y aqC' re f]a t l 
of partic le s in various stages 
of ab r asion and p r ecip itation 
deve lopn ent . 
,," 
. , ... 
, . 
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Dlat e 4 1 x 9200 Further exwnp l e 
of early a g gre8ate formation 
280 
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eXplanations would fit in with the summarised local resurgence 
in rainfall described above. Certainly it seems in this case 
that rapid surface drying prevented noticeable widespread 
silica precipitation. 
The only significant difference between the two Group I storms 
reSults from their different antecedent conditions. The major 
inp~t of fresh surface sediment in the storm of 5.5.81, with 
an antecedent dry period of 56 hours, comes approximately 
half way through the storm. In contrast, fresh sediment is 
preval~nt nearer the beginning of the storm of 16.11.81. when the 
398 antecedent dry hours provided accu~ulation time for large 
quantities of surface sediment. The relatively short dry 
period preceding the storm of 5.5.81 appears to be too brief 
for the accumulation of substantial quantities of surface 
sediment around the sampling point. However, it is believed 
that surface sediment is being continuously deposited and 
makes up 40% of the first sediment reaching the outfall during 
the storm of 5.5.81 (Figure 8.2). Most of the sediment in 
thO 1s case was probably entrained from areas of the catchment 
further from the sewer input points beyond the reach of the 
preCeding scouring rainfall. T~e distance of transport from 
the fUrther points of the catchment accounts for the delay in 
the arrival time of the fresh sediment at the outfall. 
To sUmmarise, storms of Group I, having cleared the drain of 
previously deposited sediment, are characterised by the early 
input of sediment from the land surface with the initial high 
rainfall intensity and associated high entrainment capacity. 
The proportion of fresh sediment input gradually decreased 
and after approximately 1 to 1.5 hours, or less in storms of 
Shorter duration, silica precipitation and aggregation processes 
resume during the ~nsuinq period of falling discharge. 
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% of particles 
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8.3. Surface Textures in :3tornl 'lrOll'l II. 
The storms of Group II are characterised by their relatively 
long duration and hiqh total rainfall. The rainfall builds 
up to peak intensity in the middle of the storm then decreases 
again at a similar rate. 8enerally, the first sediment moved 
to the outfall is the drain material deposited by the rrevious 
storms an cl is in an aDgregated form "Ni th featu res of silica 
precipitation and solution. As the rainfall intensity increases 
fresh surface material is entrained and transported to the 
outfa11. In many cases the rainfall intensity is high enouoh 
for a sufficiently long period largely to clear the surface 
and the drain of sediment. However, any sediment remainina 
in the drain will be deposited durinq the decreasing discharge 
and subsequently suffer silica precipitation and aggregation. 
Although storms of Group II can last for up to 9 hours the 
automatic sampler only qperated for approximately 6.5 hours. 
The last samples collected would therefore be taken from just 
the beginning of the falling stage of the discharge. As the 
discharge capacity might well still be relatively high the 
sediment load would comprise either fresh surface material 
at the larger end of the size range of individual particles, 
or freshly-forming aqgregates. Only after sampling had 
finished would this material be deposited or removed from 
the system leaving fine sediment in suspension. The fine 
sediment is thus more truly representative of the final stages 
of these storms than the coarser sediment which is portrayed 
in the results of the longest storms. 
The storm of 10.10.80 is representative of Group II (~iqu r'c :~. ~.) T:,·: 
rainfall lasted 8.5 hours and generated a total of 9.1mm. 
The precedinq significant storm was of type I which by 
itself would be expected to leave little or no sediment in 
the drain. However, the antecedent dry period was interrupted 
by short, light rainfall which might have provided enough moisture 
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for silica precipitation on any surface-or drain-sediment but 
which was insuffiCient to activate the sampler. 
AgGregates dominate the sediment sampled early in the storm 
with a value of lOO~ in Sanple 15 and unusually high Fuzzy 
scores of 4 in both Samples 7 and 15 (see Table 8.3, Fiqure 
8.3 and Plates 43-45) The high degree of development of th~, 
aggregates points to their having formed in the steady moist 
conditions of slow moving or stationary flow in the drain. 
The majority of individual particles carrying precipitated 
silica appear to have been incorporated into the aggregates. 
Fresh material is introduced into the drain in the early and 
middle stages of the storm (Plates 46-50). However, the 
velocity is still relatively low and allow$ time for substantial 
silica precipitation and abrasion to alter the sediment 
over the followinq: to~hours,as shown in Plates 51-55. An 
increase late in the storm of fresh material and precipitate-
covered individual particles (Plates 56-60) C(1("respolldc:> ItO;U\. 
a short period of increased rainfall intensity. The renewed 
diSCharge carried fresh sediment into the drain as well as 
the sediment already underqoingsilica precipitation in surface 
runoff and lytng water. 
As described above,although falling, the discharge is still sufficiently 
high at the end of the sampling period to transport relatively 
coarse sediment (Plates 61-67). Figure 8.3 demonstrates the 
situation clearly when at sample 47 the sediment comprises: 
50% individual precipitated particles 
30~ fresh individual particles 
17% aggregates in early stages of development. 
The sediment transported by Group II storms is therefore 
characterised by particles predominantly exhibiting silica 
preCipitation features throughout the storm. Fresh sediment 
input between early and mid-storm is rapidly altered by silica 
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N 
00 
0\ 
1 -'U:: .3. 
FUZZY ANALYSIS OF STORM SEDIMENT SAMPLES, 10.10.80. 
Sample "7 15 23 31 f 
Feature JJ % JJ 0/ JJ 0/ JJ '0 /~ 
A @ 4.0 72* 4.0 100** 4.2 64 4.9 
B 3.5 100** 4.3 100** 3.5 93** 3.8 
C 3.5 54 3.0 100** 2.9 79* 3.8 
D 3.4 ·44 2.0 67 1 .9 79* 2.8 
E 3.4 44 3.0 33 2.1 71* 2.8 
F 2.5 26 2.0 33 2.3 21 2.0 
G 2.2 28 1.5 67 3.1 71* 3.2 
H 1.0 
I 
J 1.0 5 1.0 33 1.0 "7 1.0 , 
~ c Mean Fuzzy values of feature from sample particle. 
% = Percentage of particles with feature. 
39 47 
0/ JJ % }J O,t /0 .0 
73* 4.9 53 3.0 32 i 
100** 3.7 80** 3.3 90** 
82** 3.9 60 ":> "7 v.' 37 
46 3.1 73* 2.9 84** 
46 3.1 80** 3.0 68 
18 1 .5 5 3.2 26 
46 4.0 23 3.6 74* 
,9 
4.0 5 
27 1.0 5 1.0 16 
71* = Notable values 70-79 
100** = High values 80-100. 
@ = Feature list given in Table 7.3 
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with feature 
40 
x & x Fresh indiv~1s 
201 \ _J:~r: A Allrelates 
0 
0 2 4 6 
r Ime, hours 
Storn 1 0 . 10.80. Early Samples of I '1Qreqates frolll Last Storm . 
Plate 42 x ,- 00 V'el l - develope 
aggregate and surface silica 
precipitation and solution 
features . 
Plate 44 x 11 90 o~re. ate wit h 
silica orecioitation , larqe 
, late 43 x 860 rq r eqate and 
occasional fresh , fine 
angU l a r fraqments and b ro ken 
iiatom test indicatinc s l ow 
mo vin q fresh mate ri a and 
a09 r erates r each in a outfall 
first . 
Plate 4~ x r~o qo re rates 
and indivjdual par ti c les , 
individual or agare ated pa rticl e some fresh and some silica 
(low, cent r e ) , s ilic a -coated an 
a few fine fresh individual 
part icl es . ~J3 . littl e change in 
samples during first 2 hours of 
stor n. 
coated . 
r-resh r, ateria l \each in Cl Outfall Early and r'Hd-Storr,l. 
Plate 46 x 1400 Afte r approxima- Plate 4 7 x 1400 Fine) fresh ) 
tely one thir d of th e s torm individual pa rticles a~on0st 
duration fresh mate ri a l occurs in aq~ r eqate s . 
substantial quantit ie s j dia tom 
("-7 ) indic ates recent S"ldiment 
cf r pid throuah- put and 
a lteration of Grou p I sto r ms . 
l ate 48 x 1300 gr- r egates and 
silica- altered individuals 
~J i t h a f e:N f r es h , an 8 u 1 a r an c! 
ab r aded part icle s ; noticeable 
so lution of thin si lic a 
coatings . 
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l ate 49 x ~700 Detail of 
Plate 40 , ab r aded fAce ( a ) 
with i mpact and so l ution 
hollows , rounded projections 
(b) and fine , adherinq 
ang ular fragments ; r::h ... s . face 
shows s ilica precipitation . 
" 
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J::urther r;q reqates a~ 
Fresh '~~teria l. 
Plate ~O x 2 JO O Pelativelv fr es h Plate 51 x 1140 Overall view 
material but i mpact pits , of aQGregates and fine / fresh , 
solution hollo ws and silica an~ula ~ individual partic l es 
precipi tation a r e present ; ( a ) , many I,J i th si lica 
part icl es clusterin g and precipitation ( b ) . 
possib l y ce me nted to ge ther . 
Plate ~2 x 1 500 Fresh , anqular Plate 53 x 1 500 Indi vi dual 
and silica- a lt ered part icle s in pa rticle s , abrade and IIJith 
ea rly staqes of agq r e~atio n ; early si lica q ro w h indicatin a 
conc hoidal steps , fro m transport a lteration occurrin J dur in p 
of pa r ent material (c entre slow d rain transport . 
particle ); advancins silica 
coatin g with smal l solution 
hollo VJ S (-7 .. ,b) 
Plate 54 x 2700 ~e l a tively fine) 
fresh sedit,lent , abraded and 
with silica p r ecipitation 
bein g incorporated into the 
ap n re oate probably from the 
previous storm . 
renewed Input of 
Plate ~6 x 1 500 FreshlJ input 
individual pa rticles , some 
a lter ed by ab rasion anJ silica 
de velo pment ; recent input 
confirmed by presence of 
diatom test . 
Plate 5S x 3 00 ~pll- e ve loped 
silica precipitation features 
for minq a ne~ aQq re ate 
(notic eably less su . stantial 
than the a9rre~ate in Plate 
54 ) • 
resh Sediment . 
Plate 7 x 1500 Fine ·fresh 
pa rticles on old a Qqrer,ate ; 
spherical particles a lso 
indicates freshly input 
pa rticles to some extent as 
they rarely su rvive crain 
transoort . 
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Plate 58 x 1 S00 Fresh , angu l a r , 
abraded pa r tic l es with ea rl y 
si li ca p r ec i p it ation amongst 
a y ~, re a ate s ; s iIi c a a r 0 '-J t h i n 
abraded ho ll ows ( pa r t icl e far 
l eft ) . 
Pl ate 60 x 2 7 00 Fresh , angu l a r 
sediment ; fr esh f aces ab r aded 
with step features and impact 
pit s ; si lic a p r ec i pit ation wit h 
adhe rin q particles being 
incorporated into agg r egates . 
Plate 62 x 11 80 Clustered 
diat om t ests l a r ge l y undamaged ; 
p r eci p it aterl silica appears to 
be ceme ntin c them to~ethe r and 
incor por at in g pol l en g r a i ns 
and a fe w partic l es . 
Plate 64 x 5700 Abraded , sub-
an(1u lar , r e l ati ve l y fr es h 
pa rticl es and a re a s of ea rl y 
si lic a precipitation ; i mpact 
pits and irre ~ ul a r b ro ken 
surfaces rounded off by so lution 
and fUrther abras ion . 
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Pl ate 59 x 4000 ngu l a r , 
in d ivi d ua l pa rti cles , a l tered 
by ab r asion and silica 
act ivity and being incorporated 
into an aqQ r egate ; Ditti n ~ in 
pa rt icle su rf ace and so lution 
of prec i pitate (lower left ). 
~oarse 3 ~di me n t'ra rried in~ 
S alTl p I e : 10 nit 0 r ed . 
Plate 1 x "i ?' 00 Fine } indi vidua.l 
pa rti cles : fresh faces ( a ); 
edqe abrasion features (b ) ; 
thin silica p r ecipitates on 
faces , at t acked by so l ut ion . 
ote : Samp li nq pe rio d ended 
after only 7 3~ d i scha r ge 
du r ation . 
Plate 63 x 57 00 e l at iv e l y 
fr esh par ticl es being 
incor por ated i nto an aaq re na tP ' 
Plate OJ x 2700 ~n a89 r egate 
comp ri sing many r e lati vely 
fresh - faced pa rticles and 
therefore lik e l y to have been 
for me J r ecent l y . 
29 3 
Plate 66 x 3900 A ran~e of 
p rticl es i nc lu d in q roun ed 
fresh-face wi t h early silica 
o r ec i oit ation ( a ) and ancu l a r 
fr esh-f ace with i ~pact pits 
and cleavage b r eaks (to p eft ) ; 
convoluted fu~~us ( b ); a for m 
of s ilic a (c ) 
Plate 67 x 1 500 We ll- de ve lo ed 
p r ec i pit a tion and aaq r eqate 
but s till e vi dence of fresh 
pa r tic I e s (-7 ); f r es h n P. s s , Q f 
a~n r8 gate components and 
thin nature of preci p it a te 
suages ts newly formin1 
ag[ r egate compared 'lith 
p rp d omina nc e of old ones show n 
above . 
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activity. The stron0 similarity in the a~Dearance of serliment 
sampled throunhout these 10n0 stor~s confirms that it is 
derived from one ~ajor source; the road surface. Ra8id throuph-
flow is once anain confirmed by the nresence of diatoms 
amonast this storrn seuir.lent. 
8.4. Surface Textures of ~ixed Storm 8rouning I and II. 
The storm of 17.11.81 illustrates sediment features of both 
the storm Groups I and II. After initial hiph intensity 
rainfall typical of storm Group I, rAnewed rainfall from 2 
to 6 hours orolonoed the storm and discharqe duration and 
generated sediment characteristics of Sroup II storms (Fi~ure 2.3). 
The rainfall of the storm of 17.11.Al began just 11.5 hours 
after the end of the storm of the 10"5.11.81 (cited as the Group I 
~xample above). -Grou-p I storms leave the rlrain clear of sediment but "the 
Slightly slower falling of the discharge than is usual allowed 
for a little sediment deposition and indeed for silica 
Precipitation and the preliminary development of aggregates. 
That sediment is now seen in the first few samples of the 
storm of 17.11.81 (Plates 68-(3). The dominance of individual 
partiCles with silica precipitation in both these early 
samoles and throughout the storms is shown in Table 8.4 by 
high percentaqes ~:~ to 100% of well-developed silica features 
(Fuzzy Score 3-4). The results throu0h the storm are illustrated 
in Figure 8.4. p, fairly high oroportion of fresh sediment is 
entrained in the initial high intensity rainfall and transported 
in the discharge,as shown by Sample 2 in Table 8.4 and Figure 
8.4. However, these particles are fine and slightly over-
shadowed in Plates 68-73 by the aggregates left by the previous 
d' 1SCharge. The oattern of discharge resembles that of Group 
I storms for approximately the first 2 hours. The high peak 
diSCharge (Sample 6)carriffiboth fresh sediment and aggregates 
and largely clears the drain of the aggregates deposited by 
the last storm. As a result surface sediment features of 
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Sample 
Feature 
A @ 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Diatoms 
TABLE B.4. 
1"1 d .:: c:=- .f.", "I-, FUZZY ANAL YSIS OF STORM SEDIMENT SAMPLES, ~ 7.11.81. 
I 2 
}J I % 
2.4 35 
3.9 90** 
2.1 55 
2.6 80** 
3.9 70* 
1 .1 40 
2.8 95** 
I 6 I 8 I 16 J ?O I 25 
J.l % }J , % )J % }J ~-6 }J 
4.9 24 5.0 21 3.1 38 3.5 20 2.8 
3.8 91** 3.5 79* 3.2 86** 2.9 100** 3.3 
2.9 59 2.0 20 2.4 33 3.1 42 2.3 
3.2 53 3.6 36 ' 3.1 86** 3.4 60 2.9 
3.8 64 3.8 43 3.6 76* 3.0 67 3.3 
2.1 22 2.0 29 1.5 62 2.5 30 1.4 
2.2 33 2.6 50 2.8 87** 3.0 50 2.6 
5.0 36 3.0 5 
5.0 11 4.0 7 5.0 5 5.0 20 3.5 
- -
--
v = Mean Fuzzy value of feature from sample particles 
% = Percentage of particles with feature 
71* = Notable values, 70-79 
100**= High values, 80-100 
© = Feature list given in Table 7.3. 
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FIGURE 8.4. 
PU:;CENTAGE VARIATIOf,j OF AGGiE(~ATE,S. SILICA-ilL TEPED ND Fr~ESH 
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ST o~rl 17 . 11 . 0. 1 . OF " I XED G~ou prr ·J '3 JI!r . 
Early Sediment of S~a ll . ;1,; r eqates and ('oated Indivi dua l 
Pa rticl es Depos it ed by Pr 8 viou s Sto r M. 
Plate 68 x 2~00 Overall vi ew ; 
p r e viously deposited aqg r elates 
a nd s ilic a- coate in div i dua l 
P l at'3 89 x 4 1 00 dvanced 
prec i pitat ion (l eft); eroded 
pa rticl es incor po r a te d into 
oa rticl es j fresh particles (lo ', fer aqq r eqate (r . h . s . ); ornanic 
left). M2ter i a attached on ri 9ht . 
Plate 70 x 6000 rl ea r examp lp s Plate 71 ~800 Glohul~r s ilica 
of ad van c ed silica coating on p r ecip it at ion ( a ) and edqe 
subangu l a r in d ividua l pa rticl es . de ve lo oment of s ilic a ( b ) on 
individual particl es . 
Plate 7 2 x GOOO Ad van ce d s ilica 
p reci pitat i on - so luti on surface 
on sub roun ded indivi d ua l 
pa rticle . 
l ate 7J x 5900 Edge de ve lop-
ment of silica on aqq r eqate 
but fresh - face sti ll untouched 
( a ) a nd fr esh ma t e ri a l 
' ntrnJuce·j ( b ) . 
teO Sa mp l e G: Co llecte d to Estab li sh th e rJatu r e of Sed i me nt Tr ansp~
at Pe ak Dischar ae from Grou p I 1ainf a ll . 
Pl a t e 7 4 x 2500 ',Je ll - c!e ve lo oed 
l a r ge aGg re gate fro m d r a in at 
end of l as t storm. 
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5JOO De tail of Plate 
74 ; silica p r eci pitation 
sur f ace attackeu by so lution 
and p ro bab l y abrasion ; i mpact 
p it s fro n colli s ions although 
at a r eJuced r ate on fallin g 
discharqe . 
I 
\l • 
I' ' 
7 • 
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angularity and fresh faces are more clearly seen later in 
Samples 6 tolS(Plates 74-90). However, surface sediment does 
not actually enter the drain in bulk until after further rainfall 
and approximately 3 hours of discharge flow. The resurgence 
of fresh sediment is shown by the dominance of fresh features 
in Sample 16 (Table 8.4, Figure 8.4, Plates 85-90). Spherical 
particles occur, signifyinJ recent input and rapid transport 
to the outfall, but even so silica precipitation has had time 
to develop in this example (Plate 88). 
It is interesting to note that Sample 8 not only contained 
the expected ranqe of fresh sediment and silica feature remnants 
(Plates 81-84) but also distinctive material resemblinq clay 
particles (plates 77-80) which occurred in large conglomerations. 
~o definite reason for their presence can be found but it is 
POstulated that somewhere the ~ainfall entrained an isolated 
Clay deposit which was able to reach the outfall relatively 
UnScathed. Clay particles normally appear only rarely an~ 
it is indicated, "are easily eroded in stormwater transport 
(Chapter 7). In this case, it must have been weathered and 
transported through the system recently; its progress will 
have been made easier by the removal immediately before of 
the coarser, more abrasive sediment. 
The exact nature of surface sediment and such occurrences as 
the unusual sediment input of Sample 8 in this storm raises 
same queries, which are equally applicable to all storms, on 
the scouring of the surface by rainfall. From the observations 
made in this study it is suggested that the surface sediment 
that is most readily available for entrainment in runoff is 
that lying freshly on the surface and subject to continual 
movement and abrasion by wind, water and traffic. After 
this material has been washed into the drain more sediment, 
which had previously lain lodged in crevices in the road 
SUrface and protected by the overlying sediment, is exposed 
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Plate 76 x ~400 Detail of 
arg r e~ate ~rec i p it atio n su rf ace 
inco r po r at in g fine in d ividua l 
pt:~rtic l es ( -=.7 ) 
Plate 7 8 x 5000 Detail of 
,pa rticles showinq ab~asi6n of . 
fine layers which are possibly 
chemica~ splittin g up of 
felds pa ~ or au thiqenic c l ~y s; 
slight foldin g probably a 
feature of pa r en t ma t e ri a l . 
Plate 80 x 3400 Small broken 
fr a]men ts (lowe r ri gh t ) with 
i rr egular ab r aded e ges a nd 
surfaces a lt e r ed by ab r as ion 
anJ s ilic a p reci p it at ion; n or e 
mass iv e sediment ( top ri ght ) 
',v i th i moact p i ts and conchoidal 
fr ac tur e . 
Plate 82 x 5000 S ilica p r ec ipit a -
tion on subangular sub roun 'ed 
pa rticle ; on l y mod e r a t e l y we ll -
d e ve lo ped but with some deg r ee 
of crystal format io ~ indicat in g 
un i n t err up ted ~l row t h i n 10 VI 
velocit y flow , probablJ fron 
l a t e in p reviou s J isch a r ge . 
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Particles . 
C l "v.-l ate 77 x 1300 Fr ag il e t' 
type sedi~ent or possib lY 
feldspar indicating loW 
ve locity t r anspo rt and lack 
of vigorous ab r as ion . 
x 3400 De tail of 
oa rticle su rf ace j pa rticl PS 
appea r s l iqhtly mo r e mass ive 
, t~ tlan ahovp, (Pl a te 77,78 ) ~/ l 
conchoidal fr actu r e and 
st r a i ght and conchoidal 
and f aces a r e l a r ae ly fresh 
particl es anQu l a r in outline ; 
' no su rf ace s ilic a is de velopl 
botn on o l ai n f a ces and 
irr egu l a r edoes . 
Pl ate 8 1 x 800' le ll_ de ve l ore 
silica orecip itat ion on 
agg r egate and incoroor ati nG 
fine indi vidua l oa rticlP,s i 
the ag~rpcate is so we ll -
e velooed a.s to 
of th8 previous 
in the present 
ovel~ one hour . 
Plate 8~ x 11 900 Gl obu l a r 
si lic ;: q rovJth on spra";l i nJ 
agl1 r eqate . 
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Early Fresh, LJrface "ater.0' 
Pl ate 84 x 11 900 Fresher sed i men t Pl a te x 12 00 Fresh surface 
~J ith roun ded f aces and pi ttin q sed i ment (2hour s into storm ); 
and abrasion features; adhe rin q ab r aded , conchoidal steps ; 
pa rticl es and s ilic a prec i p it a t es g lo bu lar silica (a ), ad her i ng 
( ) , c."" f ' ' a 01= ~ . pa rtlcles; a ew r enalnl n, 
Plat e R6 x 16000 Fr esh-f aced 
anqu l a r part icle with ab r as ion 
step fe at ure s (ri gh t) a nd thin 
s ilica coat on anqu l a r pa rticl e 
(left ) 
Plat e 88 x 16000 Pr ese nc e of 
spherical particle confirms recent 
input of ma t e ri a l and slow 
tr anspo rt ; slow flo w a lso 
demonst r a t ed by silica orecipit-
a tion poss ibly initiated in the 
gu tter . 
Pl a te ,0 x 16000 Fresh fra~men t s 
bec omin g incor por a ted into an 
aC;g r egate . 
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ayqregates . 
~ 
Pl a te 8 : x 5 00 Di atom anonos , 
Fine , fresh-faced , annular 
pa rticl es wh ich confirms the 
influx of fr esh surface 
sediment but particles with 
ad vance silica p ro wth ( lOWer 
ri gh t ) still r emainin q . 
, 011 
Pl ate 89 x 12200 reci p itat1 
, Oi" 
and abrasion features; p rec1-
t a tes in iiTipact hollolNs IJJ her e 
j agged su rf ace may encoura~e 
p reci pit a tion ; d iatom fragment 
confirms slow flow which alSO 
a i s precipitation q ro wt 
ediment Input In 
OPsponse to Prolonged i 9h 
----~----------------~---------
Intensi ty rainfall \'J hicll 
rreates Subs t antial ~iSC~ 
eak . 
Plate 91 x 000 Overall vie~ 
of small agqregates and 
rel a tivel y fresh individual 
particles , some with prec i P ~ 
itation . 
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to runoff (Gutt and Nixon, 1972: as mentioned in Chapter 7). 
The material in the crevices is a little less heavily weathered 
and eroded than the overlyinn sediment and exhibits distinct 
impact features. It is washed into the drains only when the 
OVerlying material has been removed. The time scale involved 
in clearing the first sediment and then reaching the rather 
less accessible material is not clear. In storms of Groups 
I and II Fuzzy scores distinguish better-developed fresh 
features after the first few samnles of the storm. This can 
be seen by the overall increase in percentage and degree of 
development in Sample 16 over Samrle 2 (Table 8.L!-). I-:owever, 
as will be seen below, the very low intensity storms of Group IV 
remove only the most freshly available surface sediment (Table 
8.6.). In the storm of 17.11.81 any surface sediment will only 
have been available for 11.5 hours as it has been shown above 
that the surface was fairly well cleared of sediment by the 
preCeding storm. The change in fresh features between Samnles 
2 and 1~ in_t~e storm of 17.11.81 indicates that 11.5 h6urs 
was long enough for surface sediment to be generated and 
noticeably weathered. 
sample 20 (Plates 91-96) demonstrates the alteration of the 
Sediment input at Sample 16 with an increase in the percentage 
of individual particles with silica features (Sample 16: 86~, 
Sample 20: 100~, Fiqure 8.4.) which have begun to be clustered 
together and are forming small aggregates. From Sample 25 
onwards a slight but definite increase in fresh features occurs 
(Plates 97-103) although they have been altered by abrasion 
,and silica activity and are increasingly seen as constituents 
Of small aggregates. The renewed influ~ of surface sediment appears 
to be -in t th h' 't 't 'f 11 b t"'een the ~ response 0 e ~gh ~n ens~ y ra~n a e , 
second and fourth hours of the storm and aggregate development 
was delayed until the rainfall . abate~ which was not until 
Sam p 1 e 28 0 f the dis c h a r 9 e (F i 9 u r e :-;. \). ). The rei s 
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Plate 92 x 12100 L. h . s . two 
relatively fresh particles 
altered by abrasion with impact 
pits (right) and conchoidal 
f r ac t u r e \Ji t h s t e p s (a)j r . 1 • s . 
tiw particles alter'ed sub-
stantially by surface silica 
precipitation and solution and 
appear to be cemented toget er 
by precipitate (b). 
Plate 94 x 12000 resh-faced 
rounded particles with silica 
precipitation and adhering 
particles . 
Plate 96 x 5000 ggregate of 
varied particles with littl~ 
silica spread indicating a 
newly forming aggregate of 
relatively fresh sediment . 
late 9l x 8900 OelativelY 
fresh - faced ) angular) abraded 
par tic 1 e s ~J i the d 9 est e p 5 ; 
early precipitation (ri ght ) 
and cementin~ the two 
particles together . 
Plate r X 1 000 . h . s . verY 
fresh-faced angular partiC le 
with horizontal cleavaqe pl~ 
, c 
creatine stepped edges; 1. h.!'> ' 
rounded particl p \ i th dense 
silica precipitation and 
solution features . 
Altered Sediment Fr'or.1 ,en0d 
Surface Input . 
late 97 x 12000 resh-fac ed 
particle (a) in contrast to 
eavily precipitate- covered 
particle (b) . 
Plate 98 x 1 2300 'iainly relatively Plate 90 x 11.)000 Detail of 
fresh sediment , angularity and 
fresh faces seen beneath ear l y 
precipitation and some edge 
abrasion . 
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recently input oartic l e 
... ) (confirmed by diatom fragmen~ 
showin~! r1ultiple I resh faceS 
and edc~e abrasion ( 7 ) . 
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Plate 1 00 x 1 6000 Detai l of 
r ecent l y in put sediment wi th 
f r esh faces ( a ) and edge erosion 
( b ) 
l ate 1C1 x 300 Fr es h and 
a lt e r ed seGiment: r . h . s . 
fr es h~f aced pa rticle with 
ab r ade edpes ( a ) and lo~ 
r e li e f i mpact pits ad e ring 
fra£1ment (c entre fAce ) ; r . h. S ' 
sUDstanti a l preci pitat ion o~ 
Aoorenatp incorporatinq fresh 
anqu l a r fr agmAnts (b) . 
Plate 102 x 6000 Early agq r ega t e °late 103 x 12400 Very earlY 
deve lo pment of cemented , slightly sta0e of sed i ~~ nt c ustert nr 
altered indi vi dua l pa rticl es a nd ce~entinq into aga reqatP ; 
and SOr1e \Je ll- de velo ped silica con s tituont oa rticl es are 
g ro ' 1th indicatin g s lo w flo 'v j ang ul a r in ividua ls of fresh 
no lQn ae r any siDn of old faces . 
aggregates fron p r e viou s storm . 
. gg re gate Format ion . 
Pl a t e 104 x 1000 Ove r a ll view of OJ x .000 Silic a 
-----
wi de range of sed i ment fron precipitation \/ ith solutiOn 
fresh-faced a ngu l a r pa rticl es ac r oss fresh-f ace of sub-
ane d i at oms in d ic a ting continuous anru l a r pa rtic e with abraded 
small scale su rf ace input , to a pes . 
a lt ered i ndi vi d ua l pa rticl es 
and ana r egates . 
Pl a te 106 x G200 Subang ular 
pa rticle with p r ecip it a tion 
solution surface . 
°late 107 x 2')000 nptail of 
Plate 10 j p r ecipitation 
g ro wth and fine adherino 
fr aqme nts j solution hollows 
in precipitation an pa rticle 
309 surface . 
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a . 
n lncreasina trend in silica activity towards the end of the 
storm discharce, as can be seen fro~ Sa~ole 32 (Plates 104-111) 
and Sample 40 (Plates 112-121) on Fiqurc 0.4. The percentage 
of fresh material decreases as the a~0regates and individual 
particles with silica precipitates increase. AlthouOh samplin~ 
ended at this point the discharge has a little way to fall to 
regain the base flo~. During these low discharoes (1.5-2.5 m~ls) 
and the subsequent drying of the drain aggrcqate 
development was eXDected to continue. 
The example of the storm of 17.11.Q1 serves very well to 
Confirm the features attributed to the sediment transported 
in both its constituent storm types. It is a rare exception 
to the four group storm classification but its hydrological 
Characteristics are clearly recognised as a combination of 
those from Groups I an~ II and the resulting sediment 
Characteristics are in response to them. 
8.5. S f ur ace Textures in Storm Group III. 
ReCalling the hydrological classification in Chapter 3 it will 
be seen that in the storms of Group III discharge gradually 
increases with rainfall intensity to reach a peak of between 
2.75 and 4.50 M~'S over a period of 1.25· to 1.75 hours and 
decreases again at a similar rate. The pattern of rainfall 
and discharge is similar to that of Group II storms but all the 
parameters are of moderate dimensions within the range provided 
by Groups I to IV. The storms of 14.11.80 and 10.9.81~igure 3.4 arc 
representative of this group and have antecedent dry poriods 
of 179 and 505 hours respectively during which time substantial 
surface sediment will have accumulated. The storm preceding 
14.11.80 was of Group II and therefore it is likely that some 
material was left in the drain. The storm 14.11.80 is used as 
the main example of Group III storm. 
Throughout the storm discharge the sediment is dominated by 
aggregates and silica-altered individual particles. The 
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x 0300 Small 
aggreqate i errly staqe of 
development with pronounced 
silica growth ( a ) incorporatino 
r:'elatively fresh pa.rticlc>s ( ). 
x 11000 furt p r 
a0crp~ate development for,inR 
a larqer a~1renate than lates 
108 or lon; silica c~ment (a) 
incorroratin~ frpsh sediment ( b ) 
an dpve l oping an upper su r ace 
( c ) . 
a1'1relate , ")artic ee:. ai r J 
s0rpacl out, i h '.nh:.rpartiC 
cemAnt ( a ) qr~ i~iLE su r 
rovth (b) le v'; nr rAsh or 
abrad d partie as sill 
ex ose ( c ) . 
x ~OOC One or ~orP 
f'X ibitin q wi e-
sprea S iea precioitat i on 
( a ) ::\ tho u han r, U 1 a r i t { fi n 
,J face of ex 058 
partie os in~icat~s imratu re 
forr.latian (b) . 
, 
dV8ncin~ Precipitati A and AggreQation . 
late ll~ x P000 n~ular 
particlp. with i:,lpact and step 
fpatur~ ( ~) ~nd precipitation 
an solution surface . 
late 11 '" -000 . ore advanced 
silica p r ec i pitation ( a ) on 
subangu l ar ~aterial ( eQ r . h . s . ) 
Rnd cluet ring (b) and 
cementation of particles . 
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x 27)0 letail of 
suban ular f:n oartic e 
shmJino ab r~ rjpd pd"'es n 
irrelular r pc ' ~it~ ion 
so ution ::>ces . 
~ x l~ CO ~ilica 
------
r pciritat ion on surface of 
annu ar fr es -f ace pa rticle 
vi th step ab rasion (7 ) featUreS 
(u pper I)srticle , ch1. r sin,') a. nd 
, 8.1 
surrOl) Jin Ifleat ered '~ ter1. 
lith or cipita es . 
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late 116 x 15000 dvanced 
siJica nrOiJtt1 over particles 
(c harging ) . 
x Il FOO nevelorin~ 
anGre~ate with artic ps of 
mixer stanes of alteration ; 
\llidespread silica precipitation . 
late 120 x ~ 700 G,all aqgregate 
(left) in contrast to fresh-
face d annula r partic e , right , 
and surroundinn altered fine 
individual perticles (-7'). 
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Plate 117 x l~O 0 Cluste red 
fresh abrade 
· ... h par tic 1 e s ~J 1 \. 
inr:>act ri ts and adllerinn 
pa r'ticles , possibl y a lr padY 
held together by sica 
cenentation (-=;7) . 
D 1 ate 11 9 x 11:J (' 0 \ Ii r! e s n r e ae' 
silica pr cipitation ceme ntin 
oppther adjacent in-ivi~ual 
oartic es . 
Plate 21 x 11500 ftpnrea ate 
devAlopinn fro~ visible fine 
constituent narticles n 
coate and cerAnte by si l jCa 
precipitation . 
3 5 
1 
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Occurrence of aggregates follows a similar, although slightly 
mOdified, pattern to that of Group II storm loads. In the 
early low discharge (Plates 122-124) the sediment concentration 
is low and comprises mostly individual particles severely 
altered by silica precipitation and solution (Fuzzy score 3.8, 
75% Coverage, Table 8.5). Aggregates are well-developed 
(Fuzzy score 4.0, Table 8.5) and too large for the capacity 
of the discharge at this stage. The well-developed silica 
features of both individual particles and aggregates points 
to their having been formed during the slowly falling dis-
Charge of the previous storm. Some surface sediment is 
introduced at this time but the moderate Fuzzy values 
of the features of fresh face (2.5) and angularity (3) suggest 
aprior period in moisture allowing silica ~recipitation. The 
higher value (3.7) for impact pits indicates the long period 
of erosion during the antecedent dry period. Indeed, surface 
Sediment input throughout this storm (Table 8.5,Figure 8.5) 
Was Weathered and eroded and thus confirmed the effects of 
SUrface activity over a long period. 
An hour into the storm there was an increase in the quantity 
Of sediment of all types, particularly of the aggregates, 
now easily transported by the discharge, and of surface 
Sediment entrained ,by the higher rainfall intensity (Plates 
125-129). The well-developed nature of the aggregates 
(Fuzzy score 4, 80%, Table 8.5) and individual particles 
With precipitation (Fuzzy score 3.8, 100%) showed their origin 
to be in the previous storm. Conversely, the poor Fuzzy scores 
for the fresh featuresr to 2.~indicated the alteration of 
sUrface material. 
ihe old aggregates are removed during the second hour of the 
disCharge and by Sample 16 (Plates 130-134) small new aggregates 
are forming from the surface material. Much of the already-
Weathered surface material develops silioa precipitates 
rapidly during the moderate discharge and these particles 
readily form cemented aggregates. There is a slight increase 
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TABLE 8.5. 
---
Sample 
Feature )J 
A@ 4.0 
B 3.8 
C 3.8 
D 2.5 
E 3.0 
F 3.0 
G 3.7 
H 1.0 
I 
J 
- -
- _._. --
3 
% 
25 
75* 
63 
50 
38 
38 
38 
13 
-- - -
FUZZY ANAL YSIS OF STORM SEDIMENT SAMPLES, ~4. ~~. 80. 
8 16 26 32 
JJ /0 }J /6 }J % )J % 
4.0 80** 4.2 23 4.3 38 4.7 27 
3.6 100** 3.8 100** 3.1 100** 3.7 91** 
2.4 100**, 2.8 69 3.1 88** 2.8 55 
2.2 100** 2.8 62 2.9 88 2.4 91** 
2.4 100** 3.1 69 3.3 88 3.0 64 
2.0 20 2.3 23 2.3 50 1 .6 46 
2.8 100** 3.5 46 3.5 75 2.8 36 
1.0 20 
_ .. -
- -
~ 
p = Mean Fuzzy value of feature from sample particle. 
% = Percentage of particles with feature. 
71* = Notable values, 70-79. 
100**= High values, 80-100. 
@ = Feature list given in Table 7.3. 
46 
}J /6 
5.0 60 
3.3 80** 
I 
3.5 80** 
3.8 80** 
2.0 40 
2.8 80** 
5.0 40 
.. 
FIGURE 8.5. 
PE!1CE}\JTAl1E VAPIATIcr.J OF :'IGG:?EGATES, SILIC!\-/\L TEr::ED .4"10 FRESI! 
IrmrVIDU/\L PAf(TICU:S Durn!'):; TH~ STOf\:! Cr= 14.11.80. 
80 6 
6°1 \/ \ 6 Aggregates 
w 
I--' 401 /\ >0 ~~ 00 % particles ~~ {Y 
with feature I 11 \/ 
Fresh individuals 
/ 0 
20 
I 
X 
~ / \ Si individuals 
01 
0 2 4 6 
Time, hours 
f~ixed Sed i ment Types From the far l y Sta)es 
of Group Storr, : 14 . 11 . 01 . 
Plate 122 v 2300 Ma ture , well -
~eveloped aggregate deposited by 
previous storm, low overa ll 
sedir.ient concentration in 
respons8 to l ow low . 
Plat8 1 24 x ~ 500 Individual 
ra r tic l es with su stantia si ica 
featUres developed during pr~vious 
storm ; lower; recently input 
surf~ce sejiment , fel ~ spar 
( cleaYage ) su rvivin g thus far; 
su rf ace i mp act or so luti on pit s . 
Plate 126 x ~GCO Increasin1 
discharqe , af ter 1 hours sto r m 
flol~ , is sti ll c l eA.rinr. the 
dr in of rreviously dposite 1 
agrreaates ( above ) with wel l -
deve lo ped surf~ce recipitation 
and solution features and adher -
in!] particles . 
Pl ate 12R x 3 7 uO ~ma ll agg r egate 
of old silica- coated material 
anc incorporating mo r e r~cent 
su rf ace se' i ment . 
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23 x JGOO severe lY 
------
altered indi vidual part iCle<; 
by abrasion ( upper ) ana 
solution oi ttino (-7» in 
abrac ed hollows indicating 11 
rerio ()f slo"J fOIl afte r 
abrasion in nr~vious sto r~ 
10 Jer : abrasion , silica 
precioitati on and so lu tion. 
,;:;I,..:.n.:..;.c:.. :...r .:::e..:::a:..;s:...:l=..· :...:n ..::::p~.:..;.u::....:::a~n:.....:t:...:l:..· t-=-=i ...:e:....:s --Qi 
S dil"1ent . 
discharge transports a 
l oad but largely of o l d 
a]gregates and surface 
in d ivi ual part icl es ( abO VP ):dg, 
hol 
n'Ju l ar partic l e ~Jith co nG 
1\5 
edg fracture , surface craG 
. tatiC . 
and early silica rreci9 1 • 
l ate 1 2 7 x 2700 vancp.d 
ap~reqate eveloorent wi tb 
oossibJ e biolo{Jical 1'lc3t Pri c. 1 
Ab rad e,J 
angu l ar partic l e with both 
fresh faces , a0Qre]ated 
particles and si lic a p r e ciP~ 
itation; abradeJ sphe rical 
partic l e Nith ~ i no r 
:.>recipitation ( "'t ) ; p ro bab J 
recently input from surface , 
qutte r flo 'oj and s O~J c r ain 
f:),q"J cq b i ninq to a 10\-/ 
~ lteration. 
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f'.Je\J A~l1rpqate Fornation . 
Plate 130 x 2600 ~Acent a~grenate Plate 121 x P500 Abradpd 
with ninin::tl surface silic::t anqular particle or cluster 
coatin0 but incorporating well - with ear l y precipitation on 
Jeve lo ped silica altered inJivid- fresh-faces robaely the 
ual~ (a) and fresh anJular 
surface seaiment ( b ) . 
late 132 x Cj700 ',Jpl l - al tere(~ 
i lividual rarticlps , first bJ 
abrasion , l ater by precipitation 
d uri n:J 7 9 h 0 u r a c c u Iii U 1 at ion 
period . This is surface sediment 
nost recently input anu Axplains 
such altered individual occuring 
after a~~ r erates of the previous 
sto rrl . 
late 13 1 x 3~00 Clustered , 
a lt ered inuividual partic les 
~d th rE:cent surface " q ranular " 
silica precipitation ; ni lli po r e 
-
filter ("-7 ) . 
x 2600 f"ecentl.v 
for~e a~0 re ~ate of surface 
sedi·tlent . 
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result of surface Jeathe ri nfl 
durinq lon l a c cu lulation 
period ; fine " granular " silica 
could have formed du ri n 1 slO" 
qutter and 1rain flow since 
this sto r l 1 ber:an 2 hours 
rrAviously . 
Plat~ l3~ x ~ 700 ~ouncAd 
pa rticl e of q ob ar silica 
prpcinitation- solution surface 
attached to aqe re late . 
an+ • 
Increasinc '-'r:' r enate DP V~
Plate 12 ~ x 2~OO Fast 
lOP-incr easino a~grenate de vA 
ment of r ecen t s rfac e 
individual pa rticles . 
late 137 x llc O ~pvprplY 
ab r::tded indi vidual earticle 
vi i t i"'lpact pits (-7» and 
irrequlor eroded Aaaes and 
faces; a littl e ear ly silic 8 
precipitation . 
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in the clarity of fresh features (Table 8.5) which can be 
eXPlained by the particles having been covered on the surface 
by other sediment ( Samples 3 and 8) which bore the brunt of 
erosive forces and was removed earlier in the storm. 
The newly formed aggregates and their surface precipitates 
develop rapidly in the low discharge where precipitation 
appears ,to :be more dominant than abrasion (Plates 135-139). 
Aggregate growth continues as particles are incorporated 
(Plates 140-145). Finally, towards the end of the discharge 
(Plates 146-148) after over six hours,the aggregates are 
extremely well-developed with a Fuzzy score of 5 (Table 8.5). 
They have increased progressively in development and occurence 
from 4.3,38% to 5, 60% between Samples 26 and 46 respectively. 
Precipitation will continue for as long as flow permits. The 
f' lnal percentage of aggregates is however lower than that 
(80-100%) deposited by the long period of falling discharge of 
Group II storms. 
A minority of fine, individual particles reach the outfall 
late in the storm and are the freshest material monitored 
during the storm. They are probably a combination of recently-
eroded surface sediment and fragments abraded from drain 
load. Surface material remains a possibility at this late 
stage in the storm in response to a small revival in the 
rainfall intensity after 2 hours. 
8.6. Surface Textures in Storm Group IV. 
Storms in Group IV are those of shortest duration and generate 
the lowest rainfall totals 'and intensities. ,One such storm 
is that of 26.11.80 which produces only 1.1mm in 3.5 hours fiqure 
It Was preceded by a Group I storm with 169 dry hours between 
the two sto~ms. There were two minor occurrences of rainfall 
dUring that period with the result that some fine sediment, 
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might be expected to have been deposited in the drain. 
The low capacity of the di~charge means that the sediment 
load is very small at all times during the storm. Fine 
individual particles with moderately well-developed silica 
precipitation form the majority of the load throughout the 
storm as is shown in Table 8.6,. :-igure 8.6. Fuzzv values of silica 
preCipitation on individuals range from 3.3 to 4.0 in 70-
100% of the particles. Early in the storm the fin~altere~ 
individual particles \lill be lar~:1GI:y t!iC urain sediment of the prEv:iJ'! 
storm which is initially transported in preference to the 
heaVier aggregates. Late~ altered individual particles will comprise 
surface sediment which has had a s~gnificant accumulation 
period for erosionjand intermittent showers which provide 
mOisture for silica precipitation in the gutter (Plates 149-
153). The precipitation of silica continues rapidly in the 
drain,encouraged by the conditions of slow flow, and aggregates 
are formed. The size of the aggregates is limited at this 
stage by the lack of sediment and by the low load capacity 
of the discharge. 
As the storm progresses (Plates 154-158) there is an increase 
in the surface material with moderately well~eveloped 
impact breaks (Sample 8, Table 8.6) but textures are still dominated 
by silica feature~". A~ter two hours into "the storm aggregate 
formation is well under way (Plates 159-163). Rainfall 
intensity and discharge have rlsen and there is an increase 
in the quantity and freshness of surface sediment. Surface 
Sediment is collected in small quantities compared with the 
other storm groups and comprises first the material most 
freely available which tends to be moderately well eroded, 
and,late~ particles of slightly fresher appearance. The 
rainfall is of insufficient intensity to erode and entrain 
very much fresh source material and as a result the surface 
Sediment collected will be that lying closest to the drain 
in the area of rainfall. Due to the low discharge the surface 
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TABLE B.6. 
TFttJ L. t·" f', c; I 
Sample 
Feature JJ 
AG 3.2 
B 4.0 
C 2.B 
0 2.7 
E 3.0 
F 2.0 
G 2.0 
H 1.0 
I 
J 1.0 
--
- --_.-
-- -
4 
% 
30 
90*-A 
50 
45 
55 
5 
15 
20 
5 
-
FUZZY ANALYSIS OF STORM SEDIMENT SAMPLES, 26.11.80. 
B 16 25 34 I 
JJ % JJ % }J % JJ /6 
4.7 3' u 2.5 50 4.3 17 4.B 30 
3.5 100** 3.5 100** 3.6 90** 3.B 70* 
2.3 38 2.B 100** 3.3 17 3.4 35 
3.5 25 2.0 50 3.0 60 3.2 70* 
2.B 63 2.5 50 3.5 67 3.2 70* 
2.0 13 2.5 11 3.3 23 
3.B 63 3.5 50 3.0 17 3.0 20 
4.0 5 
1.0 13 1.0 11 1.0 "7 I 
- --- --- --- -- - -- -- -
~.---
-- -
JJ = Mean Fuzzy value of feature from sample particle. 
% = Percentage of particles with feature. 
71* = Notable values, 70-79. 
100** = High values, BO-100. 
@ = Feature list given in Table 7.3. 
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material makes slow progress through the drain and the bulk 
of it only reaches the outfall late in the storm. With 
regard to the area of rainfall mentioned above, these storms 
cover much smaller areas of the catchment than those of other 
groups. Without an adequate rainfall monitoring network a 
fUll analysis of the entrainment patterns cannot be carried 
out. 
Du . 
rlng the later half of the stor~ there is a considerable 
increase in aggregation and silica precipitation on all 
particles (Sample 46, Table 8.5. Plates 164-171). 
8.7. A Comparative Summary of Sedimentary Features in the 
Four Storm Groups. 
Storm Group I stands out as being dominated by fresh-faced, 
angular sediment. The features are well_developed and cover 
large proportions of the particles. The storms are of short 
dUration but the initial rainfall intensity is so high that 
it creates substantial sediment entrainment by scouring the 
land surface. The intensity of the rainfall and its collection 
of the fresh sediment outweighs the influences of the accumu-
lation period and of theaggregated and precipitated material 
which may have been deposited during that time. The rainfall 
Ceases almost as rapidly as it began leaving the drain 
thoroughly cleared of sediment which obviously did not have 
enough time for silica precipitation. 
8y Comparison,fresh surface material only occurs in other 
storm samples about halfway through the storm. The gradual 
bUild up of rainfall and discharge to mid-storm peaks means 
that the drain is first cleared of aggregates and individual 
silica altered particles. Meanwhile the surface material is 
being washed towards the drain and follows the drain sediments 
to the outfall. The quantity of this sediment that is available 
and the degree of its alteration depends on theleng~h of the 
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antecedent dry period. ["luch of the material is considerably abraded 
and affected by silica precipitation from periods in stationary 
Or slow moving gutter flow early in the storm. Storm Groups 
II and III are very similar in this respect althou~h the 
quantities of sediment in Group III are smaller due to the 
lower rainfall and lower discharge capacity. The proportions 
of individual particles diminish towards the end of the 
storm during decreasing discharge due to both reduced input 
and their incorporation into aggregates. This sequence is 
Only interrupted by late surges of rainfall and further 
Surface sediment inputs. Further evidence of the rapid 
throughput of stormwater occuring during these Group I and 
Group II storms is the presence of diatoms which are observed 
in the Plates of the storms of 16.11.81, 17.11.81, and 10.10.81. 
As the tests are fragile and the animals require light and 
moisture only those kept undamaged in the darkness for a 
Short time will survive. 
Rainfall and discharge are so low in Group IV storms that 
Often aggregates are too large to be carried. Slow flows 
encourage silica precipitation with the result that individual 
Particles with precipitated silica predominate in these short 
storms. 
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CHAPTER 9 
SIMULATED SEDIMENT ALTERATION. 
9.1. Introduction and Aims of the Simulation. 
9.1.1. Introduction. 
The results of any study such as this, which by the very 
varied nature of the catchment and surrounding area are 
extremely complicated, demand some attempt at unravelling 
the orocesses operating on the sediment for a fuller under-
standing of the whole system. The most useful apnlication 
of the results would be in the implications for comparable 
catchments. To determine how representative this catabment 
is, a ~umber of others would also have to be monitored. How-
eVer the examination of this catchment has been lengthy and 
the similar treatment of others would be time consuming 
beYond the confines of this study. Here, we are limited to 
the examination of component areas and processes of the 
catchment and to this end a number of experiments were 
Contemplated. Ideally, it was hoped to seed the catchment 
With control sand of known surface texture and, from the 
Controlled introduction and collection of sand through the 
Catchm.nt, to type the processes dominant at different points 
along the system. This would have had the outstanding 
advantage of attaching time periods to sediment travel. 
Eventually the details of such a project appeared unfeasible 
in particular because the tracers were fluorescent and their 
use would not be tolerated in such a public system. Also, 
as the tracer sediment would have been san~ rather than silt-
sized the rates and mechanisms of movement would have been 
different and not directly comparable. 
The results from the catchment, as they stand (Chapters 6, 
7 and 8) provide comparisons of sediment size and surface 
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texture across the land surface, alon~ the drain and through 
storms but they are only relative since the original state 
of the sediment is unknown. 
The simplest situation, at the head of the catchment, was 
particularly useful as a control area. The area is small 
(approximately 200m2 ) and of a uniform style of modern 
hOUsing with gardens. The surrounding land is an open space 
and therefore any outside sediment entering the drain will 
be soil material alone and of known characteristics (described 
in Chapter 7). The drainage pattern is a simple one comprising 
two tributary drains joining at 600 and thence combined to 
form the start of the main drain. 
The sUb-catchment can only be compared directly with similar 
areas of modern housing but the effect of the concrete 
driveways is to provide a relatively high level of silica 
which causes the unusually rapid aggregation of sediment. 
In this way the area is somowhat analogous to the whole 
catchment. The process of sediment accumulation, drain 
transport and increasing aqgregation downstream (although 
here only as far as the next main sediment input) follows 
the overall pattern of sediment alteration through the catch-
ment on a reduced scale. Silica precipitation and aggregation 
OCCur between the head of the catchment and the next sample 
POint downstream but such rapid development was not seen 
between any other successive sample points and~ust be the result 
of the high silica availability in that area (as described 
in Chapter 7). The question of the time taken for the 
Sediment to reach the next sample point, and hence the time 
taken to reach that state of aggregation under those 
Conditions, can not be accurately determined without the 
recovery of tracer sediment. The rate of sediment transport 
is examined further in Chapter 10. 
Consideration of the sub-catchment is useful in understanding 
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the processes operating, and the effect of flow conditions 
on sediment characteristics, with a minimum of complications. 
A number of reports can be found in the literature on the 
eXperimental production of quartz sand grain surface 
textures particularly on wind tunnel studies of eolian 
Sediment (Kaldi-,toJ1978; Krinsley and Greeley, 1978; Mckee, 
Greeley and Krinsley, 1979). Krinsley and O'Hara (1976) 
and Linde and Mycielska-DowgiaXXo (1980), studied sediment 
in aqueous environments and the latter, especially, were 
at pains to simulate the motion of the natural river 
environment as closely as possible. They pointed out that 
sUSpended material in streams travels essentially at the 
speed of the flow and collisions and abrasion are minimal, 
and they tried to simulate the same situation. This is not such a 
necessary consideration in simulatino the storm sewer 
system. The rapid turbulent flow, with levels often pipe-
fUl and surcharging, and hi~h sediment concentrations 
generate severe particle impact and 2~rasion. In the ooen section 
of the flume used to simulate storm sediment transport some 
Sediment was seen to travel in suspension at the velocity 
of the water but the high velocity, high sediment concen-
tration and the period in the enclosed cylindrical pipe 
mOre closely simulated sewer pipeful flow. This flume 
System is a useful compromise in simulating sewer transport 
which in any storm includes both low-flow and pipeful 
stages. 
The experiment described in this Chapter turns to the major 
processes operating in the catchment; those of turbulent 
channeLlnd pipe flow :'lnd the effect on su,spe·nced sediment Rurf8ce 
textures. From the simulated transport of control sand in 
a flume the surface textures were determined. By the 
elimination of these features from the study of drain flow 
sUrface textures (described in Chapter 7 and 8), the 
remaining features are attributable to other catchment factors. 
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All simulations such as this one are encumbered with their 
own problems and restrictions, particularly those due to 
Scaling down. The most significant effect of scaling down 
the system from a channel the size of the drain to one the 
size of the flume was to increase the rate of particle 
COllisions and hence the abrasion rate. Full details are 
given in Section 9.2.2 below. 
In general howeve~ the results go a good way to demonstrat~ 
the processes causing specific grain surface features, and 
in Confirming the results of the catchment study. During 
the first 30 minutes of turbulent flow abrasion features 
are formed in abundance (described in Section 9.3.3.). From 
approximately 1 hour onwards sufficient quantities of free 
silica~ave been produced from abrasion to create precipitation 
features and particle aggregation (see Section 9.3.4.). This 
is the progression of events seen in the study of the catch-
ment. 
FUrther small scale experiments are described below in which 
an ultrasonic bath was used to try and simulate the abrasive 
Conditions of sediment transport and link them to the 
resulting surface texture. 
The flume trials rrovide results on the surface textures 
PrOduced by flow transport. The remainder of the surface 
textures are ppecific to this urban catchment. The extent 
to which they are applicable to other urban catchments will 
depend on the land uses occuring in those catchments but 
as the majority of the sediment is road-derived (Chapter 7) 
considerable similarities can be expected. 
9.1.2. Aims of the Simulation. 
The aim of the simulation by flume trials was: 
(1) To demonstrate the progressive formation of those 
surface textures and their increasing number and 
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density produced by drainflow transport, and, 
(ii) to distinguish them f~om those features attributed to 
the sediment origins of air, road, roof or land uses, 
and from features produced by other processes such as 
surface weathering, precipitation and solution. 
9.2. Experimental Method of Flume Trials. 
9.2.1. Equipment and Calibration. 
The equipment consisted of a 2.20m rectangular recycling 
flume of 150mm width, fixed between header and receiver 
tanks. The tanks were in turn linked by cylindrical piping 
Containing a splayed out fan pump which itself would not 
Create any significant abrasion. A dia~ram of the equip-
ment is shown in Figure 9.1. A manometer inclined at 55 0 
Was attached for discharge measurement. The inclining of 
the manometer extended the difference in the height between 
the two levels and thus facilitated an accurate reading. 
The total volume of water in the flume system was 0.47m3 
(468 1) which circulated at a depth of 90mm in the flume and 
at an average velocity of 0.53m/s. The discharge created was 
0.00713m 3 /s (7.134 lIs). The details of the measurements are 
given in Appendix B. 
Two types of sand were available for the flume trials in 
the approximate size range~ the material sampled in the stormdrai~ 
One is a red fluorescent dye-coated sand ranging from 75~m 
to 210~m and the other an untreated white sand of between 
90~m and 150~m. The majority of the sand introduced into 
the system was white as that had the smaller upper size 
limit which slightly more closely resembled the storm 
Sediment. The red-coated sand was used more particularly 
to demonstrate the areas of preferential initial abrasion 
by obscuring the pattern of abrasion of the coating. The 
total weight of sand used was 250g and gave a sediment 
concentration of 534mg/l. The concentration was governed 
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FIGURE 9.1. 
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by the need to obtain a sufficiently large sediment sample 
for examination without significantly reducing the water 
vOlume. The concentration is of the same magnitude as the 
drain value('iO to 2001110/1) which was onE aim of the experimental 
method in simulating the conditions of the drain as closely 
as Possible. 
9.2.2. Sampling Programme. 
The sampling intervals were designed to capture the variety 
of abrasion features, the varying rates of abrasion and any 
periods of notable change in feature type. 
The catchment storm durations ranged from 1 to 9 hours but 
the results of studies of these storms provided no guide to 
flume abrasion rates for two main reasons. First, the progress 
of abrasion during these periods was complicated when fresh 
inputs of material occurred and when those features present 
were masked by subsequent precipitation and solution features. 
SeCondly, the effect of scaling down the system was likely 
to increase the rate of abrasion, as described in the next 
Section. 
A preliminary trial of sediment circulating in the flume 
and sampled at one, two and three hourly intervals showed 
that abrasion features were already present in large numbers 
after one hour and had largely given way to precipitation and 
SOlution features after two and three hours. 
To follow the details of the formation of abrasion features 
the sediment was sampled at the following intervals: 1, 2, 
5, 10, 15 minutes, then at 15 minute intervals until 3 hours 
had passed, this being the period of the expected highest 
abrasion rate. The reason for this expectation was that 
the flume abrasion rate was thought to be considerably 
higher. than that of storms and even in the most intense 
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stOrms of Group I the pea~ of abrasion has passed within one 
hour. Sampling was reduced to 30 minute intervals until the 
end of 5 hours of operation and thereafter reduced to hourly 
intervals until 9 hours were attained, it being hypothesised 
that sediment alteration would have reached a uniform rate dur-
ing this time. Photographs were taken and texture analyses 
Were done on a selection of these samples after a study of 
each of them showed the periods of greatest change. These 
included all the samples from the first hour where abrasion 
was dominant, five samples durin~ the following 4.5 hours 
when abrasion and precipitation occurred, and on the sixth 
and ei q t h hou rs by whic h time p rec ip i tat ion and so lution 
processes appeared to predominate. 
9.2.3. Problems Involved in the Simulation of the Storm Sewec. 
Every effort was made to simulate the stormwater system as 
Closely as possible but inevitably a number of differences 
arose which affected the hydrological processes acting on the 
Sediment. 
Given the much reduced size of the flume system compared 
With the 3torm sewer most of the inadequacies of the model were due to 
scale. 
In contrast to the small 'd imens ions at th e tOI') of the ca tcrime nt tl'l c.; c:!'"' '1i n 
Piarneter varies from 5Cmm-to the dia~leter pipe' "lnd 1.5m x 2rn 
rectangular outfall,2000m downstream via increasing gradients. 
Clearly the velocity of the water in the storm drains var~es 
With the different pipe gradients throughout the system and 
With the ~olume of water produced by different storms. How-
eVer a design criterion of the storm drains is that they 
ShoUld be of sufficient gradient to generate a self-cleansing 
Velocity, as described in Chapter 2. The velocity in the 
flume was maintaineu on average at 0.53m/s which, with the 
same sediment concentration as in the storm drain, produced 
a higher rate of abrasion through particle collisions. The 
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features of abrasion are t_hus i)oth rfiore numerous and better develoo(O-.: 
during the first 15 minutes and 30 minutes of flume transport 
(Fuzzy values of impact pits of :~.Ot"0-3.r on 100% particles T2blr: c.2) 
than for comparable storm periods (Fuzzy values of 2.5 to ~.2 
on 65to~56~'of particles, storm 16.11.G1.f.<lble 8.1) for the ',ost 
intense storms of Group I. 
The Overall trial time encompassed the range of storm durations 
recorded but abrasion and aggregation occurred in much shorter 
periods than during storms. The advanced development of 
aggregates which is seen in the drains is however limited in 
the flume by the continuous comparatively high discharge for 
the sediment concentration, as described in Section 9.3.4. 
The sediment size is more of a scaling up problem. The 
finest control sediment available which was relatively 
Unaltered and of known size was at bost twice the size of 
the majority of the storm sediment sampled, and reached up 
to over five times that size. It has been suggested in the 
literature that fi~e sediments such as those suspended in 
stormwater produce different surface textures than sediment 
sizes of a higher magnitude. However the surface textures 
observed on the control sand appear to be of the same type 
as those on the stormwater sediment. The difference is 
that the flume sediment is more uniform and the features 
better-developed and generally larger mainly because the 
sediment is less adulterated by other processes such as act 
on the catchment sediment. 
The nature of the flow in the flume is constant but that of 
the storm sewer varies according to the volume of water 
Present. The water level in the flume was maintained at a 
Constant height and the sediment was carried in turbulent 
flow. The samples were taken in the upper half of the flow 
where all the sediment was in suspension as opposed to lower 
down where some grains were seen to be saltating. The 
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sUspended sediment collected from the outfall is similarly 
travelling suspended in turbulent flow. However, alon~ the 
drain the water level often rises to the pipeful stage and when 
the water is under pressure this causes surchargin~ .. Although 
SUrcharging may influence the surface textures no details 
have been described and no features found on the storm 
sediment have been linked to surcharging. The lower pipe 
section of the flume conveys the water and sediment at 
Pipeful flow but high pressure does not build up in this 
open flume system and because the surface textures are so 
similar to those produced in the storm drain any influence 
of surcharging in the drain appears to be minimal. 
9.3. Simulated Surface Textures. 
9.3.1. Introduction. 
The methods of examining the sediment surface textures produced 
in the flume, and ofana~ysing the photomicrographs, was the 
Same "Fuzzy-scoreUmethod which was described in Chapter 7 and 
apPlied in Chapters 7 and 8. The method was used both to 
describe the control sand andtha sand circulated in the flume, 
and to produce mean feature scores and percentages of particles 
per feature. The results are used to demonstrate the 
progressive alteration of the sediment with the increasing 
period of simulated transport. 
Simulated sediment alteration was in three stages: 
(1) That sediment suffering maximum abrasion within the 
first hour of transport; 
(ii) sediment undergqing both abrasion and surface precipit-
ation during the following 4.5 hours; 
(iii) the dominance of silica precipitation and solution 
during the last three hours of the trial. 
The time intervals are only as precise as the sampling intervals 
Having attached these approximate times to periods of feature 
development a repeat of the experimental methods would be 
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necessary with more frequent samples taken during those 
periods of change estimated above. It is important to note 
that this would require the complete emptying and cleaning 
of the flume and the introduction of new sand. Any sand 
left in the flume that has circulated previously would 
impair, the results. As the experimental periods of change 
could not be directly related to the catchment because of 
differences due to scaling down, this lengthy procedure was 
not undertaken~ 
Throughout the simulation the dominant features produced at 
any stage occurred in large numbers on almost every particle 
eXamined, the degree of development depen~ing upon the length 
of time for which the process had been operating (shown in 
Tables 9.2. and 9.4.). All other features were therefooe 
few, and small, or absent altogether as demonstrated by the 
lack of middle range results in~Tables 9.2 and 9.4. In a 
natural system results such as these would be a clear method 
of recognising a sediment &ith certain well-defined features 
denoting one source and a limited transport history. The 
number of processes acting on the sediment in the flume is 
limited by the controlled conditions of the flume and the 
SUites of features present arise from those processes. 
This is in distinct contrast to the stormwater sediment. 
Some features on stormwater sediment do occur dominantly 
but the presence of a range of features demonstrates the 
Very varied combinations of sediment source, runoff and drain 
transport histories and the texture alteration all these 
conditions imaose. 
9.3.2. Surface Features of the Control Sediment. 
A study was made of the sand grains before their introduction 
into the flume, to act as a control during the examination 
of the effects of flume transport on the sediment. The photo-
micrographS of both the coated and non-coated sand are given 
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in Plates 1 to 16, and the Fuzzy Analysis in Table 9.1. 
The sand in the size range 75}Jm to 210j..Jril is subangular or 
mOderately well rounded (Plate 1) and had been dyed in a 
fluorescent red dye which coated the particles in a smooth 
featureless layer overlying the true particle surface. 
Abrasion of the coating occurs preferentially first on 
protruberences and particle edges and lastly in hollows 
II h' ~ lch are protected from abrasion (Plates 1-7). The order 
of preferential abrasion provides grounds for supposing that 
the abrasion of particle surfaces follows the same pattern. 
I n the case of the dyed oarticles however, there are some 
~mall areas which may have escaped being dyed, for example 
an the particle' showp in Plate. 7;;. 
The majority of the exposed surfaces are considerably rounded 
and pitted, either by abrasion or solution or a combination 
of the two. (Plates 5-7). Unfortunat'ely the detail 9 of the 
Sediment history of these grains are unknown and in particular 
Whether the sizo range was obtained from grinding and, or, 
Sieving. The pitted but well-rounded surface however is 
recognisable and abrasion marks found in that Lsurface after 
the trials can b.e attri-bute_Q to flume transport. 
The sand in the range ClQ toI5.o;r(! tends to be subangular but 
With rounded edges and corners (Plates 8-16). The surfaces 
are in some cases fairly irregular with angular protruberences 
(Plate 11), steps, cracks, large and small impact pits, many 
fine adhering particles throughout and possibly precipitation 
and solution surfaces. The fine adhering material may be the 
result of the method employed to acheive the specified size 
range but again, the method is unknown. The more rounded 
areas of the particles have surfaces of lower relief (Plates 
14-16). The features seen on these particles are uni-
directional and are very similar in appearance to those described 
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Red Dye-Coated Control Sand (7 5-210~m) 
Plate 1 x 113 Overall view of 
subangular and subrounded 
particles wholly or partially 
coated in red dye. 
Plate 3 x 550 Well-coated 
particle with adhering surface 
fragments and small cracks in 
coat . 
Plate 5 x 900 Detail of sub-
rounded particle with coating 
thickest over d e p r essions, 
Plate 2 x 550 Detail of coated 
~articles showing thinning of 
coat on protruding areas of 
particles and on some edgeS 
(....::,), revealing rounded, pitted 
abrasion and solution surface 
beneath. 
Plate 4 x 1500 Detail of Plate 
3 showing broken area of coat 
and weathered particle surface 
beneath . 
Plate 6 x 680 Ed ges and 
protruberances exposed by 
abrasion before hollows 
thinning over protruding area revealing well-rounded 
(top centre) and broken on r.h . s . abrasion and solution surface 
Revealed beneath is abraded 
surface strongly affected by 
solution, especially along lines 
of weakness . 
beneath. 
Plate 7 x 3000 Details of Plate Untreated Control Sand (90~ 
6 showing particle surface and 150pm) 
limit of coatin~ rounded , thinned Plate 8 x 120 Overall view of 
limit of coating suggests liquid subangular and subrounded 
dye only reached this far, rather sand grains . 
than the sharp edges caused by 
abrasion . 
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Plate 9 x 280 Reduced view of 
control sedinent showinp both 
smooth and weathered surfaces . 
Plate 10 x GOO ',leathered partie! 
surfaces - 'vJith i!'1pact pits 
fl odi fied by solution . Frequent 
fine ad he 1'" in a -I ran me nt s maY 
result I ro m sieve sizino . 
Plate 11 x 890 eroded surface , Plate 12 x 1=;<"'00 8etail of Plate 
pitted by solution , with preciita- 11; irre nu l1.r sur-"'ace "lith earl 
tion and adhering particles .. prpcipitation and solution , 
Pl ate 13 x 12000 Detail of Plate 
12: precipitated silica covering 
a small prodrudina area of the 
pa rticl e surface . 
Pl ate 1S x 1000 Detail of Plate 
10 showina fine l or~entated 
solution features and acJhering 
fraoments . 
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'n 
cra cl's , impact pits and ac:lil e r l 
ragnents . 
Plate 1 - x J80 Surf1.ce ir:lpact 
pits of 1-20~ ' include ' V ' 
notc les (loPler ri ght )) rlechani '" 
cally for rled of side 1C'jJ rJ , 
s t ria t ion s (u Q per rig h t ) . 
Plate 16 x 8 7 (0 Dotail of 
1 ::; sl1o\"; in gun ie' i r ec t ion a I 
orirntation of quartz disso lu-
tion ff'aturAs . 
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as quartz dissolutional features by Wilson (1978, 1979). 
9.3.3. Simulated Sediment Erosion. 
Erosion of the trial sediment was the dominant process in the 
flume during the first 30 minutes of its operation. Thereafter. 
precipitation and aggregation developed considerably as described 
in the next section. At the beginning of the first 30 minute 
period abrasion is very clearly the most dominant process but 
the effects of solution are seen increasingly from 15 minutes 
onwards. The results of the Fuzzy Analysis are shown in Table 
9.2. but are a slightly weaker measure of particle features 
for the trial sand during this first stage than they are for 
the aggregates seen later and for the stormwater sediment. 
The Fuzzy Analysis describes the abrasion features well but 
the presence of the coatings and distinct solution features 
in the particle surface are obscured. The features: smooth 
COat and solution hollows, were listed in the detailed feature 
list of Table 7.1. On the stormwater sediment these features 
cOmmonly occurred with other precipitation and solution 
features and were classified accordingly in the list of 
amalgamated features for Fuzzy Analysis (Features Band C, Table 
7.3.). In this section the control sediment and simulated 
features would perhaps be better defined by the original 
descriptions. However, on the whole the Fuzzy technique 
described the experimental sediment fully and provided results 
Consistent, and easily comparable with, those of stormwater 
Sediment. The coatings and solution features are shown so 
Clearly on the Plates that any possible lack of description is 
well compensated. 
Examining in detail the control sediment after the first minute 
of flume transport has shown that relatively small, irregularly 
shaped particles are carried at this stage. Maximum particle 
diameters measured range from 10 to17~m which is considerably 
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smaller than the 75 t0210Yid:bameters of the red coated sand and 
the JO t0150}Jcof the white control sand. It appears that during 
this first minute the discharge capacity has not reached its 
fUll strength. The sediment samoled (Plates 7-22) was of low 
Concentration and bears little similarity to the control sand 
(Plates 1-16). The particles are well altered by abrasion, 
pre . . Clpltation and solution and are assumed to be extraneous 
fragments from the bulk of the sample sediment. 
After 2 minutes of flume transport the sediment sampled is 
reCognisable as the control sand grains (Plates 23-27). The 
remnants of the coating in protected hollows and cavities of 
the particle surface indicate the extent to which the force 
of abrasion has removed the rest of the coatinq during this 
short period. A prolonged session in the ultrasonic bath 
Created impact pits in the coated particles but by no means 
removed the coating. This may appear surprising in the light 
of the Severe nature of the ultrasonic bath motion. It there-
fore . . pOlnts to the processes of abrasion in the flume belng 
particularly strong. It must be noted however that the 
different effects on the particles may be the result of the 
d' lfferent forms of motion. In the bath the particles move 
rapidly in all directions whereas in the unidirectional flow 
of the flume the particles move in a rotational manner. The 
latt ' er appears the more rapid method of abrading particle edges. 
A fUrther comparison of the flume and the ultrasonic bath 
W' lth the stormwater system is given below in an attempt to 
~luCidate the processes involved. 
After 5 minutes impact pits are abundant and well-developed 
(Fuzzy value 3.0, 100%, Table 9.2.). The coatings have largely 
disappeared (Plates 28-33) revealing fine solution surfaces 
Which are particularly evident in the slightly more rounded 
White sand grains. Precipitation of a "granular" form (see 
below) of approximately 1 tolo~~iameters occurs on and around these 
particles and probably formed on fine abraded fragments which 
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TABLE 9.1. 
! 
FUZZY ANALYSIS OF CONTROL SEDIMENT SAMPLES 
Sample Red Sand (75-210JJm) \-Jh i te Sand (90-150JJm) 
Feature }J ry }J 0.' '0 '0 
A. Agoregates @ 
8. 8i Precipitates 2.4 85*7( 1.5 100** 
C. Pitting 3.0 73* 3.6 100** 
D. Fresh Face 1.9 56 2.1 83** 
E .. Angularity 3.1 98** 3.6 100** 
F. Steps 2.4 54 2.0 46 
G. Impact Pits 3.5 100** 3.5 100** 
----
"-
--
G Feature list given in Table 7.3 }J = Mean Fuzzy value of feature 
from particle sample 
% = Percentage of particles with 
feature. 
71* = Notable values 70-79. 
100** = High values 80-100. 
w 
VI 
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TABLE 9.2. 
Sample 
Feature 
A. Aggregates @ 
B. Si Features 
c. Pitting 
D. Fresh Face 
E. Angularity 
F. Steps 
G. Impact Pits 
1 
}J 
.3.0 
2.1 
2.6 
3.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2.8 
FUZZY ANALYSIS OF CONTROL SEDIMENT: 1-30 minutes. 
min 
0/ 
'0 
25 
100** 
63 
75* 
100** 
25 
100* 
2 mins 5 mins 10 mins 15 mins 
JJ % }J ", )J 0/ )J '" /0 ':' '0 
3.0 50 
2.6 ' 83** 2.8 71* 2.5 100** 5.0 100*'k 
3.5 100** 4.4 71** 2.0 83** 3.5 80** 
1.0 17 2.0 28 2.8 66 1.3 60 
2.5 100** 2.7 100** 3.7 100** 3.4 100** 
2.0 33 1.0 14 2.0 17 1.5 40 
3.0 100** 3.0 100** 3.2 100** 3.6 100** 
© Feature list given in Table 7.3. 
p = Mean Fuzzy value of feature from sample particles. 
% = Percentage of particles with feature. 
71 * = Notable values 70-79. 
100** = High values 80-100. 
30 mins 
}J % 
I 
3.8 100** 
4.0 20 
3.5 60 
I 
3.8 100** I 
i 
2.0 40 
3.0 69 
Flume Transport , 1 j'inute : Variety of Fi rst Sediment Sal'11p ei · 
( fJucleopore filters , circular apertures aooroximately O . : }J 1 diaret 
x G~OO Jrreoular jag~ed 
surrounoing rieces 
late 18 x 5: 00 Suban, ul ar 
particle \Jith severe ab rasiC" 
sugaest brea~a0e on filterino (Lh . s ) . and solution on ed(es ~nd 
011 Gr'anular) loosely adherinu precipitate precipitation deve l op inq # 
on particle , r . h . s . upper prot rusio n . 
Plate 19 x 0:00 . a r ticle ~/ith 
abraded ed e ; fresh - face \Ji th 
inpact pits and adhe rin g 
particles; p reci pitation 
e vol oping (right) an cenenta-
tion (u pper left) . 
Plate 21 x 8~00 Small a~nrerate 
of rounded particles with surfaces 
of small so lution hoilows an 
apain , little precipitation . 
Pl ate 20 x ~500 Agr.rccate 
cOMprisin0 fresh-faced an aLJ1-
particles cemente ton ethe r 
but VJith l ' tt p si In of 
surface preci~itation . 
ate 22 x 8 :00 Subrounded 
particl e ~Ji th fine a r an ular 
su rf ace prec i pi t ates on 
irr ogu ar abrasio n- solution 
wrface of lo~/ relief 
( 0 • - O . 2J-Jr1 ) • 
2 r'linu t es : Widesp r ead remnant Su rface 0 Tr ial cedi~ en+ . 
080 Eroded sur f ace , 
assumed to be prc-coatinq ( sim il ar 
to control grains ), remnant coatinq 
in hollo\~s . 
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,( 
late 24 x -:-"'0 r,oatin ref'1 n" 
on particle (~ ); irr e'1u lar 
.. 
Pl' abras ion solution surface , 
holl "l s an adhe rin g fine 
pa rticl es . 
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Plate 2G x 880 We ll- rounde d Plate 26 ~ 57 0 Irre gulaG 
particle with ab r as io n- s oluti on subrounded pa rticl e ; p itted 
surface , solut ion concent r' atecl in and cracked surfaces \l ith 
hollo ws , a way from abrasive roun ded l a r ge (17 . 5~m ) a nd 
activity . 
Pl ate 27 x 11 90 Suban gular 
pa rticl e wi th p r ecipitat ion-
solution su rf ace , edge e ro sion 
masked by p r ec i pi t ation . 
Pl ate 29 x 620 Al most entire 
coating r emains p rob ab l y due to 
pa rticl e becomin g lo dged in 
protected a r ea of system ; l . h . s . 
fre sh-f a c e in dicates ab r as ion of 
pa rticl e and coating ; r . h . s . 
coating r em ov ed exposes control 
g r ain su rf ace . 
Pl ate 3 1 x 630 An9u l a r pa r t icl e 
ab r aded at l ower e nd ; ea rl y 
p r ecip it a tion on mos t faces . 
S t ep featur es a nd solution pits 
concentr ated (to p l eft ). 
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small ( 3 . 5}Jrl ) ' V ' notc hes . 
t~1 
5 r1inutes : eduction of r~ 
Plate 28 x 5;0 l . h . s . intact 
coating in p rotected cavity , 
a.l1d . 
exposed $urface of control S 
. h . s . coatin g r est rict ed to 
. c les 
crev i ces , adhe rin g fine pa rtl d 
. tate 
and loosely adhe rin g prec i pl 
silic a . 
Plate 30 x 580 Subangu l a r 
pa rticl e wit h seve r e ab r a sion 
especially on ImJer edge . 
d 
Irr egu l ar su rf ace of pit tin g al1 
solution ho llol 5 ) and rounding 
of edges an 
so lution an 
corners both by 
. o~ · 
ea rly precipitatl 
Plate 32 x 30 ~ounded pa rtiCle 
with solution surface and more 
ex t ens iv e solution in c a vitieS ; 
g r an ul ar p reci p it a tes a hering · 
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act as precipitation nuclei. The fine fraqments will have 
been created by abrasion and adhere to larne oarticles in 
increasingly large numbers as time goes on. 
Precipitated silica is shown in one of two different forms 
on all particles to some extent by the end of 10 minutes 
(Fuzzy value 2.5, 100~, Table 9.2) (Plates 34-38). The two 
types: "granular" (Plates 32, 34) and smooth (Plate 35) are 
described fully in Section 9.3.4 when, later in the trial, 
they occur in abundance. The first aggregation of particles 
OCCUrs at this stage (Plates 37 and 38) which, after just 10 
minutes, is considerably sooner than in storm sediment as 
shown in Table 9.3. 
The sediment sampled after 15 minutes (Plates 39-44) tended to 
be angular with irregular abrasion-solution surfaces with 
sOlution being particularly dominant (Plates 42 and 44). 
Areas of coating have still survived in a few isolated examples 
(Plated 39 and 40) and precipitates, both granular and smooth 
can be seen (Plates 42 and 43). Impact pits are present on 
all the flume sediment (100%,Table 9.2.) and increased in 
development with time from a Fuzzy value of 2.8 to 3.6 
dUring the first 15 minutes. 
By the end of the 30 minute period (Plates 45-48) precipitation 
is beginning to occur allover the particles and to suffer 
cOrrosion by solution. The high rate of abrasion thus far will 
have released the silica which now goes into the make up of 
precipitates. With the development of solution and precipitation 
features there is a corresponding drop in the percentage of 
particles with impact pits from 100% after 15 minutes to 60% 
after 30 minutes (Table 9.2) 
Little resemblence is seen between the textures or shapes of 
the particles now and the original form of the control sediment, 
mainly as a result of abrasion and solution processes. 
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TABLE 9 
.3. 
A COMPARISON OF INITIAL AGGREGATION TIMES BETWEEN SIMULATED 
AND STOPMWATER TRANSPORT. 
Transport Time Until 
Conditions Aggregation 
Flume 10 minutes 
Storm I (16.11.81) 1.46 hr. 
Storm II (10.10.80 ) 3.06 hr. 
Storm III ( 14. 11 .80 ) 6.13 hr. 
Storm IV (26.11.80) 4.13 hr. 
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Plate 33 x 1190 Severe solution 
of particle surface, sep a rate 
precipitate growth in globular 
form . 
Pl ate 3~ x 1300 Particle of oth 
fresh-faces ~Ji th impact pits 
and rounded surfaces with 
solution hollo\Js; precipitation 
gro'.Jing from partic le , and on 
surroundino granular materia l . 
10 rlinutes : Early recioitat~ 
Features . 
Plate 34 x aul
ar 
resh-faced) an 
h S · particle with steps ' V ' note e , 
adhering pa rticl es and separate 
precipitate develop~ent ; snaIl 
granular precipitates also 100sel 
adhering to particle surface . 
. 'reciP~ Plate 36 x 1600 \Jldespl~eau p 
i tation on particle as ,'ell as 
fresh and abraded faces ane loose 
granular sediment . 
late 3 7 x 1600 Early aggregation late 38 x 2900 Precioitatio n 
on particles with silica concentrated on protruding 
precipitation . surfaces and attacked by 
solution . 
1 5 ',jinutes : Domit1amt Solution Surfaces . 
Plate Jq x 420 L. h . s . dye-coated Plate ~O x 4 00 ~Gtail of Plpt e 
areas su rv i ved but part ic Ie . 9 shol·,i ng t hi n dye-coati ng 
surface is predominantly abraded over irregular abraded surface . 
and has a he rin g fragments ; r . h . s . 
anoular particle with abrasion-
solution surface . 
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Plate 4 1 x 9 70 Angular particle 
with upper abraded solution 
surface and s~ooth precioitate 
g ro win g fro m particle; loose 
granlJ lar precipitate (centre 
front) . 
Plate 43 x 070 braded} anqular 
particle with step features and 
irregular ab rasion , precipita-
tion and solution features in 
cavities , also smoother faces 
of fine abrasion-solution 
features and spread of low 
relief precipitation . 
Plate 42 x 1600 Detail of Plate 
4 1 , inely abra ed surface 
affected by solution . 
of (:J r anu lar particle; or precipi~ 
tate , (for eground ) indicates 
loose connection ~ith substrate . 
Plate 4 x 1310 Subangu lar 
particle with striations and 
' on steps across abrasion-sol ut1 
surface , possibly relict control 
sand surface . Edqe area (lO\Ver 
right) shows solution hollOws 
t ' clE! below gene ral level of par 1 
surface . 
30 1inutes : Increasinq Precipitation and Solution eatures . 
Plate 45 x 640 Subangular part~ 
cle ~Jith abrasion-solution 
surfaces , solution most active 
in protected hollows ; abrasion 
features include steps and 
striations ; fine particles 
adhere . 
Plate 47 x geo Precipitation 
widespread over particle 
surface , severely attacked 
by solution . 
Plate 46 x 640 SubanQular 
particle vith abrasion-solutiOn 
surface of hiah relief (1 . 3~m 
hollow depth) and considerable 
loosely adherinq , surface 
precioitation . 
Plate 42 x .130 "ell- developed 
precipitation-solution surfaCe 
also ~ ith granular precipita~ 
tion ; adhering particles are 
increasingly COMmon . 
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In this last sample the spread of precipitation is seen in 
the early stages and marks the end of the dominance of 
abrasion and solution. 
The patterns of abrasion features corresponds well with those 
found by Lind~ and Mycielska-DolNgia.J:'l'o (1980). However 
their method did not simulate the processeS of silica 
preCipitation although they acknowledge it occurs in streams. 
The motion of their flume simulated multi-directional move-
ments as well as allowinq the sediment and water to follow 
along the cylinder. The sedi~ent was considerably larger (c) . \ 
.031 to 8ml)than the stormwater sediment and was allowed to 
run for 1000 hours. The lack of precipitation and solution 
features in that time is probably due to the much lower 
Sediment concentration of 0.0003mg/l compared with 0.3370mg/l 
in the flume under discussion in this study. 
9.3.4. Simulated Erosion, Precipitation and Aggregation. 
The most significant change in the sediment with time, after 
the first 30 minutes, is the onset of widespread aggregation. 
(Table 9.4.) Precipitation has developed sufficiently to 
incorporate sediment and the proportion of aggregates increases 
steadily with tim~ until 100% is attained after 4.30 hours and 
remains so thereafter. The size of the aggregation is limited 
however after 4.30 hours as described below, and confirms the 
COntinuing influence of strong abrasive forces. 
After 1.15 ~hours silica precipitation of low relief and with 
a smooth surface affected by solution has spread over particle 
sUrfaces and fine particle fragments. (Plates 49-54). Many 
particles are already cemented to a few others in the early 
stages of aggregation which was also seen in a few instances in 
earlier samples. It is of interest to note that in the flume 
the only source of silica for precipitation is the particles 
in the trial, whereas in the stormwater sewer it may also be 
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TABLE 9.4. 
---
- -
Sample 
Feature 
A. Aggregates© 
B. Si Features 
C. Pitting 
D. Fresh Face 
E. Angularity 
F. Steps 
G. Impact pits 
I. Clays 
--
------
1.15 hrs. 
)J 0/ /0 
3.0 40 
3.9 80** 
2.6 70* 
2.9 80** 
3.1 80** 
2.0 40 
3.2 60 
--
---
@ 
JJ = 
% = 
71* = 
100** = 
FUZZY ANALYSIS OF CONTROL SEDIMENT: 1-8 HOURS. 
2 hrs. 2.45 hrs. 3.45 hrs. 4.30 hrs. 6 hrs. 
}J 0/ j.J ~;; JJ % )J 70 /0 )J 
3.4 78 3.0 20 2.7 30 3.5 44 3.0 
3.8 89** 4.5 80** 3.2 90** 2 0 . - 100** 3.2 
2.8 44 2.5 40 2.4 50 3.0 56 2.3 
2.4 56 3.5 60 3.3 80** 2.9 100** 2.8 
3.2 67 3.0 80** 2.9 80*'k 3.5 89** 3.4 
2.0 11 2.5 20 1.6 !}6 3.0 
2.6 78* 3.5 80** 2.9 70* 3.1 100** 3.0 
5.0 ,11 
-- --
Feature list given in Table 7.3 
Mean Fuzzy value of feature from sample particles. 
Percentage of particles with feature. 
Notable values 70-79. 
High values 80-100. 
0/ 
/0 
22 
100** 
78* 
89~\-* 
78* 
33 
89*~\-
-- -
8 hrs. 
)J % 
2.7 43 
2.fl 1 OO~',"* 
2.0 86** 
3.0 86*i~ 
2.6 71 ;~ 
1 .0 14 
I 
3.6 71';', 
L--__ 
1 . 2S our: Spread of Precipitation . 
(Nucleopore filters , ape rtur es approximately 5p m diameter ). 
Plate 49 x 8700 Fresh-faced Plate 30 x 2600 \Jidespread 
subangular particle ~ well -
developed steps , straight and 
conchoidal ' V' notches , circular 
solution lollows; angu l ar edqes 
unusual l y having escaped 
rounding by this stage but 
adhering precipitates are p r esen t. 
Plate 51 x 2 700 Irrenular 
particle of fresh faces with 
extensive early development 
of silica precipitation and 
overlying cubic crystals , 
possible formed on sample 
dryinf:j . 
Plate 53 x 1500 Overall view of 
particles with early precipi-
tates and precipitation and 
solution on fine fragments . 
early granular silica 
precipitation and solution 
of protruding -resh-fac e 
(top left) ; increasinrlY 
common square or cubic 
c r ystals , possibly of salt 
( ar. l) of 1-2 ~ m surface . 
Pl"t e Plat~ 52 x Q700 Detail of " 
51 ,s o'Nin!=j angu ar fresh faces 
but ninirlal d . e a rasio n; 
silica precipitation (left) 
appears to have forned from 
partic ~ surface but is MOre 
separate in up, er part . 
Plate 5 x 5700 Detail of op.te 
53 , precipitat ion and 
solution on fine fraQmen ts . 
2 Hours : Deve lopment of Precipitation and Agnreoation . 
Plate 55 x 11500 ~ounded g r ai n 
with a few lar qe abraded 
cavities and the surface 
severely affected by solution 
or precipitation , and attached 
to edge of small agoregate . 
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>: 8700 Subanqular 
pa rticlp, surface affected bY 
abrasion and solution , steP 
f eat u res (~ ), 100 s ely 
adhering finp. partic es . 
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available in soluble forms such as opal from, for example, 
grasses and diatoms (as described in Chapter 3). 
At the end of 2 hours the development of precipitation has 
incorporated most of the particles into aggregates (Plates 
55-61). The increased percentage from 40% after 1.15 hours 
to 78% after 2 hours is shown on Table 9.4. with a corresponding 
increase in development, particularly of precipitation from 
3.0 to 3.4. Table 9.4 shows the increase in precipitation 
oVer this period and the resulting reduction in the number 
of abrasion features observed. 
The steady rate of growth of precipitates and aggregates 
from 1.15 hours to 2 hours continues to 2.45 hours (Plates 
62-67). Precipitation development reaches a peak at this 
time although the percentage of aggregates (Table 9.4.) 
is artificially masked by the occurrence of some fresh faced 
Sediment in this small sample. 
Silica precipitation is continuing to spread after 3.45 
hours although its growth is being curtailed (Plates 68-74). 
The precipitates take two forms. At first the granular form 
is seen predominantly which appears bright from the effects of 
Charqinq and thus indicates only a loose attachment to the 
SUbstrate;it a~so develoos extensively from particle 
fragments and off extrem~ties of particles. It is probably 
the early stage of overgrowth development described by Waugh 
(1970) and others. The second develops later and is that 
form commonly seen on the stormwater sediment. The precipitate 
d~velop¢ from the particle surface and on most of the surfaces. 
It appears to develop from the particle and may be optically 
Continuous with it (Waugh, 1970). The surface is smooth 
from the effects of weathering by solution. 
8y 4.30 hours (Plates 75-81) precipitation has affected, 
and largely covered 100% of the particles (Table 9.4). From 
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Plate S7 x 11600 Silica precipita-
tion advancing over irre gu lar 
particle with fresh-faces (r ight )) 
most ad vanced on particle 
extremeties . 
Plate 59 x 5 7 00 Precipitation on 
and a roun d part icl es which are 
ab raded and support early 
precipitates . 
Plate 61 x 8400 Detail of we ll -
developed precipitate , assumed 
to be silica . 
late 63 x 3800 Uniform low 
relief surface precipitation , 
more irregular precipitates and 
solution in central cavity . 
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nateS l ate 58 x 3800 SnaI l aoqr e;, 
for min g of pa rticles with 
precipitates developing and 
surroundinG particles . 
Plate 60 x . 700 Detail of 
g ranular precipitation --
solution mate ria . 
2 .7 :; 
. t'ltl' 
ilours : Cro\J~th of prc~ , 
and J..ggreqates . 
Pl ate 62 x 3800 Subrounded 
and particle with abraded edgeS 
slight sur ace abrasion and 
solution , particularly in 
central cavity . 
Plate 64 x 8700 
. i te. ... 
ilica prec1P 
tion rrowinq at ed~es of 
irregular angular particle 
with fresh faces seen from 
ben eath precipitate . 
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Plate 65 x 2000 ~ore advanced 
silica p recipitation and 
solution concealin g the particle 
surface but not the cavities of 
upto 3 . 5~ ~ diameter . 
Plate 67 x 8 700 Detail of square 
and cubic c rystal deve lo pment 
with silica precipitation on 
and a roun d the crystals (si de 
2}J m) • 
Plate 69 x 5700 We ll- developed 
Qr anu l a r silica precipi t ation . 
Pl ate 71 x 8600 Fresh - fac e Q, 
suban~ular partic l e we ll 
covered by silica 
precipitation . 
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1400 Sp readin g 
precipitate incorporatinq fine 
particles . 
3 . 75 
tion 
. ita' 
'ours : ~ontinued pre~
me nt. 
qa reqation Cev~ 
ul ar Plate 68 x 2nOO L. h . s . nran 
silica 9 ro~th on and around 
particle ; r . h . s . a ngular 
particle with smooth spread 
of precipitate rro~ing on 
partic l e (no ch 2 r g inq) (-7). 
l ate 70 x 2 00 ggregate 
formin Q of qranular silica 
especially off edges and 
ridqes of narticle . 
PlAte 72 x 3800 Fresh - faced 
particle with son e sharp 
corners re loved by abrasion 
and i Mpact pits on faces and 
eO 
edges ; upper ,A stronaly weathe r 
surface of solution hoIIO'Js , 
adhering particles and earlY 
prec i pitation , lower right . 
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Plate 7 3 x 11700 Detail of Pl ate 
72 , solution hollows ( 0 . OS-0 . 2 ~ m 
diame t e r) , appa r ent l y in a su rf ace 
l ayer as shown by abraded lower 
edge . Su rf a ce adhe ri ng partic l es 
appea r to have been p l aste r ed 
on wit h considerable force . 
Pl ate 74 x 8700 
with relatively fresh face 
. t<1ti on . and su rroundin~ prec i pl C 
4 . ;') Ho urs: Furth e r De ve lo pment of recipitates . 
Pl ate 7S x 8800 Con volut ed pa rticl e Pl ate 7 6 x ~ 700 Tnc r eas e and 
of fresh f aces and edoes wi th sp r ead of prec i pi t ates . 
deve lopin g p r ecipitates ; u ppe r 
r ight , l ess af f ected by p r ecip it a -
tion but exhibitinn circu l a r 
solution hollows . 
Plate 77 x 8 700 S ilic a p reci pita-
tion on suban~ular pa rticle in-
corpora tin g some fine particl 
fr agme nts into lo w r e li e f 
coating . 
l ate 79 x 8 700 Detail of 
precipitation- solution surface 
and fin e p r anu l a r for m of 
particle incor po r a tin g 
fine fra qme nts . 
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l a te 78 x 1400 Eroded and 
p r ec ipi tate- cov e r ed partiC l eS ' 
l ate 80 x 2 ,00 e r y angular 
pa rticle vith abraded cavitY 
and lo os~ly ad herin~ fine 
fr aqments . 
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this time onwards however, precipitation and aggregate develop-
ment are limited by abrasion and both are shown t~ decrease 
Slightly in development between 4.30 hours and 8.00 hours. 
It is clearly the effects of abrasion acting on the sediment 
Which restricts continued aggregate development. Table 9.4 
Shows the continuing high rate of abrasion althouqh at this 
sta . t " . by ~ ge 1 1S round1ng the part1cles,(breakane rather than incrGasin;i 
their angularity. Rounding is enhanced by the increased 
activity of solution processes,Jx:r) la.tor, b~' the u(J(!itivc; 
HaVing reached this stage in the stormwater system the dis-
Charge decreases which encourages aggregate growth. In the 
flUme however the discharge remains constant and abrasive 
forces remain strong. Without much prolonged flume transport 
it is difficult to asc~rtain whether the state of the sediment 
will remain fairly constant as might be inferred from the 
results of 4.30 hours to 8.00 hours. An alternative 
possibility seems to be that after the initial intense 
abrasion of sediment during the first 30 minutes of flume 
transport the abrasion and precipitation processes become 
cYClical.Oncec precipitation and aggregation have-recched 
a certain stage, after approximately 4.30 hours, further 
development is actually limited by the lack of free silica 
aVailable. A pe~iod of abrasion would release more silica 
but in so doing would be abrading the aggregates themselves 
and reducing their size. In reality these processes are 
prObably not dominant alternately but are both occurinq 
COntinuously. After 6.00 hours to 8.00 hours a fairly 
steady state of aggregation could be expected with minor 
fl uc tu8.tions oeriodically. 11A..i. OC-{..'-'l(f'!M(..€ of- v~kv0 t~pt.so~kPttvrt'~ re~te~h . ~ 'S1"~lt SQU<LR. of S.Qct.l M.Q".At ~e(.,V(~; y(M'((c..~ CJ..b(CL2~O(\ is 
fk.t. '5>ol~ Sov(Ul. o\- <;j lttc.t)\. ~or n:..e. clue.{..()p~ ~~ ~r ur(~ ~ 
A slight increase in aggregation was seen after 6.00 hours 
(Plate 82-88) possibly in response to the increase in 
preCipitation beforehand but little further change is seen 
after 8.00 hours (Plates 89-92). 
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Plate 8 1 x 11700 Detail of l ate 
8 0 , steps on p l ain su r face and 
conchoidal b r eaks (l. h . s . of 
cavity) chi pped off by abrasion 
and thence acting as p reci pita-
tion nucle~ and ; ro wth in 
p roticte d c avit y . 
6 
,at' 
ours : Predominantly A~
De v e lo pment . 
t n' Plate 82 x 57 00 "ore subs a 
t i a l aqarellate e velopr1e nt of 
prec ipi tate - co at d , and 
remainin g fr esh , f) rtic l eS . 
Plate 83 x 2500 Sp r eadinq p r cipit - late 84 x 4000 IncCP8sina 
ate in corporating smal l pa rticl ps . precipitation and agQrp'1a tion . 
Plate 8~ x 3800 S ilic a p r eci pit a - late 86 x 5600 Snooth-faced 
tion on eroded ednes of pa rticle part i c le moulded by solut iOn 
wh ich has fresh faces wit h with si ica p r ec i p itation 
ab r aded steps still vi s i b l e on protected edaes ; pa rticle 
loos e ly adhering pa rticle s aqq re oated to others . 
a nd p reci pitat ion . 
Plate l 7 x 11700 Particle , in 
agg r eaate , s u b rou nded , wit h 
abraded surface smoothed by 
solution , p r ecipit at ion 
beginning on edge and in hollow. 
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Pate 8P x 11 400 A remnant 
an~ular , fr esh-faced pa rticle 
wh ich has lar Je l y es c ap ed 
b ei(l· o r ecipitati on but now i s 
incor po r a ted into aqoreQate 
( upper ed~e ); ab r aded con-
choidal teps a nd ' \ ' 
notch s . 
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8 Hours : S lowly Increasin g g re Ration . 
Plate 89 x 3800 Small aggregate 
of suban qu l ar particles and 
sMall scale precipitation . 
Plate 91 x 2500 Se verely abraded 
Particle . 
Plate 93 x 1 500 Impact pits , 
' V ' notches (a) , sharp ed es 
and clear faces of abrasion ; 
surface precipit ates apparently 
unaffected by abrasion ( b ). 
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late 90 x 
fin!'! 8 700 Extensi ve 
g r a nular precipitation . 
~ 
a n raoe" Plate 92 x 1 500 Seve r e l y 
'tr pa rticl e , devoid of precip l 
tion and possibly not 
quartz . 
ted 
Plate 94 x 2600 Frinly ceme n 
agg r egate after 1 0 minu~es . 
abrasion , recipitatpd silica 
cemen t at base of particles 
(-7) • 
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The occurrence in some samoles of fresh faced, angular 
particles is an unexpected anomaly. It is suggested that 
these r~rticles were lod~ed somewhere in the system as 
appears to be the case with fully coated particlps occuring 
after 5 minutes. It is difficult to see where these particles 
COuld lie undisturbed in the system or why they should then 
be re-entrained. A oossibility is for particles 
to be deposited in corners of the receiving tank and later 
randomly displaced by water or sediment but this is solely 
Conjecture. 
9.4. Experimental Ultrasonic Abrasion. 
Once more the Fuzzy method of anlysis was adopted for the 
results of simulated sediment abrasion by the ultrasonic 
bath. The experiment was to study the effects of abrasion 
on the sediment but this tim8 the actua~ stormwater sediment 
was used. D~tails of the method are. qiven" in AopElndix 9. The 
results of the Ultrasonic bat/:1 tr:-eatlilent; on a storm serih-'ent 
sample, f·or progressivelv __ lona9.r,tiiY:E' interv2ls are sho"m in 
There is a noticeable decreas0 in the number of aqgregates 
after 5 minutes although they do not completely disintegrate. 
The aggregates re~aining are those in the mature state of 
being firmly cemented together (Plate 93) while the others 
Were only adherina or in the early stages of cementation. 
Abrasion features (Plate 93) tend to increase with time, 
as seen from Table 9.5. 
The method of abrasion is severe as ~hown by the breakdown 
of the immature aggregates. This is not seen during storm 
discharges (Chapter 8) but then the discharges during widespread 
.aggregC!-tion are lcJoll past their peak and declining so a close' 
,comparison cannot be made. It is interesting to nG.te the strength of the 
aggregates which are able to withstand the considerable force 
of abrasion created in the ultrasonic bath. 
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TABLE 9.5. 
FUZZY ANALYSIS OF SIMULATED ABRASION SAMPLES 
Sample 5 mins 10 mins 20 mins 
Feature }J % ]J % ]J % 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
I. 
Aggregates 
Si Features 
Pitting 
Fresh Face 
Angularity 
Steps 
Impact pits 
Clays 
9 1 .5 30 3.3 "7 i 
3.4 78* 2.9 92** 2.5 79* 
1. 7 37 2.0 17 1 .9 54 
3.3 5B 3.4 83** 2.6 80** 
3.9 67 3.7 50 3.8 81** 
1 .6 19 1 .0 .25 ; 2.1 42 
2.9 67 2.6 83''(0* 3.2 86** 
4.5 15 2 •. 0 8 5.0 6 
@ Feature list given in Table 7.3. 
~= Mean Fuzzy value of feature from sample. 
particle. 
%= Percentage of particles with feature 
71* = Notable values 70-79. 
100** = High values 80-100. 
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9.5. The Usefulness and Limitations of the Results. 
The results fUlfill the aims of the sediment transport 
Simulation in linking the processes and the features they 
form. It has been possible to attach time periods to the 
processes predominating in the flume although they act on the 
Sediment more rapidly there than in the catchment. The 
limitations of the data and of the inferences made from it 
must be recognised and mainly derive from the inevitable 
problems of the small scale of the flume comoared with the 
size of the sewer system (described in Section 9.2.3.) 
EVidence for the higher energy of the flume system than the 
sewer comes from the more rapid rate of ahrasion of the 
particles. It is difficult to compare the flume and drain 
Sediments exactly since the drain sediment surfaces 
are complex before drain transport and the super-
impOSition of abrasion featuresmay be less obvious than on 
the flume sediment. The coated sediment was very usefUl in 
Showing the order of preferential erosion but the large size 
of both types of trial sediment compared with the storm sediment 
maYor may not produce slight differences in the feature 
Produced. 
As described in Section 9.3 above, both the abrasion, and 
precipitation and solution features formed in the flume appear 
to be very similar to those on drain sediment~ The abrasion 
features are clearer and better defined than those on drain 
Sediment which is most likely the result of a single process 
of transport abrasion, unconfused by the outside influences to 
which drain sediment is subject. The combined examination of 
flume - generated surface textures and those from the storms 
deScribed in Chapter 8 shows that the degree and extent of 
abrasion features generated in the flume during 30 minutes can 
sCarcely be matched in the sewer system by the maximum rainfall 
intensities and discharges of Group I storms of 1 to 2 hours 
dUration. 
ths SiBV\.~·CCt At (0 V\()~ ~rc.. ~t \'t-e. $\ U~ Py~~to-.(I'O(\ feClrvy(',) (~l~ 
tk ~II~ ~ Ih tc\-p ~""Ur Ot ~PVO~/~V~JC.~ ~lA-r(od pl+ ~ ~S 
.(t::o...p~ ~t pH-;'" ~4-s.IA.CIA i !'Af~I'CtM ~ Jv, lA.ov? W-.e.t" ~~v~~s.~ 
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The flume trials were set up with the aim of studying the 
processes and features of abrasion. 
forr:'lation, 
The subsequent precipitation 
so closely emulating the of si lica and agg re ga t.e 
patterns of development found in the storm sewer, was an 
unexpected bonus. Precipitation did not occur in substantial 
quantities until after the first 30 minutes of flume transport. 
Clearly then,it is the abrasion of the quartz in oarticles 
Which is releasing sufficient silica for precipitation and 
the ensuing cementation of aggregates. During the early stages 
of flume precipitation the features produced are very similar 
to those of drain transport although they form more 
Q~iCkl~ Abrasion and orecipitation fOllowed by aggregation 
takes up to 9 hours in Group II storms but the equivalent 
state is reached in the flume in 4.5 hours. Grour II storms 
are used as a comparison here because they have the combination 
of high abrasion rates and aggregate formation. From this 
stage in the flume the continuing high rate of abrasion 
restricts large scale precipitation and agGregation and erodes 
aggregates already formed. From this point the flume system 
no longer simulates the pattern of sediment alteration in the 
drain. Th~ lower energy conditions of the drain, particularly 
in the falling stages of discharge, allowed for the greater 
Qro\'Jth of precipitates. A further sample taken after a .stationar' 
Oeriod in the .flume may have shown further aggregate 
development. The aggregates in the flume may also be limited 
to some extent by a lower level of available silica without 
access to the sources of the catchment; for exampl~ from other 
minerals and biological sources. It is worth considering 
however that the pattern of alteration in the flume may well 
represent a more extensive or higher energy drainage system 
in Which aggregates can form but.for a prolonged period at 
least, are prevented from developing by severe flow conditions 
In conclusion, the time elements of feature development in the 
Catchment remain elusive since the flume trials cannot be 
Used for direct comparison. The problem is one of scale which 
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increases the rates of processes in the flume. However, the 
simulation is extremely valuable in confirming the link 
between transport processes and surface textures and the 
sequence of sediment alteration. The features of abrasion 
and aggregation can be firmly attributed to the channel 
hYdrological processes and after their elimination further 
features can be considered largely in terms of sources and 
land use. 
A comparison of the studies of the catchment with the 
experiments involving both the flume and the ultrasonic bath 
puts the rate or strength of activity in the drain in context. 
The ultrasonic bath can easily be seen to be a relatively 
high energy environment and yet the effects of each system 
on the sediment places them in increasing order of stren~th: 
(i) Ultrasonic bath - dislodges loose particles, causes 
minimal abrasion and leaves aggregates intact. 
(ii) Sewer system - severe abrasion during most intense 
storm periods. 
(iii) Flume - continuous severe abrasion of particles and 
limiting aggregate development. 
It must be remembered however, that the motion differs in the 
three situation.s. _DurinQ particle tr-ansport .in the sewer 
and~the flume, rarticles rotate and exchaoge enerqy .as t~ey, 
move alann the chann~l in the ~irection of flow. ?rotruber8nces 
are the most susceotable areas of the particles in such 
COllisions 2nd an!lular i'Y'Jor'jenturr, is thus transmitted (Krinsley 
:=t n d 'oj 8 lIe n d 0 r f, 1 9. 8 0) • In the ultrasonic bath particles 
rna v e· 11 I· t . 1. n 8. u 1 r e c _ 1 a n s , in straiqht lines rather than rotatinQ 
and breaka~es occur by the cavitation of water between particles; 
m 0 s tar e as 0 f the p a t~ tic 1 e s vii 11 b E: sub j e c t to b rea k a') e • 
It would be of qreat benefit if other catchment variables 
Co u 1 (J be in t rod LJ c e cJ toe 0 LI P 1 i cat e the flu m e s y s tern 9 r i1 rl u all ,Y 
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and in a controlled manner . The effects of the variables 
could then be monitored and a more rea istic and useful mooel 
would be achieved . 
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PART IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER 10 
THE SIZE AND SURFACE TEXTURE OF URBAN STORMWATER 
SEDIMENT. 
10.1. Summary of Stormwater Sediment and its Transport 
History from the Combined Results of Hydrology, 
Particle Size, and Electron Microscopy Studies. 
10.1.1 Group I 
The hydrology of storms in Group I is characterised by short 
duration but high intensity initial rainfall which creates 
a rapid rise and fall of stormflow and high discharge through-
out the storm period (Figure 10.1). The quantity of sediment 
available depends upon the antecedent conditions but the 
high capacity of the runoff ensures that particles of all 
sizes (in the range of 1 to 40pm) are entrained both from 
the land surface and from within the drain. The sediment is 
predominantly angular and fresh-faced with abrasion features 
and the high discharge does not usually allow silica precipita-
tion or aggregation (Figure 10.2) but washes the drain clear 
of sediment before the discharge falls significantly. 
10.1.2. Group II 
The storms of Group II have the longest periods of rainfall 
duration and generate the highest rainfall totals (Figure 10.3). 
The rainfall intensity and discharge increase gradually to 
moderately high peak values before gradually falling off. 
Drain and surface sediment are entrained during almost the 
entire period of rainfall, and bimodal size distributions 
are common throughout. At first, the sediment comprises 
coarse aggregated, drain deposits and finer, individual, fresh 
faced and abraded surface particles, and gives way to surface 
fines which predominate until becoming incorporated into 
newly forming aggregates as the discharge falls and silica 
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FIGURE 10.1 
SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPICAL STORM OF~GqOUP I 
16.11.81 
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FIGURE 10.2 
THE COMBINED RESULTS OF DISCHARGE, PARTICLE SIZE 
AND SURFACE TrxTUR~ FOR THE STORM OF 16.11.81 
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FIGURE 10.3 
SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF A TYPICAL STORM OF GROUP II. 
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precipitation increases (Figure 10.4). The rainfall and 
discharge may be of sufficiently long duration largely to 
exhaust the sediment supply and so leave the system clear but 
usually some coarse, aggregated material is deposited during 
the falling discharge. Precipitation and aggregation 
continue to develop incorporating more individual particles, 
until the flow abates completely. 
10.1.3 Group 1/11 
Storms. of mixed grouping result from the occurrence of two 
storms, of different groups, in rapid succession and have 
hydrological and sediment characteristics of both storms 
The point of change of characteristics from one group to 
the next can be observed from the data and thus such storms 
exemplify the classification. The initial rainfall of the 
storm of 17.11.81 (Figure 10.5) fell into the category 
designated for Group I. The rainfall however, continues for 
several hours, at a decreased intensity, and generates the 
discharge regime of Group II storms. The sediment character-
istics follow the same pattern, being initially dominated by 
unimodal particle sizedistributions of fresh-faced, angular 
and abraded, fine individual particles, and later giving way 
to bimodal distributions of increasingly silica altered 
and aggregated particles (Figure 10.6). 
10.1.4 Group III 
Mid-range values for hydrological, size and surface texture 
features typify storms of this group (Figure 10.7). The 
pattern of discharge and sediment alteration follows closely 
that of Group II storms. As a result of the moderate intensity 
of the rainfall and the slower build up of the discharge, 
compared with storms of Groups I and II, surface sediment only 
reaches the outfall as the discharge attains peak values, and 
silica precipitation and aggregation occurs to some extent in 
the early stages of the storms. The constant presence 
throughout the discharge of transported fine particles and 
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FIGURE 10.4 
THE COMBINED RESULTS OF DISCHARGE, PARTICLt SIZ~ 
AND SURFACE TEXTURE FOR THE STORM OF 10.10.80. 
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FIGURE 10.5 
SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS OF STORM 17.11.81, 
OF MIXED GROUPING 1/11. 
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FIGURE 10.6 
THI COMBINE.D R[SULTS OF DISCHARG[,PARTICL[ SIZ~ 
AND SURFACE TEXTURE FOR THE STORM OF 17.11.81. 
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the almost continuous forming of aggregates, both early in the 
storm and during the falling discharge, maintains strongly 
bimodal sediment size distributions (Figure 10.8). 
10.1.5 Group IV 
Group IV includes the storms of shortest duration, lowest 
rainfall totals and intensities and discharge (Figure 10.9) 
and those which transport the lowest quantities of sediment 
Minimal abrasion occurs to this sediment but silica precipita-
tion and aggregation is an almost continuous process during 
these storms. There is a period of wetting of the land 
surface, depending on the antecedent conditions, before there 
is sufficient flow for runoff. Precipitation and aggregation 
occur during these periods of stationary or slow flow. 
Predominantly the capacity of the discharge is too low to 
carry any but the finest individual particles but intermittently 
fluctuations allow the aggregates to be entrained which provides 
the bimodal sediment size distributions; only the fine 
particles can be moved any distance (Figure 10.10). 
10.2. Conclusions 
10.2.1. Suspended Sediment in Urban Runoff. 
The sediment in the catchment originates in the largest 
quantities from the roads; from the erosion by traffic of 
both the road surface and vehicles. The weathering of 
building materials produces a substantial proportion of 
sediment, and soil particles are washed from gardens and 
open spaces. Airborne particles have their sources both 
within the catchment and in the surrounding areas but probably 
mainly from industrial sources rather than deflation. 
The size of the sediment once it is suspended in stormf1ow 
most commonly ranged from 1 to 40pm. The road surface 
particles are of quartz and feldspathic mineralogy while the 
accompanying particles from vehicles include iron, rubber 
and paint. The most distinctive particles eroded from 
401 
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AND SURFACE TEXTURE FOR THE STORM OF 14.11.80. 
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data is unavailable for 14.11.80 but similar rainfall makes 
the comparison valuable. 
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building materials are the clays from bricks and roof tiles. 
Soil particles are also predominantly quartz with alumino-
silicates, and airborne sediment is characteristically 
quartzitic, from roads and buildings, and flyash. 
The quartz particles from the road surface, apart from 
being generated in the largest numbers are the most durable, 
and so account for the vast majority of the sediment sampled 
at the outfall. The particles were most strongly eroded 
in areas of heaviest traffic; they are fresh-faced and 
angular with the well-defined abrasion features. The minority 
of road sediment from vehicles varies in appearance with its 
composition but too few particles occurred for the mineralogy 
and surface texture to be clearly associated with each other. 
The degree of weathering of particles from building material 
depends largely on the age of the property. The older brick 
built housing generates well weathered particles of "crinkly" 
appearance whereas those of more modern areas are more angular 
and fresh-faced. Some small variation also occurs due to 
the slightly different mineralogical composition of some of 
the newer building materials. Soil particles showed signs 
of abrasion but are greatly affected by silica precipitation 
and solution features, from circulating pore waters, which 
tend to cement the particles into small aggregates. The 
appearance of the airborne particles falls into two categories; 
spherical particles of flyash have "upturned-plate" surfaces 
and the quartzitic fragments are angular with fresh-faces 
and, occasionally, silica plastering. 
10.2.2. Sediment Relationships with Catchmen~Hydrology. 
The storms fall into four main groups based on rainfall and 
discharge parameters and the characteristics of the sediment 
collected during these storms are closely associated with 
the hydrology. Group I is of high initial rainfall intensity 
for the shortest periods and generates moderately high 
rainfall totals; the discharge is moderately high and also 
short-lived. Group II storms are of long duration, high 
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total rainfall and moderately high intensity. The discharge 
is moderately high and also of long duration. Groups III and 
IV followed the pattern of Group II but the parameters are 
of moderate and low values respectively. 
The runoff entrains the sediment generated during the antecedent 
dry period, which collects in the gutters, is washed through 
road drains into the stormwater sewer and thence, suspended 
in turbulent flow, is transported to the outfall. During 
storms of Group I almost all the sediment available is 
entrained and the land surface is often scoured by the high 
intensity rainfall. Individual, surface particles therefore 
predominate in number over any drain aggregates and the 
sediment is flushed out due to the high discharge. In Group 
II storms, in contrast, individual surface particles are 
gradually entrained as the flow builds up. Precipitation 
occurs during the low flow before particles join the load 
of drain sediment. Aggregates are removed as the discharge 
increases and individual particles predominate until aggregation 
resumes. The sediment is usually removed from the drain due 
to the prolonged duration of the rainfall and discharge. 
The sediment loads of Group III storms largely follow the 
same pattern, as that in Group II, of surface and drain 
sediment removal but sediment is commonly deposited in the 
drain with the falling of the discharge. Fine surface 
particles and aggregates already in the drain, can only be 
entrained by Group IV storms. D1scharge fluctuations occur 
during stormflow but only in Group IV storms may the discharge 
fall sufficiently low to affect the sediment and periodically 
to deposit and re-entrain the larger aggregates of the load. 
10.2.3. Sediment Transport Histories. 
From the source to the outfall the sediment undergoes 
considerable alteration. After transport across the land 
surface to the storm sewer, during which abrasion and 
possible some precipitation occur, the process~s of alteration 
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during sewer transport become more vigorous. The degree 
of alteration varies with the strength and duration of the 
discharge of the four storm groups but the pattern of 
progressive alteration remains the same. The highest discharge 
encourages interparticle, and particle bed ab~asion and 
particle breakage. B~akage most commonly causes angularity 
and fresh-faces, aud abrasion creates impact pits, striations, 
steps and 'v' notches. Abr£sion appears to occur preferent-
ially on particle edges and protruberances and later on faces 
and in hollows. Solution too erodes and rounds the particle 
surfaces. As the sili~a concentration in the water rises, 
from such sources as the particles themselves, amorphous 
silica and the decay of plant and animal matter, it is 
increasingly precipitated onto the particles. At first the 
silica precipitation is in a fine, granular form which 
grows and coalesces into globular precipitates. The silica 
spreads,covering particle surfaces and developing outwards 
from the particle. In the most extreme cases quartz crystals 
form but all forms are subject to abrasion by particles and, 
in particular, by solution which accentuates the rounded 
appearance of the precipitates. Precipitation continues for 
as long as the moisture is available and clustered and 
deposited particles become firmly cemented together, by the 
precipitate, into aggregates. 
The time periods of the different processes remained elusive 
within the limits of the start of the rainfall and the end 
of the discharge. In fact, those limits could only be relied 
upon in instances when the drain was clear of sediment both 
before and after a storm. The discharge of the runoff and 
the drainflow could only be measured at the outfall which, 
combined with the range of particle sizes. prohibits the 
calculation of surface sediment entrainment values. Further, 
the time taken to transport sediment from any point along 
the drain cannot be assuvrned to be proportional to the 
distance due to the changing gradient, discharge and sediment 
load along its length. However some estimation of the period 
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when each process is dominant can be made from the studies 
of the sediment at known intervals through the storm and 
with the aid of the flume trials where sediment changes were 
monitored in a much more controlled environment (Figure 10.11) 
The research has shown clearly the close interrelationship 
between stormwater sediment characteristics and the hydrology. 
The adaptation of the F~zzy Method of classification proved 
to be an accurate and rapid descriptor of distinctions 
between sediment from different sources, and elucidated 
stages of progressive alteration occurring along the drain, 
in particular at the pond, and during storms. It can be seen 
that features are formed at source or by specific transport 
mechanisms; some features consistently occur in suites; some 
features are enlarged, multiplied or replaced, to an extent 
determined by the distance and duration of transport. The 
flume-simulation further links processes and features and 
shows the order of preferential erosion and gives an indication 
of the time periods of alteration. In the flume it was shown 
that the abrasion of quartz provides a substantial source 
of silica for precipitation, while in the sewer there is 
the added contribution from organic matter. Silica 
precipitation and cementation of particles forms coarse 
aggregates which, with fine, individual particles fresh from 
the surface, create distinctly bimodal size curves. This 
pattern is only changed by the unimodal.distributions of 
individual particles of all sizes scoured from the surface 
by severe, high intensity rainfall. This clearer under-
standing of the nature of the sediment its source, size 
and progressive alteration during its transport history, will 
enable implications to be made for more efficient sediment 
collection and removal and for improved sewer design and 
operation in urban stormwater systems. 
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APPENDIX 1 
SILICA SOLUBILITY AND PRECIPITATION. 
Amorphous silica commonly exists as a colloid or as opaline 
silica both of which have similar solubilities and d~olve 
in either fresh or marine waters to levels of 100 to 140ppm at 
ordinary temperatures (approximately 100 c) largely as the 
monomolecularform (H~ Si O~). Crystalline forms of silica 
have lower solubilities; quartz is the lowest at 6 to 14ppm 
(only affected by pH values of greater than 9, Appendix 
Figure 1) and thidymite, cristobalite and chalcedony are only 
slightly higher.(Krauskopf, 1959; Okamota, Okura and Goto, 
1957; Berner, 1971) Opaline silica is commonly the predecessor 
of quartz silica and forms from the skeletal components of 
planktonic organisms (for example, diatoms) and can also form 
as an inorganic precipitate. Opaline silica comprises 
submicroscopic crystallites of disordered crystobalite and 
inter-crystalline water. The quartz silica can form as euhedral 
overgrowths on detrital grains, as microcrystalline cement in 
sandstones and shales and as chert (fibrous crystals of 
chalcedony) (Berner, 1971). 
The weath_ering of silicate minerals provides a :iiource of 
silicon. The rate of weathering depends on the number and 
accessibility of the cations which are removed first: calcium 
magnesium, iron, sodium and potassium. With the decreasing 
concentration of these cations per unit volume, the silicates 
are;ortho-, ino-, phyllo- and tekto silicates. Weathering 
causes almost complete structural br~akdown of or tho- and 
inosilicates, more superficial alteration of phyllosilicates 
and considerable structural weakening in tektosilicates such 
as feldspars which contain these cations. 
The breakdown of organic matter causes acidification which 
leads to the increased production of hydrogen ions and increased 
rates of hydrolysis. High alkalinity then results from the 
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hydrolysis, immediately around the crystal faces, which causes 
the release of bases, for example sodium, potassium, calcium 
and magnesium. This increases the solubility of silicon and 
aluminium. 
At pH values of less than 9, commonly found in fresh and sea 
waters, d~olved silica occurs in solution as monomeric 
silicic acid at a concentration of approximately 35ppm. This 
is considerably undersaturated compared with possible levels 
of 100 to 140ppm at 100 c and pH6 but is of similar ionic 
strengths to fresh and sea waters. The value may be higher 
with more freshly soluble epal present or lower with quartz 
or chalcedony (Krauskopf, 1959; Berner, 19(1). 
The solubility of amorphous silica in the form of synthetic 
silica gel, colloid and silica glass has been measDred at 
various temperatures and pH values (Kranskopf, 1956). Under 
ordinary conditions (lOoc and pH6,Appendix Figure 1), silica 
exists in a state of stable equil ibrium and is extremely 
..... 
slow to precipitate, possibly taking several weeks. 
Evaporation, cooling or neutralisation increases the concentra-
tion of silica and from a supersaturated solution a colloidal 
solution forms. Precipitation however appears unlikely 
especially at pH values of less than 4. However, precipitated 
silica is found in water courses and forms rapidly (eight hours 
or less}in the presence of abundant electrolyte as in sea 
water (pH 7.5 to 8.3) and in the storm sewer (pH 8.3). 
Aluminium plays an important role in silica precipitation. 
It is released from crystal surfaces of alumino-silicate 
minerals at the same time as silica and, although in smaller 
guantities (1 AL : 45 8i02), is sufficient to cause precipitation 
of most of the silica once it has moved away from the area of 
high pH at the crystal surface. The cations silicon and 
aluminium are immobile and only move over short distances 
as colloidal entities. Whereas small amounts of silicon 
exist as H48iJ4 in solution and can move great distances. 
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APPEN8IX FIGURE 1 
a.. SOLUBILITY OF AMORPHOUS SILICA. 
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SILICA IN CONCRETE 
Some forms of silica used in concrete may, under s.ome circumstances 
be reactive and cause decay. The reactive forms of silica 
include microcrystalline quartz and forms whose crystal 
structures are less stable, for example, cristobalite, 
chalcedony, tridymite, epal, chert and flint. Caustic 
alkalis, for example, sodium and potassium hydroxides present 
in the pore fluid, are taken into solution by water and react 
slowly with silica particles to form an alkali-silicate gel. 
The gel is hygroscopic and expands to cause cracking of the 
concrete (Symposium, Reykjavik, 19(5). The proportion of 
silica is crucial to the reaction and the process does not 
occur if that proportion is reduced or exceeded. The process 
is therefore very rare and few cases have been reported in 
Britain. This is particularly so as the effects are only 
traced when the reaction occurs near the surface of the concrete. 
Where this happens the effects of cracking are similar to, 
and may occur in conjunction with, cracking caused by sulphate 
attack or freezing and thawing. Although the cracking appears 
to be rare in Britain, the way in which silica may come out 
of solution might be more common. 
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APPENDIX 3 
THE STABILITY OF STORMWATER SEDIMENT DURING STORAGE. 
Introduction. 
Some alteration of the sediment was observed during periods of 
delay between the collection and analysis of samples; there 
was considerable growth of algae which incorporated the particles 
into flocs. The sample bottles were necessarily stationary 
during this period but it was observed that the process was 
increased rapidly in conditions of light (sunlight or artificial) 
and warmth (room temperature); within one day the sediment 
was largely incorporated into these floes. The process was 
slowed to two days when storage occurred in the dark and for 
longer in the dark when refrigerated. However the introduction 
of sodium azide in the concentration of approximately 2.5g per 
500ml sample destroyed the algae before growth and to some 
extent allowed deflocculation after algal growth. 
Two hypotheses were formulated as to what was the natural state 
of the sediment in stormwater and what change might take place 
as a result of the sampling methods. Firstly, it was hypothesised 
that the sediment occurred as individual particles within the 
stormflow and formed into floos and aggregates during the static 
period and in the confined space of the sample bottles. It 
was thought that the plastic material of the bottles and tubing, 
and cohesive forces in the narrow-bore tubes may have had some 
contributary effect. If this was the case then dispersion 
treatment, as advocated by authors on sample preparation for 
electronic counters (Chapter 3) and in particular the ultra-
sonic bath, would separate the particles and return the sediment 
to its natural state. The second hypothesis supposed that the 
sediment occurred as aggregates in the natural state and that 
the dispersion treatment would largely break these down. 
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Results 
Sample treatment was designed to determine the most acceptable 
hypothesis and is shown diagramatically in Appendix Figure 3. The 
samples were further examined under the microscope. The results 
showed that the truth of the hypotheses lay in a combination of 
the two. Under the microscope it could be seen that the sediment 
occurred predominantly as aggregates at the coarse end of the 
size range (~to 4,OYin) with loosely adhering, fine individual 
particles, and a very much smaller proportion of separate 
particles of various sizes but oredominantly in the fine range 
(l tv 3,.m). 
After repeated size analyses for four similar samples the 
average values for the percentage of fine particles were 
calculated and are shown in Appendix Ta/jle 3. The considerable increase 
in fine particles with the introduction of the samples into 
the dark indicated a release of algal_-held particles. There-
after the changes are slight although at room temperature 
there is a decreasing trend in the percentage of fine particles 
after 27 hours and a final levelling off indicated the 
cessation of algal activity. At room temperature, after the 
stab i 1 iz i ng pe riod of ·app ro x ima te ly 27 hou rSJ the pe rcentage of 
fine particles increases which demonstrates the activity of the 
dispersion technique after the algae has died. Up until that 
time it appears that algal activity partly compensates the 
effects of dispersion. At low temperatures in the dark there 
is no evidence of alga], activity although the dispersion 
releases fine particles held on the aggregates. 
In conclusion, it has been shown that samples stored at room 
temperature developed algaL~ growth which incorporated sedi~ent 
into large, sinu00s floes. Within one or two days the flocs 
could be fairly successfully dispersed in the ultrasonic bath 
but after a longer period this became impracticA¥ From the 
shift in the particle size distribution towards the fine sizes, 
it can be seen that there is a positive correlation between the 
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length of the ddspersion treatment up to 10 minutes and the 
number of fine individual particles in the sample. The loosely 
adhering particles have then been removed from the aggregates 
which thereafter remain stable. 
~ith the addition of sodium azide the problems of flocculation 
caused by algal growth are greatly reduced. The conditions of 
storage are far less important once the algaehave been destroyed. 
Storage in conditions of low temperatures and without light 
do however help to maintain the samples in their most natural 
form. 
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APPENDIX FIGURE 3,a .. 
THE DESISN OF SAMPLE TREATHENTS IN 
STORAGE EXPERIMENTS 
Hand sar.lOle 
taken as the absolute natural state. 
Samples kef)t 
at room temf)erature 
in the dark 
No 
dispersion 
treatment 
B 
Samples in 
disf)ersant and 
subjected to 
ultrasonic bath 
treatment before 
each analysis 
Samples kept in 
cold and dark 
C 
No 
dispersion 
treatment 
o 
As 8 
5 - day'. period} 
twice daily particle 
size analysis. 
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APPUJDIX TABLE 3 
Sar:lp 1 e 
A 1 
2 
3 
4 
B 1 
2 
3 
4 
C 1 
2 
3 
4 
0 1 
2 
3 
4 
THE INCREASE IN THE MEAN NUMBER OF FINE 
PARTICLES WITH STORAGE TIME. 
TIME HOURS) 
0 4.75 23.50 27.0 48.25 51.0 
7.8* 7.9 8.1 10.9 9.1 9.6 
7.9* 9.2 10.5 10.6 9.7 9.6 
8.0* 10.2 10.4 10.3 10.5 10.1 
6.0* 9.9 10.8 10.4 10.1 
10.6 6.9** -, -, 10.2 10.n , . , 
11.5 7.9** 11.2 10.2 10.6 
10.4 7.4** 11.8 9.9 10.n 
11 .0 8 ,,** ...... 11.5 9.9 
10.4 11.0 
9.8 10.9 
10.5 10.7 
9.9 10.1 
10.5 10.2 
11.0 10.0 
11.0 10.5 
10.4 10.0 
71. 25 
9.0 
10.6 
10.8 
10.8 
11.0 
11.4 
10.8 
10.7 
10.4 
10.3 
10.0 
9.8 
10.8 
11.5 
10.5 
11.0 
Mean number of fine particle~% results of 4 repeated runs 
per sample are shown. 
* Initial sample straight from storm drain and ke~t in motion 
** Low results probably due to low concentration sample 
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APPENDIX 4 
SOME DETAILS OF FUZZY THEORY. 
In an attempt to quantify grain surface textures observed 
with the Scanning Electron Microscope, values are allotted 
to the features according to their degree and coverage on the 
particle. Using a set with a scale of 1 to 5 the features are 
judged as poorly -,weakly -,moderately -,wel~and very 
well-developed. These descriptive terms are called "linguistic 
variables". The value allotted also takes into account the 
percentage-area of the particle covered by the feature on 
the approximate scale 1, 25, 50, 75, 100%. The absence of a 
feature is not registered or can be considered as having the 
value 0; six categories have been most commonly chosen for 
this type of analysis (for example, Krumbein, 1938). 
The features are analysed and classed by visual inspection. 
There is a lacY- of sharp division, or fuzziness between grades. 
The values allotted to variables have no greater numerical 
precision than their names (linguistic variables); they are 
ordinal data and therefore only non - parametric statistics 
can be used in their examination (Whalley, in Press). 
The degree of membership of a group is often given a value 
between 0 and 1 where 0 denotes "not a member" and 1 denotes 
"is a member" and values of partial membership fall between 
the two. The degree of membership can be plotted as a curve 
against the value given to a variable and functions can be 
generated (Beddow, Philip and Nasta, 1980; Herman, 1982) by 
the use of, for example, "old" = u2 as in AppF,!odix Figure 4 a 
from Zadeh (1975) where; 
u = grade of membership 
o = is not a member 
1 = is a member. 
In this example size is plotted to give a membership function 
which could have direct measurements but this is time 
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consuming and would not really be the case with 'roundness' 
or "age of people" for example the set of terms of a linguistic 
variable, V is V (T). The syntax gives rise to the structure 
of well-formed sentences in T(V). The term of T(V) from 
Appendix Figure 4a would be: T (age) = very young + young + not 
young + old + very old; fUrther terms could be added as needed 
to descripe the group. The terms must be defined by number 
and are ordered (Whalley, in Press). 
Generalised membership functions illustrating the terms 
"generality", "ambiguity" and "vagueness" are shown in 
Appendix Figure4 b adapted from Beddow, Philip and Nasta, 1980. 
Membership fUnctions on a scale of 0 to 1 for roundness and 
angu lari ty are shown on Append i x F i gu re 4 c. If an~u lari ty is 
defined as: 
u (an~ular) = 
u (not angular)= 
u (round) = 
and if values can be given to 
angular = 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 
a b c d e 
not angular = 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 
a b c d 
round = 1 + 0.9 + 0.7 + 0.5 
a b c d 
u angular (v) 
v 
1 - u angular (v) 
v 
u angular (1 - v) 
v 
u then: 
0 + 0.3 + 0.5 + 0.7 
f g h i 
1 + 1 + 0.7 + 0.5 + 
e f g h 
+ 0.3 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 
e f 9 h 
+ 0.9 + .i 
j k 
0.3 + 0.1 
i j 
0 + 0 + 0 
i j k 
Values of 'u' are for discrete categories (a to k) measured 
equally for 'roundness' and 'angularity'. Once a term (such 
as angular is defined and its value (u) at any category 
determined then it is possible to separate the u's of each 
term on a bivariate diagram for many data pOints (Whalley, in 
Press). There are fuzzy clustering techniques available for 
this (Bezdek, 1974). 
+ 
The process of grain texture identification by fuzzy analysis 
is rapid and features can then be attributed to the source or 
point in a storm from which they were sampled. 
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APPENDIX FIGURE 4a 
Q. 
0"" 
£. 
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MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION OF THE LINGUISTIC FUNCTION 'AGE'. 
(After Zadeh, 1975) 
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APPENDIX FIGURE 4b 
GENERALISED MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION TO ILLUSTRATE THE 
It 
CONCEPTS OF "GENERALITY, AMBIGUITY AND VAGUENESS. 
Generality Ambiguity Vagueness 
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APPENDIX FIGURE 4c 
:) 
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MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION OF ANGULARITY AND ROUNDNESS 
AND 'NOT ANGULAR'. 
(After Beddow, Philip and Nasta, 1980). 
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APPENDIX TAGLE 4 
Feature 
1 2a 
A 4 
B 2 
C 2 
D 3 
E 2 
F 1 
G 5 2 
EXAMPLE OF DETAILED FUZZY RESULTS 
STORM 16.11.81, SAMPLE 2. 
Particle 
b 4 5 6a b 7a b c 8a b 
2 
2 2 5 5 3 5 5 4 5 
1 3 3 3 2 
4 5 1 
4 3 4 2 1 
5 1 
3 3 2 4 3 2 4 
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c d e 8B 
5 4 
5 5 2 
5 3 2 
2 4 1 
3 4 3 
.po 
00 
o 
ROAD SEDWEIIJT 
Particle 
2A 
28 
4Aa 
4Ab 
4 
-
1 
5 
7A 
SA 
AP?EIIJDIX 5 
DETAILED SU~FACE AREA RESULTS. 
Total Number Feature No. Squares 
of Squares Feature 
2868 2 1897 
9 51 
10 680 
" 11 139 
12 129 
15 74 
3642 2 311.'11 
9 172 
18 289 
857 2 829 
9 9 
24 19 
1028 3 919 
5 4 
11 6 
18 74 
24 25 
6883 10 5664 
11 572 
12 98 
13 84 
14 40 
15 100 
17 8 
18 191 
24 126 
3313 3 557 
5 141 
10 1737 
12 153 
1'5 289 
24 934 
5214 2 4214 
10 668 
15 211 
24 121 
2691 9 2691 
1857 1 1627 
15 42 
24 128 
Feature 'y, of 
Total Area 
66 
2 
24 
5 
4 
3 
87 
5 
8 
97 
I 
2 
89 
0.5 
7 
2 
82 
8 
1 
1 
0.5 
1.5 
0.1 
28 
2 
15 
4 
44.5 
4 
7.5 
25 
81 
13 
4 
2 
100 
91 
3 
6 
88 3739 ----2- - -[ 3574 •• 
9 16 0 • .1 
1:: 96 2.5 
24 53 1.4 
~IR80PIIJE SEOI~ENT 
I 835 2 779 93 
9 317 38 
24 23 3 
1A 4195 11 1501 3B 
22 2358 58 
24 336 8 
3 801 11 133 1:-
12 343 43 
22 '321 40 
24 135 1:-
5A 116 5 237 21 
10 802 72 
12 21 2 
15 12 1 
24 44 4 
58(il 1370 22 1305 95 
24 65 5 
50 1544 2 1356 89 
9 176 11 
24 12 1 
6A 521 22 510 98 
24 11 2 
6[3 2626 10 1628 62 
24 998 38 
6C 1191 10 1144 96 
24 30 ... --•• OJ 
9 17 1.5 
60 3712 10 3424 92 
1:i 8 O. ::; 
24 280 ... ~ ••. J 
';'8(il 92 22 88 96 
24 4 4 
4B( ii I 46 22 44 96 , 
2--l- 2 4 
48( iiI I 33 22 32 ICC 
~ 
00 
..... 
4B(iv) 
56( ii) 
5B(ii!t 
5B(iv) 
59(v) 
5B(d) 
5B(vH) 
SB(viiil 
53(ixl 
5S(x) 
5B(xi) 
58( xii) 
6A( ii) 
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APPE~~DIX 5 
8~ICK AND TILE CLAY CONTROL STUDIES. 
Building materials were seen as a substantial source of sediment 
in the catchment. Rainfall washes sediment off roofs and walls 
which is fed by gutters into the drainage system. To recognise 
this sediment as disti:lct from road and soil particles, some 
control sediment was examined. Particles were brushed onto 
a sample stub from weathered and freshly broken surfaces of both 
brick and roof tile. 
1l?J>e.~J 
The results for brick sediment can be seen inAPlates 1 to 7 and 
the Fuzzy Analysis is given in Appendix Table 6. Fresh'brick sediment 
is made up of a combination of features not previously associated 
with each other in this study. Aggregates or clusters of 
particles form the dominant mode of the sediment. Base particles 
60 to 15~~of fresh faced angular and vesicular surfaces support 
adhering fine fresh faced angular fragments 1 to, 3~m. This 
sample appea~s to have been only slightly weathered because very 
little is recognised in the way of abrasion or solution and 
precipitation features. 
Awe ttt:tl)(' 
FromATable 10 it can be seen that tile material is also dominated 
by fresh faced angular particles with substantial development 
of impact 
process. 
features, presumably from the tile construction 
Ap~)('b 
Plates 1-, provide the appearance of corroded or 
A 
486 
APPENDIX TABLE 6 
FUZZY ANALYSIS OF BRICK AND ROOF TILE SAMPLES. 
Sample Brick Tile 
Feature fJ % }J % 
A Aggregate@ 4.0 71* 2.5 25 
B Si Features 2.8 57 2.9 50 
C Pitting 2.0 14 
D Fresh Face 4.7 100** 3.5 100** 
E Angularity 4.7 86** 4.3 100** 
F Steps 3.0 14 4.0 50 
G Impact Pits 4.0 29 3.7 75* 
H "Crinkles" 3.0 29 5.0 25 
I Clays 
@ Feature list given in Table 7.3. 
p = Mean fuzzy value of feature from 
sample particles. 
% = Percentage of particle with feature. 
71* = Notable values, 70-!;?'9 
100** = High values, 80-100. 
487 
t • 
pitted surfaces. Particles of 50 to 100}Jm,are laroely covered vlith 
fine fragments of approximately 3~m and small isolated pieces 
of precipitated material. The particles with features of 
precipitation and solution, and some degree of rounding, will 
have come fron the outer weathered surface of the tile. 
These samples are from only one area,of the catchment,in which 
one type of buildino materials were used. The composition and 
microtexture of the bricks and tiles will vary slightly across 
the catch~ent but the results of this study do permit the 
recognition of brick and tile particles in the surface and 
drain sediment samples. 
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AP PE NDIX 
Pl ate I x 1700 Cverall vie w of 
brick sediment . 
l ate 3 x .·300 f)etail of l ate 
1 , prec i pitat ion solution 
surface; r ounded partic l es and 
fibr ous adhering pa rticl es 
(l.Il . s . ) ang ul ar abraded fresh 
particles (r . h . s .L 
AY • 
• l ate 2 x 4300 Deta i l of 
Pl ate 1 , fresh-faced 
ves icular pa rticle wi th 
a he rin g Fine angu lar , 
fresl1-faced fra.ments . 
late 4 x 4 00 De tai l o f 
Plate 1 , fresh-faced angu l a r 
pa rticl ; step feature ; 
p r ec i . itate . 
nOOF-TIL E CLAY. 
l ate ~ x 280 Overall vi ew or 
l a r ge pa rticl es cov e r ed in fine 
fragments . 
Plate A x 1700 e tai I of 
Plate r. , so ution areas 
fin e ad herin n fr agme nts 
inclu d in Q p reci p itated 
mate ri a l . 
Pl ate 7 x v lOO [etail of 
Plate 5 , solution surface 
(lowe r left), fr esh -faced 
angula r frag~ent with small 
a r ea of p r eci p itat e (lower 
ri ght ). 
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FLU lE PA RAMETERS . 
Ca pacity of Flume System + f-l ume (including heade r tank) 
and Rece iver Tank + pipes . 
Total Water Volume 
Flu me (including header t ank ) 
len gt h 
wi dth 
de pth 
2 . 50m 
0 . 1 5 
0 . 09 
Volume = 2 . 50 x 0 .1 5 x 0 . 0 9 
= 0 . 034m3 
Receiver Tank 
length 
.width 
depth 
0.89m 
0 . 36 
1 . 07 
Volume = 0 . 89 x 0 . 36 x 1 . 07 
= O. 342rn 3 
Pi pes (fu 11 ) 
( a ) len q th 
diameter 
2 . 3m 
0 . 17m 
Volume 2 = TT x (0 . 085 ) x 2 . 3 
0 . 052m3 
len gth 
diameter 
2 . 2m 
0 . 1 5m 
Volu me = TT x ( 0 . 075)2 x 2 . 2 
= 0 . 039m3 
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Sed i ment 
Total Volume ,Pipes = 0 . 052 + 0 . 039 
= 0 . 091 m3 
Total wa ter Volume = 0.034 + 0.342 
0 . 468m 3 = 
= 4681 
Concentration . 
" eight of Se i ment = 250 OOOmg 
Volu me of Water = 468 1 
Sediment Concentration = 250 000 
46 
= 534 mq / l 
+ 0.091 
Discharge . 
Velocity . 
Water lev e l d iff erence in manometer, 
( 1 = 170mm 
Angle of inclination of manometer , 
Q. = 55 0 
Q = 0 . 604 (1 sin O)X lIs 
= 0 . 604 (170 sin 55 0 )X 
= 7 . 13 lIs 
Average Velocity in flu me 
= discharge 
cross sectional area of flume 
= 0 . 00713m 3 /s 
0 . 09 x 0 . 1 5m2 
= 0 . 53m /s 
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APPE NDIX 9 
AN ATTEMPT TO SI MULATE THE SEDIMENT RES PONSE TO ABPASI VE 
WATER TRAI\lSPORT. 
A drain sample was subjected to ultrasonic bath treatment for 
s e 1 e c ted t i r.l e i n t c !'"' val sin a c r u d e 2_ t t e III p t tor e cog n i set he 
t i r,l eta Iz e 11 top r' 0 d u cot h e 0 b s e r'v e c: f eat u res c rea ted by d r a i n 
f lo\'}. 
To min inise the variables involved the drain sample chosen 
was from tho top of the catchment W1ere the sediment was 
generated \Jithin the ifimediate hectare . The Jistance of 
drain transport to the next access point was 22 . 0m ahd sedimen t 
features foun d there \'1e l"(} compa red \Ji th those produced 
e)'perimentally . If the e, perir,lent \jas successfu l it was hoped 
to relate the forces generated in the bath to the distance 
travelled and possibly indicate the force effect of the 
processes at work in the d r ain , a significant gap in the 
literature . 
Two drain subsamples , I and II , were subjected to ultrasonic 
batl1 treatment as fo lIous ; I ; :3 , 10 and 20 minutes , and on a 
finer scale , II : 2 , 5 and 10 minutes . 
/- n un-cI"ea-ced sample v'as examined un er the scanning electron 
microscope anJ e~ed as a control in comparison Bith scanning 
elect ron microscopy analyses of each treated samplp . The 
results are given in Chapte r 9 . 
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